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o:_ 'l A BST RACT

NASA's long-range plan for the study of solar-

_ terrestrial relations includes a Solar /Jrobe Mission in

_ , which a spacecraft _s put into an eccentric orbit with• perihelion near 4 solar radii (0.02 AU). The scientific

i_ experiments which might be done with such a mission are

1 discussed in this report. Topicm included are theI'
distribution of mass within the Sun, solar angular

_- momentum, the fine structure of the solar surface and•-o

_:' corona, the acceleration of the solar wind and energetic

particles, and the evolution of interplanetary dust. The

mission could also contribute to high-accuracy tests of

general relativity and the search for cosmic gravitational

_i01_°:i,:_'' radiation.
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FOREWORD

_, H. Neusebauer

i Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, Californ/a 91103

/

, Thls book Is, to first order, the Proceedinss of the Solar Probe

_i*. Science Workshop held ac the California Institute of Technolosy on

__._., Nay 22 and 23, 1978. 'fhis volume is not, however, a transcript of the
!

':_ Workehop. Some presented papers were not written up or were no_

accepted for publication. Some papers in this book were written by/

., people who were unable to attend the meetin8. Finally, foraal and

informal discussions at the Workshop tusptred some people co write down

their new ideas and submit them for inclusion in the Proceedinss. This,

Z feel, is one of the marks of a succeesful symposium.

)
The topic of the Workshop was the sclenClflc uses of a Solar Probe.

, A Solar Probe Mission is part of the lons-ranse plan of IL&SA'8 Solar

._ Terrestrial Prosrem Office. The trajectory of the planned Solar Probe

'+" is a very eccentric ellipse with perihelion near 4 solar radii (0.02 AU)

and aphelion at or beyond 1 AU. A plot of the near-solar part of the

trajectory is shown in Figure i. Durlns the solar flyby, the spacecraft

_, bus and most of the scientific instruments viii be totally shaded by a

-, _ . heat shield; the perihelion distance of 4 solar radii yes selected on the

_ basis of a 'preliminary heat-shield performance calculation. Possible

trajectories and a tentative spacecraft destsn are discussed in more

'_ detail in Section IX in papers by Randolph (JPL*s Solar Probe Study

Leader), Bender, Yen, and Roxbursh.
At the Workshop, Harotd Closer, the head of HASA'8 Solar Terrestrial

Prosram Office, asked, "What can the Solar Probe do that no other mission

_ can do?*' The answer to this question is, hopefully, made clear by this

report. I would summarise the very broad, multt-faceted answer as

•.ollows:

(l) Only with a Solar Probe is It possible to obtain data on the

distribution of mass and ansular momentum in the solar interior, Itecent

solar neutrino experiments indicate that either our understandins of the

,,i .; ..... li';ILJ;llOi_ALLY.BL_,!__
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,i solar interior (and thus of stellar evolution) or our understanding of

,! neutrino physics must be incorrect, A properly instrumented Solar Probe
t

,'I could measure the solar gravitational quadrupolenmmnt J2 (Papers by

Roxburgh| Reasenberg and ghaptro; Andezs_n and Lau; Hordtvadt; Bvarttt

end DeBra; Forward.), osciXlstlona in J2 (Paper by Douglass.), and, _

:_.i, perhaps even the solar angular momentum vector (Paper by NordtvadC.).
,_ High-accuracy tests of general relativity would be an unavo/dable output

_._ of these experiments.

,,. _, (2) With s mall telescope, a Solar rrobe could obtain higher-

"°"_, resolution pictures (of a very I/_tted portion of the solar surface) than

l+ Furthermore, the Solar Probe sweeps around the Sun so rapidly that stereo-_, + scoplc views of many features can be obtained. The ultimate limit of the
i/ ,

'+"_,_ sizes of solar structures is unknown. Known problems which can be

attacked with the resolution and stereoscopic viewing allowed by the
./.

!'-,: Solar Probe include: What is the temperature and density structure of a
,,-+ corona], loop and whac is the role of loops in coronal heating? What ere

++ the scale sizes relevant to turbulent viscosity? What Is the horlzontal

_'=+_ " structure of the t_ansition region between the chromosphere end corona?

_+++ Do weak magnetic fields exist or are all f/e_ds concentrated into high-
/

++i+_+ field filaments of 1200 Gauss? Whac is the structure and dynamics of
+ strong field flux tubes? (Papers by Hudson; Ztrln; Ulrich; Davis and

i/++_,+ Krioget; Datlowe; Title; Baum and Bracenahl.)/

+!II (3) Only a Solar Probe can sample solar energetic particles before
their spectra are distorted by propagation effects. Such measurements

I *+' are necessary to understand the acceleration, possible storages release,

*+ and propagation of energetic ions and electrons. (Papers by Gloeckler;

Lin; Van Hollebeke; Roelof etal.; Stevens etal.)

_ (4) A Solar Probe can get close enough to the Sun to detect neutrons

_++I released Ln energetic, nuclear processes occurrims aC or near the solar

_t surface. (PapersbySimpson;Ahluwalia.) Althoush,olarneutronobserva-
Clone could also be made from a spacecraft orbiting the planet Kercury, a

I, Solar Probe is needed to investigate the lowest energy neutrons.

.... fi
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(S) Only a Solar Probt. which Roo_ well [n_lidt. ?,I nolar radii ,-,m

determine how th,_Aol_r wind 1_ acceLt*r_ted, l_thor vt,ry i_,)t_rt_mt

queatlons which can be answ_red by sol.lr-wind measur_,m.,nts ;it this

, ',' dist_mce include: What are the sources of tile low-_pevd solar wind?

_i Why is the helium concentration so variable and its velocity often

greater than the hydrogen velocity? What is the rate of angular momentum

,: Io_s by the Sun? (Papers by Feldman; Gurnett; B_rne.; Belcher et al. ;

._ Ogtlvie; Kohl. )

_.-_ (b) Only a Solar Probe c_tn experimentally te_t the validity of

,,_._ the many model, now in tree for interpretation of remotely observed _t)lar

i phenomena and tnt erpIaneLary phenomena observed nvar l AU. (Papvr_t by
,' Vese_ky et al._ Schulz et al.; Dryer et ai.) Aside frL, m theoretical

model.% our kalowiedge of what happens between 0.3 AU and the vlstbJe

solar atmosphere is based on the interpretation and modelling of r.dto

data. (Paper_z by Coles et al.; Croft.)

,-_, (7) Only a Solar Probe can obtain the data needed to understand the

:_ dynamics and physical changes of interplanetary dust particles near the

_. Sun. These data have implications beyond the solar system in understanding

the evolution of all clrcumstellar dust. (Papers by Hanner; Torr et al. ;

Welnberg and Hacqueen. )

(8) Finally, given the conmunlcatlons and trackin_ systems and,

perhaps, the on-board hydrogen maser needed to determine the solar quadru-

pole moment and angular momentum vector, the Solar Probe will be by far

the best platform in space durln8 the 1980's (and probably the 1980's) to

use in the search for low-frequency gravity waves from cosmoloslcal

sources. (Papers by Theme; Estabrook; Callahan; Vessot and Levine;

Douglass. )

No consensus was reached at the Workshop on the optimum orbital

parameters for a Solar Probe. For the measurement of J2 and for communi-

_ cation with the spacecraft, a hlgh-incllnation orbit is best. (Papers by

Anderson and Lau; Bender.) However, an In-ecllptlc, retrograde orbit has

many advantages for observations of fields and particles. (Paper by

" Stevens.) Ideally, the Solar Probe Mission would include more than one

: spacecraft, at least one of which was spin stabilized, i

"':

_,
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The general tenor of the Norkshop was one of hlgh enthusiasm for a

_' Solar Probe Ml_sion and of hope that NASA will continue with the develop-
¢

_)i ment program needed to precede the Implementation of the _ission. Key
_._ development items are: the adoption of a drag-free control system to a

spacecraft of tht_ type (Paper by Everttt and DeBra.); the further

development and testing of he_C shields, possibly with srmll holes in
t,

i_ them (Papers by Davis and Krieger; Datlowe.); further analysts of the

/ accuracy with which J2 and the solar angular momentum vector can be' ;2
i
;._.._ detemtned (Papers by Anderson and Lee; ReaBenberg and Shapiro; Douglass.)|

='"_,_ development of an X-hand transponder and, perhaps, a K-band comaunication8
']_ 'k • .

t system; possible development of an vn-board hydrogen-maser clock for such
/

_: a long mission and of a 4-1ink comnunication syste_ (Paper by Vessot and
Levlne.); study of alternative power supplies which don't interfere with

_! solar neutron observations (Paper by Simpson.); and changes to scientific

instruments to meet the envtromnental requirements and observing stra_e-

i ties of the Solar Probe Mission.
,, AcknovlcdKmente: The Solar Probe Science Norkshop and the publication of

this book were sponsored by _he National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration under contract NAS7-100 with the California Institute of Technology.

--i I
I thank H. S. Hudson, L. A. Fisk, and R. N. Davies for organizing the

_ sessions on the Sun, energetic particles, and gravity, respectively. The

I! logistics and creature comforts of the Norkshop were very ably taken care
of by Carol L. Snyder of JPL. I also wish to th_'ak Dianne Neitzel for

her superb, rapid efforts of correcting or typing_t of the papers in

_ this report.
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5
THE IMPORTANCE OF DETERMINING THE SOLAR QUADRUPOLE MOMENT

N78-32965
._ Inn W. Roxburgh
L' j

_ "Queen Mary College
_ University of London

_'. Mile End Road
j London, EI4NS, England
f

I"

_ "...it is reasonable to hope that in the not too distant future we shall

_:, be competent to understand so simple a thing as a star."
,/]C

i!,/ A.S. Eddtngton, Internal Constitution

:_: of the Stars 1926

.:_._i- This concluding remark to Eddingtonts treatise on stellar structure sets

--i_" the scene; flfty-two years later we are still struggling to understand such
i a simple star as the Sun, with average mass, average age, average inmOst

i.} properties. Yet it cannot be said that we have achieved Eddington*s goal;
I indeed, Just the contrary. Because we are able to observe not only the

. integrated light from the surface, but fine structure, and with the rise of

=I__- neutrino astronomy, the deep interior as well, current theoretical modelling

,. of the Sun is in difficulty. We need additional observations to place

constraints on the plethora of conjectures that have been advanced to explain

__ the low neutrino flux and to guide the solar model builder in his search to
understand the deep interior of the Sun. A dete,,-mination of the magnitude

_ of the solar quadrupole moment, J2' is one such constraint; it places limits

. on the density, angular velocity and magnetic field distributions inside the
Sun.

_' Solar Models The first model of the Sun was developed by J. Homer Lane t_

::, 1869. Following Kelvin's work on the structure of the Earth's atmosphere, Lane'!

,_ proposed that the Sun was sufficiently well mixed by convection currents to be

r4

\ ,
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. 5/a
,_ adiabatic, P ffi K 0 . Combining this with the condition of hydrostatic

I support, he determlned the Internal density and temperature distribution in
.._ the Suu (Figure 1). While we no longer believe tha_ the Sun is adiabatic, if
I

it were and rotated uniformly with its surface angular velocity, the quedru-

_'I;' pole moment would be J2 = 2 x 10"6.
i i

"*!_ e

_i@ l''

°t

This model was adiabatic throughout.

!-

i, Ft8ure 2 The EddtngtonModel (1926). In this model all
....4 enQrsy was carried by radiation.

O0000001-TSB04



The next step came with the application of the theory of radiative trans-

fer to the solar interior by Arthur Eddlngton (1926). Eddington's standard

_ model was completely radiative (Figure 2) and the pressure and density were

_ _ related by P - K 04/3. For such a model, uniform rotation gives a quadrupole

,_, moment J2 " 2 x I0 "7. We now res_ize that both convection and radiation con-

tribute to energy transport in st_ _nd that there is a ba2ance between ener_

_ _' production by nuclear reactions in the center and the abi1£ty of the star to

+:'__ _,+ transport this energy. In the cool surface layers of the Sun, the energy

__ cannot be carried by radiation without such a steep temperature gradient that

• convection sets in vhich, in the present solar models, occupies the outer 20Z

_' of the radius. In the inner regions of the Sun, the ener_7 transport is by

=, radiation, and the energy Is produced by the conversion of hydrogen to helium

:_, _ through the proton-proton chain (Figure 3)..

o:

!

Filure 3 The 'Standard solar model'. The outer 20Z of

i_ the radius is convective; the inner regions are
_, helium rich due to the conversion of hydrogen

to helium.

It is perhaps worth emphasizing the actual procedure used to build a

i; model of the present Sun. While we have detailed knowledge of the surface

'_ 13
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_"1 " abundance of most elements, the abundance of helium,Y, is unknown" The 'theory*

t o,_ turbulent convection used to model the surface convection 2one contains a

_/ free parameter a, the ratio of the mixin8 lensth (or mean free path of turbu-

ti lent eddies) to the density scale height. These tvo paramenters a and Y are
:., then adjusted so that an initially homogeneous spherical Sun of constant mass
1 has the observed luminosity and radius at the present ase of the Earth (4.7 x

_, 109yr). Not surprisingly, with two free parameters, the models can be adjusted

i._ to fit two observations! It is this model that predicts a neutrino flux of

ii!' 4.7 SNU to be compared with Davis's (1978) determination of 1.6 i 0.4 SNU.
If the Sun rotates tmtformly, this gives J2 " 9 x 10-8.

i_. The obvious inference from the neutrino experiment is that the Sun is

cooler in the center than predicted by the standard model, but the dilemma

cannot be resolved by Just lower.trig the central temperature since the total

Y

enersy produced would not then be equal to the observed luminosity. Since the

neutrinos are produced by the 8B branch of the p-p chain, which is more temper-

I. I . ature sensitive than the main energy producing branches, what is needed Is a
i" change in the relative temperature profile - cooler in the center, hotter

i further out. This has been achieved by a number of esoteric models (c.f. Rood,1978), some of which have a rapidly spinning central core, or a large central

magnetic field, some of which have central mixing increasing the central hydro-

1" fen content, and some of which have low heavy element abundance. In all these

,Ij medela the variation of density with radius is different from the standard

I_. solar model to give a different quadrupole moment, and in some there is a

distorting force, rotation, or magnetic fields that will also affect the quad-

--_!_ rupole moment. Clearly, any information we can obtain from the solar probe

i.: wlll provide a useful constraint on such models.

!'
i
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/i_ J Is the gun rotetin S uniformly? There is no convincing anm_er to this at the
t i

_;i)I i present time. It might be conjectured Chat the Sun is threaded by a magnetic

:; _ field which ensures approximately uniform rotation, but this is unlikely to be
I.

,_; _ the case. The surface field changes polarity on a short (11 year) time scale

). i and will therefore be severed from any field in the interior. It is quite

;_w.4_ probable therefore that beneath the convective zone is a shear layer where

.._,:.::,:_. weak turbulence couples the exterior to the interior region, thus transporting

°/ _ angular momentum from the interior to the surface where It is lost in the solar
'[0" i:_

:_ :_ wind. At the same time, the shear layer gradually mixes surface material down

:_:,._... to regions vher_ Lithium is burnt, thus explaining the low surface abundance

_" of Lithium. This would fit in with observations of the decrease in rotation

speed and Lithium abundance with age as observed in solar type stars in the

_,_ Hyades, Pleiades and solar neighborhood. A simple estimate (Dicks 1972,

I _ Roxburgh 1976) would suggest that the bulk of the Sun, r < 0_6 Re, is rotating

_ with about twice the surface speed; the quadrupole moment would then be about

'_ 7 x 10"7.

Ii 'i::" If the interior and exterior are not magnetically coupled, the poeeibil-

_:.r. try exists that the quadrupole axis is not coincident with the rotation axis

:, of the surface layers. This possibility should be allowed for in orbit analy-
L,

o_ : sis of the solar probe.

Does, the interior have a .8tron_ magnetic field? _e know very little about

°"\, i the dynamo generation of magnetic fields tn solar conditions except chat we

I. observe magnetic activity in the solar surface layers, so it is reasonable to

li conjecture that magnetic fields are produced in the other turbulent convective
L
i: zones, and solar model calculations predict that such zones existed in the

"_21 ,,
--_; young Sun. How strong would such fields be? What would be the mean direc-

..

/: tlon of the field? We Just don't know, but fields of the order of 105 Gauss

i.! could produce a measurable quadrupole moment.

I'j '
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t " What if the Sun had no interior magnetic field? In this case the angular

i momentum lost in the solar wind would slow down the convective zone and the

shear layer underneath would be unstable to weak turbulence (Coldretch and
1I,

'_ Schubert 1967, Fricke 1968). If this turbulence transports angular momentum,

_ then the angular velocity must increase inwards at least as fast as the mars-

!, inally stable state and this gives a quadrupole moment as large as 10 "§.
.:} What then is the Sun really like inside? It should be clear from the above

discussion that the honest answer is "we dontt know" and this in itself Is a

Justification for determining the quadrupolemoment. However, I would like

to conjecture that it is si_Llar to Figure 4. The inner regions are mixed by

weak turbulence driven by a combination of the 3He instability and magnetich

} oscillations; this gives a higher central hydrogen abundance and a small con-

vecttve core. The moment of inertia is therefore larger than the standard

,: solar model. The inner bulk of the Sun is magnetically connected and rotates

l!'
! at about twice the surface speed; in between the outer convective zone and

_ the inner region is a shear zone of weak turbulence. Such a model has a
?

quadrupole moment of about 7 x 10 -7. The values of J2 for different models

_t i are given in the following table;
l Table 1

_ PREDICTEDVALUES OF THE SOLAR_UADRUPOLEMONENT

I" Lane (18691 Eddtngton (1926) Standard Mixed Non-Standard

) Sun Cor._.___e Model
.I: 2 x.lO -6 2"x I0 -7 I xlO -7 2 x I0 -7 7 x I0 -7

Conclusions
)

The expected quadrupole moment of the Sun lies between 10-8 and 5 x 10-7 ,

but could even be larger. A determination of its magnitude and orientation

would be a valuable constraint on solar models and perhaps help us along that
X.

road that Eddington thought would be so easy to travel but has turned out to

be so difficult.

16 '

.,

I

__7--:_.- ..... - . . ....:." . -,,._--,,-_:,,,, _--.',: _.
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!t ,q

/ %

/

_/: 0

I! Figure 4. A conjectured solar model. Slow di££usion mixes the inner

"l, core increasing the hydrogen content, lowering the temperature _

l and producing a small convective core. The inner region is

t magnetically linked and rotates about twice as gast as the 8urgaca

+t_ convective zone. The inner region is separated from the con-
_,, vective zone by a shear layer with weak turbulence transporting

_" sngu Iar momentum outwards.
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_1 Possible Measurement of J2_ with a Solar Prob_

,i ' N78-32966
R. D. Reasenb_rg and I. I. Shapiro

i_ Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences "

't Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology
_ ' Cambridge, Mass. 02139 t

/ Abstract

___ We have examined _he possible use of radio tracking of a

_._:. solar probe tO estimate accurately the coefficient, J20' of the

> second zonal harmonic of the sun's gravitational field.Our preliminary conclusion Is that J2e can be estimated with a
°i i

.... ' standard error, o(J2e), of 10 -8 or less, provided that the probe i

is equipped with a suitable "drag-free" system to compensate for

• the effects of non-gravitational accelerations. For signal paths

that pass near the sun, dual-band ranging to the probe can

provide the tracking accuracy needed to insure that a(J20}

10 -8. It ntlght even be possible to achieve such accuracy with

a single-band radio uplink and a dual-band downlink. Doppler-

shift measurements may not be sufficiently reliable in view of

the possibility of frequent "loss of lock" of the signal when

the probe is near the sun. Such a condition, brought about

mainly by turbulence In the corona, could be a serious Impediment

[ to the useful analysis of measurements of Doppler shift, but would

have little effect on the analysis of measurements of range.

_- A determination of J20 with this accuracy could provide an

important test of theories of the solar Interior and would be of

very substantial indirect benefit for some solar-system test_ of

,_._,, theories of gravitation.

Si
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I. Introduction

\ A spacecraft that passes close by the sun offers a unique

opportunity to probe the structure of the solar interior. Our

_ present experimental knowledge of the interior is based, almostt

exclusively, on measurements of its radius, mass, luminosity,

surface composition, rotation rate, and neutrino flux. The re-

mainder of our knowledge rests purely on theory. The predictions

of the neutrino flux, however, are in very serious discord with/
!

theoretlcal models based on the other observations: The observed

flux is less than one quarter (90% confidence limit) of the flux

expected on the basis of these standar_ models of the sun's

interior (Bahcall and Davis, 1976).

" With a solar probe that passes close to the sun, one :

has the opportunity to obtain an addltlonal experimental

datum: the coefficient, J2@' of the second zonal harmonic

of the sun's gravitational fleZd. This coefficient is deter-

mined largely by the radial distributions, within the sun, of the

density and of the rotation rate. What light could a measurement

of J2Q shed on the solar neutrino problem? The answer to

this cruclal question is not yet clear. Astrophysicists con-
3

cerned with the theory of stellar interiors have not had to

consider experimental constraints on J2@" Thus they have not

devoted substantial effort to a determinatic_ of its utility as a discrimina-

tor between various characteristics of theoretical models, for

example, the fraction of heavy elements within the sun. The

_ posslbillty of soon obtaining a value of J2e with an uncer-.

?0

h
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>
"_ " talnty of %10 -8 or less, will encourage theorists to
(
I examine this question carefully, not only with re_r',ct to thei
_, solar neutrino problem ]_er se, but with re_pect to all other
[

'}. possibly relevant aspects of models of the solar interior."
I:

ii!" This uncertainty would be about 10W of ti_e value expected

_ theoretically for J28' based on a solar rotation rate Indepen-
Y

!___ dent of radius. Our simplified calculehions, for standard

_J_': values of the sun's density a_ s function of radlus, yielded

,,) values for J2e between 5x10 -8 and 2x10 "7 {see, also, Colombo .

et al., 1977! and Roxburgh, 2578).

_:. By passing close to the sun, a solar probe also will be

subject to relatively large ,elativistlo effects. However,,. if the probe o._erates through only a single flyby of the sun,

'i"_._ _he direct measurement of relativistic effects on the traje¢-

:' tory will likely not be of sufficient accuracy to add signifi-

cantly to experimental verification of these predictions of

i "general relativity. The indirect benefit will nonetheless

I be large. At present, _he main limitation in the interpreta-tion of the perlhellon advance of the orbit of Mercury in

-I terms of a test of general relativlty (or more generally as

a teat of non-Newtonian gravitational effacts) concerns the

I uncertainty in the contribution to this advance of the second

!_ zonal _ of the s_'s gravitati,._.al field. '_l.s ccn_:ibut_ca is ln'opor-

_! tlonal to J26" Thus an accurate determination of J2@ via d solar

lj probe would have the indirect effect of improving at least saveral-

*Note, however, that a slgnific_nt redshlft experiment is possible
with the placement of a hydrogen-maser frequency standard on a
solar probe, as discussed for example by Vessot (1975} and by
others in these ProceedJ.n__s.

r
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!
: fold the stringency of this test of relativ.ity based on measurement

of the pe_.4"b_lion advance of Mercury's orbit.

i_ On the other hand, should it be possible to track the
I

:::il solar probe through several close approaches to the sun, the

• ._ direct contribution to tests of the predicted relativistic

_i'l"_ effects on particle tactic, could be substantial provided that

i_'!_ the "process-noise" contribution to the spacecraft's motion "

could ba kept sufficiently small or monitored sufflc_ently well.

What conditions must be set on a solar probe m_sslon in

. order to realize the opportunity to measure J20 to within

_ 10-87 Precise statements can not yet be made

reliably, but certain general constraints can be noted.

The trajectory of the probe must be sufficiently sensitive

to the effects of J20" This condition can he met if the probe

I passes within a few solar radii of the center of _he sun. Bu_ thJe

trajectory must not be perturbed in a manner that obscures

:I the effects of J2Q" It seems clear from crude estimates of the 1

1 orders of the magnitudes of the nongravitational accelerations

_I involved that some type of "drag-free" system will have to be
employed as described in more detail below. Finally, we must

. be able to tra,_.kthe probe with sufficient accuracy to deter-

i mine the effects of J2@ at the desired level. This tracking: requirement can be met with a radio system provided that dual-

band capability exists at least on the downllnk (probe-to-earth

path}. If the standard frequencies within the S and X bands

are used, ranging capability will also be required to ensure

that the solar corona does not prove a serious impediment to

I: 22
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'i t

-"t tracking. Although Doppler tracking becomes intermittent,

because the receiver loses lock near the sun, ranging is

relatively lemme to the effects of the cc_na and has been e_ca_alished no-

cessfully at S band within about 0_5 of the sun°s center (Shapiro et al., 1977).

•_ ,I '_' In the next section, we discuss in more detail, but still

,,,f,./_. qualitatively, these effects of trajectory and tracking uncer-
tainties on the accuracy of the estimation of J20" Section III

!_ contains a quantitative, but simplified, analysis for the deter-

_._. mination of the standard error 0 (J_,_) in the estimate of J20 for

, a particular case of probe trajectory and tracking schedule. In

Ii the last section, we make several suggestions for further study.

' II. Trajector_ and Trackin_ Constraints

.";' "The accuracy of the estimation of J20 from tracking a solar

probe depends crltlcally on two factors: the characteristics

ii_I of the non-gravitational accelerations that affect the trajec-

tory of the probe and the effects of the solar corona on the

: tracking signals. Here we include several remarks on each factor.
A solar probe will experience nongravltatlonal acceleratlons

'I_ as the result of many processes. Solar radiation pressure will
!

_I provide the largest, externally driven, nongravltatlonal accelera-

tion. A large fraction of this acceleration will be relatively

easy to model as it will be _oportional to _/_r I3 where _ is

_o_ the sun-spacecraft vector. However, that fraotlon is not large

I enough for our purposes because of the enormous increase in thei radiation pressure near the sun. As examples of the dlffloultles

_, in the development of an adequate model, we note that: (1)Thet_m-

...................................... . ,_ ._-",.. _ • .. _ ._.-._-_:_.... ..:_....._ ... •.... _..,- ......... ,.. ................ _._:.__ "..._"_ -.. _, _. ...
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i I

i " perature and time dependence of the reflection characteristics i
L:
%,

' of the heat shield on the probe may be difficult to model ade-

:,':_ quately; (2) The radiation reaction from the back of this shield

_ will be difficult to calculate accurately! and (3) The effects of changes

i: in the orientation of the spacecraft, within its limit cycle,

:_ on the radiatlon-pressure acceleration may also be difficult

to calculate With sufficient accuracy.

:_-i_ In addition to the radiation pressure, other possibly

_' important nongravitational accelerations include.. (i) the :

•_: solar wind, which is expected to be highly variable and

:_i: nonradial, especially as seen by the moving spacecraft;

:7 (2) spacecraft gas leaks, especially from the attitude control

_ system; and (3) effects due to electric or magnetic forces on

i_:_ a possibly charged spacecraft.

.:_ To combat the vet/ serious deleterious effects of the

;? nongravltational accelerations, the spacecraft should include

• a drag.-free system (Everitt and DeBra, 1978}. However, the

drag sensor and thruster servo system will be imperfect. "

Some possible mechanisms are: (I) The servo loop could contain

non, Inearltles such that the spacecraft would experience a net

:.:,_ acceleration proportional to the external nongravltationalJ

_} acceleration! (2) The servo sensor could cause random accelera-

_: tions of the proof mass which in turn could cause corresponding

:_. spacecraft accelerations which need not represent a white noise

:_ process! (3) Through a combination of processes, the spacecraft

•_. could experience a _ acceleration proportional to the net

"i

2_ .

):
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i__ i_,, external nongravitational acceleration_ and (41 Rnvtromnental

/"i _. influences, such as from co_Lc rays, could affect adversely
'_ :'. the sensor-.se_wo system (see E_n_tt and Dears, 19781 . Wealso note f_at

_i the drag-free system must be pro_ran_! to operate over a

wide dynan_Lc range, unlike the _ituatlon of the DISCO8 in

° ,I

) earth orbit (Staff, 19741, since the magnitude of the non-
t

It ; gravitational accelerations will vary over several orders

of magnitude during the crucial, near perihelion, parts of

_'_!i _?:_" the mission alone.

2_/:) _ How will the imperfect compensation of nongravttational

....... forces affect the estimation of J2e_ First we note that a drag-

_ free system is generally described in terms of • bound on the servo

_ error, i.e., on its acceleration error, 8ometlmes referred to as

process noise. However, this description is not sufficient for

our purposes. We require the power spectral density of this pro-

i tess noise. A few examples will make this need clear: 111 Suppose

;' that the process noise Is merely a constant acceleration bias.

Then, if this fact were known, we could estimate that bias accu-

" rarely, along with the other relevant parameters such as the Inl- i
!

I

i tial conditions of the orbit of the solar probe, from tracking i

, data obtained when the probe was far from the sun. The effects

of such process noise on the accuracy of the estimate o£ J20o

i4 would clearly be benign; 121 8uppooe that the spectral density

}; of the process noise is uniform up to a cutoff frequency high

.... !i compared to the highest significant frequency component attribu-
__ table to O2_ in the data obtained from tracking the probe.

: Suppose further that the total power of this process noise i8

o!!ii: comparable to that of J20 in its effect on the

/
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trajectory of the probe. Then the net effect of the process

t noise on the estimation of J20 will be small; under these condi- t

:iI tions, most of the process noise is not in the vicinity of the i4_

="I Jie ,i:li_ i_ significant spectral components of the signature of and is

o_ therefore relatively harmless; and (3) Suppose, finally, that I
, the power of the process noise Is concentrated around the :

_ principal frequencies of the signature of J2 O" This is the

} "
_i_._ worst case. Thus, if the total power of this process noise were

_. comparable to that in Exampl_ (2), the experiment would be useless.

='. When we attempt to analyze the entire experiment, the

--"°"_f'_ situation becomes more complicated. Each parameter to be
o _:

._:_ estimated in general contributes a distinct signature to the

o_i_ data, and these signatures can be Fourier analyzed. Should the
_-:, process noise dominate the signature of a parameter in one

."_- region of the spectrum, but not in another, then the estimator

! should extract information predominantly from the latter

spectral region. This manner of extraction is an essentlal charac-

ii teristic of a Kalman filter that includes a correct represen-

tation of the spectral density of the process noise. Thus one

requires that (1) the power spectral density of the probe's

",_ stochastic acceleration be "sufficiently small" in the regions

iI
of interest, and 121 this spectral density be known.

o/ The tracking signal is, of course, affected by the solar

) plasma such that the increase (decrease) in group (phase) delay

-_ .l" iS approximately proportional to N/f 2, where N is the colunmar !i
_ electron content along the ray path, and f is the signal fre-

-_---_: quency. Unfortunately, N can not be predicted with sufficient !.i,I

_, accuracy. To reduce the plasma effects on the radlo-tracklng i_

_"

o ,,

o

,_ '_ 2.4, t
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i observations to a benign level, in principle either f can be

;_: _ made sufficiently large or the tracking can be accomplished

'_:_, _ simultaneously, at two suitable frequencies. Unfortunately,t

_':, the equipmel_t required for use of a sufficiently high frequency

_ is not nowavailable for sp_Jecraft trackLng. _e seooed approach

0 appears v£able, _, even with the lm of the om_ventinm_ S

_ and X band frequencies With this dual.-band tracking, the

:°i"" group delay and the changes in the phase delay can be monitored

_! : at two frequencies simultaneously. Over a short period of time,

;_, : the changes in phase delay can usually be measured more accurately

than those of the group delay. However, when the tracking signal
:o

Ji: ; passes near the sun, it is difflcult to maintain two-way "lock"

_!" i cf the signal, especially for S band. Each loss of lock invalidates
( .,

_i!1 :_ the associated Doppler measurement and, under condltlonb of severe}. coronal turbulence, these losses may become so frequent as to render

i:_t! i:":_,. Dopp].erdata nearly useless. On the other hand, the group-delay, or ...._, range, measurements are relatively immune to loss of lock. Each

range measurement stands alone, independent of neighboring measure-

ments. Moreover, the ability to make accurate range measurements

-/; i_ when the signal passes near the sun has already been adequately

1 :_ demonstrated with the Viking spacecraft (Shapiro et al., 19771.

Even though the dual-band capability was available only on the

)4 ,, downlink from the Viking orbiters, it was still posslble to correct

_r for the plasma effects in the S-band measurements of range to the

:_ Viking landers. With the signals passing as close as four solar

radii from the center of the sun, the corrections for plasma were

;.,i; ,. sufficiently accurate to allow the equivalent "vacuum" range

,: _ 27
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between the earth and the landers to be determined to within

! _ _0.2 _sec. The corrections for the effects of the solar corona

ii_ could be made more accurately for a solar probe than was possible

.,"_'_ for Viking for two reasons. First, the paths of the uplink and

downlink signals will be very close together in space and time

near the sun because the probe will be much closer to the sun than

_ _ were the Viking spacecraft. Second, the downllnk signal from the

probe itself will be dual band whereas, for Viking, the lander

I

• " S-band range measurements had to be corrected on the basis of the
r)

°I_ dual-band meauurements of range to the orbiters. We are assuming

here that (i) the coronal turbulence will be no more severe for

the tracking o__.the solar probe than it was for the tracking of

the Viking spa=ecraft; and (ii) the perhaps severe thermal effects

on the ranging transponder in the probe can be calibrated with

uncertainties well under 0.1 _sec.

In summary, a successful measurement of J20 seems to depend

crltically on the use of an adequate drag-free system whose

required process-noise characteristics have yet to be specified

quantitatively. The Viking experience seems to indicate that

with an S-band upllnk signal and with the dual-band downllnk

I_ signals, vacuum-equivalent ranges to the solar probe could be

I!i obtained with uncertainties no greater than _0.i _sec, evenfor signals that pass about four solar radii from the sun's

_i_II center. This accuracy, as indicated in the next section, shouldbe adequate to insure that J20 can be estimated with an uncertainty

_I of _10 -8 or less, provided a suitable trajectory is chosen and an

,I" adequate drag-free system is employed.

i'
i:, ;?8

t
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III. Accuracy of Estimation of J_®
i'/'

_i In early 1976, a preliminary study of a possible solar-

probe mission was conducted at M.I.T. to dktermlne the accuracy

i. with which 32_ might be determined from the analysis of radio-
.._

_-ii tracking observations of the probe. A single spacecraft

ie trajectory and a single "schedule of observations were con-

_. sldered. These are described in Tables 1 and 2_ respectively.

_ The spacecraft was assumed to be drag free, i.e., "to follow a

i_i'..... purely gravitational trajectory, and the observations were

!_- assumed to be disturbed by a corona t/_at was time invarlant --

_'_ both oversimplifying assumptions.

-)
The spacecraft was assumed to pass by Jupiter and then the

:i
;, sun. at a per_e_ distance of one solar radius {"sun grazer"). _he olbit

h was chosen so that the earth-spacecraft line was inclined by

i,:_ about 45 ° to the orbital plane of the spacecraft at the time
.,

: of perihelion passage. The radio-tracking observations were

_ assumed to be distributed from just past the time of the space-

craft's passage by Jupiter ttl ten past the =aft's

_ ; Passage through perihelion. These observations were scheduled
i;" J

at a rate of one per five days until 23 days before the tlme of

i: perihelion passage and at a rate of five pRr day thereafter,

:.i_ in a simple attempt to represent the more dense tracklng, coverage
i-p
:_ that would undoubtedly occur with the spacecraft near the sun.

' "_ Each observation was assumed to be made at an X-band radio

frequency and to consist of a measurement of range, with a 1 _sec

: standard error, and a measurQment of Doppler shift, with a I mHz

standard error. The latter error is equivalent, _or example, to

29
I'/ •
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Table 1
Characteristics of Solar-Probe Trajectory

I', Orbltal, Element Value (1950.0 Equator and Equlnox System)

I' SemlmaJor Axis 2.6 a.u.

:i:i Eccentricity 0.9982
yP

0!_ Inclination 113.5 deg

_:, Argument of Perihelion 0.0 deg:i

°'f_ Longitude of Ascending 0.0 deg
_ Node

Time of Perihelion 4 February 1972
Passage

Minimum Distance from 1.006 solar radii
Sun

' Inclination to Ecliptic 90 deg

Angle Between .Earth- ~45 deg
Probe line and Sun-
Probe llne at Probe
Perihelion

Tablez
oi" _hedule of .Pzobe ObseFvations

!,
:_ _ Kate Total Number TAme Interval

l (observ_nfl/day) Range Do'ppl,e,r Shi,£t

Ii 0.2 140 148 763 to 23 days beforeencounter
o.£

i;i.. 8 265 265 23 da:18 before to 10
-_I days after encounte=

.r

'L

!,_, 3o

. d!'
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I
that from a series of 30 closely spaced, Doppler-shift measure-

_ ments, each having an Independent error with a standard deviation

°._ Of 0.I mm/sec (Randolph, 1978). The standard error assumQd for

the range measurements is quite conservative, even when the ray
3

paths pass near the sun, In the light of the Viking results

_ obtained a year after thls error analysis was completed (see

_r_'_' &ectlon If}. On the other hand, the standard error assumed for

"_l the Doppler-shift measurements may well be too optimistic for

,' observations made with the spacecraft near the sun because of

: _:_. the possibility of frequent loss-of-lock during radio tracking.

Table 3 shows the 18 parameters that were estimated in the

j _ covarlance analysis of these observations. Of these, twelve

'/_.t parameters represent the initial conditions for the orbits of

., the spacecraft and the earth. The pair of paramQters, T and S,

:._ represent the relativistic effects on the spacecraft's _raJec-

f"i tory and the radio signal, respectively. These parameters are

equlvalent to the usual pair, _ and _, except that, as disclosed

by our preliminary analysis, the estimates of T and S are much

'' less highly correlated than are those o£ B and _. The plasma

_ constant is the coefficient of a simple model of the radial

:i' dependence of the coronal electron denslty_ this parameter was
Included to represent orudely the effect of imperfect callbre-

: _. tlon of the plasma from dual-band measurements. Similarly, the

i parameter for range measurement bias was included to account

,-/_ for errors in the calibration of the range measurement systen.
V.

_o_ This blas was here assumed to remain constant throughout, an

ii
_. _1

( , i i'
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:i Table 3

_" _lodel Parameters
J,
t

/.
t Initial Conditions of Probe Orbit 6
r,

_t Initial Conditions of Earth's Orbit 6

i! Light-time Equivalent of the Astronomical Unit 1

_ Coefficient of Model of Solar Corona 1

_' :_" Effect of General Relativity on Trajectory 1

_._

_!, Effect of General Relativity on Signal Propagation 1

__ Bias in Range Measurements 1

_' J2e

.})
f.

i:
---_,,

) •

i?

b4_
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o_

.l assumption which, in practice, would be invalid. The remaining

two parameters are the llght-tlme equivalent of _/lea_tron-
J,!

!i omlcal unlt and J20" No a priori constraints were applied to

i_, any of these parameters in the analysis.

i( Based on these measurement and parameter sets, we performed

three sets ef covarianc_ analysesz one with the standard errors

_,,.!I_ for the measurements as described above ("nominal"}, one with the

i o_' standard error for the Doppler measurements increased to 1 Hz

i. ("range domlnated"_ and one with the standard error for the rang©

_ measurements increased to 1 msec ("Doppler dominated"}. Since

__i no a priori constraints were applied, the results of these ili

analyses can be scaled; i.e., multiplication of the measurement !i

el:' standard errors in any of the analyses by a given factor results !

i__i In amultlplicatlon_ of the standard errors in the parameter
estlmates by the same factor.

_ Some of the results of the covarlance analyses are sunenarized

i in Figures 1 and 2. In Figure I, we display the evolution with

• time of the standard error, a(J20), in the estimate of J2' for

each of the three sets of measurement standard errors. As

expected, o(J20) decreases dramatically as the spacecraft nears

the sun. (Note that the discontinuity in the slope of each

curve is due to the abrupt increase in the.rate at which measure-

ments are made, starting 23 days before the spacecraft reached

perlhellon.) The values of a(J20) for the sclutlons with range-

i I dominated measurements are the largest. However, the assumed
I
_: standard error for the range measurements was unrealistically

high. If this standard error is lowered to a value of, say,

33
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\

! O.l psec (see Section II), we find that a(J2e) is

:iI comparable to that found from the analysis of the Doppler-

i_ dominated set of measurements with the 1 mHz standard error.

_ However, as stated earlier, the solution based on the Doppler

J dominated measurements may be unrealistic since no account was

ii_ taken of possible loss of lock of the tracking signal due to
r,

_,_, turbulence in the corona.

_: Figure 2 shows the. evolution of o(J2_) for the nominal stan-
dard errors as data are added after the passage of the spacecraft

through perihelion. The horizontal bars show the value of

:, o(J2e) obtained from the inclusion of all data save those measure-

ments scheduled during the time interval covered by the bar.

Thus, the horizontal extent of a bar indicates the omitted span

_, of data and the vertical of the bar indicatesposition o (J26) •

_, This figure suggests that a useful estimate of J2_ can b_
I"

obtained even if the tracking system performance I_ substan-

tially degraded as the spacecraft passes by the sun. Of course,

this result has validity only if it is possible to obtain

_ accurate measurements after perlhelion passage. Thus prudence!
oi would require that every effort be made to insure a minimum

_i loss of data before perihelion passage.
j The correlations among the estimates of the parameters

$

exhibit no particular surprises. For example, the estimates

for the initial conditions of the earth's orbit are only

_ 1_ weakly correlated with the estimate of J2e from the full dataT
set since the earth almost stands still during the time the

'
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o,_

,_ spacecraft is near the sun. Because of the very close passage

_!'i of the spacet_aft by the sun, we also find that the estimatesof T and 8, and, hence, of B and ¥, are only weakly correlated

: with the estimate of J20" The estimates of T and S themselvesI show that, for the nominal standard errors of measurement, no

significant advance over current knowledge of 8 and ¥ will be

_-_ forthcoming. As stated in Section I, the main advantage for

_ testing theories of gravitation through the tracking of a

v solar probe will lle in Its indirect effect -- removal to a

large degree of the uncertainty An the value of J20 and, An

" _'_ particular, in its contribution to the preaession of the

_erinelion of Mercury's orbit.

_. _. For a probe on a trajectory With a larger perihelion than

the sun grazer we considered, the value of o (J2e) will, of

course, be greater if all othm: circumstances are equivalent.

The scaling law, however, ks not simple; it depends on the

schedule of observations as well as on the radial and lati-

tudinal dependences of the trajectory perturbations attri-

butable to J2(_" Without having carried out the relevant,

albeit simple, analyses, we cannot conclude reliably that

ranging with an S-band uplink and the dual-band downllnk

would enable a determination of J20 to be made with o (J2Q)

_,_. 10-8 . However, we do feel confident that sufficient accuracy

could be achieved if the upllnk were also dual band. The prea-

(. ence of a very stable frequency standard on the probe (Vessot,

4_

_,
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:. _I" 1978) could enable the tracking to be accomplished with a some-

what higher accuracy. In any event, with dual-band tracking,

the main limitation on the accuracy of the detQrmination of J20

;_ would probably reside with imperfections in the drag-free

_'_'_ system although, clearly, more must be known about this system

i' before any reliable conclusions can be reached.

o__iI indicate that a solar-probe mission could lead to a determina

In summary, the simplified error analyses described above
4 _

_

o°o° u°eo0.oer--oo°usion depends critically on the use of a suitable drag free

°:I system.IV. Suggestions JOE Further Study

• I, The present state of our predictions for o (J2G) is illu-

strated in Figure 3. It is clear than an improvement is

required in a number of areas, especially since the orbital char-

acteristics of a solar probe are so dramatically different from

those of previously flown spacecraft. We mention several such

improvements: (1) Computer programs should be developed to

treat adequately in error analyses the process noise that may

accompany a drag-free system. Further, in view of the great com-

plexit_ of all of these error-analysis programs, it is essential

that they be developed independently by at least two groups and

compared to insure that identical results are obtained from the

analysis of the sa_e data; (2) The performance characteristics, and

their uncertainties, of feasible drag-free systems should be determined

i by detailed engineering study; (3) The characteristics of feasible

"_ I_ tracking systems should be delineated; and (4) Error analyses should

" 38
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° tl be carried out based on these characteristics. In particular,°,l
various trajectories, schedules of observations, extreme coronal

!1 conditions, etc. should be considered, including, for example,

_!, the possible benefits of auxiliary data, such as differential

ve_y-long-baseline-interferometry observations of the spacecraft

_ and of compactr extragalactic, radio sources that are nearby in

the plane of the sky. Such auxiliary data might be useful to

_ reduce correlations among parameter estimates and thereby to

improve substantially the determination of J20" One objective

of these studies would be to determine whether a robust experiment

could be designed that could produce useful results for J20 even

under adverse conditions.
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-_ _ii ORAVlTATIONALEXPnlI4ENTS ON SOLAR PROBE

by

John D. Anderson
, Euntce L. Lau

'," i_,, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91103

A covariance analysis has been performed for a solar probe trajectory

which encounters the sun at four solar radii. The unknown parameters in _.,

the analysis are the six initial cartesian coordinates for the probe, six

initial cartesian coordinates for the earth, the astronomical unit, the

solar sravlcattonal quadrupole coefficient J2" and two PPN relativity para-
meters (B,T_. Errors in the unknown parameters have been computed as a

!i function of standard errors on the radio cracktnK data and on the ncnsrav_-

_ rational forces which act on the probe. Results have been obtained for se-.

veral trackins geometries and for several orbital inclinations to the

ecliptic.

The results of the analysis show that the principal scientific result

from the radio trackins of a solar probe would be the determination of the

quadrupole moment, which would place a constraint on models of the solar

" _i interior. We find that Solar Probe is capable of yielding a measurement

_°o!I_I! of J2 to an accuracy of ±10 -8, and 8o at this level of accuracy, a

°'_ii_!i number of currently plausible interior models would no lonser be viable.i However, the measurement requires that nonKravitational forces be eliminatedto a level of 10-10g, and that a dual frequency trackins capability be made

available for purposes of determining the effect of free electrons on the

radio propagation.

A secondary scientific result of the tracking would be a determination

of the general relativistic precession of the orbital perihelion to an accu-

racy of _0.1_. It is likely that a continued analysis of data on planetary

dynamics will yield results of 8rearer interest to experimental relativity,
L_ _

°-_i" but Solar Probe can yield a single measurement of the perihelion advance

_ _, _rlth Just a few houri of encounter data.
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i_ I. INTRODUCTION

tl " e •

We were first introduced to the concept of a Solar Probe

/_ by G. Colombo (1975) who sugested that such a spacecraft could be

_ thermlly shielded and that it co, ld approach the sun at e close enough

:,.'_/ distance to perform significant gravitational experiments. At about the

.,_., same time L. Friedman initiated a small preliminary engineering
feasibi-

_ llty study of Solar Probe at JPL, and we Joined with Colombo In support
-i of that study. As a result, a paper was presented at an experimental

_/ gravitation symposium In Pavia (Anderson et al., 1977), which concludedI--; that 1) a solar probe mission with a perihelion distance of four solar

_ radii (4 _ was feasible, 2) the primary gravitational experiment on such
_',! a mission would be a determination of the solar gravitational quadrupole

b_4 _

moment, and 3) the spacecraft would have to be drag-free to a level of lo-lOg

Preliminary telecommunication studies indicated that a Doppler tracking

_._'I accuracy of 0 1 mn/s could be achieved near the sun, and hence it would be i• possible to measure the coefficient J2 in the Legendre expansion of the ]

_i sun's external gravitational potential energy V to an accuracy of two
parts in 108 .

i! / In all studies to date, it has been assumed that V is static and

that all other harmonics besides J2 are negligible, so that i

v - - -T- I1 - J2 P2 (sin I

't

° By observing the motion of the probe near the sun with Doppler tracking,

t it 18 possible to determine the size of J2 by means of its orbital effects

4 _

i

through the time variations in the heliocentric radius r and latitude _ of ii the probe Future studies should consider the possibility of a time
!i

_l" vartatt°n in J2 t° acc°unt f°r n°rmalm°de" in th" sun (R°xburgh; D°uglas" 1
this volume), bu_ for now all our studies to date depend on the static

[ potential (Eq 1) and consider the determination of J2 along wtth two i

!i post Ne_onian relativistic parameters (8tY) in the following post Ne_ontan i
one-body metric (Robertson, 1952) J

-_!', ds2 [ 2B(m/r)2 ] c2dt 2_,!_ - 1 - 2(m/r) + ,..,

i:' - [l+2y(m/r) ] (dx 2 +dy 2+dz 2) (2) 1Ic:i ]
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..'_,{ During 1978, a more detailed engineering study of Solar Probe was

i_ initiated at JPL unde_ the technical direction of J Randolph. Me agreed

.._ _ to participate in that study and t o use the computer software developed

,, for the Pavia paper to gain a better understanding of the gravitational

_ experments at solar encounter. Results are reported here, but it should
_ be understood that this is a status report and more work will be carried

i_ out in the future in support of the engineering studies. In addition to
_._-- including a time dependent gravitational potential in the analysis, more work

_-- is needed to characterize the nongravitational forces and to specify in

, more detail _he requirements on the drag-free system. Also the implications

-;_,i' of adding an on-board clock as proposed by Vessot (thls volume) to .!

o _/ti enhance gravitational experiments needs further study. Finally, the ii

ili_ possibility of performing null tests of _eneral relativity, such as bounding

the magnitude of preferred frame effects or non-metric terms in the equations

• of motion, will be considered.

?_ The conclusions that are drawn here frc-_ the current studies do not

I_ differ substantially from those in the Pavia paper. These are:

./ot_ 1. The coefficient J2 can b_ determined to _10 -8 or bett,_r with two-i way Doppler tracking and an S and X band dual frequency capability

' on both the up and down legs of the transmission.

• 2. The accuracy of the proposed measurement of J2 is significant, and

i_i!i hence Solar Probe could provide an important boundary condition

on theoretical models of the solar interior (Roxburgh, this volume).

3. A meaningful design goal for the drag compensation system is 10-108,

=:_ but a significant measurement of J2 would still be possible even if
-.'_°_ that goal were not met exactly.

3_ 4. The gpneral relativistic precession of the perihelion of Solar Probe

could be measured with an accuracy of 0.1 percent or better from

_ a single flyby with drag compensation.

_,'_ 5. The dual frequency (S/X) telecommunication system on the up leg

_f and down leg of the two-way transmission would result in an im-

_ proved Doppler tracking system over that on the Galileo and Solar

, Polar missions, with an associated increased sensitivity for

I,

"_ _,
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I_. , gravitational wave detection far from the Jun (Estabrook; Douglass,
_; this volume).

II. CRAVITATION_, EXPERINENTSAT SOLAR ENCOUNTER

iL_, The primary objective of a gravitational experiment at solar encounter
is to determine the quadrupole coefficient J2 to an accuracy • on the ordert_

,,:. of ±10"8. At this level of accuracy, several currently plausible interior

!il _ models would no longer be viable {Roxbursh, this volume). Uniform solar
rotation and a polyt:_optc model of index 3 implies a value for J2 of 2 x 10 "7,

i_ _::_ which is probably an upper bouh$ or4 this coefficient. The most extreme'_ centrally condensed models yield values of J2 near 8.5 x 10-8. Therefore

i_:{_ a measurement of J2 to an accuracy of ±10 -8 is very important. Other pro-
_: posals to measure this ceefficient (e.g. Hercury Orbiter) are at least an

order of magnitude less accurate (Anderson et al., 1977), so Solar Probe

__ provides a unique opportunity for a definit_ve measurement of J2"Secondary objectives at solar encounter involve the determination of

various post-Ne_onia_ gravitational effects on the orbit ano the trackinKsignal (see Nordtvedt, this volume). At least the precession of the

perihelion of the orbit is deterud_ble with the two-way tracking and drag-
free system needed for the determination of J2" The measurement of other

i effects would benefit from a more sophisticated teleco_Bunication system,
such as the on-board clock pr_posed by Vessot (this volume).

i' I //

_I:) III. ASNTIONS FOR ERROR NYSIS
Tracking Assumptions

A tracking arc of two months centered about solar encounter Is used for

_ the error analysis. A Doppler measurement is simulated every 10 minute_ and

i:Ii a range _easurement every 20 minutes over this interval. Two-way trackingis assumed, and the errors in each Doppler end range measurement are assumed to be

f independent. The range error is set at 15 m_ a flguce that is achievable
_ nov with telecommunication systems of the Viking and V_yaser class. The

Doppler error is expressed as an error in velocity along the line of sight

,, _All error statenents in this paper are expressed in tom of one standard
i[_ deviation° i

o
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(range rate), and is set equal to various values with a range of estimated

_5fi errors for two-way tracking configurations. Estimates of error are summarized

I in the following table, which was provided by the DSN Radio Science Systems
' Engineer (A. L. Barnum) as input for the current engineering study under

1i" J. Randolph.
/

/_-..a._.. DOPPLERACCURACYASSUMPTION

_"_' Two-way Configuration Error (_n/s) Error (_f/f = 2 Av/c)

_/ lo-lO_ S band up and down 25 1.7 x

._ i0-II
_,_ S band up, S/X down $ 3 x

X band up and down 2.5 1.7 x 10 -11

X band up, S/X down 0.5 3 x 10-12

S/X bands up and down 0.I 7 x 10-13

Dual-frequency S/X phase scintillation measurements of the solar wind

conducted with the Viking spacecraft in 1976 indicate that the S band frac-

tional frequency stability Af/f (square-root Allan variance) for a closest

approach distance of & It@ and an integration time of 1000 s is _7 x 10-11
(Armstrong et al, 1978). To apply this result to the Solar Probe ca3e, we

divide by /2 to account for the fact that the spacecraft is at the closest

approach point rather than at Mars, and multiply by (3/11) 2 to extrapolate

to X band. Thus, even without any charged-particle calibration, the fractional

frequency stability at X band is _4 x 10-12. Berman's estimate of 1.7 x 10-11

is conservative and his error estimate of 0.1 mm/s (7 x 10-13) is certainly

reasonable for a dual frequency (S/X) calibration on both legs of the trans-

mission. Note, that for this two-way frequency configuration, the error in

the Doppler is considerably 8reater than the limit imposed by hydrogen

maser timckceping. Therefore, far from the sun, the expected error in

Doppler should be two orders of masnituda more precise than our assumption

for solar encountar, where plasma calibration errors dominate. This fact !

_.I: makes the detection of gravitational radiation a promisin8 experiment tot

,,.: solar probe because that experiment will be conducted at or near opposition
[.-' 'L_

'_"o!i" (Estabrook; Douglass. this volume). !

'o_: I

,'2.

' _I o°' _ ° _" ' "// '__° °/t / ° " " ""' "° '_

, ,. = k) °I!' . . _ o _ _/ ! :_. "" ,°_ " _,. _._,:.
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:,.,.,!_ Non-_ravlt_tlo_l Forces

._ It is assumed that there are uo_oravltatlonal forces acting on the probe,
prlmnrily from solar radiation pressure, and that they are removed to some

i,f degree by an active drag-compensatlon system, by passive accelerometers, by a
M

.... 1 sequential adaptive filtering of the data, or by some combination of the three.
o).
,_ The best engineering strategy for removing nongravitational forces which

_--_' col, taminate the gravitational experiments at solar encounter has not been

',:,:. determined at this time. However, £or purposes of an error analysls, it is

,, _J not necessary that all engineering and spacecraft control systems
be tinder-

...._¿_ stood in detail. It is sufficient to incorporate a stochastic model fo_ the

nongravitational forces in the error analysis, and then to determine the

_.I:: sensitivity of the p_rameters of interest (e.g_ J2' B,¥) to the magnitude

i. of the error in the st.,chastlc model. To this end, we have assumed that all
systematic error_ in the ncngravitational forces have been reduced to an

insignificant level by so_e combination of the three techniques listed pre-

:,,, vlously. Then what remains is white acceleration noise with standard devi-

ation a which corrupts the determination of the position and velocity of

• 0 x _ Oy = O z -

i .J_ = 09 = a_ = aa (t I -ti_I) (4)

_._ The eovariance analysis, and hence the error in the determination of each

I" parameter, then becomes a function of the acceleration noise parameter
0 a •

,_ In effect the eutocorrelation time of the acceleration noise is assumed

....._ equal to the time interval between data points, which is i0 minutes for the

analysis of this paper. _Jtmittedly_ the real autocorrelation time is likely

o_ to be considerably longer, perhaps on the order of a few hours (Everitt and
.....L _. DeBra , this volume). However, the white noise modal is probably a better

_ representation of the realistic error of the experiment than is a worst case

-,_tl error analysis based on Ions autocorrelation times, particularly in view
_ of the likelihood of an adaptive sequential filter for the analysis of real

:-° _: data. In the future, as the spacecraft systems become better defined, and

_j

_

° o ° " ........:....... ......... :,;L
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as their noise characteristics become known, it will be worth.lhile to perform

i a more realistic (and much more coBtly) error analysis wt_h colored acceleration
;_ noise. For now, the white noise model is sufficient for preliminary design

I purposes. We think It very unlikely that the autocorrelation function of she

! dr.R compensation system will be equal to the autocorrelat_on in the Doppler
+,

p. data introduced by the sought after J2 or relativity signals.

_, Iv. nLRORAm_YSlS
i

> A total of 16 unknown or dependent parameterr have been included in the
I,

error analysis. These are:

_ .. 1. Six heliocentric cartesian coordinates (Xp, yp, Zp, _p, _p, _p) of

the probe at epoch (encounter minus one month)•

2. Six heliocentric cartesian coordinates (XE, YE' ZE' xE' YE' zE ) of
J the earth at epoc_t'

I

_. 3. The astrou_mtcaI unit (AU) o_ equivalently GM for the sun (GMs _ AU3)

?_. 4. The q,_adrupole coefficient J2"
)

!_ 5. Two relativity parameters (B,Y).

Partial derivatives of the range and range rate of the probe with respect to

1 these 16 parameters have been obtained by first numerically integrating the

i second order ordinary differential equations of the variations of the probe

:_ and earth acceleratlo.s, and then by computing the range and range rata

:_, derivatives by the geometrical definitions of those quantities. Range p is

defined by:

!
_ p- (_-_R)•(rp-rE) (S)

,_ so that

'_' _q ( - r E)+ I_" +El X_q _q/ (6)

+,+

where q is any one of the sixteen parameters. '

_ l_e range rate partial is obtaine_ by differencing two range partials,
J:

" i

h8 '

. ., . _, _ ,, u. ,_.
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a technique which yields a realistic representation of integrated Doppler.

1 " / (t i - l) (7)
Q

°_ I Zn the case of the parameter y, a signal propagation effect is added to

: "_:_"_ the range partial to account for the general relativistic t/me delay (Shapiro,

oi_" 1964). This additional term is-

°:' _y GNs _ + rE+P

Hence, the general relativistic time delay is also included in the range rate

partial because of the differencing by Eq• 7•

The units of length and time in the computer program (ks, sec) are used

here to quote results. Actually, the unit of length in radio propagation ex-

periNents is time (c- 1), but it is convenient t¢ express results in faailiar

metric units. Errors in conversion between km and light-seconds are inconse-

quential to the two or three significant digits of concern.

Basellne case for error analysis•

For purposes of carrying out parametric studies of the sensitivity of

th-_ covariance matrix on the sixteen parameters to variations in the assmnp-

. tlons on tracking conditions and spacecraft systems configurations, it is

• useful to define a baseline case for the error analysis, and then to vary

independent variables one at a time from their baseline values. Tb_ baseline

case is defined in the following table.

_o

°!i
Ill

"3 "u"? J
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BASELINE CASE I

Independent Variable Value t

1. Doppler error at 10 min sample 0.1 --./set I

2. Range error at 20 min sample 15 m t

3. Length of tracking arc E-1 mo to E+ 1 mo

!T 4. _tandard deviation o of lO-10g - 10-9 m/set 2
acceleration noise a

5. Perihelion distance at solar 4encounter

6. Inclinat_:_n of probe orbit to 90°
ecliptic

7. Angle between sun-probe line 45 °
and sun-earth llne at encounter

8. Argument of probe perihelion 0°
with respect to ecliptic

The standard deviation for each of the 16 dependent variables for the

baseline case are given in the following table. The column labeled a-priori

error represents the assumed error on each parameter before the introduction

of the first simulated measurement. The a-posteriori error refers to the

computed standard deviation after the sequential processing of all simulated

measurements_



0

i
o

_ o •RESULTS FOR BASELINE CASE

° Parameter A-Priori Error A Posteriori Error

t 1.5 04
_--_-, YE 1.5 km 0.7 km

_ 1.S km 1.5 km
SE

./° 0.09-I.
_ YE O. 1 un/s O. 08 _/s

o!i ZE o.1 ,,-Is 0.09 --Isi; % lO6_. o.4

_! YP 106 km 1.1 ka

Zp 106 km 3.2 im

. -.,,p lO3_=ls 0.2,-Is .
103 lm/s 0.1 "'is

"- :; 103 Im/. 0.8 wn/8

i AU 1.0 lm 0.2 Im
O. O1 O. 0088

y 0. O1 O. 0047

J2 x 108 103 0.5

l' parameter J2 can be d_termtned to better than one part in 10 8 for the
The

i!_ baseline case. The results on the relativity paraaeter8 are disappointin8,

until one considers the full 2 x 2 covariance on B and y. That submatrtx of

the 16 x 16 covariance matrix is:

o_t 8 y

ot _ _4.o52 2.2oo

which yields a correlation between B and y of 0.976. The el8envalues of the

o _ matrix yield independent errors of 0.01 and 0.0009 ,_lth associated etsen-

'_il vectors which are nearly B + y/2 and B - 2y. Thus, one relativity parameter
1_

vll 51
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,t can be determined to a significant accuracy, and this parameter is a linear

_. combination of _ and y in the ratio B- 2¥. The physical interpretation
I'

is that the relativistic precession of the perihelion can bc determined

'_ from the data, but not both B and ¥. The post Newtonian precession _PN is

_( given in terms of the Einstein precession _GR by (Robertson, 1962),
H)

1

; and the error on the precession parameter (2- B + 2¥1/3 as determined from the

t covariance matrix on B and y is 0.0007.

Variation of assumptions from baseline case.

A limited number of variations in the baseline assumptions are considered

here. First of all, the standard deviation on the acceleration noise is allowed

to vary between lO-Tg and 10-12g. The results for J2 are shown in Fig. I and

the results for the relativistic precession parameter (2- B �2¥)/3in Fig. 2.

Taken at face value, it would seem that an acceleration noise of lo-gg would

yield a meaningful measure of J2' though the degradation in the relativity

test is more serious. However, it is unlikely that the error curves are

calibrated with enough precision to draw firm conclusions from them. At this q

point it is prudent to use 10-108 as a design goal for the drag compensation

system, particularly if post Newtonian terms are a scientific goal for Solar

Probe. In any event, an acceleration noise at 10-Sg is insufficient for the

gravitational experiments at encounter. On the other hand, improvements be-

yond lo-!Og are difficult to Justify unless the Doppler error can be reduced

below 0.1 _un/sec at the same time.

The dependence of the error in J2 to various assumptions on Doppler

accuracy is shown in Fig. 3. The dotted portion of the curve indicates

extrapolation into a region where computer simulations were not actually made.

_? However, it is the region of the curve between 1 mm/s and 0.1 aun/s that is

most important. The error in J2 rises sharply with decreased tracking
accuracy. A telecommunication system capable of dellvering a Doppler accu-

_i" racy of 0.1 mB/s at solar encounter is essential.

_: Finally, the inclination of the orbit is varied from 90 ° to 45 °. There

;_,_ is little effect on the determination of J2 until inclinations of 60 ° or so

_, are reached as shown in Fig. 4. Again the dotted curve represents an extra-

oy
_"

.}l!i
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l

_-_ polatton. The conclusion here is that the experiment is not very sensitive

i_ to the orbital inclination, but as expected, hiah inclination orbits ere better
'_ because there t8 a variation in the latitude _th time, and sore of the poten-

_ tie1 function (Eq. 1) is sampled durim8 the encounter trackim8.
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_'_ _ : "i"_W_ POSSXBLE MEASUR]_4ENTSOF 32 AND THE SUN'S ANGULARMCHENTUMWITH

,_ _ K. Nordtvedt*

This paper presents results of • covarlance analysis done at Montana State

P" 'i

?; University on the detectability of the solar quadrupole moment and the solar

angular momentum using Doppler tracking of a 5olar Probe. It is assumed that

_ the dynamical effects of the sun on the probe, as well as the gravitational

'_ _ redshift of a probe-based clock, may be totally described by the following metric

i!.' 2 2
m m _ m

_00 1" 27- 2J2 r-'_-+ 2_'2 "

2 ¢ mjn
_ok " " _ lam r

Stun "- 6 (1+ 2_ rm-.),

where m is the sun's gravltatlonalmass, rmis the heliocentric position vector rich

magnitude r, a is the solar radius, J2 is the solnr quad_lpole moment, and jn is the

solar angular momentumvector. Theparameters 8, ,, J2 and IJnl are considered

unknown, along with the orbital elements of the probe. All of these parameters are

to be determined by a least squares fit to the probe tracking data.

For purposes of this study, a polar orbit was assumed with perihelion at 5

_0 solar radii and with an earth-sun-probe angle of 135 ° at perihelion. Tracking

was assumed to be Doppler only, with a basic uncertainty of .l mm/set in the radial

velocity. A drag-free system which could reduce non-gravitational forces below the

_ level of 2 x 10"12 S was found to be necessary to preserve this same level of

accuracy. Both one-way and two-way Doppler were supposed in order to determine the

/_ gravitational as ss the pure spacecraft dynamics. A worst caseredshift well

estimate was performed, in which it was assumed that systematic error at the .1 mm/sec

c ) ' o . # .... O_:
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_. "_.. level would b/as the data in such • way as to most: :inhibit the determination of

i_I_,,I" each paraae_er separately. It can be shown Chat Chle assuml_Clon Is. equivalent Co

j,

_r

i!_ mul_iplyin S the final prediction of accuracy in the parameter es_.hnate by _, where
J

" H _s the numbe= of observations' made.

,, Trackins t/me• of 62 hours, 97 hours, and 136 hours were investigated leading

to the followinS results:

- A. Two-way data.

I. WlCh J2 and J as the only. metric unknowns, •ccurscles of a part in8 -"

_',i:i_i:, lO for J2 and a fraction of the expected value for J were predlcted.__

)/" 2. When y was added as a third unkown, the accuracies on J2 and J were

Ii degraded somewhat while y was determinable to a part in 103.B. One-way data.

1. Predictions for the accuracy in the gravitational redshift were

consistently about • part in l07 as opposed Co parts in 102 for
4

laboratory experiments and I0 for earth orbitinS rocket exper._nents.

2. A prediction of marsinal detectability of the second order redshift

was also made.In all these cases, assumptions of no data within various angular distances of

the sun were made. The results did not vary appreciably.
_

The conclusions are Chat s_n_icant decelerations of the solar quadrupole

moment and of the sravitational redshift are possible with the Solar Probe, and

that any measurement at the levels predicted must also allow for a measurement

of J. In fact, the effect of J wouZd have to be mede).ed in order to produce the

_. h_14_haccuracy measurements of J2 and redshifC.

_ R. _ellinss prepared this version of I. Nordtvedt's presentation from a cape of same.

}i 59
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I CO_ENTS ON THE DRAG-FREE CONTP.OL OF A SOLAR

,_ _ PROBE RELATIVITY MISSION

_I C.W.F. Everitt and D. B. DeBraW. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics and

I Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
._' Stanford University, Stanford, California

l
A spacecraft going within 4 solar radii of the Sun experiences

° an acceleration up to 5 x 10 -5 g from solar radiation pressure, and

--_ significant (though smaller) accelerations from the solar wind. To

_= obtain satisfactory information about relativistic effects and the

:' Sun's quadrupole coefficient these non-gravitational accel-
mass

J2'

erations have to be either measured or compensated out, and much

the best procedure for doing so is to make the spacecraft "drag

_ free". A proof mass inside the spacecraft structure is shielded
_': from the external forces, so that it follows a nearly ideal gravi-

I tational orbit, and a control system activates gas jets (or other

! translational forcers) to make the vehicle follow the mass. The

problems are mechdnizing the control laws and minimizing extraneous

effects such as the self gravitational pull of the spacecraft. The

extraneous forces can be averaged in one plane by having a spinning

vehicle.

The lectures by R. D. Reasenberg, J. D. Anderson and K. Nordtvedt

provided three complementary analyses of a Solar Probe relativity

mission. All three authors emphasized that their analyses, though

well advanced, depended on assumptions about drag-free performance.

Reasenberg and Shapiro have concentrated so far on tracking require-

ments for the mission, assuming an ideally drag-free spacecraft.

Anderson and Lau have assl_med a drag-free system with no steady

in-track bias, but with random noise in the residual acceleration

treated as a parameter in experiment design. Nordtvedt investigated

:>" the effect of a steady in-track bias acceleration with negligible

_:i random noise.

i Nordtvedt concluded that in order to measure the Sun's quadrupole
_ mass coefficient J2 to 10 -8 , and calculate the Sun's angular momentum

_ j to 20-30% from the Lense-Thirring drag, the in-track bias of the

o _ drag-free system should be below 2 x 10 -12 g. Anderson's conclusion

iI

°_.
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_i°I was that random noise will not degrade the relativistic information

,_ obtainable from tracking measurements until it reaches a lo level

of their analyses for determining the combination of PPN relativ-

istic parameters(2 + 2_ - 8), as also did Reasenberg and Shapiro. The

I precision of measuring the gravitational redshift in a Solar Probe° mission was also investigated.

Reasenberg in the introduction to his lecture correctly pointed

_, out that factor in drag-free performance ultimately limiting the

relativity mission is neither the random noise nor the steady

in-track bias, both of which can in some degree be separated from

relativity terms in data processing, but rather the component of

variation in the in-track acceleration having a time signature

_ comparable with that of the relativistic terms, that is, the change

in drag over the 19 hour duration of the fly-by of the Sun. In

other words what counts are the components in the power spectral

density of drag-free noise with frequencies comparable to the

relativity or J2 signals.

In this note we investigate the likely magnitude of the 19

hour period terms for spinning and non-spinning spacecraft. Our

conclusion is that the variation in along-track acceleration for

a non-spinning spacecraft from thermal warping of the spacecraft

is likely to be of order i0 -II g and that electrical charging of

the proof mass may easily give accelerations in excess of i0-I0 g.

The variation in along-track acceleration can be made significantly

less in a spinning spacecraft, but the effectiveness of the reduction

is somewhat of a subtle point which requires detailed investigation.

)" We are not in a position to estimate the implication of our conclu-

sion for the analyses of Anderson, Nordtvedt and Reasenberg; presum-

ably there is some loss in accuracy of the relativity data.

Our starting point is the performance of the DISCOS drag-free

controller for the TRIAD I satellite launched in July 1972 and

operated successfully in space until the propellant was used up

in November 1975. (I} The design was for a satellite free from

extraneous disturbances down _:o the level of 10-11 g. This goal
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was reached: in fact the measured in-flight performance after

correcting for initial errors was 5 x 10 "12 g.

At 10"11 g mass attraction effects on the drag-free proof

i mass are of dominant importance. To separate the proof mass as

far as possible from most of the satellite mass, the satellite

was formed in three bodies (a TRIAD) joined by extensible booms,

I with the DISCOS (DISturbance C.___pensation System) as a separate

_-_ central package. The top body contained the nuclear power supply

_ for the satellite; the bottom one the transmitter, receiver,telemetry and antenna. The satellite weighed 86.6 kg. It was

launched in a collapsed form; roughly a cylinder 1.6 m high, 0.75

m in diameter. In orbit both booms were extended 2.7 m.

The proof mass was 22 mm in diameter, placed in a 40 nun diameter

cavity. It was made of a 70/30 gold-platinum alloy chosen for its

high density and nearly zero magnetic susceptibility. The cavity

contained three mutually perpendicular pairs of electrodes to

sense the position of the proof mass by three capacitance jets:

the three signals were used in a control loop to fire three corres-

ponding pairs of gas jets. In orbit the proof mass floated in

the cavity with a 9 mm clearance. It was permitted to move over a

dead band of + 0.9 mm before the valves were fired, which meant

establishing a specification of 10"11 g/n..for the gradient of the

disturbing forces. Note that for a Solar Probe subject to an

acceleration of 5 x 10 -5 g the valves would have to fire once every

2 sec to maintain an 0.9 n_ deadband. The maximum number of firings

in one axis during the 19 hour fly-by would be about 2 x 104 , well

• j_ within the reliability limits of the valve.

I Figure I illustrates the DISCOS control system designed by

__ the Stanford Guidance and Control Laboratory. All parts of the

satellite not essential to the control system were located in the

two bodies at the end of the extensible booms. In the final con-

i figuration the contribution to mass attraction uncertainty from
, the two end bodies was restricted to a few percent without unusual
!
( fabrication tolerance or accuracy in determining mass properties.
_i Not surprisingly the mass distribution in parts closest to the

Ii proof mass most attention. The oxide housing
required beryllium

4
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_ .if! Figure I: The DISCOS Control System
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_ j| than any other single componont. Mass attractions were calculated
l

....i _ with great precision. With the regulator, for example, terms up to
_ tile third moment of mass were included in an expansion about the

_ regulator mass-center. (2) The first and second moments were found

experimentally by measuring the mass and the six elements of moment

of inertia. The third moment had to be calculated from drawings

of the component parts and weights determined during assembly.

Fabrication tolerances in the structure as tight as 0.5 mil were

required to model the mass attraction adequately. Similarly fab-

rication tolerances of 0.1 mil were required in the pickoff housing

and in thickness measurement of the propellant tanks. Finally a

compensation mass was added inunediately above the pickoff housing.

The residual attraction before compensation was calculated as 83.6

x 10 -11 g in the vertical direction and 0.8 x 10 -11 g in the

"along track" direction. With the compensating mass the maximum

disturbances were calculated to be 2 x 10-11 g normal to the orbit

plane and 0.7 x 10-11 g along track.

i_._ The propulsion subsystem was a conventional "cold-gas" propul-

_ _' sion system. However to satisfy the mass-attraction requirement,

equidistant on opposite sides of the proof mass in a configuration

making the gravitational analog of a pair of Helmholtz coils.

Without some such arrangement there would have been changes in the

"-_: mass-center, center of attraction or mass attraction gradient of

_I the propellant as the propellant mass decreased with time. AXso

the temperature differences across the propellant tanks had to be

: held below 2 °C to prevent gas redistribution from compromising

_ _'] the mass attraction specification.

_ Design considerations for a drag-free solar relativity mission

o_:_._ were first discussed in 1970 in an admirable paper by Remy Juillerat! 3}

Further analysis, drawing on the DISCOS flight experience, has been

given in a Report "Drag-Free Control for a Solar Spacecraft" sub-

.:.,." 1976. 14) A general conclusion of OeBra's Report was that drag-free
u

_o_, control of a non-spinning Solar Probe would be feasible at a d.c.

(,h

o Q
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I
•_ bias level of lO "10 g, but that levels much below lO -lO g would be

_'_ difficult to reach since the constraints on spacecraft design are i

_._ more stringent than those for TRI&D I. The statement Is slightly
'_ obscured by typographical errors of I0 "II g for I0"I0 g in a few

_ places

"DeBra's Report discusses calibrating out the d.c. bias by

" in-flight checks of the drag-free system while the spacecraft is

I°L_ on the way to or from Jupiter. At Jupiter the radiation pressure

°::_ from the Sun causes an acceleration on the spacecraft of order

_!"_ i0-i0 g, so with appropriate tracking and maneuvers of the

il spacecraft an effective calibration is possible. A tradeoff
exists between the expense of drag-free design and the expense

of tracking and maneuvers. We should also emphasize that structural

-__ creep or other changes in the spacecraft during the interval between

i. the encounters with Jupiter and the Sun may limit the effectiveness
°".:! of the calibration.

_' The high frequency variations in disturbances due to control

._" system activity coupling to the proof mass through disturbing force

I" gradients may be largely averaged out. The main problem in a

solar relativity mission, as already stated, is neither this nor

• the d.c. bias, but the magnitudes of any components of along-track

_iiI acceleration with this signature .comparable to that of the relativitysignals during the 19 hour fly-by. Such effects might arise from

i l any of the following causes,

(1) changing solar radiation pressure on the spacecraft;

i_I (2) changes in the control gain or bias through changes

• in temperature of the electronics;

(3) tl_ermal warping of the spacecraft causing a change
In its self-gravltatlonal attra_tlon on the proof mass;

_._ (4) chan_Ing electric charge on the proof mass.

_' The effect of solar radiation pressure increases by nearly

_ three orders of magnitude from 10 -7 g to 5 x 10-5 g in the first

o'_:_- 9% hours of fly-by and then dies away again. A variation in applied

,_i! acceleration as large as this would cause trouble if the drag-free

: 6_
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_ in the disturbance forces on the proof mass. The displacement

I in average position of the proof mass needed to provide the
control signal would result in a variation in residual radial

acceleration of the spacecraft during the flyby, and hence a

variation in the acceleration with 19-hour timealong-track a

signature. However, this term could be greatly reduced by

1° using a drag-free system based on an integral control law, so

the variation in external pressure is not a real problem.

With proper design, temperature changes in the electronics are° _ also no problem. The DISCOS electronics boxes were passively con-

_- trolled to levels at which the 5 x 10-12
$:1 _ g performance was achieved
'_ despite quite large swings in satellite temperature. For Solar

i.°_ Probe one could, if necessary, have active temperature controllers.

ooi_i°'_ Warping of the spacecraft is a different story, however. _rhe

_ _ changes in mass 4istribution to be expected during fly-by are enough
_-" to cause changes of possibly 10-11 g in the self-gravitation attrac-

tion of a non spinning spacecraft on the proof mass from this cause

,_ alone.

:°°I" Charging of the proof mass may be an even more serious problem.
o_ The discussion of this topic in Reference (4) may have been too

_ optimistic. With DISCOS in an 800 km orbit there was no trouble,

but charging rates of the French CACTUS accelerometer flown in

an elliptical orbit with 1200 km apogee were such that the ball

!_ charged at a rate of 2 x I0-II coulomb/day during periods of

_°I exposure to Van Allen belts. (5) The charging had a cyclic behavior

_ _ associated with regression of the orblt: ten days of continuous
charging would be followed by a quiet spell, repeating every 37%

,_ days. The resultant accelerations were as high as 10-8 g, or in

_°_I_ one instanCeto nearlYbut10-7 g'variationsWhattheinSUn will do we would not

/io _ presume say, large charge during fly-by seem
possible. It might be necessary to introduce a discharging mechanism,

which would mean a significant increase in sophistication of the

_I control system. Some possible techniques for discharging the ball

are described by Juillerat in Reference (3).

_ Spinning the spacecraft averages the drag in the plane per-

.,_ pendicular to the spin axis probably by as much as two orders of
_6
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i_I magnitude. Designandlabo toryslmulatlonofdraglfreecontrolle:s

l for a spinning vehicle are described in References (6) _hrough (9).
i. " However _wo cautionary remarks must be set down. First, as Juillerat

tlnt R

has shown," v, the thermal time constants of the structure may be
ii:ii such that significant errors occur even with a splnnlng spacecraft.

!o_ Second, Solar Probe as presently configured must have one axis

directed always to the center of the Sun. To spin about this axis

requires great precessional torques, and the spin axis will only be

perpendicular to the fly-by path at the instant of closest approach.

This is the best place, of course, since it is the region of thei: orblt where the relativistic effects are largest, but in other

_I regions there will be a component of along track accelerationfrom..o-

the component of self gravitation of unknown magnitude parallel to

' the axis of spin. The principal effect w_ll have a time signature

!; : with two peaks during the 19 hour period. This signature differs
i from at least some of the terms to be measured, so something might

_:_i_ be done to separate it out in data analysis: how far one can go

in this way we do not know.

On a more cheerful note we observe that the noise in a well-

designed drag-free system should be appreciably less than the 10 -10 g

requirement determined by Anderson and Lau. The principal tasks for

the control engineer therefore are to fight down effects of d.c.

bias, thermal warping and proof mass charging. These are challenges

enough.
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'_ MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR GEAVITATIONAL OBLATENESS
WITH CRAVITYGRADIOMETERS

I Robert L. Forward
,. Hughes Research Laboratories

Nalibu, California 90265

_:" ABSTRACT

We propose to measure the gravitational oblateness of the Sun during

i a Solar Probe Mission by means of a very high sensitivity rotating

gravity gradiometer onboard the spacecraft. The gravity gradtometer

would be a self-contained structure in a thermal-vacuum-magnetic shield

in the shape of a cross, with a mass of'20 kg and arm length of 1.0 m

and thickness of 0.1 m. The sensor inside would have a resonant fre-

: quency of 1/30 Hz, a mechanical Q of 106 and would use gravitational

radiation antenna technology to achieve a sensitivity of 6 x 10 -8 Eotvos,

which would provide a measurement of the solar oblateness to an accuracy

of 1.5-6 x 10 -8. The gravity gradiometer will require a spinning space-

craft, so that it will not sense the spacecraft gravity fields, but the

gradiometer does not need to be at the spacecraft center of mass, or

even on the spacecraft spin axis. Major problem areas to be addressed

are demonstration of the instrument sensitivity prior to flight (a

shuttle test flight would be suitable), and the measurement and compen-

sation for any residual spacecraft angular cares.

69
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o

INTRODUCTION
o

A Solar Probe mlesion is part of the 5-year plan of NA_A'_ Solar i

_ _i_ Terrestrial Office. The trajectory of the Solar Probe is a highly t, illp- i

tlcal polar orbit with a _erlhelion near 4 solar radii (see Figure I). i

_. At 4 solar radii the gradients in the gravitatlonal field of the sun are

_. substantial, and it is possible to consider the measurement of the

oblateness of the gravltational field using onboard gravity gradiometer

T,. L��&s -sN

_, _ _ME. HOUR

Figure I. Gravity gradients for near-sun trajectory 4 _ perllwilon.
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'-_ " ,_ GRAVITY GRADIENTS OF SOLAR OBLATENESS

We assume that the gravitational potential of the sun has the form

: o,.,.. _-- L - J 2 P2 (cos _O) [ + higher order term

o o

.... _! where J2 is the solar oblateness coefficient, H and A are the solar mass
i and radius, and R is the distance from the gradiometer to the center of)o

!_- ,' the sun. At the point of closest approach of the solar probe to the sun,

:' there will be three principal gradients at the position of the probe.

,_ There will be the gradient in the polar direction

I' GM -I + 9
.,_.,: xx ,_

: . oo

• 1,-_ ;-' the gradient along the equator

!.

"' and the vertical (radial) gradient

_. i rzz .

_, The rotating gravity gradiometer measures the differences in the two

_" gradients in its plane of rotation. Therefore, the gradtometer output

'_--'I depends on the direction of its spin axis. The output for a vertical

_ ._ (solar oriented) spin axis is

°-':_ _ rxx - ryy _ .

• polar orbit) the output is:

/ I' - I' (:M -3 + 7.5
. yy zz

_ 1

/o°} 'rl
!

.L
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t

*_) ,and for a spin ;ixl_ orthogonal to tile orbttal plane (spglceerafL rolling

.:.1,I along fts traJect_ry) tim output [_: i

i _ r - r _ t;H - 10.5 J2 _, '7_ XX _"

::",_ For the assumed parameters of the Solar Probe mission ,

GH - 1.3 x 1020 m3/sec 2

iil A = 7 x 108 m

R = 4& = 2.8 x 109 m

we see that the gradients of the sun monopole moment will be of the

order of

: r - GH 10-9 -2 "
-_ m 6 X sec = 6 E .

i -2 1o-lO(1E = 1Eotvos = 10 -9 sec m G/m) .

i_!i{ The contribution due to the J2 solar oblateness term depends on the

o orientation of the gradiometer and the type of output and can vary from

or

= (i.I-_ 4) J2 (Eotvos) •

?

...."I Since the estimates of J2 range from %10-8 to %10 "5, it would be

i o_I" desirable to measure J2 to an accuracy of the order of 10-8 .

t

7P .
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__ S_.nee the only operating gravity gradtometer instrument, are

_,,_!' prototype airborne survey models with a sensitivity of I E at Integration

i times of 10 sec, it would seem Chat the goal for a solar oblatenessm_asurement is too far _rom pres_t technology. Houever, the Solar Probe

mission requirements are significantly different from the airborne sur-

vey mission requirements and it is possible to consider gradiometers for

_: the mission The free fall of space provides e benign acceleration

} environment for an instrument, allowing the design to increase in length

_,_ a_d mass to Increase its capture of gravitational energy. The length of

the 6 hr close encounter combined with the fact that all the data col-

_ desired will increase the with whichdetermine the parameter J2 accuracy

i_ we can measure J2" Also, recent advances in our understanding and oper-
_,,,_ atton of highly sensitive detectors of gravitation, such as reaonaut

_ gravity gradtometers and gravitational radlation antennas, gives us

reason to believe that the desired sensitivities can be achieved.

_, . GRAVI_/ GRADIOMETER INSTRUMENTATION I

i The sensing portion of the rotating gravity 8radiometer consists of

two orthogonal arms with weights at the ends. These arms are coupled _o 1

each other and to an outer rotor case by stiff torsional pivots plus a

pair of piezoelectric bender transducers. The inertia of the arms and

, the spring constant of the pivots and transducers are adjusted to pro-

°__ vide a high-Q, mechanically resonant structure. Present models are
J

" 1

"_ resonant at 35 Hz, but larger .models resonant at lower frequencies have

been constructed. 2'3 When the rotor case is closed, the resultant
b_

,_ mechanical structure is very rugged and can withstand multi-see shocks

'/_oi' wtthoutrequlrlngcagln8. Therotorisusuallyplacedonself-pumping

_oI oil-lubricated Journal bearings and spun inside a cylindrical 8tator at

i exactly one-half the sensor resonant frequency. However, if the sensor
is attached to e spinning spacecraft, the spacecraft can provide the

:;I,' 2-4
_.lll desired rotation. The gravity gradient field of the mass being

F_ sensed produces a difference in acce,eration across the arms of the

._"fi sensor and generates a differential torque between the two arms that is
[,

° L:,:,
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I

proportional to the gravity gradte.t (see Figure 2), This differential

torque is modulated by the rotation of the sensor to produce a sinusoidal

driving torque at twice the sensor spin speed or exactly at the Htqlsor

,_ m,,chanlcal resonant frequency. Because of the resonant response, tile

structure will provide a large amplitude response to even very small

gravity acceleration differences. These oscillations of the sensor arms

are then detected by the piezoelectric bender transducers coupled between

the two arms. This is the same transducer techniq.e used in detectors

for gravitational radiation.

The stnusc)idal signal from the transducer is amplified, filtered,

and converted into an Flq signal by internal electronics. The resultant

d3ta consists of a measurement of the amplitude and direction of the

difference t.cween the two components of the gravity gradient field in !

the plane of rotation of the sensor.



"! t,RAD10MF.TER SEN'q i T! V! TY
/

t The ultimate st.nsltivity of a resonant gravity gradtometer is

• _. given hv

o oo,.o
m,,, &,.

where k'r is the thermal noise introduced into the structure by the

¢ i inherent mechanical damping, m(2 is the effective inertia of the sensor
-.o o _ arm._. : is the measurement times ._nd I is the 1/e decay time of the

m s "

o}_;_, sensor as determined by tile level of mechanical damping.

0 _e wilt assume that every effort will be ,aade to make the initial

_a,, met-hanical damping in the sensor as small as possible. Since a mechanl-

"o "{" cal Q of 2 x 10 4 has been seen tn gradtometers where initial damping was

_ __ not of concern, we expect to be able to obtain initial mechanical Q's el

_ :l:° decay time of the instrument would be

:[ .

or approximately 1/3 of a year.

':_)l The decay time of the sensor ! Is also the time that it takes the

S q

state of excitation of the sensor to change by an amount kT due to ran-

_: _ dora fluctuations introduced by the exchange of energy with the rest of

i tile thermodynamic environment through tile damping. This means that

'_' !'i_ .. during the b hr {2 x IO t* set') measurement time duration of the encolllltt'r,thlt' tO tile driving forces of tl_e gravity gradient ficld act illg on lilt,

,qt'llsor arms, while only a ,_mall fraction is random excitation due tov .

For it SelIgor mass of m - lO kg, length f '_ 1 m, sensor time constanl

, IO 1 10 4= Her's mcilHlll:emell[ time I at 2 x sect and tt, lnperature el
s m

'_ 'i' ttltl°K, lilt' _,qtl,V_llent noi_ll' level is

= b x 10 -I see _ = t_ x 10-8 E
I',l o t

I _._ ' Ill mt_"J

0
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?if
i_ 10-23
i' where k - 1.38 x J/°K. This would allow for a measurement of J2
'_ to an accuracy of 1.5-6 x 10 -8 . For comparison, we have constructed 3

'_ "i_ a brassboard prototype of a spinning spacecraft gravity gradiometer with

m = 24 kg, _ - 0.75 m, f = 8 Hz, Q - 900, and both I s and "m 35 sec

i.'}_ (see Figure 3). This instrument had a design sensitivity of 7 x 10-3 E.

_';_l_l. It will not be easy te build a gravity gradiometer with the required

I_-._ sensitivity, but it should be considerably cheaper than a dra8-free
spacecraft design. In addition, the instrument package can be checked

out in the laboratory and furtber tested in earth orbit prior to the

,_ Solar Probe mission.

:::or As presently envisaged, the gradiometer instrument will be in the
!

_ shape of a self-contained X shaped thermal-_acuum Jacket with arms from

°_" 0.50 to 2 m in length, rigidly attached at any convet_ient place on the

_i spacecraft (it does no__tthave to be at the center of mass anddoes no___t

o

i ,_I'i Figure 3. Brassboard prototype of 0.75 m diameter sensor.

01.
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_ _ have to be on the'spacecraft rotation axis). For optimum operation, the

°_ sensor should be attached flraly to _he spacecra_ and the whole
t craft rotated at 1 rpm (approxluately 1/2 the sensor resonant _requency)_Space-

' i_ In this mode of operation, the gravity gradloaeter does __n°t see the

o/ gravity gradient fields of the spacecraft (not even the gravity changes

of a moving platform or fuel motion) only the gravity gradient flelds of

the sun.

ERROR SENSITIVITIES

Although one would think that th_ 1/3 year decay time would make

the response time of the instrument too lobs to use in a 6 hr encounter,

this i,q not a real problem. The amplitude of the s nsor response is

merely measured periodically and the change in the response is the amount

of excitation inserted by the gravity gradient forces since the previous

measurement of the state of excitation of the sensor. The only prublem_

that arise from the use of this technique com_ wi|en the state of exciter-

tLon becomes so high that nonlinearities in the detection system _ztart

to become significant. There are a number of techniques to cope with

this problem. One is to use electronic "clamping" to stop any residual

motion of the sensor prior to the encounter or whenever the excitation

level of the sensor becomes .*co high.

The preferred technique is to use eJectronic feedback damping using

**electrically cold** circuits to lower the response time without adding

an equivalent amount of noise (we have demonstrated this on a resonant

gravity gradiometer). 5 The electronic damping technique will produce a

low-nolse sensor with an appreciable bandwidth. This means that less

care ne,_d be taken to match the satellite spin speed to one-half the

sensoz resonant frequency.

The major source of error xn the experiment will be angular rates

of the spacecraft at right angles to the spacecraft spin axis. An

angular rate hes a rotational rate gradient that is indistingui_h_lble '

from a gravity gradlent. The value of the rotational rate gradient is

zt_ro along the axis of the angular rate and is I'll ffi _22 In the two direc-

tions orthogonal to the rate axis.

il
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To achieve a measurement of the gravity grndlent to an accuracy of

6 x tO .8 K will require the control or measurement of the ,pa('ecraft

an_ular rates (except about the spin axis) to

- 3 x 10 -9 rad
sec

t.,

= 0.O01 °/hr

To measure this would require a high quality rate gyro.

If a gravity gradiometer was to be considered for the Solar Probe

mission, it would bt, essential that R&D work Oll a htgh-Q, low-ttequency

prototype model be started at once. The desired Q of 106 should not by

hard to obtain, but the low frequency means that R&I)work 1weds to I_L,

done on the transducer-preamplifier conf lgurat Ion to obtain sufflclL, nt

voltage output from the transducer at the 10 -8 E level to overcome tll_,

l/f noise of the preamplifier, without using so much transducer that the

mechanical Q is affected.
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, Hew Perspectives for Solar Observations

t! H.S. HudsonDepartment of Physics
) University of California, San Diego

='_' T. Introduction

• The Solar Probe offers us a chance to approach our nearest star more

closely than about one AU, with the obvious advantage of pemttttng more

: detatled observations of its surface than we can obtain from Earth. In

!_ these commentsI will discuss the merits and demerits of a very close

-'°iI approach, whtle the subsequent contributions wtll describe somespecific

i Ideas in greater detail. In addition to the advantage of proximity,

_ any deep-space mission that carries Instruments for observation of the

j,_ solar surface also views the Sun from a perspective different from that
_J of Earth. This is not merely a trivial improvement over Earth-based

observations, because the tnhomogenetttes of the solar atmosphere actually

prevent a full understanding of Its.nature from observations at one

point in space.

Let R represent the heliocentric distance of a point of observation.

iv'_-. Table 1 then gives the Rdependence of vartous observing parameters:
the spatial resolution scales as l/R, for example. The total flux

from an unresolved point source scales as 1/R2. This benefits

gamma-ray spectroscopy amongothers, where the limiting source of

noise may comefrom photon statistics in the signal Itself. The surface

brightness (flux per resolution element) does not vary with R for a

o1_ resolved source. The ttme of flight from a solar source to the point

. '_m_"_.n. INTENTIONALLYBL_'_'

!
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.,_ Table 1

. ,_.. 01stance to Sun R
.t Sparta1 Resolution R"1;- .,t

"I' Flux from Unresolved Source R-2

_ ,: Flux from Resolution Eiement _

:_"t Ttme of F11ght from Source R' Natve Equilibrium Temperature R-1/2

, 82
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of observation scales as R; smaller times of fltght are good for

! observation of neutrons and charged particles. Ftnally, one must
F

i I point out that the equilibrium temperature (the stmple blackbody

temperature of the observatory unmodified by active or even passtve

'" controls) will increase according to the law R"1/2 as one draws nearer

:- to the Sun. This ts the basic price one pays for getting better

lit observing conditions.

In numerical terms, the spattal resolution of a telescope wtll be

" given by

d _ 75 (1.2_m) (T_U) km (1)

I where we scale to a diffraction-limitedapertureO that will give

O.l arc sec resolutionfor D = 1.25 m at l AU. By comparison,the

best 9round_basedresolutionof I/3 arc sec correspondsto the

diffractionlin_Itof a telescopewith _ 40 cm aperture. The "hello-

synchronous" orbit occurs at R _ 0.17 AU, as an interesting spectal

case of Equation (1); a satellite in ctrcular orbit here would

continuouslyvlew the same solar hemisphere(ignoringdifferential

rotation). A 25 cm telescopeat this locationwould give resultsfar

I better than the best ground-basedimaging.
II. Solar ObservationsfromEarth and fromNear-EarthOrbit.

A. OpticalWavelengths° Observationsin visiblelight have dependedmainly upon

l ground-based instrumentation, with slow improvement in telescope optics
• over the last century. The best resolution quoted above occurs only

. Q



' rarely even tn the new vacuumtelescopes that have partly overcome

seeing problems. A Shuttle-borne solar optical telescope (SOT) is

now planned for htgh resolution 1_ 0.1 arc sec, or 70 kin) solar obser-

!-l_i vatton_. It wtll obtain Individual pictures wtth excellent "seeing".

_/ Even more Importantly tt wtll obtain long sequences of such pictures,

.,I_ something beyond the capability of any ground-based telescope. These

j:_)_ SOTobservations wt11 achieve complete resolution of optically thick
i_°_ solar surface structure wtth horizontal stze scales at the ltmtt de-

_)_ temtned by the hydrostatic scale height of the atmosphere. Thts

layers. The SOThas manyadditional conveniences such as Interchange-

.....'_ abtltty of focal-plane instruments, abundant telemetry (or the use of

_(: ftlm), capability for real-time control, and others. All of these

J_t constderettonsconftmSOT'sdeftn_ttveroletnsolaropttcalobser-.

vattonal astronomy tn the next de de. .

Nevertheless Important smaller scale structure wtll certatn_y exist.

One solar example ts the transition region, where stmple models require

very abrupt temperature gradients that define fomation regions

much thinner than a hydrostatic scale height. The Earth's atmosphere

provides many nearby examples---clouds, lightning, airplanes---of structures

smaller than a scale height that have Important Influences on atmospheric

o processes. The photon-mean-free-path l"tmtt on Interesting stze scales

tn any case does not apply to optically thtn regions, and stze scales

smaller than _70 Ionwtll assuredly b_ of interest for the explanation

of many solar phenomena,especially those tn.the upper atmosphertclayers.

Oh
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) B. Ultraviolet and X-ray Wavelengths
}

..I At shorter wavelengths all observations to date have of course

been madefrom space platforms---notably OSOsatellites. These wavelengths
.,_ relate especially well to problems of the chromosphere, transition region,

l and corona, Including dramatic forms of activity such as solar flares.Angular resolutions have not exceeded a few arc sec, and severe technical

,:_ __t_"_ problems stand in the way of achieving high (sub-arc-sec) resolutions a'L

! the shorter wavelenoth_, where normal-Incidence reflecting optics fail
to work. Here also flux lirfftations may beconlepredominant even for

broad spectral bands.

C. Other
=

_,_ There have been virtually no imaging observations of hard

_!: (-2 keV) X-rays and energeticparticles,includingneutrons---"imaging"

: of energetic particles here and their
means identifying mapping sources

but these observationsare subjectto limitationof signal-to-noiseratio

by photon statisticsin the weak solar signal. The energeticparticles

' I and neutronssuffer from peculiarpropagationeffects in their transit

.,,a_I from the Sun to the Earth_andmapping their sourcesfrom I AU is virtually:._ impossible.
1

°.._ Ill. Solar Observationsfrom the Solar Probe

-:"i ')" A. Proximity
Gettingclose to the Sun basicallyenlargesthe apparentsolar

i I makes telescoperequirementseasier to meet; the disad-

/

structure and

vantagesincludesevere thermalloading,very limitedspacecraft

_. resourcesand short observationtime. For comparableobservational

objectivesat the level of the Shuttlesolar telescope(SOT),i.e. angular

i!iI
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, resolution 0.1 arc sac or more, a telescope at 1AU ts clearly the

_. preferred choice. For ultra-h]gh-re£olution observations, however, it

seemsclear that a closer approach to the Sun will be helpful In the

_, extreme application of equation (1), R = 4 RO _ .02 AU, a 25-cm telescope

would resolve 7 kmstructural features---it would therefore rtval a

°_ _'
"'_T diffraction-limited 13m telescope at one AUt Given any substantial

• .Vf interest tn these size scales, and many theories do require ftlamentatton

I:" this small, a Solar Probe or equivalent is the only feasible choice for

F an observing platfom.

_ B, Perspective

"o___ A new perspective, gtvtng two ltnes of st_nt for solar

i vL viewing, wtll dramatically increase our knowledge uf the three_dtmenstonal

structure of the solar atmosphere.

We know little about the Iiorlzontal lnhomogenetttes.

The shadowingcaused by such unknownstructuresgreatlyaffectsthe

:_ limb-darkeningprofilein infraredand radio continuum, corresponding

° i to heightsof formationnear the temperatureminimum. In general three-

Ii dimensional effectsmust be strongestjust _t the most interesting
parts of the atmosphere---thesites of the strongermagnetic fields---

:) becausethe field can aid in establishingthe inhomogeneousstructures

there.

io_ The normalperspective(from Earth)of these structuresdoes

not sufficeto untanglethem by the traditionalcenter-to-llmbstatistical

_ approach. Compoundingthe problemare (I) the seco dependenceof the

o_ heightof formationof radiation,where o is the angle of incidence

_I' relativeto the local solar normal (radiationof the same wavelength

E
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I._ j

Ii, comes from a differentlayer,on the limb) and (il) the greater line-
..4,

"'-o./_ _f-sightavcraglngof inhomrjgenoou_structurestoward the limb.
It is cl(.,,._rth.Jt,vie_Jingfrom a secondsimultuneuu:;perspc,ctivc,

will give a qualil.ativelyf,>wand impertat_tmeans _I-studyintlsol,-Jr

- y.., atmosphericstruvture.

(I) lor oIJtic,illvtlIicksource:,,Lwu telescop,_'',ehservinu{hi

t_dIlluIU'liOll L,|II hull.,_L_rL out shadowinU e(fl_,:_s.

(2) For opticallyLhin sources,the two liv_esoi sz]l_,l,e_ir,Io

make po,.,sible_lfull 'hree-dimensionalrecon'...truclion,by

* analo,]_,with medicalX-ray tul,oqruphyl_r,_cLice.
t_

.....: ' (,_) Th_ ,,'VcU _ or IHa(JllOt ic fiel d _un be IlIUYt: L'c'l'_, J l_, :.lt_L_ mill_d

" " (.;-)One teluscopewill view objec[spllysirql!y(',:cult,_lby ih(-

. i solar li,nb for Lhe other lele:,(ope. This extt,tLds cuntinac, us

coverage and lla,_ othPr benefit:.,, such as _-_arlj, w,-,rr_ing of

the a_-rival of solar activity aL the limb.

°.I These advantages are not unique to the Solar Probe Hiqsion,since

_'I-- they would be available from any deep-space solar observatory. Only

--_I the Solar Probe could howevercompletelyaccomplishitem (2), namely

.,_ the synthesisof true Lhree-dimensionalstructuresfor stable optically-thin

I sources,during the rapid transitof perihelion. For examplea soft

o_ X-ray or ultraviolettelescopecould determinethe completeluminosity

distribution for a quiescentactive-regionloop, and of course it

, would simultaneouslyresolve it in great detall becauseoF the close

range at Solar Probe perihelion.
o
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,!: IV. Conclusion

!_ High-resolution imaging of the solar surface has been and con-
t

1 ttnues to be crucially important for solar astronomy. At present, we

/, plan to cbtatn a high resolution (_ 0.1 arc sec) corresponding to a

} phystcal ltmtt ---the hydrostatic scale height---with the Shuttle-borne

L solar opttcal telescope (SOT). At this resolution we may expect con-

!_. clustve observations relattng to the structure of the quiet solar

i!/_ atmosphere, sunspots, sptcules, osct 11attons and many other current,

i problems of solar astrophysics.
._, Beyund this limit important unresolved structure wtl1 exist,

especially in optically-thin regions or in regions with strong magnetic

; ftelds. Furthermore, we expect ambiguity to remain tn our solar imagery,

" because a stngle 1the of sight cannot suffice completely to untangle

: the vertical dimension from the two horizontal dimensions. To remedyi

these deficiencies, the observatory must move close to the Sun. A

Solar Probe with a complement of solar telescopes would be very de-

sirable, even givei_ the severe limitation on weight and telemetry and

special design constraints necessary to get around the intense solar

heat input. Even a few images with ultra-high resolution would be

immenselyrewardingscientificallyand would have an impact probably

comparableto that of the first picturesof Martiancratersor of the

back side of the Moon.

:I
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•!, OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUN FROM A SOLkR PROBE

,_ H. Zirin

,_ California Institute of Technology

4 Optical observations of the sun from a solar p_jbe

offer a unique opportunity to make a great step forw.q,-,d in

1 solar physics by pushing spatial resolutio,. -z -.Is_ _._ace
/

_ structure to ultimate limits with simple instrumentation.
_--_ The logic is simple: a 10 cat aperture telescope at 4 solar

_:. radii resolves the equivalent of a five meter telescope in

l_ earth orbit. Given the ease of producing a diffraction
/p'

_ limited 10 cm telescope and the difficulty of fabricating

_, a diffraction limited 5 meter telescope, the performance of

' the small telescope could well be better.

No one knows the ultimate limit of size in structures

on the sun. There er_ some who argue it is limited by the

mean free path of radiation, perhaps 100 km, or by the scale

height, also 100 km. There are others who believe it may

be limited only by the radius of gyration in the magnetic

fields, a few meters. And there are those like myself, who

having found that most of the physical processes we study

on the sun appear to be governed by phenomena on a scale

below our resolution, simply feel thatj without prejudge-

ment, we should find out what is going on at the smallest

possible scale.

The arithmetic on resolution is straightforward. The

modulation transfer function (MTF) of a diffraction-limited

system is
_TF(v) - 2_ (__ cos _ sin _) (cos 8) k

k,

i •" C°s-1

' where., v - spatial frequency (cycles/mm)

•!i A m wave length (mm)

' Nk - numerioal aperture (2/f number)

'_,,_ 0 m half-fleld angle i

i'/_ k m 1 for radiel_ k m 3 for tangential.
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k
The KTF is the ratio of the intensity modulation of the

\_ source to that of the image The last term in brackets is

of order uaity. The limiting resolution, v o is given by:

o vo - (f/#)
_i Since at this resolution the modulation is zero, it is not

/ too useful. The mo_ulation in the final image should be

,._-:_._ such as to produce a reasonable signal to noise ratio in

!_-- the counted photons per detector element It is reasonable

" _ to use about .05 as a l_tting MTF.

_,. Since one can practically expect to use detectors of

about 20 microns size_ this has an MTF of .05 for f/27_

_!_ using a 10 cm aperture, this gives 1.5 arc sac per detector
. element, or about 20 km at the sun. Of course other ratios

_ might be adopted according to data rates, etc. Exposures

o _ would be quite short even for monochromatic observations.

o Because data rates are limited, it would be uiee to

,o_/ _ only look at limited areas where resolution, and not the

' general picture, are tJnportar_t For example, a granule 'iwould cover 2500 elements of the above detectorl since the i

_ liI! granule lives 8 minutes, one would want perhaps 5 frames or il
: o 12500 date points, each with many gray levels (say 6 bits) i

." or 72000 bits/S minutes. Since more than one granule !

should be studied at once (say 50), one comes to 7200 blte i

per second for 20 minutes. Such a sequence would define _

rather well the structure and evolution of individual i i

i' granules. In the case of Ha chromospheric structure_ the _ '

o__ , structures are much more varied (if you saw one granule
"_/ you saw them all, within limits). On the other hand, one

• _ i can settle for individual frames which reveal structure.

"/"i ! ' In the case of spicules, one requires again sequences of a
,:_ 's

-._; limited number of objects which may be assumed to be a

./'. homogeneous class.

oo,, The list of phenomena for which very high resolution

imagls will provide new understanding is longs sunspots,

_',
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flare kernels, the extreme limb of the sun (for vertical

structure and possible oscillations). In every case one

feels that a really good look, a really good measure of

f emission as a function of space and time, will clear up

!" some of our most pressing problems. If there are any very

small sunspots associated with the filigree field (the

/ strong quiet sun fields) we should see them. Of course,

_-_ providing more sophisticated secondary instrumentation,

:_._. such as magnetograph capability, will be even better_ but

_ if weight and power constraints keep the instrument to a

q

I simple white light telescope or maybe an F_ _ilter, the
achievement will be great.

_. It should be emphasized that this instrument complements

planned solar optical telescopes in earth orbit. The time

and data limitation mean it can only go after one-shot

problems. On the other hand, there is no obvious way that

t: from earth orbit in thethis resolution could be obtained

Ii foreseeable future. The telescope discussed would only needa few arc seconds of pointing - the same resolution at the

earth would requir? .02 arc sec pointing. The difficulties

of figuring and aligning a great telescope in earth orbit

to this capability are well-known. True, we will only get

a few glimpses, but they will guide our thinking for years

t to come, as did the first cloeeup frames of Mars.
I have not mentioned stereo viewingl what actually can

be done depends greatly on details of the instrument and time

']. limitations. Three-dimensional studies of sunspots andt

I filaments are particularly appealing. It is doubtful that
any of the fine structures will last for the interval needed

for a real 3D effect, but particularly the Wilson effect of

the depression of sunspots will be important to study.

L !

%,
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SOLARPROBE STUDIES OF THE SOLARCONVECTIONZONE

R. K. Ulrich

i_ Department ,,f Astronomy

"_ University of California, Los _selas

• A Solar Probe mission would provide a unique opportunity to study
,-%

the dymmtcs of the solar convection tone. The critteel portion of this

tone occurs at or Just below the solar photosphere. The important size

, _ scale of 500 to 1000 im for the eneray-earryinS eddies is Just at the
!? fl

limit of somewhat bette_ then 1 resolution when the Sun £s viewed

_ from 1 &U. This quality of resolution has been attained with the laraest

practical telescope stte of about 24". From a distance of 3 _ as"nay

be attainable with a Solar Probe, resolution of Sw such as would be
•/, possible frou a small telescope will allow observations of feature8 8s

small a8 50 Ira. Since the Solar Probe will be as close to the Sun as

" 0.014.AU, the effective resolution t8 increased a factor of 70. A 3"

telescope on the Solar Probe will have resolution equivalent to a 200"

telescope on Earth. Thus observations could be carried _,to the site

seals which presumably is responsible for the turbulent v_:¢osity.

A test of theoretical dynamical models will _hen be possible. Full

"_: three-dimmsional models ate nov under dovelspuent at UCLA by Dr. Undo Uus

_ on leave from the Tartu Astrophysical Observatory in Bstonia. These

aodela will be available well before the mission to provide a frsaevotk

:-_, for the interpretation of hieh resolution observations.

The preferred instrunent is a usSnetosrsph operated in a D_plar

: mode. A Fibray-Perot etalon can provide the spectral dtsc_Linat_on

: neceaNry for the measurement of velocities. An optical pointins system

_ will be required which has the capability of traekin8 s fined portion of

/ the solar surface with an accuracy of _. Thirty minutes of observation

_ 92 '
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I. at 8 rate of one 128 x 128 frm every 15 s _JL11 pen°t a detaLled study

I of the evoXutlon of 4:he 8ranu_tt_u throuah three Xifat4,Ne.

This lnstruneut can a18o provide lon8 tins base observatLone of

the solar p-node oscillations before and after the solar passaSe. These

observations, when caubined vLth s4u£1ar Sronnd-besed observations, _111

perult a very accurate decermlnation of both the horlsont'_1waveleusth

mo _JP_

and the frequency. Th£8 coab£natton will allow a determination of the

i_"" of solar rotatlon 25Z below the solar surface to
rate at a depth 8n

accuracy of better than 0.5 ka/s. Flare-generated oseillation8 _11 be

observable and will permit a detailed test of the average envelope

structure below the solar photosphere. The inst_ent operated in a

maKnetograph mode can be used to study the filmnentary magnetic structure.

i _ This research was supported in part by NASA.NSG 7407 and NSFzAST76-20260

-il
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!
!_ THE DETERMINATION OF THE STRUCTURE AND HEATING MECHANISMS

_ OF CORONAL LOOPS FROM SOFT X-RAY OBSERVATIONS

_ WITH THE SOLAR PROBE '

t

,!
,i!
_:. Iohn M. Davis and Allen So Krieger

American Science and Engineering, Inc.

l 955 Massachusetts AvenueCambridge, Massachusetts 02139

I 'The question of whether high resolution soft x-ray

Ii imaging from the Solar Probe can be Justified in terms of the
_ expected scientific return is answered in the affirmative. A

i specific objective namely, the determination of the temperature

and density structure of a coronal loop, is defined. Its under-

' standing is shown to be crucial to the more general problem ofI-

_ coronal heating. An instrument and its effect on the design of

_._"i the Solar Probe spacecraft is discussed.

'?
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1

1.0 INTRODUCTION . J

,: The _olar Probe.Mission is designed to make a single very close

l approach to the sun which will allow in-situ measu_e_nents of theacceleration region of the solar wind and high energy particles and

_, a determination of the solar quadrupole moment J2" In addition tt

,! may be possible to use the probe as a platform for taking close-up

ii!_ pictures of different regions of the solar atmosphere. However,

:° '_i:' because of the fly-by nature of the mission, the time spent close

i}. to the sun is short and the number of images that can be obtained
I'

;,! will be sma IL Therefore we have taken a critics I look a t the uniquenes s
• _}_" of the scientific results which we could expect and weighed them against

ii!i the technical difficulties which mustbe overcome toreduce the severeenvironmental constra tnts imposed by the close solar approach.
i

On balance we believe that a strong case can be made for imaging

_ experiments in several wavebands; however we have restricted our

.. presentation to soft x-ray wavelengths which provide images of the

solar corona. For imaging exp_:_ments in general, the advantage

" of the Solar Probe ts that it will provide higher spatial resolution

measurements than can be obtained currently from Earth orbit. In

o_ the soft x-ray band the statement will be true for the next decade

! _ and probably for the remainder of the century. Therefore the peri-
helion passage of the Solar Probe provides a singularly unique

t opportunity. To take full ad:,,,_n_ge of it, we have developed an• observational program which, we believe, could have considerable

l impact on the future development of coronal and space plasma physics.

{ The measurements we would perform are crucial to the general pro-

if" blem of coronal heating. This problem has been central to th_ study

!.: of solar physics for over 30 years end there exists no concensus .

_ between theory and observation except in the most general terms.
i .'J

_'i
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=_i;"_ No immediate change in this unsatisfactory situation is likely

,! beca'_sQ the diffQrences among the various theoretical descriptions

,, '_, can be teated only at a level of resolution far superior to that

'__ currently available. Consequently, there exists little inoentive for

0"}i theorists to develop precise models which are suitable for observa-

tional test, We believe that there are specific measurements which

could be made from the Solar Probe which would change this situation.
i!

_" _" By providing information on the fine structure of the corona, the td

_. measurements would force a more critical review of the competing

2y,-_',i;_ theories of coronal heating to be made.

_i_li Space observations of the sun at x-ray and EUV wavelengths have
"_" shown that the material in the inner corona is, to a large extent,

i concentrated in loops which sun'ound the lines of the solar magnetic
,.. field (Figure 1). The loops are at coronal temperatures /.above 2 x

_,__ 106 K) and have lifetimes that are very long compared to radiative

-_"_ or conductive cooling. Thus the observations imply that the loops

o Qi"
are undergoing continuous heating. However, neither the power

._ source nor its transfer mechanism have been observationally tdenti-
fledo This is because the effects of different heating mechanisms

_i" on the observableparameters,plasma temperature,densityand

_i pressure, will be most noticeable in the direction perpendicular

to the field lines and, in this ,lirection, the heating region is

_. predictedto be at most I00 km thick. This is well below
- I the resolutionofcurrentinstrumentsinEarthorbitalthoughnot

° below the resolution of the same instruments if they are carried

,_. close to the sun. Thus the objective for a soft x-ray imaging
!_ experiment on the SolarProbe can be statedas follows: toobtain
uV/

" '_ stereoscopichigh resolutionsoftx-ray images ofa coronalloop

fromwhich electrontemperature,densityand pressuremaps can be

!. constructedwith a spatialresolutionof 20 km. The maps would

if!
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" against which the competing mechanisms of loop heating can be

" ' tested.,? i

/.
'f, ;'

} In the following sections we will briefly review the structural

_ differences of coronal loops that might be expected on the basis of!_

; current thvorettcal ideas of loop heating, review the capabllitie_

(_ provided by tim Solar Probe that are applicable to imaging expert-j

_ ments, and finally outline o possible instrument and its cense-

r; quences for the design and operation of the Solar Probe.
/

_) 2.0 LOOP HEATING MODELS

•_:_' High resolution soft x-ray imaging has demonstrated that the inner

' corona is a complex structured region in which the material is con-

:" _ centrated in loops of varying height, length, temperature and
, i

i_ i density (Figure 1). The material in the loops is at coronal tempera-
" '_ tures (>2 x 106 K). The observational evidenc6 suggests that thef

_, undergo continuous heating. Thus the cla=sical problem of :_eating

_;:: a homogeneous corona has been reduced to that of heating individual

il loops. It is conceivable that the different classes of loops are

_}.: heated by different mechanisms but, since no one has proven obsec-

!_ vationally how any loops an= heated, we would postpone discussion

i_: of this question. The loops we would observe are those which occur

Ii near the centers of active regions. Present observations have

sufficient resolution to resolve these loops but they are unable to '

(. , unravel'thestructureof individualloops or to specifythe radial
'! !.

_ variation of the crucial plasma parameters. Measurement of the

} variation in the direction perpendicular to _he field lines is particu-

'; larly important for in this direction thermal conduction and mass

flow are inhibited, allowing different regimes to be maintained.

:, Conversely, along the field lines where conduction and flow are

i allowed they will act to smooth out differences.

-. 97
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Figure I. A SoftX-Ray PhotographofSolarCorona Taken on
7 January 31, 1978 and Showing the Predominance of

_, Loop Structures. i
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I ' Many models of coronal heating rely on wave dissipation as the

Ii mechanism which transfers energy from the convective zone to the
, corona. Others rely on the dissipation of magnetic flux generated

,_i by subsurface convective motions. A more important distination,

i ) observationally, exists between those models in which loops are
; i heated in shells et their outer surface and those tn which loops ere

1 , heated in individual strands more or less uniformly distributed in i
,(

i,_, red/us throughout the presently resolvable loop bundle. Of the many

,!_ different classes of loop heating mechanisms we have chosen two
u - . !

_! conflicUng models to exemplify the disparities in our understanding

°_: _ of coronal heaUng. •
t

• i

_t The two possible internal structures are represented 8chet_ticelly

;_ in Figure 2, The first i8 based on the model of Ionson (1978) tn
_/, which heating occurs in a narrow sheath surrounding a much cooler

_l, and larger core. The heating is a result of the resonant 8bsorpUon

• °_ _: of kinetic Alfven waves wl.lch are generated by Alfvenic surface
{i ::

°II waves. Here the term surface refers to a non-uniformity In the
},i_

_Ii _ Alfven speed. The sheath in which the irreversible heaUng takes) place is only a few kilometers thick for typical coronal plasma

) i Parameters. However it Is separated from the cool core by a

. .,fl: �boundarylayer which is approximately 100 km thick end in whioh,. ° the temperature gradients are large. The transverse dimension of the
/2

_ sheath and boundary layer together are unlikely to exceed the

I resolution element of any instrument projected for use in'Earth
i. orbit; however, if they exist, they will be resolvable from the Solar

,._. i_ Probe. One would anticipate that its characteristic signature

_ wo_ld appear as a difference in the magnitude of the apparent

temperature gradient, resulting from a line of sight average, at the

o,:, _ physical boundary of the loop. A schematic diagram of whet we

,,. _ would expect to see for a pure 8_face heating model to shown in
_x

i i the upper right hand petal of Figure |.

:" _ 99., , }
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Figure 2. Schematic hpmeontations of Two Conflicting Loop
Models and the Corresponding Radial Temperotum
Distributions which might I_ observed.
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1 In a contrasting model the loop is thought to consist of many separate

I strands representing the plasma distribution around individual field

i) lines. The strands may or may not be twisted a.s shown in the bottom

._ . half of Figure 2. The temperature distribution along each strand is

}ii probably isothermal owing to the high conductivity along the fieldalthough different strands may be at different temperatures. In a

variant of this model proposed by Rosner _ (19781 the strands

,1_ result from current filamentatlon and the heating results from

,,._ anamalous current dissipation. The strands might be located in

i!:" sheaths concentric with the loop axis. The current sheaths are
expected to be quite narrow although presumably they will be

surrounded by transition layers. If this mechanism is correct the

,_,- line of sight temperature distribution across the loop would be

i!l unsymmetrical and would vary almost randomly at high enough
resolution, Also in thts case It should be possible to trace

_t the longitudinal paths of the individual strands of the loop.

°.i! In this very brief review we have discussed the effect on the internal

{'i temperature distributions of two typical models of loop heating which
could be uniquely distinguished from the Solar Probe and probably by

i li no other instrument. In light of the complete absence of observations !

at this level of resolution the results from Solar Probe would be of

major importance. By establishing limits on the scale size of plasma

inhomogeneities, on the presence and widths of heating zones and ]

:} '_. boundary layers, or of other non-uniform geometries or topologies _i

- the Solar Probe would provide new observational constraints for if!

•_ theoretical models together with an increased incentive to place

£I" the models on a more practical basis.
.!i
),
'.4

f.
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,_ 3.0 HIGH RESOLUTIUN IMAGING FROM SOLAR PROBE
£

"i!i In this section we review the technical benefits and constraints

:i ' presented by the Solar Probe mission for high resolution imaging

i_,,_' and compare and contrast them with the expected capabilities
of

proposed Earth-orbiting instruments. The parameters so derived

can then b;_ used as a basis for specifying the uniqueness of the....,_ "science t! can be performed with this mission.

_ ,_! The major concerns to be satisfied in the design of any space
- _

o,_! imaging experiment are to produce a match between the resolution

_°_ of the optics and the detector and to balance this against the

-_!_" capability of the transmission system to record the data. The

oil present generation of x-ray imaging telescopes have limiting

resolutions on the order of one arc second. This angle corresponds
•

_li,f_ to a linear distance on the sun of 700 kin, when viewed from Earth
i ,_i orbit. The optics for the Soft X-raF/XUV Facility telescope which

o_ will prob6bly be developed in the next few years for flight on the

_ space Shuttle will have a design goal of 1 to 2 tenths of an arc

second corresponding to 70 to 140 km on the sun. The fabrication

I:! of such an instrument will be a major undertaking. It is by no

means certain that the design goal can be met or, if it is, that

it!: the pointing stability of the spacecraft would enable its full potential
I to be realized. However even if the design goal is achieved, the

spatial resolution is still likely to be insufficient to reveal ftt_e

1,:. enough detail to differentiate between the various models of loop

°_ heating, On the otherhand a presentday mirrorwith I arc second

,. _ resolution would have an "effective'* resolution of 2/100k of an

f,; arc second and would be able to resolve 14 km on the sun if it

,,_i was operated at 4 Re, the perihelion .distance of the Solar Probe. ,.

" This is a factor of 5 better than the most optimistic estimate for .
: o_"

_:_ resolution fKom Earth orbit and the scale is r.ow at a level where

"_I,,, ' 102
:_,

oli
_.

,,

_, • ,.,., "'% _ ....
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I made.!:
To achieve this goal in a practical system it is necessary to match

_!_ the resolution of the optics with that of the detector which we assume

"_, will be an improved back-illuminated CCD. CCD's are projected
J

_(: tobe availablesoon in 800 x 800 arraysof I5 micron elements.

._ Coupled with a telescope of 2m focal length this results in a pixel
__ _ size of 21 km at closest approach and a corresponding field of

_" view of 23 x 23 arc seconds as seen from Earth orbit. This appears

• tobe a reasonablecompromise. Reducing the pixelsizeany further

would increasethe informationcontentof each image toa level

which would severelyimpact the transmissioncapabilityofthe

_' spacecraft. Thus, an 800 x 800 arraycontains 6.4 x I05 plxels,

ifeach pixelrequires8 bitsforintensityidentification,a single

:, image contains~ 5 x 106 bits. With the proposed data transmission

rateof5x 102bits/sac,fortheimagingexperiment,a singleimage

: would takealmost3 hourstotransmitand two images would fillthe

proposedbubblememory. However sinceclosetoa factorof2 reduc-

tioncanbe gainedusingreasonabledatacompressionschemes, a pro-

qram inwhich 6images arerecordedduringtheperihelionpassage is

possiblewithpresenttechnology. These images would be sufficient

toallowstereoscopicreconstructionofthetargetloopand tomap the

plasma parameters.

The alternativeapproach to improvingthe resolution,increasingthe

image size by increasing the effective focal length of the telescope,

-_ would result in a corresponding decrease in the field of view. This

i would make itincreasinglydifficultto locatea suitabletarget. InFigure3 we show a differentexposureofthesun,takenshortlyafter

i. FigureI,which enhances theactiveregionloops. Two possibletaraets
- .I

_.: are identified. The 23 x 23 arc second field of view _s sufficient

I to contain a single loop. But, obviously, any further reduction in

ti;" 103 1
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'i:

Figure 3. The Location of a Loop within the Proposed Field of

• i, View of the Imaging Experiment. The Smaller Box
=- I i has Sides of 23 arc seconds.
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the field of viow would soverely reduce the probability of locating

a suitable target. This image (Figure 3). and our previous experi-

_, once, indicate that several suitable targets will be available pro-

_ vided encounter does not occur at sunspot minimum. The loops we

!_: have selected are associated with bright x-ray features. This is

done deliberately as we believe that the tine pointing of the space-

craft would have to be done on-board by a servo system driven from

i_.. _. the imaging display. Small bright features will be easier to lock-

onto.

I"

Thus our preliminary analysis indicates that It is feasible to

_ obtain the 6 images which would be necessary to analyze the

_. three-dimensional structure of a coronal loop, Pairs of observe-

irons would be taken at three points tn the orbit, including pert-

-- helion, with • spatial resolution of close to 20 kin. This level of

' resolution is sufficient to meet the scientific objectives described

: earlier.

4. 0 INSTRUMENTATION AND OPERATIONS

The two techniques which have been applied to soft x-ray imaging

are the coded mask or multiple pin-hole camera and the grazing

• incidence telescope. Because the major objective of the Solar

_ Probe instrument will be to obtain the highest resolution images

possible, we suggest that the superficially simpler coded mask is

•: less suitable than a grazing incidence telescope, as the latter instru-

ment is capable of much higher intrinsic resolution. A further dis-

advantago of the coded mask is that the image is contaminated by

side lobes which have to be removed during ground processing.

Howevor their removal requires that two pictures with complementary

__ coded masks be taken, thus doubling the number of da_ bits to be

: k •
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!_ doubling could severely compromise the usefulness of the experi-
ment by placing severe demands on the spacecraft telemetry system.

f

The instrument package we suggest would consist of a grazing

incidence mirror, a thermal pre-filter, a three position filter wheel

and a focal plane detector baselined as an 800 x 800 back-illuminated ]

CCD. The structural assembly together with the data processing and
_.,

control electronics would dre_.l heavily on the designs being developed

for the Solar Polar Mission. A layout of the instrument is shown in

Figure 4.

Two major constraintsthatthe experimentdesign willimpose upon

the s_acecraft are:

1. That the mirror must look directly at the sun through the heat

' shield,and 1

:_" 2. thatthe small fieldof view requiresthatthe instrumentbe ,: i

pointedprecisely(~1 - 2 arc second) and thatthe locationof .

the pointingaxis on the solarfeaturebe maintainedthroughout

_, the encounter so that stereoscopic images of a single target

can be obtained.
P

The first constraint results from the fact that, unlike visible optics,

a 45 ° mirror cannot be used to reflect the x-rays into the experiment

bay from outside the heat shield. Although it might be possible to

use either Bragg reflectors or a sector of a grazing incidence optic

mounted outside the heat shield but whose focal point falls within

_ the shadow of the shield, we have at this stage taken the direct

approach of assuming that the instrument will look out through the

! heat shields. Although thisapproach may appear tobe the most

i radical,we believe thatthe constraintsitplaces on the spacecraft

L ere not unreasonable. Ifthe primaryheat shieldiscomposed of

',, molybdenum it will not transmit soft x-rays and it will be necessary

h 106
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1

,_, energy passing tLrough this aperture, we suggest that it be provided
I.

i:' with both a door and a pro-collimator. If the pro-collimator is

t_ designed to limit the field of view to 1°, at 4 R only one thousandth

,_, of the solar surface would be viewed. Since the solar energy flux is
,_! proportional to the inverse distance squared its total m_gnitude will
t
_. be 3000 times greater at 4 Re thanatlAU. Howevor the offect of limiting

_.,:_, the field of view will be to reduce the energy entering the instrument
._-: to only 3 times the value in Earth orbit, Although the calculation is

_ over simplified, for instance it neglects the direct radiation from the

"_ pre-collimator which will be at the temperature of the primary shield,

,._ itdoes show thatthe perhaps alarmingsuggestion ofprovidingan

, " open aperturein the shieldis not totallyunrealistic,

Infra-redand visibleradiationwould be preventedfrom reaching
i

_ the interiorof the experiment package by aluminum pro-filters,

mounted either on the front or back of the secondary heat shield,

_./! depending on the expected internal temperature distribution.

Ii During the twelve hour periodcenteredon perihelion,where the

! thermalloads are greatest,the instrumentwillrecordonly 6 images
I,_ with a total exposure time of no more than 1 - 2 minutes. Therefore

_li": me aperture in the primary heat shield could be fitted with a door
-' to minimize the energy entering the instrument, Although the design

'_ of the door mechanism will present an intere._ting challenge, because

t of the high temperature at which it will be required to operate, it ,<
'_' is within the state of the art,

I The second constraint concerns the pointing of the instrument,

'_ Controlled pointing will be required because the number of suitable

_i.,,. targetswillbe small and theywillprobablyoccupy less than I%

_" of the area ofthe solardisk, The pointingaxis of the instrument

'_ will have to follow the target as the spacecraft orbits the sun from

? North to South, As it Is unlikely that the sub-satellite point will

i,

I _,
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,," c_,n look at a target within a band of solar" longitudes +_.20degrees wide.

l.t mus t a Is o be ab le to offse t in a north og o na I direction in order to ma in-I:

i_ tain the target with the field of view durinq th_ 12 hour encounter

iiI period. Both t_ose requirements translate into orthogonal motionsof less than + 10 degrees about the satellite-sun canter line.)

i_. Although this requirement does not appear unreasonable, the sizing

_"_ of the heat shield, during the spacecraft design_ should take these
_-'r

• maneuvers into account.

Finally our decision to observe a loop was based in part on the fact

!. that they are relatively long lived features. This would allo,:_ target

_" selection to be made from Earth orbit 24 - 36 hours prior to encounter.

The spacecraft orientation could be calculated and transmitted to the. !I
l Probe prior to the close encounter phase. However this requirement.
V

makes it imperative that the trajectory of the Probe is to the west t

of the sun, as seen from the Earth, so that the targets can be t

observed and studied prior to encounter, i

5. 0 CONCLUSIONS II

:_1: The Solar Probe Mission will provide a unique opportunity to obtain :;

fl i
high resolution soft x-ray images of the solar corona. The level of ii

detail in the images is likely to be an order of magnitude finer then

....1. can be expected from other space observatories before the end of

the present century.. The disadvantage of the mission is .that, as

a fly-b_ the number of high resolution images that can be obtained,

and the area of the solar corona that they will cover, is small

"vt Therefore we have defined a single objective, the determination of

the temperature and density structure of a coronal loop from stereo-
l__ sooplc x-ray imag_s. The observations would, for the first time,

_ ) be suffiolontly detailed to diltlngullh between the oompoUng

}; ....
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has been one of the central problems of solar physics for the last

thirty years observations leading to Its solution would be extremely

.). worthwhile and would more than justify the Inclusion of x-ray Imaging

._.. experiments on the mission.

,-, We believe that the images should be obtained by using a grazing

Incidence telescope. We have analyzed the requirements that this

=" would place on the spacecraft and have found them to be not un-

•i reasonable. Howe.vet they are fairly stringent and should be kept
_' in mind by the designers in the development el the spacecraft.
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-'_ HighPesolution_tereve_picX-RayImagingof

. _ Features during a SolarProbeFlyby

Da conw.

_: _ Missiles _ Space,Inc.
_" _ 3251HanoverStreet
_-_ Palo Alto, CaLLfornla 94304

I

-z,

The poutble roleof a SolarProbem_slon in answering_

_tions about the s_ and l-_at.t_ of _ 1_:t_ is _t_l. i

_ The experimental technique consists of imaging I-i0 keY X-rays to give
i

accurate temperature profiles of hot a_cive regions and pust-flare loops.

A limitation c_ the interpretation of such pictures is that _tareoscopiQ

rec_mtn_T/on of the 3-dimmmional arches requires many lines of sight.

Th_ kindof iufon_tionvanhe provided_ly by a rapid_lar _lyby.

addition,the prusAmityto the sunwillprovideusefulspatlalresolutlon

with _ instnmmmtation. The pictures tt_m obtained will provide

testsof theoretical_ of _nmal arch..

-)'; ]]I
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.,_ Recentstudiesof the dynamicsof the solaroora_ have_phaslzed

I the Im_Etanceof loopsin activeregi_ and flares. In flares,all of

_ the highte_eraturep_, all of the short_wela_th _ X-ray

'_!'_ emission,andperhapsall of the e_.rgy release _ in loop s_.

°i'_ _lab softX-ray_ (Z02)haw _ =learlytheX-raymi_.Ing

_hlchare at tPe _n_z. of active regis. Thust_ physi_ of arch
._

...._'_" isvi_a.1toanunaers_ of_ solarcommal_mi_.

,,, Althoughthe morpt_logyof _ _ is willdefir_d,at least

in germ_raloutl/ne,the t_erature structureof thesearc_m is not at all

_11 known. The principalproblGmis thatearth-hou_J_ea_r_ts ha_ a

=_IiI" llneof sight_ch includesgasesat many tempera'cures.SincetheX-rayemlsst=_

-°I', fr_ _ is opticallythin,theamtributlc_sfroma wide rangeof temperatures
t

_:I! mustbe unfolded.SeveralLines-of-sightare requiredto findthe

• Jeoticn leavean emblgult7aboutthe Inclinatlo_of the archto the line

_,._

_Ive regla_ an6po_t-fla_ _ have lifetimes fraa houm to _.

__: Slgnifi_t _luti_ during the time scaleof the 8olafPrc_efly_ is

_ notupected,,ee=eptduring/mpulslVe_lares.Thusthesolarprobeisa

_. unique_t_ to/rageX-rayarchesfromman_perspectives,Inthis
'K
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regard the Solar _ is l_.az_ _sn sL.ultarecus c/_n_tic_ by a f_

= The X-ray _ rmz_ bast maited to tmuperatum wmsu---'mmte of

p]amm is 1 to 10 _V. Sirx_ the _ enm'gy is c_-u4-,_r than tl-e

man _ ener_ of the plmsm, a _ change in t_aperatm-e makes a

laz_ c_m_ in _ X-ray flux. _is waveleng_ range is atxx_ one a_lar of

eude mgberinener tzm themymb X-ray winch
weaklysensitiveto taq:azatu_variatla_.sin hot 3-20x 106K plasma. _e

• I_ _-ve.lmg'd_ are _ better sui_d to _L,'_/lcal. stuc_.es_ Co tmpera-

i X-ray _ in the 1-10 keV range can also be used to study

--, flaresin _j_cn witha hardX-rayimaginge_perlmnt. _ mm_ze-

_ ments_ define the 1omtim and role of theenergetic hard X-r_ emlttL_

= electrons in making the 10-20 x 106 K flare plama. This can be a

testof flarem_els. However,becauseof the largemount of __-Aon

in an x-ray _ and li_d te]_m_tW, s1_cLal moc_ would be _ to

follu_ phenummm which dmnge as rapidly as i_pulsiv_ flares. _tlsi_ hard

"_ X-ray bursts are _ by suhflares and have been observed at earth (3) i

to occur at the rate of about _e per da_,, _,__ ac_om'lting for the i

_" increaseinse_sitivltyproducedby the SolarPr_e's proximityCo the sin,

there is a 50% chance of obeerving a hard X-ray burst during flyby. Sinoe

flaresoccurin thesame acti_ zegi<ms which are the targets of =_=ml

archstudies,thereis a good probebllity thatwhena bard X-ray burstoccurs,

it will be in the field of view.

113
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, _ xu_u_eable_ canbe obtainedin a _ m_r_eea_ _

:_ aL_-tuns.The,_ of.an apettuzeinvolves a t_a_-off_ at_ju_x

:_ ruoluCinn and _i_viW. In the pE_menCcue _ of 20-100

(.02 - .1 I) w_ll be m_fiGimt. _lC_ugh such ape_ur_ ate negligible

in _ _ to the aky_ x-ray _, Umyam a_/_t:e

1) p_-__c de_ Ls u_e e_icient than film and

21 onlyst.n_m,_M_aze very hright by Skylab s_ am to be

- studied°

X-ra_ in the enerW range 1-10 keYcannot be _ocmu_d. Theai_

. suite _agh_ device is a pinhole cmera. Shoe the _
I_ area is so _tl, such a device can give _ angular _e_oin___n in an

with a _, so that the pinhole must be plaoed in thef_mthoat _i_ld

:: o_ the spacecraft. _eve_, the heat leak thus c_ated should be mall

: , _ _. _I_I__riate co_t£_ the beat leakage

_ Theangularm_>l_clc_of a _ X-r_ _ _uld be I' to 15=,

,, would give a p_el _ze of _00 _u cn the Sun at 10 R_aud 200 k_ at olomst

. _. _t.te this resolution _ ve_ _ cc_ared to _hat

instruments _ld a_teve at longer _ve_, At should _e more than

'_ _ _lecl_e_tode_m_e thetemperature gradients in arches _tch am 10̀ 4

i.
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i_' De_ the temperature at each point in the picture means that

_ evexy ptxel is a pulse-height distrtlmtion. For a 256 x 256 array with 6

._ pulse-heiqhtlevels, this is a ve_ large number of bits. However, there is

°_=_', a ]_3e _s_mt of redundant infoneation which can easily be squeezed out

before transmission. Since we are lookLng at a bright image _ a dark

-L _ background, only about 10_ of the image will be brighter than threshold.

_ _ since the lowest energy phota_ are _ rare p_ble, the amount of

=_ pulse-heightinfommaticmper pixel is less than six bits. The mount of
t

-=_ _n-_t_c_ant _t_oz_mt_on is about 3 x 105 bits/pictuze,_hich wield take ,

i-' 30 _ to reed out at 200 bits/sec. For the commml _ which

are the abje_clv_sof this experiment,ome pic_ze every half hour issufflalent,thus during the flyby about tx) dozen pictureswould be cb_duned.

Ii Many more s_o, low resol%rti_ pictures could be ob_ _ the

If" In _usian, the Solar Probe will provide an c_portunity to make ai funda--_talcontributionto our understandLngof the stxuctureof coronallOOpS. Since a proper unfolding of the temperature profile requires _Bny

-_"_:_ lines of sight, the measurementscan only be made from a rapid solar flyby.

_i The clc_ess of the approachmakes high licear resolutionmeas_ts

feasiblewith very simple X-ray instrument,a pinholecamera. With such

_ a mission_m would for the first time be able to construct accurate tin,ara-

b! ture profilesof hot coronalloops,and thus provide significantinput to the

•i theoreticalunderstandingof bow the solar corona is heated.
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i!_ THE ANALYSIS OF HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTIONUV AND X-PAY IMAGES

._ BY COMPUTATIONALMODRLING

l_ J.F. Vesecky, S. K. Antiochos and J. H. Underwood1

_} Stanford University, Stanford, CA 943_$

__ _ ABSTRACT

_ High-temperature loop structures observed at UV and X-ray wavelengths

_ are the dominant features in the solar corona above solar active regions.

The Solar Probe Mission offers the possibility of obtaining very high

re_olution (_20 kin) tmages of these structures including steroscopic views.

i This possibility raises the question of how to exploit this very detailed

£r_ormation in terms of better understanding of physical processes in the

corona. After describing an existing computational model and displaying

some sample results, we surest that detailed computational modelin$ of

coronal structures can indeed take advantase of very hish resolution £mases ..

The sample results include the run of temperature T and number density n

along a typical loop and the variation of the differential emission measure

t:i _ with T. NotinS that the integration of _ (T) alon8 a column comnensurate

with an £nstrument*s spatial resolution is the relevant parameter obtained

from UV and X-ray observations, we show the effects of loop geometry and

, enersy input on _ (T).

J.,

:!
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"_ I. INTRODUCTION

° ,t The Solar Probe mission offers the possibility of obtainin8 very
t

i_! htsh spatial resolution UV and X-ray basses of coronal structures.

Skylab/ATH UV and X-ray images resolved coronal structures on a scale of

' _. 1500 km from Earth orbit. The same 4_sStnS optics carried on Solar_ Probe could resolve coronal structures to _ 20 km. The Solar Probe
. ,, %

also offers the advantase of vie_v£ns the same object from 8 variety of
,,

-_ _ aspects in a short period of time thus obcainin8 three-dimensional

(stereoscopic) infornation on quasi-static coronal structures. Can ve,!i
il

take adventase of such observations in terms of better understandins

_:++ the physical conditions and processes in coronal structures? This

i paper suasests an affirmative answer to the question by briefly describin8- a nay computational model of coronal loop structures. This model t8 t

_t/ based on current understandins of the physics of these structures and Ik4

;_i'. reveals structural details on spatial scales below the resolution of
%

Skylab/ATH UV and X-ray imaKes. The model described here is. of course.

only a forerunner of more 8ophisttcated models which will presumably be

created to interpret future, hisher resolution coronal imastn8 experiments.

Such ex_eriments could be carried out from Earth orbit with lares aperture

optics as well as from near the Sun as with Solar Probe.

Much of the plasma in closed-field reKions of the solar corona is

couftned to more-or-less discrete loops or arch-like structures with

enhanced plaa:a density which are brIshtest and most strikin8 over active

reasons. For a larse part of their lifetimes these loops are in a

+,' _ quasi-static state with little chanse tn structure or brishtneas (e.$.,

,, lee Rosner. Tucker and Variana, 1978). which implies that no mass flow i8
'_,
%+

'i associated with the loop. Since the lifetimes of loops ere frequently

+++'+_ 8rearer than typical time scales for radiative or conductive euersy losses.

)+., 119 j
+.

-_..,'., . _ ++++ --: . • +•++ +_ + + + .......... _- , + + _ - + ~+
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a continuous energy input must be assumed. Hence we are led to a

steady state model in which the energy deposited _n,r mechanical waves ,

_ or other _eann) in each elemental volume is baiancea by radiative losses

l from the element or conductive transport of energy into or out of the

!;+' element. Because conductive transport is eeveroly inhibited across

_,

magnetic field lines, we consider only conduction along magnetic field _!

_, lines, i.e., along the loop. The particular form of the magnetic field

;_:+ used for calculations thus far is a llne dipole. Although other forms +

+?_ such as a point dipole could easily be implemented, the line dipole Is

"_" consistent vtth the geometry of many observed loop structures such as
/i

'_,_. arcades of loops.

+I It should be remembered that the steady state discussed here does not\

J_ last forever and that the stage in loop evolution described by quasi-static

++._, models must be preceeded and followed by out-of-equilibrium, transient
_

t_ states during which material flows along magnetic field lines, in or outof the loop. Pye et al. (1978) present an interestin_ qualitative model

/_ for the transient states.

t! Tucker and Viana (1978) and Craig, HcClymont and UnderwoodRosner,

i
+.,-. (1978) have independently investigated quasi-static loop models using an

_"/ii' analytic approach. Our treatment differs from these principally in that

_, it is computational and can therefore include several effects vhtch were

i!i_ neglected in the analytic treatments in order to me,ks the equations

_i. mathematically tractable. These effects include variation of the loop

cross sectional area, energy deposition along the loop, a more realistic

_," radiative loss function, and solar gravity. A computational model allows

i+ detailed comparisons between model loops and observed loops on spatial

_i scales well below the _ 1500 km resolution of Skylab/ATH UV and X-ray

_ :Unasas.

?'_', t_.o '
-I_
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t

[ Thls and future models will allow interpretation of coronal hn88ss
)

• ,I and other solar data in terms of such questions ass What is the font

,_: of the 'energy input siena a loop_ How doe8 the energy input vary with

1_ magnetic field strength, temperature, density, etc. end wlth wlmt hosting

l" mechanisms are these variations consistent? Xs the X-ray end UV
" rt

o_ emission from an active region well described by • model COnJiJt/_8 Of
I'

. i_- _ an ensemble of loops? Does the energy input vary significantly from

_!. loop to loop within an active re_ion? Can we ex_Isln bright knots or
e

:L_ other anomalous emission along a loop shnply by variations in energy

°I
l_ deposition and, if so, what deposition mechanises are consistent with iI

_, the piasm8 parameters indicated by the model. Are twisted flux ropes
q

necessary in modelling a coronal _oop? High resolution inages of coronal .i
!

structures, such as could be obtained from a Solar Probe mission, coupled i

. with detailed interpretation techniques, such as described here, could

provide answers to these questions. Such answers have implications

regardlng the physics of the convection zone via the distribution of magnetic

fields and mechanical energy emerging from it.

II. A CMUTATIONALMODELFORQUASI-STATICCORONALLOOPS

Loop Geometry. Our quasi-static model is a loop of high temperature

plasma, much d6nser than the 8urroundins corona, confined to a mognetic

flux tube. The flux tube 8eometry (see Fig. 1) is that of a line dipole

ol

l magnetic field with its origin at a depth d below the base of the loop,e.8., the T - 30,000 K level in the solar ataosphere. The plane of the

-- l °

l field line is assumed to be vertical with the apex of the loop a distance

f h vertically above the dipole origin. Line dipole field lines are circles

_ and the parameters d and h completely determine the field configuration.

_ii A generalised coordinate s specifies the distance up the field line from
!

_i the origin. The area factor r, defined as the area at the apeuc of the

[
/;

1."
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VERTICAL
_ d

Ftg. 1. Schematic dtagram of ltne dtpole magnettc fteld geometry.
The coordinate s runs along the magnettc fteld 11ne beginning
at the ortgtn, located at a depth d below the T= 30,000K
level Jn the solar atmosphere. The base of the loop ts at s= sb

ts the cross-sectlonal area of
:. and the apex at s= s A(s)'. the loop at potnt s_a "
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t loop As divided by the area Ab at the base level, which is selected
%

i'_ _o be some distance s - sh up the loop. Is Siven by "
1,e

i!_' ' ' r ,. h/d, (1)

_I" the loop length by

L - 2h .,os'l(r "l/21 (2)

'i Governing Equations. The eq-aClons Sovernins the plasma loop are

t.!'.:_._, the momemtum and energy equations for a single fluid plaaua (c.f., Boyd

/i'_. and Sanderson, 1969). The momentum equation describes the hydrootettc

_,_ _qutlibrlum along the loop where pressure gradient forces balance solar

_. gravity.
F

: L. v P - pi' • d; (3)

vhe_'e p is pressure, _ solar gravitational accelsration and 0 the mass

density. The energy equation describes the energy balance discussed

" above where the energy input per unit volume ¢ t8 balanced by conduction

and radiation:

t"

i 1 d T5/2 dT

¢ - _ _s(A a _) + n2Prad(T) (4)

vh©ze A(s) is loop cross sectional area, aT$/2 is the thermal conductivity

coefficient along the magnetic field line, n is the plasma number density

_l" and Prad(T) is the radiative loss function (approxflnated by power laws over

"1_" eight temperature ranges). The derivative8 are ordinary rather than partial
¥

'_'_ since there are no time variations and all spatial variations are along 8.
l

Boundary Conditions. If we assume the loop to be symmetrical about

the apex, then the temperature gradient at the apex must vanish to prevent

{ conduction from one half to the other. The flexibility of a numerical

model also allows one to conbider non-syHnetrical cases. At the loop base

we assume Chat there is no conductive flux (dT/ds = 0) into the chromosphere

U at the T = 30,000 g level. If there were significant conductive flux into the

_i_(_ chromosphere, evaporation of piasm_ into the loop would alter the assumed i"].2._

o 0 o ,, '- o O t_
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l
steady state. Here again the numerical model allows one to assess the

!
_:l" effect of conduction luto the chromosphere so far as a steady state is

concerned simply by changing that boundary condition.

_1 Computational Method: To compute solutions for our loop model we
L

_f. consider an initial value problem governed by the momentum and energy
equations (3 & 4) and subtect to the above boundary conditions at the

_ , base of the loop (s = sb) and a desired condition at the apex (s = sa)-

_-_ A shooting technique is then employed to adjust the plasma number density

o°.'i_i! at the base n(s = Sb) such that the temperature gradient vanishes at the

_ apex of the loop. The numerical integration of the governing equations

_ is accomplished by reformulating eqs (3) and (4) as three first order,

ordinary differential equations and numerically integrating them upward

:_ along the loop using a computer code devised by Shamplne and Cordon (1975).

_ Details are given by Vesecky, Anttochos and Underwood (1978).
The code is arranged so that any of the quantities in the governing

l" '
equations (or functions of them) can be output at a prescribed set of

locations along the loop. A typical set of output parameters at each

location a_..ong the loop includes fractional distance along the loop,

T, dT/ds, n, conductive flux F, conductive flux density, emission measure_[T(s)] and power radiated per unit volu_.e. The differential emission

measure _ (T) is computed accot'ding to the definition of Craig and Brown

(1976). For present purposes this definition yields:

_[T(s)] - A(s)[n(s)]2/JdT/ds[. (5)
t"

IV. SAHPLE RESULTS FROMTHE COHPUTAT£ONALMODEL

, In this section we display a few sample results from the computational

model described above. In Figs. 2 and 3 we consider a loop of length

lO9L = 9.4 x cm and an area factor r = 6.7. From eqs. (1) and (2) we see

I I that such a loop requires a llne dipole field line of height h = 4 x IO9cm and

t:?h

i.

'.' n - , , ,
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FRACTIONALDISTANCEUP LOOP

t' Ftg. 2. Run of temperature and density vs, distance along the loop. The

i,,' loop length L Js 9.4xlogcm wtth an area factor 1"=6,7, Wtth
a cross sectional area of 1018cm2 at the loop apex the emttttn9

_ volunm ts 3,1 x1027cm3, The energy tnput r ls untfom at 10-3J_

"_ ergs s"1 cm"3 . The corresponding run of differential emission
measure vs. temperature r,(T) ts given tn Ftg. 4.
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depth d of the dipole orilin 6 x 108 _ below the chromospheric 30,000 K

level. Such a loop ha8 an oveT;all diameter of about 50 a_c 8eco_o.

For an apex area Aa - 1018 cm2, the cross-section of the loop at its

spJx 18 about 8 arc seconds• These dhnenelons are cyplcal of loops

seen in the Skylab/ATH W and X-ray /saKes• The total volume of the

loop i8 3.1 x 1027 ca 3 • We must a18o 3peaify the form and 8trensth of

the enersy input _• For the case considered here, we take ¢ to be

t -1 -3
uniform vithin the loop at 10 -3 era8 8 ca . In Fisure8 2 and 4 ve

ales ahoy cases of uniform enersy input vhich differ by an order of

as&nttude •

In Fisure 2 ve see the variation of temperature aud den84ty with

distance up the loop• We note that pressure p - nkT is approximately

constant alone the loop vith the pressure at the bottoa 1•6 t/sea 8rearer

than at _ha top. For the case c = 10-2 era8 8-1 ca -3 the pressure is

nora constant be_ only 1•3 t/ace 8raster at the bottom then at the top•

Comparing FIiure 2 vlth s model for temperature and density in the

chromosphere and corona C_ithbros and Hoyes, 1977, Fie. 3), we note that

althoush the temperature 8radisnt t n Figure 2 reschee 1area values (on

the order of one K ca "l) , the 8radiant is not nearly 8o lares a8 that

8horn by Withbroe and Hoye8. In addition, the curve of Fisure 2 is sore

sooth• We also note from Figure 2 that the temperature 8radiant is very

lares at temperatures near a fw 105 K• The temperature increesee ,frou

2 to 3 x 105 K over a distance of _ 1021m•

Flsure 3 Is a convenisnt plot on vhich to illustrcts soma physlcal

effects a8 well as sake comparison8 vith analytic aodels• Hare ve consider

_ 0"4 -1 -3"_, s StOUp of loops each herin8 a uniform enersY input of £ - 1 8rj8 o ca

t We vary the lensth L end area factor r and nots the effect8 on the temparatu_'s
!

/+! and density at the apex of the loop. Thus ws can assess the offsets of
t

k
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chanstng the magnetic field structure (area factor) of the loop. We see

from Figure 3 that varying r from 2 to 50 increases the apex density by

about a factor of 2 and that this change is mo_e pronounced at small L.

This e£fe_t is apparently due to material being preferentially squeezed
J_

up toward the top of the loop and hence away from where T = 1 or 2 x 105 K

and radiation is more efficient. Hence the loop requires a denser plasma

_"_ to radiate away the input energy. Interestingly, increasin8 r tends to i

"" lower the temperature at the loop apex rather than raising it. One can !
/- ,j

also compare the expressions for the variation of nL v8 Tto p predicted !

by analytical models with the numerical results. Cra_, McClymont and

:_ Und_od (1978) find that Tto p _ (nL) 0"44 while Rosner, Tucker and

find that Tto p z (haL) 0"$, Both these functions a_e shown
Valana (1978)

-_'_ in Figure 3 where they are noraaliaed at r = 2, L - 109 ca. From Figure

: 3 we find that the exponent for (haL) varies from about 0.4 to 0.7 over

_ _ l010the ranges 109 < L < 3 x cm, 2 _ r __ 50. The differences between

the analytical and mmertcal result8 apparently lie in the rather severe

approximations to Prad(T) necessary for an analytic trealment.

Underwood and McKenzie (1977) and Crai8 and Brown (1977) have shown :

that the information contained in UV a_d X-ray spectral measurements is

related to the physical characteristics _f the (optically thin) emitting

_" plasma through the differential eniasion measure _ (T). We have computed

_(T) according to the definition of Craig and Brown and the results for

- our es_mple loop are shown in Figure 4. The two curves for _ (T) illu3trate

the effect of an increase in energy input for a given loop. It is

interesting to compare the results shown in Figure 4 with analytic models.

Craig, McCly_ont and Underwood (1978) estimate that _(T) should vary

• approximately as Ta with a _< 0.5. We note from Figure 4 that there are

zp8
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_ Ftg. 4. Differential emtsstongmeasurewtth respect to temperature !_(T) for

). loop of length 9.4x10 cm (see Ftg. 2 for other tnfomatton). Note _

_i" the approxtmateiy stretght (power law) portions of the curves at4 x 105 _<T <_2 x 106. The curves gtven are' 'for untfom energy tnput ¢

°li_ of 10.3 and 10.2 ergs s"1 cm"3 .
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°If_ _ sCralght portions of the _(T) curves running from approximately 4 x 105 Co

,_l 106 and 4 x 105 to 2 x 106K for c = 10 -3 and 10 -2 respectively. The power

i_ law coefficients for these straight portions are _ _ 0.3 and 0.14 for

i ¢ - and ¢ = respectlvely. As in our previous comparison of

10-3 10"2

analytical with numerical modeling, the analytical model shows the general
_ form of the solution, but It takes a computational model to bring out

°" important details such as the value of a.
I

_ Since Figure 4 shows chat, above _ 2 x 105 K, _(T) is a monotonically

_S'-- Increasing function of T for a single loop, we conclude that observational

determinations of _ (T) which show _ (T) decreasing with T for T > 10$K

loop. Rather, the fall of _ with T indicates the observation of an !_

ensemble of loop structures within the field of view.

It is evident from F_ure 4 as well as Equation 5 that [ (T) �®at :i

the base ar_ the apex of the loop as well as at any other point where the

temperature gradient vanishes. This situation is simply a result of the

definition of _ and does not correspond to an infinite energy flow.

Wherever the conductive energy transport i8 very small, all the energy

deposited i8 radiated away.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Solar Probe Hission will make it possible to obtain UV and X-ray

images of the solar corona with resolution approaching _ 20 km. It is

important to ask how we are to exploit such observations to better

understand the coronal structures. In this paper we suggest tb_at detailed

computational modeling of coronal structures can indeed take advantage of

:/ h_h resolution imaging information. Further, we discuss the questions

, which such models can help to answer when coupled with _tgh resolution

t__, coronal images. The an_vers to oueetions such as the nature of the
t

st.' heatin2 and maznetic field geometry of coronal loops have implications
.... ] 30 '
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Hard X-Ray Imaging From The
Solar Probe

H.S. Hudson

i.i_I_ Physics Department, UCSDAbstract

The Solar Probe offers a platform with several unique advantages

for studying solar non-thermal plasma processes via the observation of

hard X-radiation from energetic electrons tn the chromosphere and corona.

,' These include (t) htgh sensitivity, (tt) a second ltne of sight (in addition

to the Earth's) that can atd tn 3-dimensional reconstruction of the source

distribution, and most importantly (ttt) the possibility of correlation with

direct measurements of the non-thermal particles from the Probe itself.



:'!i I. SOLARX-RAOIATJ[ON .

_. Solar X-ray emtsston comes from many different sources tn the
o' _:.

_" ; solar atmosphere. Soft (s 10 keY) X-rays constitute the natural themal

_/' emtsston from the solar corona, both tn acttve and qutet regions. Hard

_ (_ 10 keY) X-ray emtsston occurs during flares and thetr coronal consequences.

._. Wedtscuss the hard X-ray phenomenabrtefly here.

_"' A. Impulsive Phase

_. The Impulsive phase of a solar flare (e.g., Kane, 1974) marks

°;!
an explosive energy release detectable In a variety of wavelengths, especially

i , clearly tn hard X-radiation. A burst of short duratton (typically _SO sec),

t i posstbly with rapid fluctuations (as fast as _1 sec) occurs tn the 10-100 keY

tli energy range; simultaneous microwave and EUV flashes also appear• Figure I°_ showsatyptcal example of such a burst from 0S0-7 data (Datlowe et al., 1978)
)_

The hard X-ray burst appears to be the derivative of the ttme prOfile of the
4

' accompanying soft X-ray burst, also shown tn Ftg. 1. The gradual phase

roughly matches the time proftles of the Ha flare and the gradual microwave

V burst.

Based upon reasonable theoretical modellng of the phystcal processes,

since we have virtually nf_ dtrect tmagtng observations to date, the Impulsive

.phase probably occurs on compact closed loops. Knowledge of tts association

_ wtth the gradual phase, whose geometry does consist of such loops, may

help to deftne the bastc causes of the flare, or at least the nature
i
" of the non-themal behavtor involved tn the parttcle acceleration.
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I!:: showingthe gradual time profile of soft (G.1-6.6 keY) X-radtat_-on--andtin- 'pulslvetimeprofileof hard (20-30keY)X-radiation.This particularsoft
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?/_ B. The Coronal Phase

-I The meter-wave radio phenomena(e,g., Wild and Smerd, 1972)require

!i a wide variety of populations of non-thermal elections in various configurations:
l unconfined streams (Type Ill), shock fronts (Type ll), trapping regions

": (Type IV) at 10-100 keY energies, and Type IV and "flare continuum" bursts

' _" in several posstble geometries. In all of these sources the

details of the magnetic field and plasma density distributions strongly

affect the propagation of the radio waves as well as their emission. To help

untangle these complex sources and take substantial quantitative steps in

interpreting the plasma physics, we need further diagnostic information.

The Solar Probe can make these possible both by direct sampling of the dtstrtbu- ]

"• tton functions, and by sensitive imaging of the bremsstrahlung hard l

X-radiation from the source.

At present we have only extremely limited observational information

about X-ray emission from these coronal phenomena, :)rtmartly because the

more intense radiation from the chromosphere tends to swampthe weaker

coronal phenomena. However, several observations of over-the-limb
1

flares (Frost and Dennis, 1971; Hudson, 1978; I)atlowe et al., 1978) have

excluded these brighter sources by limb occultation. Figure 2 shows an

example. The resulting purely coronal emission has several Interesting

properties: The hard X-ray emission has very long duration, a smooth time

profile, and very flat spectra. Figure 3 plots the spectra of the three

clearest examples of such events; all permit fits to (hv) "2 spectra over

_ the 10-250 keV spectral region.

• (!!:
t
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'Figure 2. Purely coronal hard X-ray emission from a great flare on
_" 1972 auly 22, identified (van _lollebeke et al., 1976) wtth an active region

"90° beyondthe solar ltmb. During the samettme tnterval a more typtcal
, Impulsive burst ('0540 UT) camefrom an active r:9ton on the vtstble hemt-
-_ sphere. The coronal event tncluded Type II, Type llt .andflare continuum

meter-wave emission on the appropriate ltmb area.
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i ,oo HARD X- RAY SPECTRA
'_, OVER-THE- LIMB FLARES
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i. Figure 3. Hard X-ray spectra of the solar X-ray burst shownin Figure
; 2, along with two other membersof this class of event: 1969 Hatch 30
{_ (Frost and Dennis, 1971) and 1971 Dec. 14 (Hudson, 1978). All had photon
_, numberspectra consistent wtth power-law tndex- 2.
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;'_ The most extremeexample(shown in Figure 2) occurredon 1972

_ July 22, from a parent flare apparently_ 180° in longitudefrom the Earth's

I_ position(van Hollebekeet a1., 1976). Confirmationof this identification

''I comes from the Culgoora80 MHz radioheliographimages (Stewart,personal

_,_ communication),which show type II and "flarecontinuum"radiationacross

a wlde sector of the 80"MHz limb. The time profileof the hard X-rays

matches that of the flare continuumbest. No type IV burst occurred

in this event, but type IT burstsoccurred in each of the three examples

4. shown in Figure 3. In any case naive estimatesfor the spatialextentof this

hard X-ray emissionsuggest_ one Re, simply becausethe 1972 July 22

event must have begun in a flare almost diametricallyopposite the

_-_:}i Earth in solar longitude, i]
We concludethat coronal#henomenalong known from their radio-wave I

characteristicswill also emit detectableX-ray flares. X-radiationhas i

totallydifferentemissionmechanismsand propagationconditions. _I

Thus sensitiveimaginghard X-ray observationscan great'lyimproveour !i,

understandingof the plasma physicsin the interestingregion of the solar ii

atmospherebetweenthe transitionregionand _ TO P_, A spacecraftclose to

'_. the sun could allow us to observethis region effectivelyin X-radlatlon li

) aswellas to sample its partlclepopulationsdirectly.

II. Unique Advantagesof the Solar Probe

J,._i. A. High Sensitivity

I' A.closer approachto the sun will generallymake posslblemore

.! • sensitiveobservations,owing to the Inverse-squarelaw., This appears to
'L
. •
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_present an extren_ly 4nteresttng advantage for X-ray observat4ons, because

_ the transient nature of the phenomenatends to limtt the signal-to-noise

ratio from photon counttng statistics tn the stgnal ttself. The ult|mate

limitation, the dtffuse cosm4c X-ray background, ltes far below

t
•-_. the surface brtght nesses of the coronal X-ray sources (Hudson. 1978).

t'1 B. Stereoscopic Viewing
The solar X-ray sources must have small optical depths. Stereoscopic

._. viewtn.q can therefore in principle lead to a full three-dimensional

_construction of the source configuration. In practice, of course, this
,.o

. would require a large number of view directions (Bracewell and Riddle. 1969).
/

..I_ Neverti_eless two views of a complex three-dimensional source wtll give

an eno_us tmp_'ow,ment over one perspective. The thre_-dtmenstonal

_ analysis sho, ld pemit modeling the magnetic-field structures that

underlie the co_n,al non-tht, n,al phenomena, and their motions and growth.

The seco,d perspective tn stereoscopic viewing of solar coronal phenomena

wI 11 the_ co,_e from observat ions from near-Earth spacecraft.

C. Cor_lated Particle Observations

I_trect sampling clearly provides the greatest potential advantage

of a spacecraft such as the Solar Probe for understanding coronal non-themal

particle populations. X..ray t_b._ervatto,s of the same source would greatly

_mpltf). ttlis advantage tn seve_'al ways. Firstly. the particle observations

sample only along a stngle track° while X-ray Imaging would show the

--i t

l,

¢,
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i_.. larger-scale structure of the sources. This would also atd in untangling
i_ spatlalfrom temporalvariations. The X-ray and direct partlcleobservations

,, can complement each other tn particle species and energy range as well.

Ftnally, the X-ray observations can provide information about the locatton

_*"_ of the flare that originatesa solar-partlcleevent. The combinationof

!_- such detailedknowledgewith the proximityof the particledetector to the
)3

sourcewill greatlyimproveour understandingof particlepropagationin

!9 the lower corona.

_ III. Instrumentation

A simple hard X-ray telescopewith high resolution,high

i_, sensitivityand a large field of view can fit easily into the tentative

)_' configurationof the Solar Probe. It should consistof a hlgh-Zmask

' (presumably tungsten) behind the first heat shield, with a position-sensitive

X-ray detector near the main Instrumentation. The combination of a single

mask and a position-sensitive X-ray detector makes an X-ray telescope of

'" the type conceived by Hertz (1965), Ables (1968) and Dicke (1968). A

pinhole camera represents the stmplest example of this type of telescope.

"- Recent developments (Gunson and Polychronopulos, 1976) have made it possible

i_J for such telescopes to have very large effective collecting areas - the most

important requirement in a signal-limited situation such as the rapidly

_. variable solar phenomenaprovide.
F_

Table 1 summarizes potential X-ray telescope properties. Absorption"b ',

by the heat shield wtll probably limit the response _o _ 30 keV. The

telescope can incidentally act as a non-Imaging monitor wtth high time

"-', ibO
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I resolution for unresolved sources, and tn thts modecan contribute to the
_: accurate locatton of both solar and cosmic burst sources by precise ttmtng.

Table 1 roughly describes the parameters of such a system. Itwould have afteld of vtew covertng the whole coronal region of tnterest

i! except at s 0.1 AU near perihelion. It would contribute extremely Interesting
v tnfomatton during the whole orbit.

)
TABLE1

PROPERTIESOF A HARDX-RAY TELESCOPE

FORSOLARPROBE

Angular resolut|on 3 are mtn

Fteld of vtew 20 degrees

Mask matertal tungsten, 3 _ cm"2

Mask-detector separation 1 meter

Detector resolution 1 mm

!" Detector area 25 cm2

,. Detector type to be se]ected

Total wetght 5 kg

oL
t:
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if:
-_- i The unique vantage points and viewing geometries afforded

:'(:o°_l_I by a close-in solar pro_)e are briefly examined with regard toline and continuum measurements of features on the solar disk,
the K and F coronas, and the zodiacal light. Common instrument
and observing requirements are identified, suggesting that a
single instrument could provide much of the necessary observational
data on these phenomena.
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t Nulticolor Imaging and Photopolarimetry' Disk Feature=, K and F Coronas,. Zodiacal Li_t

I Introduction

Scientific interrelationships, overlapping instrument and observing

,, requirements, and li_itations on tot_l weight and power suggest the use of

( nmltipurpose instruments, where possible, for measurements from a close-in

:_ solar probe. One such set, interrelated scientifically and/or by measurement,

includes but is not limited to the follo_rlng:

_; - Physical conditions in active and q_et regions on the sun's disk - e.g.,eorphology, history, and interrelationships of events on the disk, mag-
,, nettc field strengths and directions in sunspots and in quiet regions,

energetic particles and their propagation through the complex, changing
,_ fields of the solar atmosphere;

_ - Detailed 3-dimensional structure and time history of the corona - e.g.,
_' the distributions of Ions and electrons, magnetic field configuration

and strength, temperatures;
_, - Spatial distribution, optical properties, and composition of interplanetary

°}'' dust - especially dust near the sun.
_

A brief discussion is given of some of the observations and instrument requt_e-

_ ments associated _rlth this set._

,_, Observations

1. l_easurements ¢f the sun's disk.

_i The need for continuous high re_olution imagiug of the sun's disk in

_! selected lines is yell known. Of particular interest is the comparison of1
-_ images obtained from 1 AU _rlth siw_ltaneous i_ges obtained over a range of

"" heliocentric distances, with emphasis near perihelion. This would make it

possible to detez_tne to what extent structure and time changes as seen in

-_ lov resolution 1sages f'rom 1 AU reflect "real" conditions.i

_ Broad and narrow band measurements of line and continuum polarization on

: the s_n's disk have been discussed by Leroy (1972), F_tckey and Orrall (197_),

_. Ikk

I
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and others. More recently, Baur end House (1977) have doveloped a sensitive,

,I_ high spectral resolution pol_rlmeter capable of measuring all four Stokes

pareaneters(I,Q,U,V) for any llne from to Figure 1 shows a3900_{ 700o.

computer plot of vector magnetic fields derived from a grid of such spectral

scans in the vicinity of a sunspot group. The information content in broad and

narrow band polarimetry and i,lspectropolarimetry is significantly enhanced by

"close-in" measurements. The Solar Probe could, for example, obtain

high spatial resolution n_ps of vector magnetic fields in active regions,

on the quiet disk, and in prominences - all with the 3-dimensional aspect

afforded by the rapidly changing viewing geometry near perihelion. Such data

are needed for a wide range of problems in solar physics.

2. K and F coronas and zodiacal light.

, The K ccrona arises from Thomson scattering of photospheric radiation

by free electrons close to the sun, and the F corona arises from scattering

of photospheric radiation by dust particles close to the sun. The polarized

brightness (Stokes parameter Q) of the K co::onais proportional to the coronal

electron density. Thus, measurements of the K corona over a range of helio-

centric distances near perihelion of a close-in solar probe would make it

possible to obtain B-dimensional, high spatial resolution maps of coronal

electron density. Figure 2 depicts the location in space of the pp.rticles

which contribute to the K and F coronas and to the zodiacal light.

As seen from the upper portion of Figure 2, the brightness of the F corona

and of the zodiacal light at angles closer than 30° to the sun comes primarily

from dust particles near the sun. Thus, in principle, measurements of brightness, i

polarization, and color in this region can be deconvolved to define the spatial

° I distribution and optical properties of dust near the sun. Unfortunately, there

are rel_tively few observations of the F corona or of the zodiacal light closer

than 30° to the sun. From the ground this effective "limit" on zodiacal light

io
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,,_ , observations is imposed by the need to observe without twillght interference

and by uncertainties in airglow and in the corrections for atmospheric extinction

i and scattering near the horizon. Although _here is generally no such limitation

_ for observations from a spacecraft, other difficulties have limited most space

• _ observations to relatively large angles from the sun (Welnberg, 1976). At 30"

,! from the sun, in observations obtained at I AU, there is no information about
\

_ regions closer than 0.5 AU to the sun. Onl_observattons from a close-in solar

IL; _ probe with a properly shielded instrument can provide the kinds of data needed

•,.... to fully characterize the scattering processes and to define the spatial and

_!. size distributions and the albedo and other optical properties of dust near the

_i{ . sun.

_._ The effect of the orbital inclination of the Solar P_obe can be seen from

the dashed curves in Figure 2 which show the location of the particles which

_, contribute most of the brightness seen by an observer at 1 AU from the sunin a 15" £ncllnat£on orbit. For this sample solar probe inclination, the Earth

is shown as a dashed circle below the observer. Comparison with the 1 AU, in-

ii!_i_I:i ecliptic calculation (solid curves)shows that the region which contributes
most of the brightness at small angles moves closer to the sun when viewed

i from a 150 inclination orbit. At any inclination, the general characteristics

of the brightness curves are maintained for spacecraft positions at constant

ecliptic latitude. Neasuraments from a moderate (30 ° to 45") inclination orbit

are, in fact, best suited to providing information on dust in the vicinity of

% the sun. Higher inclinations are less suitable since they provide a shorter

total observing time near the sun.

Detailed measurements of both the g and F coronas near perihelion would

! also help to remc,¢e much of the current difficulty in separating the g and F

_i components in ob_rvations of the solar corona during eclipse./.

_ _ oI
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Other a_pects aseocic_ed with dudt in the inner solar system"

'_ Thermal emission from interplanetary dust has been detected by Peterson
'I (1963, 1967), MacQueen (1968), and Le_na,et al. (1975) at various positions
!_i_ beyond 3 Re. Based on observations from Helios 1, no evidence was found for a

decrease in dust conc_ntration at heliocentric distances B>_O.09 AU (19 Re)
(Leinert, et al., 197B). Since the dust vaporization zone is expected to be

close to 3 R®, it should be able to be observed from a close-ln (h.R perlhelJ.or.)
/ solar probe if observa_lons are made closer than 90 ° to the sun. ,n_ eo,_st..

tics and _lz_ of du_t p, rtlcle_ spiraling in to the sun due to the Po_nttng-
Bobertson effect m_7 resudt in the boundary of the vaporization zone being patchy.!

_ Sky mapping observations from diff_rent heliocentric distances would make
:_--_ it possible to derive the spatial distribution of dust inside 1 AU and to de-
_ termine possible solar wind electromagnetic effects on the orbital elements of

'_.:' the dust. These observations would also the
provide additional data neeusd to

_ examine further the possible concentration of dust toward the orbital planes
_ of the inner planets (Mtsconi and Weinberg, 1978). By inverting the zodiacal

:_ light brightness integral (Schuerman, 1977; Dumont, et al., 1978), it would

._': also be possible to search for changes in the properties or character of dust
, i. particles (size, shape, albedo) as a function of heliocentric distance, es-
. _ pecially near the sun.

_\ Solar storm effects (Miscont, 1976) might be seeu directly in terms of
changes in the brightness of the F corona/inner zodiacal light and in terms

_,. of electron depletion on _he trailing edge of high speed s_reams (and, perhaps,
:l, in' terms of dust depletion).

_, A comparison of close-in measurements of Fraunnofer line profiles on the
(: disk and in the F corona/inner zodiacal light, especially east and west of the :I
1 sun, could provide additional information on electrons (shallow llne cores) and

• _ on dust (Doppler shifts, changes in line shape). The relative distribution of
:-: prograde and retrograde orbits obtained from measurements of Doppler shifts
i" provides information on the cometary and interstellar contributions to the dust

complex. The uncertainty in Doppler measurements made from 1 AU limits conclusions
1_ to the statement the, the dust is probably in prograde orbits around the sun
1 (J_es and Smeethe, 1970). Misconl (1976) has shown that ion drag resulting

from impinging solar wind protons and heavy ions is much stronger for solar
:, storms than the Poynting-Bobertson drag at heliocentric distances less than
_ 0.1 AU. This would alter the size distribution and, perhaps, the spatial

density distribution of the dust, resulting in a physical separation of small
_. and large particles and possible color effects in the brightness and polarization

_!i of the zodiacal light. Krishna Swa_ (1978) suggests that a separation of small
_: and large particles in comet tails due to radiation pressure effects could be

.. responsible for the polarization reversal observed in the tail of Comet Ikeya
':_ Sekt (196_ VIII) (Weinberg and Beeson, 1976). This same polarization reversal

'_ might be present in the F corona at heliocentric distances less than 0.1 AU

and at scatterin_ angles between 11_ ° and 135 °, given the proper observing
i: geometry (Misconi, 1978).

i'. Other aspects assocLated with the solar corona: I1

_" The Stokes parameters I and Q of coronal emission lines such as 10747_
.. and 10798_ of Fe XIII contain information on magnetic field directions, ion

,, 1_9

tl
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i)_" Combining these data with observations of the K corona and with disk-and I
I limb measurement_ would give a more complete picture of the structure of the

corona and of the interrelatlonship_ with phenomena at lower height_ in the
.olaf atmosphere. I

Iii_ _oughte on inatrumentatlon
_r ....

_ 1. Parameter_ to he measured.
4

,}:' Table i identifies the _toke_ parameter_ that are generally used for the
_ various disk and sky mea.urement_ discussed earller.
?

_, Table 1 Stoke. parameter

.,-: I _ U V._.. _ mll

,,! disk measurements

imaging X
_. polartmetry X X X X

_, vector magnetic fields X X X X

}" coronal emission lines X X X

'_. K corona X
J

_, F corona X X X

.i/ zodiacal light X. X X

The Stokes parameters I, Q, U, and V are proportional to the total brightness,
1 the polari'-'e_ brightness, the orientation of the plane of polarization, and

the ellipticity, respe,_tively. In many cases, it is convenient to use the

_, degree of polarization, p, which is defined as that fraction of the total
._ brightness, I, which is polarized:

• t'

(q2+ _ + v2)1/2p = •

t i

i Although not often done, measurements of V would be useful on the sun's disk

and in the ) co;_na and inner zodiacal light.
'7.

• /'l

5
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_ 2. Wavelen_hs.
• J

:): Since color effects ma_ be present in F corona and zodiacal light meuure-

__ monte at small heltocentri.c distances, bandwidths should b,_ kept relatively
narrow (10's to 100_s of X's, .not thousands). Several we'¢elengths are needed
here, relatively far apart, such that 1/wavelength chan6es appreciably. Short

il wavelen,ths are important as a probe of the size of the particles', especiallynear the vaporization zone, and for possible detection of a component of inter-

_:_ stellar grains. Long wavelengths are important for detection of thermal

;_! emission, including possible signatures characteristic ¢f particle composition.
,. Several narrow wavelength bands are also required for studies of line emission

i_ on the disk or in the corona. For vector magnetic fields it is _portant to
,_-_ be ab-_ • to scan over a broad range of wavelength so as to measure selected

I__. lines.3. Pointing.
b_i,,
i

_ All aspects of tLa meastwement se_ ._/scussed here require some form of

_! pointing. An articulated mirror system i_: suitable for disk and limb measure-
i_.. ments and could perhE_ps be coupled to the sky measurement modes. One way to

_/: obtain the necessary sk_ coverage for the F corona and zodiacal light so as to
_. be able to invert these data is to observe the tmtisolar hemisphere in a

_) Pioneer lO/ll-type, "spin-scan" configuratlon (Welnberg, et el. 19_) as the
%

_, spacecraft "baaks" toward the sun and to subtrac_ hemispheres to get the "local"
contribution. Stray light is minimal for this "mode if observations are re-

_,, stricted to angles from the sun (elongations) ,_reater than 90 °. Discrete and

!_ background starlight become less and less l_ortant as the spacecraft nears
:_ perihelion, and the total signal is essentially _ust zodiacal light and F
i:_ corona. To exT, end this to smaller elongations would require careful stray

i. light re_ection and automatic gain changing, but it would allow the K and F
coronas to be observed from "close-up". To get the spatial resolution needed

i_ at both large and small heliocentric distances, large and small fields of
:_ view and a corresponding change in scanning step size would be needed. For

t ! large heliocentric distance R, a field of view of 2 ° or 3 ° (diameter) is

_ needed; at small R, a field of view smaller than 1 ° is needed. For disk,
_ limb, and K coronal observations, variable fields of view would be required.

_-, Experience with optical instrumentation developed or in process for other

i=_:. probes such as Pioneer 10/11, Voyager 1/2, Helios 1/2, and the Solar Polar
Mission su_ests that an articulated instrument suitable for such m_ltipurpose
measurements might require a mass of 7 to 12 kg, a power of _ to 8 watts, and

'. a variable data rate ranging from 5 to several hundred bits per second.

)i
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.Concluding Remarks

",l" The measurements discussed here contain data on interrelat_onships and
4

detailed morphology of active regions and surface fine structure, photospheric

ot_ and coronal magnetic fields, changes in the number and distribution of

_I and composition of interplanetary dust, especially dust near the sun. The

i___ number of common instrument and observing requirements suggests that a single

instrument could be developed that would provide much of the necessary data
i_' on all of these phenomena.
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S*GNETICFIELD

FROMTSESOLARPROSE

A. M. Title

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory

During the past ten years a growing body of indirect evidence has

indicated that most of the magnetic flux on the solar surface is

surprisingly strong. Recent direct evidence (measurement of the Zeeman

t splitting) has indicated that virtually all the measured fields have a

strength of 1200 t I00 Gauss. At present it appears, at least to me, that

_. there are two critical questions about the solar magnetic field that can

only be answered from the Solar Probe. The first is, does weak field

exist? The second is, what is the detailed structure of the prototyplcal

strong field flux tube?

_ To answer these questions a great deal of work has been done on the

ground; however, it is now clear that because of its displacement of the

image and its degradation of the resolution, atmospheric seeing has placed

a llmlt on progress. In order to get better data NASA is supporting a

magnetograph system with 1/2 arc second resolution on Spacelab 2, and work

is at least in the prellmlnary stage for a Solar Optlcal Telescope (SOT)

°I Pacillty magnetograph with 0.1 arc second resolution. In earth orbit,
Spacelab telescopes can resolve 200 km and 80 _n magnetic fields,

FF

2 and SOT

respectively.

It is clear that the Solar Probe has the potential for substantial

_t improvements in spatial resolution. A modest 12.5 cm telescope on the

_/ Solar Probe will resolve 40 km at 10 solar radii and 16 km at 4 radii.

_;, The question then arises is this factor of 2 to 5 in resolution

ii! necessary? First, it is important to point out that when a telescope

155
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!
builder describes his or her telescope the resolution quoted is for detec-

tion of 100Z contrast resolution targets. Thus, if we desire to measure
,t

_I the vector field in an elementary magnetic structure that has a spatial
J

, +_ scale of 70 to I00 kw and is semi transparent because the mean free path

_ _ for photons is on the order of the scale structure, a telescope resolution

+_ _ of 16 to 40 km is necessary.'_'( It appears then that Solar Probe offers the opportunity to really !

_ measure the magnc +c structure of the elementary flux tube which we now

°°_I I have reason to believe has a scale on the order of 100 km. Further, the

oi_ rapidly changing aspect of the probe allows us to obtain _he vector field
geometry. It also offers the possibility of looking for "low contrast"

_ weak field structure in t_is size range. If the orbit of the probe can bef_

Ii made to pass over the pole, such data can be gained as a function of
o_ latitude, and the structure of the polar field can be measured directly for

°°r! the first .time"

• _ Finally, can we build a megnetograph that can carry out these measure-

ments? I believe the answer is yes. Shown in Figure 1 is a drawing of a

"_ telescope that obtains line profiles with 50 ma resolution in circular and

linear polarization. It can operate in as many lines as it has pre-filters.
t

In addition it may obtain velocity information on the way into the Sun to

gain data on the solar oscillations.
• _ Figure 2 shows the detector plane of the system. Falling on the

detector is a telecentric image of the objective. Since there is an aper- +!

_ ture in the focal plane that can both move and change size, polarized line

+/_+Ii_ profiles can be obtained at arbitrary points with variable spatial resolu- +_

!_i tion. I believe such a system can be made smart, _o that the telescope

+_ microprocesso# conducts the search for themasnetic elements and then

++_i constructs the vector field..>

156 ' ,!
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!" Figure 2. Detector plebe, ring L1 to LIO and R1 to RIO are covered
respectively by le_ and right circular polarizers.
Rings RO and LO are not illuminated.
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It A NI_ USE OF HIGH RESOLUTION 14AGNETOCRAHS .

, !: _ ,

_:,. P.J. kum and A. Bratenahl

,_. Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
Univeroity of California, Riverside, California 92521

L.

Abstract

Ground-based solar magnetograms are frequently in error by as much as twenty

percent. This imprecision is part of the reason for the poor correlation

. between magnetic changes and solar flares since flare related changes can be

much less than twenty percent. High resolution measurement of the magnbtic?

field component B_| which is normal to the photosphere and measured at photo-

il spheric height can be used to construct a magnetlc flux partition function F.
We show that dF/dt is an EHF which drives atmospheric currents in reconuect-

in S solar active regions. With a high quality magnetograph the solar probe

_l can be used to obtain good estimates of F and dF/dt and thereby the energy

stored as induced solar atmospheric currents during quiescent interflare

_/ periods. Should a flare occur during a favorable observing period, the
present method of analysis should show characteristic signatures in F, dF/dt,

and especially, in the stored flux A_ computed from dF/dt.
4

'!

/i;
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1 o INTRODUCTION
t

,i It has been widely conjectured that solar flares are energized by the

_? magnetic energy stored In complex active regions. Paradoxlcnlly, however, in

attempglng to show that magnetle changes cause or characterize flare_, _olar

L magnetic observations have produced equivocal renult_. In previoua at[empta

i: at resolvlng the paradox, it has been contended that magnetle measurements
are imprecise or that magnetic theories of flares are incorrect. We present

i

i! an aIternatlve explanation: the present use of magnetograms to examine active

_Ii region structure through numerlcal Integration of miscellaneous field 1lass

......_:. (under _arlous force-free assumptions) provides qualitative Informatlon only

i o !i and does not utillze the quantltative Information available.
Therefore, we

i i'_il propose a new approach to the analysis of magnetograms which Is lllustrated

wlth a highly symmetrlzed example that permits Ineegration In closed form.

The proposed approach explolts the cellular structure of the flux of field

tlvitles distinguish parent and daughter flux ceils. A function F is

_, developed expressing the flux partitioned into the daughter cell of inter-

connected field llnes in a potential field. This F is a function of the

i' location, strength, and relative motions of the photospheric sources. Then

dF/dt is used as an I_F in the direct calculation of the stored magnetic

i energy available for flare production. In carrying out this program the

flux partitioning surface (separatrlx) Is calculated along with its llne of

sel£-Intersectlon (separator). The separator is the locatlon of the prlncl- i

pal energy release site.

In this presentation we will briefly review the relation of flares to

magnetic fields, describe how sola_ magnetic flelds have been Interpreted, cud

discuss the relation between the topology of indlvidual fleld lines and the

cellular topology of flux surfaces. With these rudiments in mind, we shall

proceed to calculate the cellular fluxes of a comple_ bipolar spot pair as a

function of spotgroup separation. The calculation is done for the limiting

°_i.ol_ case where the spot pairs are colInear and will make use of the magnetic point
c|mrge model. Having demonstrated exact solutlons for the cellular fluxes in

_:'t this special case, it Is suggested that solar magnetic field codes be further _
developed to compute the cellular fluxes in more general arrangements. With

If , such a code available and if a flare should be observed by the solar probe,

].6o



[_ we expect that signiflcan_ conclusions could be drawn from measurement of
)

" ,_ even the line of _ight photospheric magnetic fie!d (BII).

1.1 Flares and Magnetic Energy Changes 1

Tlmrc are a number of observations indicating a decrease of magnetic Jl t

l energy durlng large flares (Evans, 1959; Howard and Severny, 1963; Oopasyuk 1, _ et al., 1963; Zvereva and Severny, 1970) and a later recovery to near its !

)_ previous interflare value, but Rust (1976) cites many examples where photo-

_. spheric fields Beem not to have changed when flares occurred• He cautions,

_. however, that most sunspot field measurements are typically in error by i0-

:_: 20g or 500 Gauss which could easily mask expected changes. Thus, tt appears

_ that some advances are required in observational procedures and/or interpre-
_,,_. ration before unequivocal flare related magnetic field changes can be flrmly

established

There exists considerable evidence that major flares tend to occur in

magnetically complex regions (Svestka 1976) similar to those fields gener-

.....i'_:_''| ated by groups of magnetically bipolar pairs. Since the motion of individual

_? _.: field lines is usually not defined uniquely, it seems more natural to study
the flux of field lines (_) since its time changes (d_/dt) are simply voltages

_-[ which are unique and, in principle, mcasureable. Accordingly, we have studied

the field of bipolar spot pairs not only from the point of view of discrete

field lines, but have shown the cellula_ nature of flux in this arrangement.

A perspective view of the three-dimensional flux cells is drawn in Figure 1

to show the flux topology of two bipolar spot pairs in the plane of the photo-

sphere. Cells 1 and 2 are termed parent cells while 3 and 3' are the two

parts of the daughter cell. The intersecti3n of the separatrix with the photo-

sphere is shown as the darkest pair of closed oval lines. The separatrix is

l- the surface separating the parent and daughter flux. The separatrix inter-

" sects itself along an arched curve above the photosphere called the separator_"_ (not shown) which is the field flue, Joining the points "a" and "b". The

, points "a" and "b" are true x-type neutral points on the photosphere but there

• is a non-zero field component everywhere else along the separator. The separ-

ator is a generalization of what is a neutral line (_ _ O) in two dimensions.

The lighter lines are individual photospheric field lines linking the north

(N) and south (S) spots.

I 161.
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|; Figure I. The magnetic topology of two bipolar spot pairs arbitrarily

:,t arransed. The darkest curves are the _eparatrix at the photo-

t sphere and the ltshte= lines are discrete field lines. The
.,_ separatrtx divides the flux into ceils 1, 2, 3, 3' In which lines

%

_ have differing connectivity. Points "a" and "b" are x-type

_.._ neutral pointf (B -_ O) and are the foot points of the separator

' field line.
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i
lj From Faraday's law, the induced voltage VS along the separator measures., the rate of flux transfer from parent to daughter ceils.

_ Nith solar magnetic codes (e.g. Schmldt, 1964), it is common practice to

i compute the total flux and flux disbalance of a solar region and to develop1.
i contour maps of the llne of sight magnetic field (gs)" However, these analysesdo not compute the flux within the various cells defined by the separatrix

• since the separatrix itself is not computed. It sbould be apparent from the

I separatrlx shown in Figure I as well as from the pioneering work by Sweet

_"_ (1958) that the separatrlx passes through sunspots so that the flu_ of any

_ given spot involves more than one connectivity. Hence, in determining flux
transfers during flares, it is necessary to measure separately those fluxes

which reside gn parent and daughter cells. Further, it seems entirely rea-

sonable as a first step to know the cell flux content in the potential case

_, which represents the energy ground state of the spot fields. Therefore, in this

paper we will derive fields, fluxes, and the separator height for collnear spot

I- pairs using the point charge analogy. Nhile spot pairs are rarely arranged in
a collnear fashion, it has occurred, for example, during a flare of September 7,

, 1973 (Wu and Smith, 1977). Further, preliminary observations at this labor-

atory (Baum et al., 1976) indicate that magnetoplasma processes above non-

collnear blpolar solenoid pairs are quite slmilar to those above collnear pairs.

Hence, it is appropriate to study the colinear problem a_ a guide for further

interpretation and experlm_ntatlon.

; 2. APPROACH

Figure 2 shows the magnetic topology of the system under study. Ne con-

- sider two blpolar pairs of sunspots arranged in the order NSNS along the Z-axls.
. The outermost spot pairs are separated by the distance Z0. The separatrix,

_. shown as the heavy solld curves in Figure 2, appear_ to divide the flux into i

four cells labelled 1-4. If the spots are also labelled 1-4 as in Figure 2,
!

then cell 1 contains flux linking ,pots I and 2, cell-2 flux links spots 3

and 4, cell-3 flux llnks spots 2 and 3, and cell-4 flux links spots I and 4.

IiI Note that the flux In cells 3 and 4 represents interconnected (perhaps recon-
nected) flux if spots 1-2 and 3-4 are "parental pairs" (Bratenahl and Baum,

-1 1976).

t,
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Figure 2. Four point sources of magnetic flux are assumed to be collnearly

i aligned with flelds in the order NSNS. The overall topology isschematically shown with the separatrix as the darker lines. Theseparatrix defines flux cells which are labelled 1 through 4. The

co-figuration is cylindrically symmetric about the z axis with the

separator (line of neutral points) located along z s O. The dis-

tance p! from p - 0 to the separatrix In cell 1 is used to compute

the flux in cell 1. The _lpots N, S, N, S are labelled 1, 2, 3, 4

from left to right.
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_' The reuults of stralght-forward calculatlons are shown in Figure 3 where._,

._ the relatlve heights of the separator (0 o) and the separatrix (Ol) and the

• reLatlve fluxes in cells I and 3 are plotted as functions of a. Given obser-

i vations of the geometric factors u and Zo and of the sunspot flux % - S_jdk,where fdA is the sunspot area, we are able to compute the partition function

"_ F _ _3 = _ = _0 " _I = _0" _2 for the relatively complex geometry of Figure)
-_ 2. It remains a challenge to compute fluxes and partition functions for a moreJ

_.._ general configuration such as that in Figure 1.

. 3. DISCUSS=ON AND CONCLUSIONS

i_ We show how of the cellular fluxes in the
now attempt to a knowledge

potential limit may be used to estimate the flare energy stored in the pres-

t _nce of conducting plasma. If this is successful, then flare energies can be

:_ determined from a knowledge of the photospheric field component BI_ alone.

j Storage of flux A_ and free magnetic energy AUm to drive the flare process

)_ can come about through (1) a relative displacement of the spots (_emporal
change in _ and/or Zc) , (ii) a change in spot strength (temporal change in

_. _0), or (ill) spot group rotations (not analyzed here). In the absence of a
j conducting plasma, changes (i) and (il) simply change the flux partitZon func-

_ tton F according to Figure 3b. How_Jer, in the presence, of plasma_ as we shall

_: presently see, these changes in F cannot take place par£ pasu but are delayed.

Flux &_ and free energy AU are therefore stored, and we can use Figure 3b as
m

_ a basis for determining this flux end energy storage. Baum et al. (1978a)

l_ showed that the energy and flux change during a large flare could correspond

_ to only a few percent of the total energy and flux of the field threading a

bipolar pair.

In Case (i) examination of Figure 3b shows that a few percent change in

_ _ or _3 requires only a small change in a (a small disp]rcement). For Case

) (ii) with constant _, _l and _3 are directly proportional to the change in spot

flux _0 (e,g. a I_ change in _0 produces a I_ change in _I and _3). The small

magnitude of the changes and the spatla_'resolutlon required make observations

difficult.

On the basis of laboratory studies (Brateuahl and Baum, 1976), we have

acquired some knowledge of plasma effects in reconnecting systems. The pres-

ence of plasma controls the ra_e of flux trensfer into the daughter cell. Thus

with |_lasma present, Faraday*s law, Ohm's law, and the r©lation A_ = LI give

i
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Figure 3. (a) Normalized separatrix heighLs calculated from the point charge
,_del are plotted ss a function of a. a is shown in Figure 2.
The lower curve shows the separator as a _unctlon of a whereas
the upper curve shows the height of the separatrlx midway between
spots I and 2. (b) The normallzed calculated cellular fluxes are

o_. plotted as a function of a. _0 is the flux in the half space

(y _ O) from a single spot. _I is the flux in cell I and _3 is 4

the fl_ in cell 3. I]
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il- " dt ._ AO - Vs (!)

Here I Is the current induced along the separator, R is the effective reals-

, ,ante. L is the Induc'tance associated with the current path. and A¢ is the

_-_. stored flux associated with I (not to be confused with the background flux of
the active region). On the other handt with no plasma present the rate of

, change of flux in ceil 3 is dF/dt which is greater than d¢3/dt by the amount

d(&¢)/dt :

dF _ _ (2)
d-t" dt " dt i

Hence, the equation for flux storage A¢ Is 1

dF d(_) + R
d"_ =dt _ &* (3)

in which

__ 3F _a 3F 3Zo
d-¥ _ 3¢ 0 3t 3L_ 3t 3Z 0 3t (4)

acts an an EITF. Frot_, (3) the flux storage for times t .- t I i_ (assuming

d'_F/dt 2 = O)

L dF I - [I R A¢(tl)] exp[- R{t-tl)]{ (5)

t

A¢
= R dt - L dFF

dt !

and the stored energy Is

^u - ((')
m 2L i

The details of the time release of this energy are presented elsewhere (Baum

et al., 1978b) along with estimates of L and R. We note that (5) and {,_) have

__i_. " the asymptotic flux and energy storage limits

' L(d_)
i ^¢,_ " _ (7)

- and

L (dFy

i hum = _dt/

R -dF

From (I) and (7) we note that since VS = _^¢. VS -_ _. as t * ,,'. This is true

= . for all times t in the no-plasnm case. Hence. the plasma reconnection rate

asymptotically approaches t;he vacuum rate.

t

1
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In (8) we note that the energy storage capacity 1. proportional to the

square of both the no-plasma reconnectlon rate dF/dt and the plasma c-nductiv-

=-_ ity. This latter condition makes It evident that the integrity of the energy

storage reservoir depends on the stability of the conduction mechanism. Finally,

we note that tile foregoing no-plasma cellular flux analysts provides the

formalism by which we can compute the energy available for flare_ in terms of

,:i changes in the parameters describing spot strengths and their geometrical

arrangement.

In the potential limit by Faraday's law the vacuum separator voltage may

be calculated from the time rate of change of flux. This was used as a driv-

_ ing _qF in calculating the separator electric field of reconnecting plasma
systems and in computing the stored flare energy. The results will be of use

in testing modified numerical solar magnetic flux codes capable of computing

I cellular flux _i and their changes A_t. Further, the results will be valuable

.__ in comparing with further laboratory data on bipolar pairs.
1

iil It is now important to look for correlations between cellular flux changes
and flares rather than observing the less sensitive active region flux changes.

To this end it would be appropriate (1) to develop a general computer code to!

I_ compute such fluxes and (2) to assure that the solar probe will provide magnet-

_l ogram measurements of BII (and B_ if possible) to supply accurate data for the
_ new analysis. The applied analysis provides a new tool for use iv attacking

_.. the flare problem as called for in the "Colgate report" (Colgate, 1978).

Finally it should be noted that while the present example assumes that the

i solar field emanates from four sunspots, that is not a requirement of this model.So long as the spatial distribution of B[I is knoml at several times, the method
can be generalized to arbitrary field distributions.

I
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SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES
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_ STUDIESOF ACCELERATIONPROCESSESIN THE CORONAUSING

:I_ ION HEASUREHENTSONTHE SOLARPROBEHISSION !,

/'l, George Gloeckler _ 7 8 " 3 _ 9 8 I ,]

)_!_,. Department of Physics and Astronomy ,j': University of Haryland, College Park, HD 20742
l

'i '
| " Introduction

The energy spectra and composition of particles escaping from the Sun provide

_.._ not only essential information on mechanism responsible for their acceleration,
if

_ but may also be used to characterize the regions where they are accelerated and

confined and through which they propagate. The suprathennal energy range, which

_ii_ extends from solar wtnd energies (_1 KeY) to about 1 HeY/nucleon, ts of spectal

interest to studies of non-themal acceleration processes because a large fraction

. of particles _.s likely to be accelerated tnto thts energy range. One finds

evidence for thts tn observations carried out near earth.

_!_ No direct measurements exist of suprathermal tons escaping from the Sun. Even

t tf such ions are able to reach the orbit of earth, interplanetary processes will

i_ ' havemodtftedtheir composttt o, and enero_yspectra to such an extent as tu erase
most of the Information they carried about processes on the Sun. The Solar Probe

Htsston thus offers a truly unique opportunity to observe these tons and to study

their characteristics. Someof the basic questions we need to examine are: Is

there an extended suprathennal tail? What are its characteristics? Ho_e speci-

fically, howmuchand what material is accelerated to these suprathemal energies?

Howts tt accelerated and where? Is thts acceleration occurring all the time or

is tt transient? Howmuchenergy ts transferred by these tons and where is this

energy dumped?

2. Suprathermel Ion Heasure_nen,tsn.ear 1 AU

Before turning to a more detatled discussion of scientific objectives for ton

studies we wtll review brtefly our knowledge of particles tn the suprathermal

_t;! energy range based on observations made near earth. During times of

_: 173
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t
I no solar acttvtty and when the local Interplanetary mediumts sufficiently

o)

))" unperturbed one observes the energy spectra showntn Ftg. 1 (Mason et a_l,

_ 1977, ;978). Below 1 MeV/nucleon the dJfferentJal energy spectra of pro-

_ tons, He, C and 0 are rtstng. The relative abundances these species are

lL basically stmtlar to the solar system composition. Not_.e that the obser-

vations stop at a few hundred KeY/nucleon. Most of the suprathermal regton
v

_, |s, tn fact, at present unexplored even at 1 AU. The ortgtn of these par-

_'. ttcles ts unknown, although ttts belJeved that they may be accelerated in

'ii_ the Interplanetary medtum.
4 4

::t' Following a solar flare, sub-MeVparticles accelerated at the Sun begtn

arrtvtng at earth, and reach their Intensity about a day after the onset of

the flare. In Ftg. 2 are shown the energy spectra of such sub-MeV tons

j_); averaged over a one day period around maxtmumintensity fol lowtng a 3 N N64
flare on June 8, 1974 (Sctamb| et al, 1977). Xn thts case the spectra of

He and CNOparticles are flat at low energies. Thts flattening may be re-'

lated to the acceleration process at the Sun. The energy spectra observed

following smaller flares are generally steeper.

The relattve abundancesare observed to be variable. For example,

values of the retto of He to CNOat 40 KeY/nucleon vary from one event to

the next and may be as lo, as 2 or as htgh as 20 (Sctambt et al, 1977).

Such variability may agatn reflect conditions at the acceleration stte. The t

ot relattve composition also vartes on a shorter ttme scale durtng a gtven

_/ flare parttcle event (Armstrong, et al, 1976) as ts Illustrated tn Ftg. 3,

taken from Scholer et al, 1978. The top panel shows the Intensity of oxygenfollowing the June 8 solar flare. The mtddle and lower panels show the rela-

l ttve abundanctes of Fe/U, C/O and He/H as a functton of ttme at 0.6-1.0 MeV/nucleon t

l
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i FtLlure 2. _roton, helLum, and C1_) spectra for the June 8, 1974, solar

! etPart£cleloverenersLee.eVent'Both the helLum and medLumStoup spectra ahoy a £1attentn 8
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t

t and 1.0-1.6 HeY/nucleonrespacttvely. Notice the large changes, particularly

) tn the Fe/O ratio, during thts event. It is not clear whether these variations :

reflect changingconditions In the acceleration regions or are due to propa- ..

}i_ ! gattonal effects. )In a sizable fraction of solar flare particle events the composition

_ 3_ts quite unusual, ts observedto be enormouslyenriched, often exceeding

_-_ the abundanceof 4Heand approachingthat of protons (see for example

_'. Sloeckler, Ig7s and references therein). An exa_le of thts ts showntn

_, Ftg. 4 (Hovestedt, private communication)where for a small solar flare event

2_i oq Hay 8, 1974 are plotted the spectra of H, 3He and4He. Notice the large abun-

"' danceof 3He comparedto 4He and protons. Almost without exception such

_ 3He rich t'lares also have enriched abundancesof heavier elements (Hovestadt

_ et a._l, 1975), tn particular of Iron. Thts ts Illustrated tn Ftg. 5 where

_ the Iron spectrumts seen to extend downto _10 leV/nucleon and tts abundance !:

Ii *ts comparable to that of oxygen(Gleeckler et_ta_!l,1976). In such "Iron-rich" _

_. events one generally finds low C/O ratios. To explain the 3He and Iron ano-

} maltes tn solar flare particle events one can supposeeither strong compost-

i!' ttonal tnhomogenetttestn the corona, or look for preferential heating and/or
/: acceleration of certain trns. In fact, Ftsk (1977) has proposeda plasma

i!) mechanismwhich ts able to heat 3He and someions of Fe and preferentially

• t_ect these tons tnto the _lare acceleretton process.

i i_ In contrast to the enormousvariability one finds tn the tsotoptc and

i chemical compositionsof solar flare particles, Sctambteta.! (1977) ftnd

that the observedchargestates of sub-MeVsolar carbon andoxygenshowa

consistent absenceof any variability wtth either energy, ttme or from one

:_ event to the next. The meanchargestates abe.erredfor C and 0 are 5.7 andk:

6.2 respectively, andare quite similar to those for the solar wind.

.)
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- I Fvtdence for Interplanetary acceleration of tons to energies up to a
few HeY/nucleon ts provtded tn the observations of energetic stom parttcle

I'

I events ([SP) and in co-rotating parttcle streams. [SP events are assoctatedwtth Interplanetary shock waves which often accompanysolar flares. Patti-

¢les tn co-rotating streams are generally believed to be accelerated tn co-

rotattng stream-stream Interaction regions which are a camon feature of the
mJlp,

Interplanetary medtumbeyond several AU*s. Analysis of the chllractertsttc

_ energy spectra and composition of particles tr_ these events as well as of
.'v

iti the systematic changes observed tn these parameters should lead to th_ Iden-tification and better understanding of the acceleration mechanismsInvolved.

_ _ 3. Studies of Suprathemal Ions on the Solar Probe Spacecraft

l, Returning now tons on the Probe we can
to studies of Solar Mission

:" ltst two broad The first ts concerned with theproblem areas: acceleration
k

rb

of particles at the Sun _nd requires observations of tons below _I0 R e.

The second set of problems ts dtrected at examining phystcal processes tn the

Inner heltosphere° primarily wtthtn a heliocentric radius of _O.S AU. Zn

iI" Table 1 are 11sted someof these,,questions and the types of masure,_nt.s which
_ 'f are required for their resolution.

It ts Important to establish the location of acceleration regions and

to characterize the conditions, such as temperature, density, plasmawave

-! ftelds, etc. tn these regions. For example, are supratherml tons accele-
f,. rated tn regions where the solar wtnd ts believed to originate? A ¢letatled

$:_." comparison of the composition and charge states of the solar wtnd with stmul-

_i' taneous and stmtlar measurementsof supratherml particles ts requtred as

- t! well as observations of how these dtstrtbut#ons change with energy. Probing the

:!i,, nature of acceleration processes agatn reqtttres a measurement nf the energy

2,:
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spectra of a number of ion spectes. Our observations near earth tndtcateconsiderable variability tn the composition of flare parttc|es. Are there

i stmtlar and perhaps related compositional variations tn the supratheml tonpopulation near the Sun? Howdo these tn turn reflect compositional |nhcao-

getttes |n the _ jr corona?
)

_,_._ The second category tncludes studies of statistical and shock accelera-

._ tton processes in low beta plasma re9tons. (Beta ts expected to decrease
3

t from _1 at 1AU to _10"3 tn the lower corona.) Interplanetary effects on

I suprathemal ions are particularly important and can be studted by comparing

_. measurementsmade on the Solar Probe spacecraft with similar observations at

_1 AU. He can learn much about the propagation of particles tn the inner

heltosphere by examining radtal gradients, antsotroptes and adiabatic energy

_, losses of a numberof representative ion species as a functton of energy.
t
/, 4. Instrumentation for Suprathennal Ion Measurements on the Solar Probe Spacecraft

iI The instrumentation for carrying out the required suprathemal ion mea-• surements must be sufficiently flextble to operate under all conceivable con-

t dtttons ltkely to be encountered in an exploratory mission. ]n Table 2 are

listed someof the necessary capabilities of an ion composition experiment

1 on the Solar Probe Mtsston. The energy range shoutd extend from that of the

solar wtnd to about 1ReV/charge. It is essential to have a large intensity
I dynamic range. Energy spectra of vartous ions should be measured,tth a

_t resolution of less than 10_ to resolve spectra| features. The charge and

i mass resolution should be sufficient to identify charge states of malor ele-
_. ments up to Fe and at least the He Isotopes. i

_ The Instrument should have a htgh degree of tmmuntty to background and

_:_ have provisions for somedegree of on-board data compression and storage to

": reduce telemtry requirements. Ltmtts on _etght and po_er v111 be additional
,i)
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TABLE2.

I! REOUIRI_[ONHEASURF_IVlENTSONTHE

/

_ SOLARPROBE!_SSION

_i_ ENERGY RANGE OF IONS _ 3 - 1000 KE VlO
J _

' INTENSITY DYNAMIC RANGE c, 1010
,'I r

_I:_ _' RESOLUTION

'_:" -ENERGY: aE/e "_0.1
, <

,_1[ -TIHE: _ 1 SEC TO _ 1 MIN

_ -CHARGE STATES: HUST RESOLVE CHARGE STATES OF
_ MAJOR ELEMENTS

, -MASS: HUST RESOLVE ELEHENTS UP TO FE,
AND ISOTOPES 3HE AND qllE

" OTHER REQUIREHENTS

-BACKGROUND Ii_IUNXTY TO SIG AND ENERGETIC PARTICLES

-ON-BOARD DATA REDWCTIQN TO REDUCE TELEHENTRY
REQUIREHENTS TO _U-ZUU BPS

-HUST OPERATE AT RELATIVELY HIGH TEHPERATURES (q5-50 ° C)

t_ PROBLE" AREAS

-SUNNARD LOOK DIRECTION

-ANISOTROPY HEASUREMENTS ON A NON-SPINNING SPACECRAFT

-THERICa.L DESIGN

i

I:

l' _

/.
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The major problem areas whtch are apparent at thts ttme are hew to

-_ achteve the requtred "sunxird look direction, and how to perfom wtthtn the

! wetght constraints antsotropy measurementson a non-spinning spacecraft.
)

'_ The therml destgn of all tnstrumants on thts spacecraft |s 11kely to be a

; major concern.

_" An |nstrument whtch could met the requirements l|sted here ts repre--j_ _,

sented schemttcally tn Ftg. 6 (see Gloeckler (1977) for a more detatled

description) It conststs of an electrostatic def|ectton system, modest.j •

_i post acceleration and a ttme of fltght vs. energy system, after%y, an ton

characterized by energy E, charge q and massm enters the curved deflect|on

system drtven by a stepped voltage Vd. Only tons whtch have t_ appropr|ate

E/q ratto are able * extt the deflection system at any g|ven ttme. After

post-accelerattor ;he tons enter the TOF system cons|sting of a start and

stop detector separated by _10 cm. The ton stgnals tts passage through the

start detector by emttttng secondary electrons from surfaces of a thtn fotl

wh|ch are then detected by a mtcrochannel plate assembly. S|mtlarly, the

stop stgnal ts prov|ded by secondary electrons em|tted from the surface of

a solld state detector whtch |s also used to measure the energy of the ton.

As ts Indicated at the bottom of the f|gure, ttts poss|ble to detemtne E,

q, and m of the tncomtng ton by co,_t,tng the tnformtton provtded by simul-

taneous measurementsof the time-of-flight and energy wtth tl_e kno_,ledge of

the deflection and post-acceleration voltages.

A posstble configuration of the Instrument ts shown tn Ft9. 7. Xn

thts conftgurstton two deflection systems are used to obtatn the requ|red

energy range and to provtde simultaneous measurementsat two energtes at

"' any gtven t|me. (Thts system could also be used to measure the solar wtnd

composition.) The compactTOF system may be shtelded to prov|de h|gh degrees

of |mmuntty to background due to lt, rge fluxes of energetic part|cles.
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FiSure 7. Simplified cross-section of a eupretherul ion detector which
includes post-accelerstlon and _ electroststic deflection semlysers z i
(1) multi-slit focusing collimetor; (2) electrostatic deflection aria- ilyserl (3) acceleration and deflection! (4) recCansular solid scats
detectorl (3) carbon folio! (6) chevron :Icrochsnnel pllte assoablioe! 1

snd (?) houslnss for fast electronics, i

1
1

I

1
!
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(

A possible solution for achieving both a sunward vtew directions and

i two dimensional anlsotropy measurements ts Illustrated tn Ftg. 8 which

: shows a schematic representation of the Solar Probe Spacecraft and the Ion
i'

CompositionExpertmnt. The entrance aperture of the Instrument look3 tnto

a larger deflection syH_emconsisting of an electrically grounded outer

_ grid, a segmentedInner _flectton plate and a grounded support. Segments
_*'_ of the Inner deflector pla_tes are turned on electrically, thus selecting the

_': look direction. Wtth all segments turned on ono would look t,lto the sunward

direction, wtth all segments off the Instrument would vtew the anti-solar

' direction. On a spacecraft wtth a spinning section thts scheme would permit

_ 3 dimensional antsotropy measurements. Without a spinning section, some3
-:

_i dimensional antsotropy measurements could still be made by plactng a cluster
,'" of simple ton telescopes with carefully chosen view directions on the stde

_ opposite to the matn Instrument.
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-, Blectron St_ltes of Acceleration

,,ooo,,,,ooin,:boco,o,- N78-32982
t
g' R.P. Lin, _pace Sciences ._boratory,

University of California, Berkeley, CA 94709

;-_ :. I. Introduction

The Solar Probe Mission can obtain unique and crucially important

_ measurements of electron acceleration, storase, and propagation processes ,

in the corona. In addition, electron measurements on Solar Probe can

_:_" provide a novel way to probe the magnetic field structure of the corona '

below the spacecraft. We describe the various enersetic electron phenoa-

_:. ena which will be sampled by the Solar Probe and then su_d_est some new
i

• techniques to probe coronal structures.

II. Coronal Electron Phenomena

quiet time electrons

i" Figure 1 shows the spectrum of electrons at solar quiet time

_' observed in the near-earth interplanetary medium (Lin e.._ta__l., 1972). Solar

wind electrons make up the lowest energy, S1 key portion of the spectrum.

Electrons from a few hundred key to 'vl.O MeV apparently are of Jovian

i_ orisin. Above _'10 MeV is the cosmic ray electron population. However,

the ortsin of a few key to a few hundred keY electrons is _k_,_. It

!_, seems likely these are solar, perhaps orisinatinS in some quasi-continuous

acceleration process near the sun. Electron measurements on Solar Probe

should help to discover their ortsln. _,_

-_o Stor_s of type III bursts (Fainbar$ and Stone, 1970) are a phenomenon

which appear to be unique to the hectometric wavelenBth _ 0.3 to 3 _flt2 radio

tense (Figure 2). These wavelensths correspond to coronal distances of

. a few to a few tens of solar radii. In than sterns both fast driftinB 1

O000000:3-TSB01





of thousands occur in a typical stere. The storms appear to be aasociatnd i

with active resions and type I noise stem at htsher frmqusnctes, and "

,,i they are a comes phenomenon at t/rues of enhanced solar activity. Under

::.-. current plans, the Solar Probe will pass rlsht throush the type ZZI storeI'%

heishts st t/rues near solar uaximum, thus pernittinS in sit_._._uobservations

:_.._, of the type II! users electron acceleration process.

1.6
" IJ
i,_ 1.0

G4

i 5r ......h ; " L -A. ....',.....;q2.e
_tSL__ )L._._,.,,_, ...A_/L, .... /L_ A ,, _a.,

•-: d_ t .........

1_46 l_iG ll_0 I!00 180S I$1_

UT° AUGUST_0. INI

Fisure 2. A 30-sin sesment of data of a solar storm of type
11Z bursts near CNP. The drift in frequency, I/m/ted burst
bandwidth, and lares nuabers of shall _urste can be seen
(Fainbet8 and Stone, 1970). i

Zmgu18Lve electron acceleration; flares and type ZIZ bursts i
J

z, Electron acceleration to _lO-lO 2 key cosmonly occurs durin8 the ,!

flash phase of even 8aall flares and subflares. Type ÂZZbursts indicate t

that impulsive electron acceleration occut'_ perhaps at a lover intensity I!

level, even more frequently than do flares (althoush some optical activity

is usually observed to accompany these bursts). The accelerated electrons

193
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'!i which escape are observed in the interplenetat7 medium (Ftsure 3), but

usually not before substantial Interplanetary scstterinS and diffusion

of the particles has "erased" most information on the temporal and pitch

I angle structure of the acceleretton and/or es-.ape processes. Even for

"scatter-free" events, Just the vu_ :'y dispersion at these enersles Is

.._ 8ufficlent to erase the available temporal information. From analysis

_:. of the diffusion characteristics of these electron events, It appears that

most of the Interplanetary scatterln8 and diffusion occur yell outside

_I0 Ro. Thus, the Solar Probe uLsslon provides a unique opportunity to

_., observe the temporal and ansular structure of the acceleration free from the

" "curtain" of interplanetary propagation. Hard x-ray and type Ill burst ,,i
.i



i obsorvatlon8 (see FIsure 4) indicate that the acceleration t/as scaAe8

are typically seconds. The Solar Probe at distances less than _ tee
K

solar radii may see the acceleratedand eacapinselectronsunaffectedhy

_ scattarinS. As describedin sectionXX. such observationscan provide
f
#

_.- Inforuatlon on the location, density, uasnetlc field 8treesth of the
,iI

_--_ acceleration region, and detailed Information on the teaporal and epectrel

=:_'- 7_. behavior of the acceleration process.

Particle 8torase in the upper corona

_ Observations of the bursts (Fisure 5) at frequencies extending

_ _ down to _1 l_s indicate that loop structures are present out to _35 Ro.

These loops are ltMely to be transient phenomena, but based on the Skylab

coronagraph results, loop transients of this type should occur very fre-

quently (S few per day) near solar mmhnum. Loop structures ezteedin8

tats the upper corona where aabient densities are SlO7ea "3 provide ezcel-

;_ lent long term etorase restons for enarsettc electrons and ions. Xt is

!j possible that the bulk of the 10-10 2 keV electrons accelerated in the

i! £:pulsive phase o£ the flare escape to these regions. This vould be con-

! sistent _rlththe thin-target interpretation o£ the hard x-re7 enission (DeS-

low and Lin, 1973). klso, there i8 substantial evidence Proa solar par-

ticle observations that storase eed/or continual acceleration oftee occul-.q
b

near the sun. Because the deesity is low, anarsetlc electrons _n these

reslons will be effectlvely invisible froa the earth. The pasesse of

Solar Probe throush these reslons near solar maxlaua should have an

excellent chance of tntersectin8 these storage resions.

• 195
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t FLsuze 5. (a) Dynamic 8pectrua o£ a heetoueter U
' buret. Nunber8 on the fteure indicate intensity in

*_' decLbe18 relat/ve to cosalc notse bsclq_ound. Note
the Erequency 1laLt ozEthe return branch. (b) The

' _" nssuet/c bottle inferred from the U burst. The node1
%, t8 based on the RAE-I density e_lLe and an assuned ex-

___o_ i citer speed oJ_0.3 c. Bare on the _18ure ehov the
po-

,. 81tlon8 determined free the dynanLc epectz_a relet/ve

i! to the start of the burst (Stone end Feinbers, 1971).
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J

,. Shocks and second stare acceleration
I

Current evidence suuesCs that enersetic ions and relstlvistlc

_\ electrons are accelerated by shock waves in a second acceleration stase

followtns the impulsive phase of larse flares (see Ltn, 1974 for review).

The observations of type II bursts and associated type III burets and

!++. "herrin8 bone" structure are stron8 evidence for electron acceleration

:_} by shacks in the corona. Type II bursts have been observed to S 1 )ms

_! (Fisure 6) and the shock waves are often observed near 1 A.U. several

elec_r_ mtaucl

O4

:. G! ]

++ ++°,"'
,+_ o_O..o_,_, / / / J,',.+,+"..,.// / / /7"/ )z,..;o,_+,"/ / / / / /

0.0_-
'. 0630 _ 0_0 OTO0 OTlO 07_ 0?30 0740 07_0

2.Q"

1.45'

o,_. , ,/ / -

%;o ,,+,o,,+,o,,+,,,,,+,o,,+,,o_o,.,,,,,+_:,,,,_o,.,o
ISIP.IO0Im

UT.JUNE 30.1971

+

Fisure 6. The first type II radio burst to be observed
., at frequencies below the ionospheric cutoff occurred on

June 30D 1971; a tracin8 made from the intensity contour
plot of the I_P-6 radio da_a is shown here (Ktliteon et al.,

' 1973). The shaded portion of the record at the lower f--"re"_
_ quencies represents maSnetosphertc noise.
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: _i, !: days later. Ions are often observed to be accelerated by these inter-

' i'i_ _ planetary shock8 to _M0 HeY enersies. Althongh these shock type II .

i,, radio burst eveuCs are relatively rare even near solar max/mum (_ev/
_" month) the direct in 8£tu observations of such an event near the sun would' _ ;
2,.

]" _, 8o far toward Identlfyin8 the speciflc processes by which particles are

:_-_ _- accelerated to very hish eaersia8 by the sun. It would be useful to have
i

_. some shock observations even at distances of tens of solar radii. Clearly

: i,'_ the chances of observins a shock event would be inereseed by a short or- i

" ;: " bital period (_ I year) for the sol_ probe. I

" I III. Electron Mea.su,foments on Solar Probe

!, As the Solar Probe mission approach#8 the sun the intesrated effects

_I;i:. I: of pitch ankle scatterin, a_d diffusion in _e _nterplanetary medium
-_:_, ti' eventually become neslisible conpared to the effect of the masnetic field
(:! _ dtversence. Then the motion of charSed particles can be described a8

___ 1, essentially adiabatic. Conservation of the first adiabatic tnvartant

)£_i then /replies that the pitch angle, a, of a charsed particle ia related

ll! to the magnetic field at every po_t in its trajectory by the equation

I-i aln2 a = constant

, what would be observe! '. '_, F:Laure 7 is a schematic illustration of"

_- _" by the Solar Probe £f it was in this adiab_tie resion when an impulsive

_i electron acceleration event such as a flare 'or type III burst occurs. Some

; _'_: of the downward moving particles would reach a dense rnginn of th_ solar

'- ": atmosphere where they would preduee hard x-rays. These would be observed

_ _r by x-ray detectors at t_e Solar Probe with the t_m_ delay indicated in
/

' l'' ' ' 199
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t:=0

ripre 7. Schematic illustration of an impulsive acceleration
event (above) end observations by Solar Probe (below).



IL _

i Fi|ure 7. A rudimentary hard x-ray imaging detector could locate this

/ 1
j+ reslon on tha solar disk. A short time later the upward novln8 electron,

would be observed 8sin8 by the satellite if the propqatlon conditions are

favorable. The first srriviu8 particles are those with the snail.at

_-_ pitch ambles. Eventually, s8 illustrated, the particles originally accelera-

te: ted with 90° pitch ambles arrive with the maximum pitch an81. of

:"" ac - arc sin ( Bo_ 1. The particle, which orilinally were headed

toward the surface and were mirrored by the stronaer fields near the

_ surface are observed. However, these have a minimum pitch an81. of

' a e - arc 81n ( ) due to those downward wovin8 particles with

, small pitch at_sles which were able to reach low enouah altitudes to be

..._ lost by Coulomb collisions (a e Is commonly known as the loss cone amble

, in maanetoephertc studies). Thus, the ma8nettc field 8trensth in both

the acceleration and loss reston8 can be obtained. The field lines can

be traced by comparln8 the hard x-ray source poeitlon to the spacecraft

. _ position. Comparison of the timin8 of the x-ray and electron pulses 8ires
i +t

the distances alone the field line, L and L. By observin8 different

ener8y particles the mean.tic field stransth at different etoppin8 altitudes

)_ .. will be sampled. A.t8o the presence of parallel electrlc fields can be

detected from coupartn8 the pitch anal. distribution for different ener8y _

,,. particles. Finally, the question of whether low an.ray protons are also I1
simultaneously accelerated in these impulsive events to likely to be re-

_ r

solved since close to the sun ( LIO Ro) the effects of proPaaatton - veloctty_

dispersion, scatterln8 and enarsy chanSes - should be InsiSnlflcant.

Fiaure 8 indicates the ener8y loss ramS. and travel times of electrons

++,+ and tons of _ to 103 kaV an.ray. Also indicated are the approx/nata

!+
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_, coluam densities traversed during their travel down to various heights In t

" the corona. Based on Figure 8 it appears that fleld llne lengths can be

"I meuured by electrons to _0.I Ro, and the solar atmosphere and its nmgnetlc i

field can be probed from below the transition region to 71R height in the I

] e I
corona by using dlfferent energy particles.

, i

I' It 18 also posglble to probe the corona in the absence of impulsive

i events. The pitch angle distribution for quiet time partlcles should also i
'?

_ show a loss cone related as above to the field strength at the particle

,_ stopping height. These determinations of the coronal field strength i

-,ii' can be used to map the coronal magnetic field and determine whether the ,
L

field at the spacecraft originates in the weak or strong solar surface
o7
,_ field regions.

! Based on the frequencey of electron acceleration In flares and ty_e III
/

t_ bursts near solar maximum we expect that tens of events will be observed

l by Solar Probe in a single passage inside 10 R . Furthermore, the particle
-- •

• fluxes from an impulsive event should be intense enough for these measure-

ments since they scale as R"3. However, as indicated by Figures 7 and 8,

__ the time scales are short so that data storage and/or high telemetry bit

). rate will be required.
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_:_ Figure 8. Plotted2here arc the particle range in
' column density (cm-)and the time to travel I R fori:....
i:'" electrons and protons.
i
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_ i_ Kbetract

_}:_": Fu_l_nental questions about soLar flare p_oua can be answered by thestudy of enersetic particles in space. In this paper, representative sets

of recent enrperinental results and theoretioal studies ere very br£egly

sumsrized to show the current knovledse of enersetic particle phenomena based

naicly on observations near 1 AU. It is shown that infatuation on the

properties of the source region and acceleration processes deduced from

observations of particles with energy > 1 )feV ie essentially limited by. a lack

:. of knovledge of the coronal storage and p_rticle escape into the interplanetary

_ medium. M,easureaente close to the sun of quantities such as particle spectra,

i charse and isotopic composition, and the flow of particles as a function of tine,
!

tosether w_th measurements of the plesua, uagnetic field, X-rays, and y-rays

w_l not only reveal the properties of the source region and acceleration

mechanises but w/_l also provide a better knowledge of the physics of the corona.

In addition, these measurements may reveal the existence of lapse acale inhoao-

$onetties in the solar corona. 1

/ The general requirements for makins these neasureaentx on the Solar Probe

-_':/," are lieted. An onarset4c particle detector systea which has the capab41ity of

_Ji_ reaolvin8 the charse and _otopic composition up to 50 MeV/nucleon may successfully

l measure the above quantities provided that it can perform under both very low and
% aversse intensity leveAe. The ttme of encounter _th the Sun with respect to the i
o_. solar cycle as well as the total time sp_t in the very inner solar system are

_li_ inportant factors in the probability of observins a solar-flare-essoclated event. _i
i;. AlternatJve neasuremonts in the event of non-flare conditions are also listed.
t.

'_ *Also University of Maryl_md, College Park, MeryIJmd 207_2
%,
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I. !ntredu.ction

Observations of enerSetic particle populations provide information on the

nature of the source re81on as veil as on the acceleration, injection, and'4

t'
; transport processes, For solar comic rays, the charse composition and, to a
Y
", lesser extant, the enersy spectra measured at $ AU can provide information on

both the properties of the source reslon and the nature of the acceleration

process. Xsotoplc eomposltioumeasured at I AU can also siva information on the

:_.._, dynamics of the source resion. However, the quality of the information on those

processes deduced from observations at 1 AU Is stronsly dependant on the d later

. tion. of the. observed quantltt_es by the Injection process and storaBe. Little 18

_J knmm about the nature of the inJectlon process and possible coronal sto_ase.

._, Studies of the t/me histories of flare associated events observed at 1 AU have

revealed the existence of a "fast propasation resion" extendin$ up to 60 ° from

the flare site and a coronal transport pr'ecea8 that t8 not 8tronSly ristdtty

depudant.

,3,. Models have bean developed to account for those observattou. However, the

exact nature of the injection process, the physical aechanlm of coronal p_op-

: section, as well a8 possible solar coronal 8torasa are atronsly dependent on

: the detailed knowledse of the properties and structure of the coronal uasnette

field. Thane quantities c_ only be determined by seasureaente very close to

_. the Sun.

__ lI. Observations in the .InterpLanetary..}/edtun! Results and Lialtattons

Below _20 MeV/nucleon, a steer variety of particle event8 have been observed

in the interplanetary medina. They tentatively can be 8rouped in five catesories:

(a) flare associated particlan_ (b) corotat_ particles associated with the

interaction reStous between low-speed and htsh-speed solar rind stresns; (c)

planetary particles accelerated in the :asnetospheres of planets such as Earth or

Juptterl (d) enersetic stor_ particles seen in conjunction with very strons

interplanetary shock waves; (e) a more or less continuous solar component which

may come from either the superpositton of many small events or the frequent

injection from several actlva reSions.

Above _20 MaY/nucleon, the observed particle population Is mainly accelerated

in solar flares.

As one approaches the sun. it to expected that interplanetary and planetary

particle events will dininish in intensity, as observed by Hello8 1 and 2 for

J
J
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i _ _

i!_' cerotstin8 e,;ents (Van Hollebeke et ol.. 1978). while the flare associated

o_ particle events will be the dominant component together _Lth the 1or enorSy

_,_i continuous soltr component vhlch vould be expected to become yell tenolved,

_l", In this section, the information provided by studies of flare assoc4sted
particle events observed in the 4nterp_Aneta_ medina are briefly revieved.

, FiSure I shows several particle intensity proftlen detected at I _U
duties solar cycle 20. Theme ttae h18tor£em are typical of the observations

_ i of dJ_fe_ent particle species in interplanetary 8pace. They represent
"_ ', the combined e_fects of source proper188, accelerate, cereus1 ttst_port,

:_:_,J"i: :_ release into the interplanetary medium, and inter-planetary propasetinn.
ill i A me:Jot step in uuderstsmd108 the characteristics of the prop08atton
:_:, ham been made by etatinttetl enalysen of per_eter8 aenoc18te4 _Lth the

_: l_Z_icle Intensity proftlem, e.8.: the particle sn18otropy as a functinn of

-_i_ fine! the event v181bL11ty as a functlon of the posltinn of the f18re telatlve

i it_*_t to the observer_ 8_d the helinlou81tude dlstrlbutina of the onset tJ_e and
rise time to msxtn_ intensity. _ addition, better knowledse of both coronal

_d interplanetary transport b_s bean obtained by studyin8 the variation of the

_ spectrum as a function of the flare position _elattve to the observer or by

'.-_ fltcin8 the obs_ed time Intensity profJ_e vtth a density profJ_e CAtl_l]Jtt Jl

_ from varlous models of Interplanetary propasatlon aud coron_l transport.

ii_ Fisure 2 show one possible scenario for parttcle propssattou vhJ_h t8

' °_ii based on the above 8_udten and has received the videmt acceptance. J_ter: beln8 acce18ra_ed In the solar flare (b18ek box), partLcles are elther released

_-*, vlthin about 1 hour after the flare event in a so-caZled '_est prop08ation

:li _rqto_" or ptopq_.:e in the coroz_ vhere ttusy may lose anerjy be4ere escapJLnK

_,t_ into the Interplanetary medJ_n. 7_ thls scen8_Lo, the "test propasatton fasten"
) say extend up to 40-60 ° from the flare sLte and has nearly uniform access to

_i interplsnetst_ f181d ltaen,
,_,\ The proptliat_Lon in interplanetary space is _enkly dependent on the I_tinle

_ rt8idity (ILeinhard ___dWlbberems, 1974! _ 9u08 at a1.. 1975) and can be veil

I _ described by focussed dJ_fueto_ (ihurl. 1976). The propqetlou in the _o_oas 18 :

"!i'_ nenrly end.pendent of enetSy o_l rJ4idtty (..8.. Ha 8u08, 1977) sad th. partial. 'i

_ escape rate into the intarplenetsty medJ_a has a yank dependence on velocity

_" (Van Hollebeke. HA 80o8 mu_tHcDona_d, 1975).

;o' " :' 00000003-TSC04







_t:_. Th18 sketchy pit.aurae vhtch summerises the most recent observations of
_ particle propagation, has 81van /portent clues to understsnd/n 8 coronal

Ji propsaetlon, perticle release, accelerat£on and source properties. However,

t_ as we shall see below, there are a number of linitations which are oxpecced
to he resolved vith observations very close to the Sun.

' A. Ceronal Propaaation

I.I; The tequirment of a lack of tiS/dity dependence of the particle trsnspert

' _ places a serious constraint on any ptopasation nodel, since it argues strongly
_'_- against all the proposed diffueJ.on-type uodels. P.ece_tly, Nevkirk and _Temtzel

"i__" (1978) have 8usaested a "bird-cage" model which reproduces the observed rate of I

:_/ asinuthsl propaaation in a rig/dity-indepesdent manner. In this aodeJ., the 1
_:!' particles are confined to extensive magnetic flux loops for a certain time and

,5"

i_\, are then discontlnuously transferred to adjacent flux tubes by field-llne
reconnectlon produced by rearransment of the field in the super-granuZatlon

- =e_mrk flov (FJ4_ure 3). For this model to york, it t8 essential that the tins

ecaJ.e of reorganisation of the fieJ.d be greater than the time of merging between

two flmc tubes which, in turn, 18 greater than the ttme for the slowest particle

to traverse a flux tube. WhLYe this mode], is attractive, the nature of the

reconnection process and escape resins uncIear. Other deCsLY8, such as energy

lo88, still "need to be yolked out. Naanettc loops are knovn to extend up to

4-5 R0. Zt is expected that a cosmic ray detector on a spacecraft such as the
Solar Probe could sample both the stored and escaping particles.

I B. _erttcle Escape

!i The relea8e of perticlea in the "fast propagation testes" must take place in

a limited time interval. As sham by the mass ejections associated _rlth flare

particle events (Eshler et LI.., 1978), the release seems to be catastrophic in
i

_i/ nature. Schatten end Hullan (1977) have proposed that coroual magtmt!c bottles,
produced by fl_ea, serve as tmperary traps for solar comic rays (Ff4ure 4).

._. The expansion of these bottles allows fast asinuthaZ propagation over • region up
i_" to 40-60" from the flare site independent of the particle uergy. As the reault

._! of the Raylei8h-Taylor instabL1Llty, 'which occurs when Oi, the deity ins/de the
!Lt'. bottle becomes eaaller than Oa, the density of the 8as beJa8 pushed ahead of the

_ bottle, comic riys originally trapped ins/de the bottle are relessod by field

_,:_',_ _, line interchanae. Schatten and Mullah sug8ested tha't the meray losses due to

the bottle expan.sion can be offset by coeatc ray acceleration by second-order

" ooooooo3TSC07
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i?Llure 3. & schematic dLa8raa of the tvtstin8 and reconnactton of • pelt of flux tubas vhLch

alloys particle transport in the corona as proposed by the "bird case" aodal of
Nevklrk and Wentzel (19781.
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_!, Feat praceaeas. T.n this ease, acceleration say lent until either the ohaclw ,1
disappear or trappini L o! the particles is no lonser effective.

From such a model, it Ls obvious that cmplax processes, which still reasinLI
" ,-_, to he studied, say scour durin s particle release. These processes say sisntfi-

csntly distort the properties of the ortsinsl particle population accelerated in

the flue teSion. Observations close to the sun of the structure and evolutionf,

! u,l. of the coronal msnettc tieZd end of enersettc particles and plam are spatted

! _i_ _ to resolve the problem of particle escape.
!_,. _. C. Acceleration aml _roperttea of the Source KoSton

_?' Information on the enersy spectra of protons and electrons and their ratios

can 8ive important cIuea about the acceleration mechanism. Particle spectre ere

also an essential temple:eat to the information provided by X-rays and 8u-rey8.

Zt has been shown (Lie, 1974! Van Hollebeke et el., 1975) that interplanetary

_" propaKation effects ate min/atsed if the enerSy spectra is measured in inter-

planetary space at the time of maximum particle intensity. Furthermore, it has

s18o been shown that the particle distribution measured in the "feet propasatLon

_o_'* re$ion" vhere coronal transport can be neSlected should closely reflect the

particle distribution in the flare site provided the release process does not

slsntficantly distort the spectrum. The enerSy spectre of protons, electrous_

end 8 few other particle species have been determined under these conditions.

Yrom _10 t4eV to 80 KeY, the proton spectrum is yell described by a power lay

in i_Lnetlc anerSy vith the spectral imdex y (defined as dJ/dE e E"y) ran@inS

betveen 2 and 3.2 (Van liollebeke et al., 1975); however, below 10 HeY, the

observed spectrum is senerally flatter (Pleura $). This indicates either a

flattenin8 _nttinstc to the acceleration mechanise or different propasation° conditions at low and htsh energies. Together with X-ray and y-ray measurements,
direct measurements of the anerSy spectra of the different particle species

"1. close to the Sun are necessary to underltand the acceleration mechanise.

t'_. _ addition to the enersy spectra, cherse composition also provides data on

• _ the acceleration processes. Furthermore, char8e composition re_lects properties

illo of the source testes vhtch ere difficult to measure by other methods. Zt ha8
.._. recently become obvious that in ashy instances the seer&eric particle conpoeitinn

i"_ can depart drastically frm the expected composition of the solar at_nosphere and

r , can show lares variability from event to event (Figure 6). These enhancements

i,i,
_L
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ii are not I/mlted to low energies but have been observed at energies up to 200

w

_ HeVlnucleon, in the ease of FelO during the September 24. 977 event (Dietrich
' t

I, and Simpson, 1978). It is not clear how these differences arise. They can be

due either to lnhosogeneitiee in the souzce region, acceleration processes, or

_ spoliation in the acceleration region. In addition, low energy particles may

t be further accelerated in the interplauetary medium.
tr Besides providing definite information on solar abundance, measurements of
_-_, these quantities close to the Sun, can be compared to X-ray and T-ray meaoure-

1
i_! meats to determine the timing of the high energy particle acceleration, the energy

;'i content in protons and nuclei, and the type of emission or nuclear reactions t

, i_' ' taking place at the surface of the sun.

xxx.Oaeral qulr, anto
.. _.;, The main quantities to be measured to provide information on the properties

I of the source region, acceleration, particle escape end coronal propasatlon are ic' 4

the energy spectra tad charge and isotopic abundances of energetic particles as i

I: functions of time and dlreetion. Since timing is an important factor in under-
v v i

l etendins acceleration processes, the cosmic ray detector should have sufficiently

.._ high sensitivity to be able to measure the onset time of any flare-associated i
particle event w_thin a fraction of a minute, in order to compare with X-rays.

I" T-rays and radio events. This is particularly true for protons and electrons.

!!"_!'ii} dependent on the solar cycle. Figure 7 shows the number of >20 MeV proton events• with peak intensity >0.5 protons/cm2-sec-ster detected per year at 1 AU as a

!_I_ function of solar activity as indicated by sunspot number for solar cycle 20. At

the lower energies and lower intensity levels, it is often difficult to associate

li a particle event: observed at 1 AU with a solar flare. Closer to the sun, because

_" the decay time £s sho_ter and the particle event is better defined in time, the

t number of events _ 10 lqeV with peak intensity > 10-b particlea/ca2-sec-sr-KeV i8

, ii" ex'peeted to be a ,actor of 3 to $ greater than that in F_ure 7. From the point
,%

o_, : of view of event probability, it is therefore desirable that the Solar Probe reach
y

, _ ! parihal/_n durin8 solar maximum.

ii However. even during ._olar minimum, a number of active regions exist which

_i' produce aubflarem at a rate of I-2 per day. These subflares may contribute to the

,_ continuous low energy solar particle component observed in the interplanetary

,,_ medium and their effects may be ruolved at a closer distance to the sun. Also.

...._ even though cars.sting particle stranus are believed to result from acceleration

ii', in the interplanetary sodium, the orisin of the accelerated ions is not known.

);,. 216
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l
These events, vhtch are uinly observed duties solar mtnJ:um, are assoctsted with

htsh-speed solar rind streams and may ortsinate either from the tat1 of the

8upertheru_ distribution of the plasma or from very low energy particles. In

• _ any event, the orlsin of these particles can be found close to the sun•

_,, In order to knov the intrinsic characteristics of solar particle events, it

18 hnportant either to sample a sisnificent number of events (this requires

measures.nee in the very inner solar system for a Ions thus period) or else to

make measurements simultaneously close to the sun and in the interplanetary_m- Jk,

medium (for example 1 _J/).
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ABSTRACT

• • i

_ Representative enerset_e particle events relatin8 to

_. quasi-stationary particle popuhtion8, solar flare events, and

'solar composition are discussed in the context of shnilar obser- J

vattons likely to be made during Solar Probe encounter. Particular ',

emphasis is stveu to inter-relationships with coronal masnettc

_: structure end plasma processes, General instrumental requirements

are listed, and it is concluded that enersettc particle detectors

ueetin8 these requtreaenta will 8uccess£ully complement other

essential experiments on the 8olaf Probe. '
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_ 1 • INTRODUCTION

I_ We present selected examples relevant Co the Solar Probe

'_'t_? mission from studies by our Stoup at JI_/APL and colleasue8 at col-

!. laboratin$ institutions of enersetic particles and coronal structure

during the decline and minhnum of Solar Cycle 20 (1973 - 1976). The

Jupiter-assisted Solar Probe trajectory viii yield encounter in 1989

or 1990, ahnost the same phase of Solar Cycle 22 as that in which we

are right now for Solar Cycle 20. We are currently finding occas-

sional events in our 1977 - 1978 D4P 7, 8 and Voyaser 1, 2 data that

are siuilar to those from 1973 - 1976 which we are soing to discuss.

We therefore reKard these exauples as beinK indicative of the types

of energetic particle phenomena which may be measured by the Solar

Probe inside 1 &U, and we shall attempt to extrapolate the character-

18tics we have deduced to the perihelion environment. _

' 2. _ASI-STATIONALY PARTICLE FLUXES AND CORONALSTRUCTUKZ I

!_ The unprecedented radial and angular velocities which viii

be achieved by Solar Probe require us to transform our earth-based

perception of the relationship between spatial structure and temporal

evolution of solar particle fluxes. With the spacecraft spending

less than l0 days inside the orbit of Mercury and transitin8 :an entire

hemisphere of the sun in less than 14 hours, quasi-stationary particle

distributions will produce rapidly varying fluxes as measured on the

spacecraft.

The first example, taken from a study by f_v_ne and RoeZo_

(ID77), f s a broad recurrent minimum in 1.9 - 4.5 HeV protons centered

over a Srow_ coronal hole (CR2) in August, 1973. Flsure i shows the

hole at the center of the disk, surrounded by low coronal magnetic

l neutral )ines inferred from absorbtion features in _ filtersram8

! Ole.Z'ntoah,, ID?$) over which lle loop-like soft x-ray emission features

- amident in the American Science and Ensineerin8, Inc. photographs from. their 8pectrosraphic telescope on Skylab. Such a tins-like loop arcade

_ 8u88ests open field lines above the holes, and thte i8 confirued by the
(.i,

_( IPOtent/alofle]L4_ calculations of coronal field l_lAeo by t_ne_aw ee SEe,

!:!.
i)
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: Weakfield

Openfield lines structure
originating on source
surface(2.6 Re) _ (18 zones.36 sectors)
(HCO/SAO) _,_ "(HCO/SAO)

i'.

Fisure I Coronal structure in the vicinity of • small equatorial

coronal hole (Fxn_lse _ RosCoe. _77). Centerz !_ infer-

red nsutral lines and soft x-ray ]Loops. Upper 1ritz open

field lines ortsinattn8 on a 2.6 1_) source surface calculated

from a potential fqeld. Upper riilhtt closed fteld 1inn

Ii
from the mine r_tlculatlon.

P
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. (181?).Openfla14llae,etSeluaclasontheseureesudsee"at2.6IO!
_ m shoun on the 2eft, and uoet o2 those I_ the vHtbXe hemispbi_J

_ 2oed dovu _to CH2. 0u the risht, the calculated e2osed fLeld 2£nes

_ due Sahara2 apeenest v£th the x-ray loop tin8 arcade,

_ Bour2y-averased -- 3 MeV proton fluxes frou the JHU/AFL

I dateatov en IMP 7 are ahem £n Yisure 2, They have been "upped heek _
_o their estinated bash coronal mission 2onsitudes aesund_8 the lar$e -_

sea2e lutezp2anetaryua8netic field vas "frosen-lato"a radLaXAy prepa-
J 8stir8 8o2ar wind. Hourly overa$es of solar rind speed vere taken fron\

_ the MIT p]_esa observations on the sane spacecraft. For reference, the

_ osue Ha inferred neutral 2_e structure and x-ray corona2 ho2e boundary .

_ shown in 7£sure 2 are plotted satin on the sane 2onSitude scale below

-_:_ _he partt_le fluxes in he]_osraphic coordinates. The proton flux utn£uum

in seas 2 orders of umSnitude belay the adjacent flux distribu_ion8.,_

_ and _apau_ ugre then 200 e In heliolonKitude. _e knov this is a quaei-_

8_t_tonar? particle population because 8_milar profi_es vere observed

_ over these longitudes on _vo previous rotations (1601 and 26_3).

If a 8in£lar spat_tl structure happens to lie under the

-,'_ Solar Probe perihelion, one will measure a hundred-fold flux decrease

"._ £n only 4 hours, followed by an equa_ly rap/d recovery. These flue

_ rates of flux variation are comparable to the rise times of some flare-

•_ associated ,- 3 MsV events observed near I AU, The deeirebiliL? should

_" be apparent for monltorluS particle popu_atlon8 from I Ab"dur/n8 Solar

_:' Probe encounter in order to identify such quasl-s_ationar7 distributions

•'_ (and _hu8 reduce the possibility for confusion vith temporal evolution),

-_ Fisure 3 reveals an interestlus upper bound on the altitude

_; at vhich these ,- 3 KeV protons are distributed _.._,the corena, Happed,-
_ back so_r wind velo_itles are shown above a montase of AS&_ x-ray

".. , iuase8 for Carrin_ton Ro_ations 1603 and 1604 (Yfo_,e e_ a_._ _?_). The

-- 3 MeV particle uin£nua uus observed on both these rotations fron 30"

to 220 ° heliolon8itude. The upped solar wiud shove a 8n821 _00 - 500

kn s "1 strum above the Srowln8 coronal hole at 75°, This 8trean o1¢8

_ mutctly £n the center of the particle u£ntmm.i If ve accept the contesporary

field models for corona2holes vlth eola_ vlnd streaasabove thou, the

eorona2 uaSne_£e field 2tun should be predmd_ntly open. at least near

•. "-..L.............. _ "" _" "'"_ "'"):"" " '- _' "" " "'"' " "'_ " - ......
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i} IMP 7 JHU/APL
i _ '_ 25 24 Protons 1.9" 4.5 MeV

i,

.:_ i _ 17 16 Auoust

... 23
m/x _

_.+, + x= 19

"_"" _ -4.00 I I I I I I ,,_1 I! I I I I I I I
,/
• I , / I , I I I , II _L.I , ,
_" * 60 ,.o4 A _ _ _'

+. : I,,_ I+ t ,_, I_ . -r m..,  mmJ
! " usrrlngton +

, _ f _ Coronal hole 2 _._ t_.

Interplanetary magnetlc field polarity
ii+, + l + I + + I + I + I + I + I + L+xAI',..-x,."L.%_"_I+ I + i + l'_..X,l_._'m_ _

+- 330 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
,.. Heliographic longitude

++i!
2_ Fddiure 2 quasi-stationary enersetic particle populaClon above a

_0_" coronal hole in August, 1973. Lover; Ha absorbtton feature

l and coronal hole (from Figure 1) in heltosraphtc coordinates.• Upper: 1.9 - 4, $ HeV hourly-averasad p,:ocon fluxes "mappedl"

_._. back" Co chelr esClmaced h:Lah coronal emlsslon lonsltudes

i' ualn8 elmultaneous measurements of solar vlnd veloclCy on

!:, the mP 7 spacecraft t't,eu_ne _ RoeZo..t. 1DPP).

i }

ii
"_v+ ,,+., +_

°+ • ?+ ?; ................. -.+ ++.+-...... +.... + ..... + .... _-.,. --.+.:.+; +.-_;:..]_,............. +_, +
, +:_ , , _..¢,:++ 0,+ • ?,-- v ,_i ''",3 '_ ' +, ",+o" .++ _, t.

.- .,., ,., v .... +,,_, ,, . ..... ,, +v , ,o "+ ",,.,+; +u +
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' _'_, _ Rotation1604 _ P_) Is

4 _

4. X4.L -",r__ .... u_,_
m.+.-4.4.'+++ 4.4.--.4.+++.--4._,+. u4.++#..
I l l _ I J' I ! I I I l 1 I l I I I i I I I ! I l I I I 'I l I • !" l r i i i _ t" i i _- _"

llO 0 lO 60 90 Iit0 lSO 180 I!10 lqO I?0 300 130 0 10

_tsure :3 Happed-back solar wind velocities 0fZT) and montass of soft

x-ray photosraphs (AS&E) from Skylab. July-AuSUSt 1974 (No7,_4

I_ a_., _P?_). Note the small (400 - 500 ka 8-1) solar vi_td

|trm emsrjin8 from CH2 (75" holiolonsituds) centered rich-

In the uintnuu o_ the particle distribution shmm In _tSUrO 2.

_i_,:7___i,!:i";_!_i_i?_i:::.:_.........,_........"_:_;_"___'__...........-......'-_........... "....................,,_-
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_., end •boys the altitude of the I_D critical surfaces. The particles.

._, hoverer, must be distributed on oZosed field line•, end therefore uust
b• transported end tenporstily stored well below the •lticude of the

s,

_._ IiHD critical points.

t Wowever. the altitude of the critical surface is not • very

_l' restrictive upper bound, as may be seen in Figure 4. taken from NorSe

et aZ._ (_D??). Configuration A was deduced from a stress above a

l ueridion81 coronal hole, while configuration g resulted from the edge

_' of a stream from the equstorvard edge of a polar coronal hole. Zn

_ their deduction of the three dimensional configuration of the Alfv_n

_,_ surface (i,e.. the locus of points where the solar rind bulk speed

exceeds the local &Ifv_n valoclty), they follm_! the tense of crltlcal

i_ altitude (15 - 50 r_) estimated by Weber and/kn_68 (1867). Thus it _''
,_. appears possible that the Solar Probe could possibly cut through coronal

storage region of _ I MeV particles if perihelion Is < I0 _ (i.e..

well below the altitudes of the critical surface).

3. SOLAR FLARE XMJmCTXOMAHD SOLAR CQKPOSITION

I The essential point concerning energetic particles from
flares Is that the InJectlon usually has a finite duration, not only

_ for large events lasting many days. but also for small events lasting

_tl ,- 1 day, Figure 5. from a recent reviev by ROeZ_._ am:f F,z'O_S (I$77)._• shove the > 0.22 HeV electrons from the large September lOs 1974 flare

event aeasurnd by the JHU/APL electrons on _P 8. Similar large, long-
1
_i. lived events are currently being observed, etth series in Septeaber and

1 November 1977. and April - May 1978. so we could expect them again 11

_;_ years fron now near Solar Probe encounter. The I -II A x-ray fluxes

!1" plotted in Fisur_ 5d reveal the large flares on September lO and 13,

ii while the persistent electron aaisotropy is displayed in Figure' $b.
_ Amisottopy uusurements ware imtezTupted after _- 50 hour• because DIP

_!. 8 entered the ua8netosheath, but we can infer that electron injection

! lasted at least this Ions because the fluxes vet• continually risim8

i all the while, Shown in figure $a for illustrative purpose only are
_ coronal re81ons of Type IV radio emission (uasuted in a limb event)

_ which accoups_y such l_rss electron events,

J,

oo
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._ branded injection also occurs in sheller events such as
+l

.... _r* _e" l day proton event observed March 28. 1976 on Hellos 2 at 0.5

:_'! AU. Ftsurs 6, taken from an anal)sis of Interplanetary proPaSSt£on by

i, 01.era5 a_T Roe_o_ (IMPS) usin8 the "scatter-fr, ts" approxlutlonm shows

i 'tha antsotropy and Intensity histor_cs for 4 - 12 NeV and 27 - 37 MeV',t

,( protons. The theory allows s direct deduction of the coronal injection

history, and it can bs seen from FiSuro 6 that the e-foldin8 time are
/

_._ -- 6 hours for the lower ensr8Y channel and - 3 hours for the hlshar.
vheress the interplanetary intensities decay vtth characteristic tines

0 t only 8 few tines that of the injection. Since tT_re must be strong
/.,.. nesative sredients auocinted with the serenely an£sotropto phase of

_:;" flare events, Solar Probe may ssuple many uore short-duratlon "u_cro- ...

_,,. events n than are observed at 1 &U. The fact that, dur_8 the extended

,, injection phase of such events, the particle flux viii be hlshly col-
)..
{.:: 1/mated sloes the field lines, mean8 that some provision should he made ,

_.,._ for neasurlbs fleld-allsued fl_ea, even near perihelion, i
/v

_. As a final example, we point out that rather crucial Icr_

°g._ energy composition meamsre_ents may have to be made in small but

_._ highIy anlsotrople flare-.associated events. The fascinatinS class of
i:' 3He-rlch and Z-rlch events observed during I972 - 1976 has been as-

+Iii socleted vlth 8mall-f_are activity from veatern heals_here active
,}/i fastens by Z_o_Z e_ aZ.+ (.29P8). Fisure 7 shows the one-hour averese
i-._ sect¢red rates from the JHU/APL IMP 7 end 8 experiments for species

=+}i:. Z • 3 at ,- I HeV/nuc durlns four events. The anlsoCroplos are scions

._ and persist up to event msxinum, implyln8 continual corona'l injection.

Very enhanced _bundances of elements up to end lncludins Iron are

"_] observed in these events, Kfter correlatin8 tnterp]Jsnetary and solar%

1 data _rlth the Z-rlch events, NokZ st aS., concluded that the ctrcum-

'_, stances conduclve;to producln8 these events are those su_narlsed In

,_, _tSUrS 8.

+_ The format t8 an z_p plot of dtstnnce from the sun versus ,
,+ heltolonS£tude. An &lfv_u critical surface sin/J_r to chose shown

_: in Flsure'4 i8 sketched in near 0.2 &U to indicate the source of a

_" oscar w_nd seres-. The Z-rich events (vh_ch' are usually alms 3He-

' r_eh) tepd _o oecu_ near the le_din8 ed8e of n str_ when thoze /o

I" L i
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_ 1.0 Anllmropyl -_r_ .... Helkw2 0.B AU
Protons3.75-12.6MeV

';:l V - R, ]pAG_Klactronz a 2 MeV/nuc

"i" V+ R 0'6 "OKIU I_ "II' I _r_i:_ " V"O.6AU/HR R_'0.86
O_,_OOg O.t1_l_ . X2_I.4AU, w11w_'"T1 - 1.10 HR T2 - 1:09)1.

1 0 n _ I
IO6 . " _ "4 Flare ' -

,,!I! Intenmity[
, InJeEti°°i ['__,

_" J,.l Electrons[IJ "\ _ __,-

102 I Flareiv ! _ I I

,.oi . -i : m

: v_,I Anis°tr°pyl J_ Hreltl°°_2207:_TAUevj _ , I

103_ _ "'" _.:_ 101 --__L I
_" 88 89 9O

_ ' Day of 1976

_ FiSUre 6 Solar flare particle event observed by the K£el expertnen¢
on Helios 2, March 28 (day 88), 1976. Curves show theoretical

__ fits ¢o "8cat:Cer-free °' propasaCton for antsocropy parameter

(V-R/V+R) and omnid:Lrectional flux (J_r) . Dashed intens:Lty

ii' curves are deduced coroul injection time dependence, From
,, Gz,¢_m_fRoeZo,f'(2_?a).
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[ au active rq£on near the western edge of the solar wind source I

!i_ boundary. _'_ekZ e_, aZ., suggest that the dynsmlcaZ plasma inter-
actions which occur as fast plasma interacts with the slow plasma

i_ to the west of the high speed stream may be instrumental in producing° the hlgh-Z enhancements in the substrate plasma prior to flare ac-

i celeration. Thus one of the most interesting coronal configurations @

i_ (from the point of view of solar composition and dynamics), which

t the Solar Probe could transit may well be the western edge of a

_._ solar wind source region.

• 4. CONCLUSZONS
!

_i "_ It seems to us that these examples demonstrate that valuablei new information on basic solar processes will be derived from measure-

_ ments of energetic particles N 1 MeV regardless of the state of the

X corona and solar activity during Solar Probe encounter.
(i) If activity i8 low, the distribution of quasi-stationary

._, particle populations will be directly related to coronal magnetic

_ gtructure.

t (ii) If there is even moderate flare activity, there is a

t reasonable probability of measuring the injection function during the

extended phase of strong anieotropy, thus deriving /nforuation on the

acceleration process unobtainable near I AU.

- (ili) The inter-relationships observed among energetic particle
o composition, plasma dynamics and coronal structure will stimulate more

comprehensive and consistent models of plasma heating and particle

acceleration mechanisms.

• Finally, the ideal low-energy solar particle instrumentation

must have high sensitivity, a very large dynamic r_nge, and the ability

to measure field-aligned flux 'anisotropie8. All of these capabilities

should hold for electrons as well as ions from hydrogen up to iron.

I Then the low-energy particle detectors can fulfill their potential in
• complomentin8 the other essential experiments on the Solar Probe.

t:" The research summarized in this paper was supported in

_: part at JHU/APL by NASA and the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory via

lji Contract N00024-78-C-5384 between the Johns Hopkins University andthe Department of the Navy, and by the National Science Fou_dation

_ &1_4-76-23816 and A1_-76-81099.under grants
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LOW-EHERGYPROTONS: GRADIDTS N IHTEKPLAHETARY

SPACE AND DISTRIBUTION IN THE SOLARCORONA

._.. G.A. Stevens, J.J. van RooiJe_, Z. Svastka and C. de Jaser

_ Space Research Laboratory, Utrecht, The Netherlands

'i: t

!i I First and sec_ed order auieotropy measurement8 are

proposed as a tool for etudy_ the coronal source function

and :l_tez_l_et_y propagati_ of low _erip] protons. Optimum

orbit and att£tude requtrAm_ent8 are suggested for a three

telescope system. Some limitations with regard to the lower

energy limit for a feaetble set-up are discussed.
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LWaODUCTZO
i_ Proton fluxes in the energy tense above 10 HeY are usually

__i_ interpreted in.terms of a sudden release from the Sun folloWedThis
'i__, by a diffusion like propasatton in interplanetary space.

picture, however, does not fit the observations at sub-MeV

_' entrains for which one observes long lestinS, d_ected streams,
corotatinS with the Sun without apparent evolution other than

fluctuations. Pros this, one infers that hardly any diffusion

takes place perpendicular to the masnetic field lines and that

the source function Is extended in space and time. Recently

appreciable effort has been spent in mapping the fluxes back to

the corona and relating the structure thus obtained to what is

il _ known about the coronal maKnetic field (see the contribution

v to thts workshop by E.C. Reeler, S.M. Kr_JniKis and R.E. Gold).

The Solar Probe _Lssion offers a unique opportunity to

separate the source contribut_ns from the influence of the

interplanetary medium. Referrins to Fisure 1 where the distance

between the spacecraft and the Sun is plotted against time, one

observes that the entire region _r_thin 190 _ (0.9 AU) is

traversed in 50 days. In this period, the Sun, _r_th the inter-

planetary mesnetic field structure attached to tt, will rotate

t_ce around its axis. So, for an orbit in the ecliptic, the

satellite will see either one or three solar rotations dependtn$

on whether the orbital inclination Is 0 or 180 desrees. Obviously

the latter i8 optimal for our purposes; it enable8 one to see

the same field line three or four times st different distances

from the Sun within 50 days. The numbered points on the curve

tl. in Fisure 1 identify the crossings of selected field lines .

connected to the solar surface and stretched out in an

_ Areh/_edian spiral. Points 2 and 3 are chosen such that the

correspondins field lines will be crossed at a distance of 20

_i the estinated everest location of the Alfvanic critical point.

....I_ Below this point, the field lines nay form closed loops, and at

_l_ lerser distances they aust be stretched out into interplanetary

space. All the nouinal field lines encountered for the first

l-' 235
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i- t,

_i_- t = o4.L days} i.£IL be seen both outside mud tuLde the Alfvonic,
, critical point. Because the elmrltetic particle fltmas ere controlled

_[ by the umanettc field structure, a detailed study of the influence

J!i. of the transition resion between the Sun and LuterpZanetary

::_ spacewiU be valuable.

i .'t_. A valuable tool for 8tudyLnS the source £1mction and inter-

;_,, planetary propqation is the accurate measurement of the particle_' p

flux anisotropies in at least the first and second orders. ,;

_ t4athematLcally_ this L8 the determination of a second order ';

_-._."_. expansion of the particle velocity distribution function in

,_ Lepudre polynomials Ln _, the cosine of the pitch nubia. An

Ii in situ measurement of the magnetic field by itself is not
sufficient to determXne its $1obal character. The characterletXos

" of the particle distribution function will provide essential

'_ additional information. The presence of a first order term vith

the sbaultaneou8 absence of a second order term is a 8sod

Indicator of an open structure,whereas the reverse situation

would point to a closed structure.

_, Zn the interplanetary __edium, the auteotropy is mst_ly the

_' result of pitch angle scatterln8 from the stochastic field

fIuctuatlons superimposed on the mean field as well as the

• _ adiabatlc focussln8 towards thls mean field due to a decrease

_! of the fleld strenath radially outward. O_nslder the followln8

). _ 8t_plifted equation for transport a_on8 the u-axis:

,_
_) i

f_' where V is the particle velocity. D is the 8cattertn8 diffusion

_ (._t v a inn(z)
'l'i _ coefficient "_u £8 the ieotropisation time), and a = -_. "_z
,' (E.C. Roelof, 1969) soverns the adiabatic focussin8 (a >0).

i:: If the distribution function is reasonably smooth in the parameter

i'./- ; M, it can be described by a truncated expansion of the form:

Y
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t f(z,_,t) = fo(z,v,t) + pi(_t ) fl(z,v,t} + p2(p ) f2(Z,V,t ) • (2)

_ Substitution of (2) into (I) shows that third order terms are• _"

generated, the effect of which can be suppressed by evaluatlnK

(I) at the specific _-values (_i = O, _+_3) which cancel these

P3(_) terms. For stationary conditions (time independent source
at z - O; t >> z l 1

, _ , ;), one readily finds:
Nm&-,

•-7 fl(z) = e exp(- 2a v7-') /
(3)

f2(z) = _V f!(z)

_, Close to the source, the observations directly reflect the properties

of the source (D = a = 0).

EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

Some conditions for obtaining valuable information on the

anisotropies must be mentioned. In order to cope with all possible/

Jl directions of the magnetic field, at least three identical 4i telescopes in _ spinning spacecraft mast be used with the rotation

circle divided into 7 sectors. When the magnetic field is not

directed along the spin-axis, in principle the third order can

be included in the measurements. A spin-stabilized spacecraft

require at least 6 telescopes to obtain a reasonable portion

required information.

As the entire orbit is in a regionwhere the magnetic field

woUldOfplasmathe(Compton-G_tting effect). Different telescope directions

is frozen into the plasma, the measured distribution function

must be corrected for the spacecraft velocity relative to the

correspond to different energies in the plasma frame, and there

is an interference between this artificial modulation and that

present in the plasma frame. When the plasma flow velocity and

the magnetic field are aligned, the result is an enhancement of

the observed first o_der term and a suppression of the second

order term. A true mapping of the actual distribution function

t is impossible because the energy and angular resolution have a

O0000003-TSEO8



finite width. Computer simulations set up for a similar problem

with an experiment aboard the ISEE-C (DFH; a cooperation between
ESTEC NoordwiJk, IC London, SRL Utrecht) reveal that for steepness

parameters<-_ and plasma flow velocities <_I000 km/sm a conceptual

experiment with 5 energy channels up to 3 MeV should not extend

its lower limit much below 200 keY.
!' _

::_--_, To accomplish our objectives, the orbital and attitude i

':_. _ requirements would be: _i

_ !' 1. An ecliptic orbit with its angular momentum Anti-parallel to a
) the solar spin.

" I'; 2. A spinning spacecraft, with the spin-axis preferably directed
it
_ towards the Sun, spinning at a rate of >'-12 rpm (to obtain,, a

_' time resolution of 10 s).

f

, The conceptual Instrument package would then be characterized by: !!

1. Three identical telescopes placed at the zeroes of P3 (cos e), v£z.

e - 39 ° , 90 ° , 141 ° with respect to the spin-axis.

}_ 2. Energy range: (0.1) 0.2 MeV - 3 MeV split-up Into (6) 5 channels.

_i From the technical point of view, the lower limit in enersLY and

_i: the type of detectors to be used are dependent on the maximum

_ temperature reached in the spacecraft.

i_! 3. Rotation circle divided into 7 sectors for all energy channels
t

i_ thus leading to a bit rate of about 100 b/8.

  E NCES

_. E.C. Reeler, Lectures in H_Sh Energy Astrophysics, 1969 (Waahington_
D.C. NASA SP-199).
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!. SOLARNEUTRONSPECTROSCOPYNEARTHESUN
,F
{,
,\ e

,_ J.A. Simpson

_:Ji Enrt;o Fern1 Institute and Departmentof Phystcs
-,;_ U_tverstty of Chtcago

/ Zntroductton

_i_-_ flo neutrons of solar ortgtn have beendetected unombtguouslyeven

L_ thoughwe knowthat the Sunmust be a sourceof neutrons covertng a wtde_.,,

energy range from both quasi-steady sourcesand discrete, vtolent events

_ Involving htgh energy nuclear Interactions Historically, the ftrst

i_ suggestionthat solar neutronswouldbe Interesting was by Stemann et
i' al. (1951) 1he fact that only upper 11mtts on so'lar neutron fluxes

have so far been reporte,t (Lockwood,]973; Lockwoodet a__l.,]973; Ktrsch,
]973; Balogh, ]976; and refere,_¢es therein) ts understandablestnce all)

!: expertmantal attempts to tdenttfy fluxes of solar neutrons have beenmade

*_ tn Earth satellites or balloons where two phystca] constraints make .
detection of solar neutrons an extremaly difficult problom. Ftrst the

approximately 12-minute half-life of the neutron reducesdrastically the

_ flux of low-energy neutronswhtch could survive to 1 AU. Second, local

_i neutron backgroundortgin_ttng tn the spacecraft or upperatmosphere--mainly
from cosmtcray Interactions--has placed severe ltmtts on the sensitivity

t i for detection at any neutron energy.

_ In Ftgures 1 and 2, we showthe resu'|tant depenuenceof neutron

liJ* fluxes from both the radioactive decay of the neutron and the 1/R2 dependence
I_ as a functton of radtal dtstance R, norn,mitzed to untty at Earth and at

_-, the surface of the Sun, respectively. Wehave proposed,over the past
)

approximately 15 yea1"s(Simpson, 1963, 1969, 1970; Anglln et.tal., 1973)

that thts untque radtal dependencefor solar neutrons could be uttllzed
to tdenttfy .neutrons of solar ortgtn and separate solar neutrons from

** neutron background;ttts th!s dependence._htchmakesthe Solar Probe
y Htsston an attractive candidate for carrytng nut solar neutron experiments.

i_; Recently Balogh (1976) and Ahluwalla (1975) also havediscussed thts .

L_ approachto the solar neutron detection problem. The purposeof thts
; brtef note ts to summarizethe Importanceof solar neutron observations

: for advancingour understandingof phenomenacructal for solar phystcs,
i

/<, ' --
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ilt 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.0
_ Heliocentric Radius - Astronomical Units
_,.'

i;- Ftgure 1 Variation of the solar neutron flux wtth dtstance from the
i" Sun for neutron energtes of 3, 10, and 50 HeY, normalized to
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and to suggest th_ constraints whtch must be placed on the Solar Probe

Xtsston for carrytng out studtes of thts ktnd.

There are two essential assumptionsto keep tn ndnddurtng the

d|scusston whtch follows tn thts note. Ftrst, tn all discussions of the

solar neutron experimentwe tacttly assumethat there wtll be stmltaneous

observations of gamma-rays- tndeed, game-ray and neutron observations
can be undertakenas a stngle experiment. Second.for an tntttal "discovery

_ and explore" type of experiment, the emphastsshouldbe upon obtaining
energy spectra of the solar neutrons over as w|de an energy range as

I_Sstble rather than concentrating on htgh resolution "spectroscopy"at
the expenseof energy range and sens|ttvtty.

The ProbableSourcesof Solar Neutrons
_ lle my expect to ftnd dtsttnct populattens of neutrons arrtvtng

from several processes:

1) The Interaction of solar flare accelerated nuclet vrlth photo-

sphertc, ¢hromsphertc and coronal mtertal wtll yteld a wtde

vartety of nuclear Interactions whtch produce, tn eddttton to

,#: secondarychargednuclet, genre*rays and neutrons. Xn the

.i_,iilt- Appendtxwe esttmte the neutron flux expected from the flare
_:_,'_ of August4, 1972. Thts esttmte ts basedupon a knowledgeof

the game-ray observations of Chuppe_tel. (1973) and the theoret-

_!i 1ca1 modelof Ramty et el. (1975). Thts leads to an tntegr,_ted

_! flux plotted as a functton of radtal dtstance as showntn

Ftgure 3 (solar flare neutronswtll be tn the range 1-100 NeV).

2) I_ny local regtons near the photospherehave been shownby x-ray

•_LI and other observations to be hot spots, probably the result of
._I bombardmentby electrons and nucleons trapped tn stall-scale

t_ mgnettc fields. Stnce such regtons my be wide-spread _ the
• Sun, thetr tntegrel effect my constitute a quasi-steady source

pP

!I _ of neutrons as observedfrom a dtstent spacecraft. (These neutrons

• are ltkely to be tn the energy range below 10 HEY).

3) Stnce the neutrons have a _12-mtnute half-life, the neutrons

,, produceddeep tn the Sunwtll have decayedbefore they could
4. dtffuse appreciable distances towards the photospheric surface.

Homver, any neutron preductton near the photospheric boundary

my result tn the appearanceof therml and superthe,ml neutrons

_'
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Ftgure 3 Calculjt.ed tntegral solar neutron flux expected from the
August4. 1972 solar flare from 2 to SOsolar tad11.

t.
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iii} diffusing outward beyond the photospheric boundary (at least
•,_ to the "augmentation d:._tance"). (These thermaltzed neutrons

wt I 1 be below 10"2 HeV).

4) Since there now exists considerable evidence for proton and

helium nuclei being accelerated _t; association wtth either

interplanetary shocks or magnetic fteld merging tn magnetospheres,

it is lfkely that similar mechanisms are operative over extensive

regions of the chromosphere or corona, Where accelerated heltum

_. nuclei could yield a-n reactions.

_. It is htghly l tkely that other classes of neutron sources--probably

more Important than those discussed above--will be discovered. However,

until experiments are carried out, the relatfve Importance of the different

sources of solar neutrons t_t11 largely be speculation.

The Significance of Solar Neutron Reasurements
Solar neutrons provide a different kind of information on a) nuclear

interactions, b) acceleration, and c) storage of high energy charged particles

in the solar coronal magnetic fields. Solar neutrons are emitted promptly,

are not deflected in magnetic fields, and have a distribution in the observ-

er's frame of reference which is highly dependent on the kinematics and

geometry of the nuclear interactions leading to their production. Thus,

combined with gamma-rayobservations, they are a new analytical tool for

_. investigating a wide range of unsolved acceleration and storage problems, as

well as the problems of He3-rtch flares and preferential enhancement of

nuclear species.

Ramaty et al. (1975) tn their studies of nuclear interaction products

from charged parttcle acceleration at flare sites, have prepared tables of

typtcal nuclear interactions which yield neutrons and gammarays. These

tables are reproduced as Table 1. In Table 2 we have summarizeda few

of the more promtnant reactions and their products. To Illustrate the

_ importance of neutron measurements, let us consider someexamples:

1) The follovlng Idealized case bears on the question of detemtntng

the abundance of He3 at the flare (see also Imbragtmov and Kocharov,

1975; Ramaty e..t.ta._l.,1975). Neutrons a_e captured at the Sun

principally by either H1 or He3 tn the reaction n _ H1 * H2 +_ ,

°t
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A FEW NEUTRON PRODUCT I ON REACT IONS

REACTION THRESHOLDENERGY

I (MEV/NUCLEON)
HI (P,,N 'IfJ')H1 292.5

i HE4 (P,PN)HE3 25.9

HE4 (P, 2PN)H2 32.8
HE4 (P, 2P 2N) H1 35.6

E HEq ((X,N) BE7 . 9.5

°ii_.:" C]2 (p,,e . 19.8
N14(e,N , : 6.3

° 016 (P, PN , 16.5

MAJO ROMPT GAMMA RAY LINES

ORIGIN PHOTONENERGY PRODUCTIONENERGY
(MEV) (MEV)

C12. 4.43 '_5- 100
016 6.14 _,7- 100

DELAYED GAMMA RAY LINES

ORIGIN PHOTONENERGY
(MEV)

E+ + E" "21F 0.511

o_ N + H1-H2 + _ 2.22_
_,
'L

J!ii_: TABLE 2 SOllle flare-s,tereactions and

J

thetr products.

,'.). - .

L.
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I'° yteldtng a 2.2 HeYgamma-ray,or n + He3 3 + p. whtch y|elds

::,_ n...oophoton. .
The rat|o of the cross-sections of these rwacttons is

' °l_e3 / all1 = 2 x 104

If the He3/H1 abundanceratio tn the photosphere,where the

capture process takes place, ts very smell (10.6 or less) the

_"_ _ _ield of 2.2 MeVgamma-raysrelative to neutronswill be larger
:I!,._ than tf th+_He3/H1 ratio ts comparableto that observed tn the

solar vl-,d (S x 10"5). tn which case He3 v111 capture nearly half

of the neL_trons. A measurementof the relattve yteld of neutrons 1
and 2.2 MeVgamma-raysmaythus provide infatuation on the He3/H 1

; ratto tn the ambtentmetertal at the flare stte.

2) Anotherexample, kinematical, can be drawn from the fact that at

; the flare stte of the nuclear reactions the exctted gamma-rays
, _11 be emitted tsotroptcally whereas the neutrons tn the observer's

I _ frame of reference rill have two separate components:

a) A low-energy tsotroptc componentartstng from nuclear .

disintegration "evaporation" neutrons (at energtes below
30 MeV), and

b) Htgh energy neutrons from collisions of htgh energy
accelerated nuclet wtth solar mater. Theseneutrons

wtll travel mtnly tn the direction of the tnctdent

flare-accelerated nucleons. (See also Kanbech et el.

1975, for additional "ktnmttcal" examples), i
It ts clear, therefore, that the rattos of gamma-rayand neutron i

_ fluxes at htgh energies v111 be dependenton the direction of :

the accelerated nuclet. Xf the htgh energy neutronsare moving

l" downwardspace,towards the photospherethey wtll not be observed tn i
_' 3) The energy dependencefor r.eutron production my also become

an ana]yttcal tool. For example,whereasa gamma-rayproduction

.... cross-section maydrop off wtth Increasing Inctdent nucleon
energy, the neutron produc*.toncross-section for Important

-_T_ reactions remtns htgh or may tncrease with energy. For some
_I: cases, such as the p-p Interaction tn Table 2, abovethe threshold

°(, the neu+.ronyteld ts far above measurablegamma-rayIntensities j

' J" !
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_ at these energies.
1,

_ Working out these andother illustrations wtll showthat solar neutrons

-_ provide untque Information cructal to our understandingof a wide vartety of
:_. solar parttcle acceleration phenomena.

1 Since the neutron decays into a low energy proton plus electron and

,_: neutrtno tn the coronal and Interplanetary magnetic fteld, the existence

1 of a thermal neutron flux whosesource ts close to the photospheremay

_' possibly be verified by determining the Intensity and pttch angle of low
[ energy decay protons as a function of distance along the coronal and

F. Interplanetary magnetic fields. (Simpson, 1963; Roelof, 1966).

_ Neutron Yields Fro.mS.oler Flares
The neutron yields from different mechanismsfn the Sunar_ difficult

to estimate. However, In the Appendixwe haveattempted to showhowestimates

: of the absolute neutron flux can be obtained from flares In which gamma-rayobservations have been made(cf. Repptn, e.._tal_, 1973; _ang and Ramaty, 1974).

, Our example ts the flare of August4, 1972. The calculated Integral flux of
_i! solar neutrons ts showntn Ftgure 3.

i_ TheHeasur.ementof Solar Neutrons
) As we mentionedtn the Introduction, the main emphasisfor Initial

observations would be placed on determining the fluxes w|thtn broadenergy

ranges. A wtde variety of classical techniques exists for detecting neutrons,

. but no stngle technique can cover effectively all the ener_Lyranges proposed
i: for thts Investigation. Someexamplesof detection methodsare as follows:
,: 1) Thermal and supertherml neutrons with veloctty v at low1

energtes maybe detected ustng the 1/v cross-section
l dependenceof neutron-capture tsotopes such as B10, Lt6,
! etc. (These 1/v dependentdetectors are especially efficient

_\ after slowtng downthe neutrons tn moderatingmatertal
,_,

\ surrounding the detector but can be used only whenno SIG ts
-I

-i:I present. See following Section.)
"" 2) In combinationwith the abovedetector scheme,various
i_, shtelds madeof materials having apt-thermal resonancecross-
?_ sections, maybe used (e.g., cadmium)to select higher energies.

_- 3) For separating slow neutrons from fast neutrons, f|ssfon ton

..."
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chamberscan be usedeffectively; e.g., U235 for slow neutrons;
U238 or Th232 for > 1 HeYneutrons.

4) For htgh energy neutrons, n-p recot1 t_acttons maybe utilized.

5) Double-scattering and time-of-flight for neutrons wtthtn the
Instrument (and betweensourceand detector, see below) ts a

well-developed technique for htgh energy neutrons.

6) For the study of Impulsive events such as solar flares, the

time-of-flight betweenthe ttm of tntttal neutron production

_ tn the flare and the time of arrtval at the spacecraft can be

:- detemtned wtth reasonableaccuracy for those events whtch

simultaneously produceY-rays. The average neutron veloctty
can then be detemtned from the difference In onset ttms of

Y-ray and neutron fluxes at the spacecraft and the relattve

positions of the flare stte and the spacecraft.

Constraints for Solar NeutronMeasurementson the Solar Polar Mission

The SIG power sources proposedfor a Solar Probe weuld produce a

local neutron spectrumextending tn energy up to _12 HeVas sho_min Ftgure 4

(from data taken with an RTGof the type used for Ptoneer 10). Since the

nuclear "fuel" emits a-particles and someltght elelmnt Impurities are

present in the fuel, a-n reactions producea significant local neutron

backgroundbelow 12 ReV. Thus, tf SIGs are used, sensitive solar neutron

measurementswould have to be confined to neutron energtes abov__...ee12HeY.
The expertmentwould stt11 be of htgh interest andweuld achteve mnyof

the scientific goals. However, the experiment would be greatly enhancedat

low energtes by ustng non-nuclear powersources, such as solar cells as

proposedtn conjunction wtth the ion propulsion optton. SenstLtve gaMa-

ray observations below 3 HeVweuld also encounter sertous difficulties with
SIGs.

For a mtsston employinga Jupiter-gravity asstst, tt weuld be

interesting to Investigate the possibility of Jettisoning the SlSs on the

inward leg of the trajectory at-0.5 AU. The requtred powercould then be

supplled ftrst by solar cells and, close to the Sun, by thermocouples
embeddedtn the heat shteld.

Stnce the analysts of solar flare events ts enhancedby multtple

spacecraft observations approximately tn the plane of the probe trajectory, d

a trajectory whoseplane is near the equatorial plane of the Sun ts preferable 1
1

to a plane out of the ecliptic since thore are likely to be mn¥ more !
_53
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I spacecra;ettn the solar equatorial plane _.hanat htgh solar latitudes tn

the era of 1990.
Measurementsto complementthe solar neutron and gamma-rayobservations

should t,clude th_ tsotoplc compositionof nuclet (especially the H and He

_':! Isotopes) over a wtde energy range, spectra of electrons, cosmtc r_y background

Intensity, magnettcfteld, and plasmamea_.urements.

Alternatives to the Solar ProbeI_'sston

_ The only alternative to the Solar Probe Mtsston appears to be a _rcury

_:_ fly-by (Simpson, 1970) or a Hercury orbtter (Simpson, 1976; Balogh, 1976).
_ Other than not requiring SIGs, the advantagesof a low latttude Mercury orbiter

for neutron and gamma-rayobservations are:

1) The planet maybe used as an opaque"shutter" to removeperiodically

'_ the solar neutron and gamma-rayfluxes for the purposeof

detemtntng neutron and gamma-raybackgroundsderived from the
spacecraft (and planet).

- 2) The exposuretime could extend to more than year. Thts ts to

be comparedwtth the time of--20 days tnstde 0.5 AUfor the
_-_ SolarProbe.

The Mercuryorbiterprobablycouldnot Investlgatethe lowestenergy

neutronfluxes. The SolarProbeand theMercuryorbltermlsslonsape obvlously

complementary.

Concludtn9 Remarks

' The Solar Probe Mtsston ts a unique mtsston for the discovery of

solar neutrons, even tf SIGs mustbe used on the spacecraft thus ltmtttng
the study of neutrons to energtes above 12 MeV.

'1!_ In the past, the discovery of each newcomponentof radiation, opentng
,,{ a new"window to the universe", such as cosmicrays, x-rays, tnfrared

!_ etc., has led to dramatic advancestn our understanding of astrophysical

phenomena. It ts 11kely that solar neutron , _ectroscopywtll be no exception.
o/. Several attempts have already beenmadeby the a,thor to tnclude solar

I neutron studtes on earlter NASAmissions extending inward from 1 AU, but so|

! far no experiment has been realized. The Solar ProbeHtsston appears to be
!: the next best opportunity for opening the fteld of solar neutron spectroscopy.
!_i The Mercury orbtter would also be important for a programof solar neutron

I!i_ investigations.
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_. The Solar Flare Neutron Flux for the ProposedSolar Probe Hisston
'l

'i! He present here an estimate of the neutron flux from the solar

!. flare of August4, 1972. Twoapproachesto estimating neutron fluxes from
_._., flares are possible:

.!!_. 1) The upper ltmtt for p_oducttonof secondary_nucleiproduced
u:_ tn flares could be used for 1_;.9e flares (H1 , H2, H3, He3, etc.)!_

or

2) Evidence from nuclear gammarays could be invoked. In this

_,. note we follow the latter approach which wasworked out in

" principle for the large flare of August4. 1972 by Ramat¥ et al."'i (1975), (refer.-ed to as RKL). They cal cul ated both:

a) the neutron production spectrum,and

_. b) the yield of gammarays due to neutron capture on

"l::ii protons (2.2 HeYgammaray lit;e) and excited states
of nu_let in the solar atmosphere(e.g., the 4.4

_°')"I . HeYcarbon llne),
assuminguntt values for the "emission measure" for the flare,

that is, the product of the density in the interaction region

i.' and the intensity of high energwprimary protons. The observations
by Chupp et a_].l.(1973) of the gammaray flux provide the

nomaltzatton factors necessary to calculate the expected neutron

flux f_r the August4, 1972 solar fl are.

"I. For the calculation of the neutron flux as a function of distance
°_ from the Sun, a n¢_utronemission flux ts used which ts of the fore:

I
_,. Iq forE <30HEY

q (En) . ,j o .

_"-_LI Iq°('_) '' t:OrEn > 30 I_V

_%1!:" i,e, Independentof energy up to 30 HeYand'then falling as E"2 (after
_, Figure 7 of RKL),
j:

l:j
o _",
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For the August4w1972 solar flare the normltzatton factor qo Is:

qo " q (E-O) nHNp (>30 MeV)PE" 6 x 10zSneutrens/HeVsec

!,i_. where

_:/ q (E'O) ts the neutron production rate for untt emtsst_nmeasure,
taken to be 2 x 10"18 HeV"1 sec"1, (after Figure 7 of RKJ.)

"_.'_ nHNp (>30 MeV)ls the emtsstonmeasure, calculated b_o:3KLon the
J._ ,,

basis of the gamma-rayobservations to be 5 x for the
solar flare of August4, 1972, and

. PEts the probability of neutron escape from the production region,; taken to be 0.6 independentof neutron energy (Wangand Ramaty,
_I,.,_ 1974).

_ These results were taken from the RKLmodelcalcul_ttori for the thtn target

! modelwttha power law primary spectrumbut the results are not changed_ ;. significantly (factor of_S) for other m_delscalculated by RKL.

o 1_ The solar neutron flux as a functton of neutron energy and dtstance
ol _ from the Sun, ts then calculated from

I

t_ _1(En,R) = q (En) es (En'R) R'2

_ i where Ps (En'R) ts theprebabtltty that aneutr°n°f energyEnWtll

survive to travel a dtstance R. Thts function, dlvtded by

R2 ts plotted tn Ftgure 2 foe neutron energtes of 10 keY, l1 HeV, and 100 MeV.

In Ftgure A1 ts plotted our calculation of the expected neutron energy
'_. spectrumfor the August4, 1972 flare at distances from the flare stte of

o1_ 5, 10 and 20 solar redtt and 0.2, 0.5, and1.0 AU. In Ftgures A2 and 3,

the tntegral neutron flux (Integrated over neutron energy to 103 HeY) ts
,, plotted for R = 0.01 to 1.0 AU (Figure A2) and R - 2 to 50 solar red11

(Ftgure 3). (The major contributions to thts integral ere from neutrons
of energy 1 t4eVto 100 HEY).

Theextrapolation of these results to flares.other than the August4,
o 1972 flare ts, at best, tenuous, i¢tth neither neutron nor gammaray ob-

l" servattons the only other nomallzatton factor available ts the htgh energy

il proton flux.
!,
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• 106 ]NTEGRIRL5[}L_R NI[UTIRONFLUX FROMII RUGUST,1972 SOLRRFLRFiEI I I I 1 I

e o

103

:jill loo I '

I .00 .10 .20 .30 .qo .50 .60 .70 .go .go 1.00
i DISTANCEFROMSUN CA.U.i}

v Figure AE Calculate_ integral solar neutron flux expected from the

August 4, 1972 solar flare from 0.01 to 1.0 AU.
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..,, _ Qf 25 solar flares defined as "major" by King (1974) whtch occurred

o ,__ during solar cycle 20 from 1966 to 1972, the August 4, 1972 flare was the
iF largest. Total fluences of protons with energy above 10 MeVranged from
i_ _10% to 0.1_ of the August flare fluence. Presumably the expected neutron

_ flux may be scaled from flare to flare in proportion to the observed proton

.. I _ fluence. Thus one may natvely expect an average "major" flare to contribute

o-_,:!_ a neutron flux of a few percent of the values calculated here. Ftnally, due
! o_: to the fact that the neutron pulse from a flare ts so short (on the order

_o#, of an hour) any observer wtll etther see the flare and be subject to the

full neutron fluence or wtll be on the wong stde of the Sun and see nothing.

Assuming an tsotroptc neutron angular emission distribution, any observer

wtll see _ half of all r,eutron events.

]n summary, for the spacecraft on a trajectory which passes wtthtn

10 solar tad11, the neutron fluence for a flare on the "v|stble" side of

i the Sun of the magnitude of the August 4, 1972 event, and with neutron, ._ emtss4on occurring for _103 sec, will be 106 - 107 neutrons/cm 2 in the
: energy range 1-100 Pier.

°° ' The writer is indebted to David Chenette for his assistance, especlally

> for the calculations in the Appendix reTatlng to the August 4, 1972 event.

Thts work was supported t_ part by NSF Grant ATM77-24494 and NASAGrant NGL
14-001-006.
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i,1 ON NEUTRONSFROMTHE SUN

.i_I H.S. Ahluwal ia
Department o£ Physics and Astronomy

The University of New Mexico" !7"

___ Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
L

"if 1. Introduction. Biermann et aL (1951) were the first to predict that I

ii neutrons of solar origin may sometimes be found in the neighborhood of the
o earth. They pointed out that solar protons which give rise to the ground

: _ level enhancement (GLE) following a large solar flare must undergornroholrshros oneohby-products of th6se reactions. Megnetic fields on the sun and in the

_-_i interplanetary medium do not significantly restrain them. Solar neutrons

!, /i should therefore be observed near earth at the time of GLE. provided that

_ _it (a) the neutrons are emitted in the direction away from the sun, (b) thereis no sink for neutrons in the solar atmosphere, and (c) the neutrons

/i"; have large enough kinetic energy to survive the Journey to the orbit of the

i earth; neutrons have a mean life of about 1000 seconds.

Refined calculations made by Hess (1962), Chupp (1963, 1971), and

Lingenfelter et al. (196Sa,b; 1967) indicate that a measurable flux of

high energy solar neutrons should be obtainable near the orbit of the

', earth following a larRe solar flare, perhaps of the type observed on

23 February 1956.

?. Solar Neutron Searches. In 1975 I Bade a survey of all the experi-

_ ments carried out over the previous decade to verify the theoretical pre-

dictions mentioned above (Ahluwalla, 1975a,b). The survey is given In
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t' Table 1. One can see that with the exception of one measurement, all

others only define upper limits for the flux of solar neutrons. The
3

/I__" claim of definite discovery by Apparao et al (1966) has been seriously
)_ questioned by Hess and Kaifer (1967). Moreover the large solar neutron

il
r flux reported by Apparao et al. has not been confirmed by later experi-

ments with much better statistics• For example, compare the result of

_ Apparao et aL with the flux reported by Leavitt et al. (1972), .my colleaguesF

at the University of _4ew Mexico. Leavitt et aL covered an almost identical

:_ energy range as Apparao et al., yet their reported upper llmlt of 4

_t: neutrons/(m 2 sec) is the lowest in Table 1. Similar numbers have been

t reported recently by Moon et al. (1976). It should be pointed out that no

:!.. GLE was observed either immediately before or during the times of obser-

i: ration listed in Table I. The null results therefore allow only a restrict-i ed inference to be drawn. They perhaps imply that there is no steady _iat..__e

I flux of high energy solar neutrons near the orbit of the earth, above thenoise level of the detectors used. One need not conclude however that

neutrons are not produced in the solar atmosphere.1

=i'_ As a matter of fact, Chupp et aL (1975) have reported the discovery of
tlw2.224 MeV y-ray line characteristically associated with the formation

=;_" of a neutron. The line was observed during the large solar flares of

_-i August 4 and 7, 1972. The clear implication is that at _..,i low energy

neutrons must have been present in the solar atn_sphere during these times.

i_ Interestingly enough, GLF's were observed on these two dates. Unfortunately,

' no neutzon detectors were aloft on these days,m it is not clear whether

, any high energy neutrons were also produced. However, Reppin et al. (1973)
I:

:t..I estimate that a neutron detector covering a kinetic energy (Tn) range

.> 26s
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< 100 HeY would have detected a peak flux of about 20 neu-I0 HeV _T n _

trons/(m2 sec) on August 4 and about 30 to 50 neutrons/(m2 sec) on

August 7, following the flares.

•_. _ Cas# for Low Energy Solar Neutrons. Our sun is known to emit

protons in the energy range, 0.5 HeV < T < I00 HeV, quite frequently
m p

_: (McCracken and Rao, 1970). These protons are prevented from reaching the

ground level by absorption in the atmosphere of the earth. They can only

be observed directly by detectors placed on high flying balloons, on

satellites and on space probes or indirectly by observing the so-called

polar cap absorption (PCA) events. At this workshop I wish to restate my

case regarding the strong possibility that low energy neutrons are likely

to be far more frequently produced in the solar atmosphere. A large

fraction of such neutrons decay on their _ .!

I iway to earth; e.g., a 2 MeV solar neutron _ He
o

has less than I in I000 chances to at- 8 CORONAL ABUNDANCE
rive at the orbit of the earth. So even AFTERPoltatc}_ 1967

if we have a spectrum of neutrons pro-

duced on the sun, the lower energy neu- mb.

i" trons are lost through decay in the in- Z_ 0

terplanetary medium. Also the higher _ !energy neutron flux suffers a I/r 2 at- _ .Mg__ -_

tenuation with distance. So their pre-

sence at the orbit of the earth is corn- _ 10

pletely masked by the noise level o ¢

A, jthe detectors, at least of the types _ tO L__t±_a__J___L
o'=' I 5 I0 15 20 25

listed in Table I. So the null result ATOMIC NUMBER (Z)

of direct neutron searches can indeed Figure I
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't
:_ I be reconciled with the p_)sitivo inference demanded by +.he Chupp et al. discovery.

!

_Ii Figure 1 sho_s the elemental abundance in the solar corona relative to

the hydrogen abtmdance of !0 t,. given by Pottasch (19t,7). Note that tile heavy

elements Fe, S, Si and big arc about as abundant as are the light elements Ne a','_t

N. Togotl_er the four heavy elements are about I/b times as abundant as are

l the light elements C, N, O, and Ne together. Lingenfelter et al. (19b5a.b¢° _-_" 1967) hace made estimates of neutron fluxes in which protons with Tp > 100 MoV

+_:.-, undergo (p,nx) reactions with light nucleii, lie, C, N, O, and Ne. Unfortunately

i' the energy range and the fluxes of the energetic protons used by them are based

on the nmnbers observed during the flare of _3 February 1956. Their calcula-

_i tions therefore m.ake very optimistic predictions for the flux of solar neutrons
with mean energy of :: out 100 lqeV. In fact searches listed in Table 1 were in

ii__, part inspired by these calculations. We now know that the flare of 23 Feb-

: ruary 195b was quite a spectacular event. No other such event has

been observed in tar last forty years.

Figure 2 gives neutron separation energy t'or stable nuclides up to iron.

Their natural abundance is indicated by vertical lines from the top of the

ii _ ! ..... i I I
features are easily noted. 20

(a) For the ns_st abun- S

"ill

elements C, O. Ne, big, Si, I

' separation energies are in

+,...,....,....,....,...., ,q Ca"
(b) For the most shun- 6 16 26 .......... b :

; MASS NUMIMERIA|

if" dant natural isotopes of 1
Figure 2

,'06
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_'°_ elements Li, Be, R, N, F. Na, M, P. el. K, S¢. Ti, Cr, and I:e, the neutron

,I separation energies are below tO MeV. For some nuclides like Be, V, and _In, I

_,_t. the neutron separation energies are less than 2 HeV. Some of these nu-

ill! elides are not very abundant in the solar corona, however.

It is clear therefore that protons with energies Tp < 10 MeV can under-

_ _!,it go (p,n) reactions with a large number of nuclides in the solar ;ztmosphere.

,_tr This expectation is confirmed by a study of tile cross-sections for (it,n}

i_ b.
_,. reactions involving some of the nuclides. Figure 3 shows tile plot of some

function of proton kinetic energy (Tpl.
The cross-sections may be classified in-

_.'_ to two groups. One group of cross-sec-

_ _,. tions applies to protons with Tp _ 20
[ MeV and the other group applies to pro-

f,_.oo tons with 'rp _ 10 HeY. Note that the

ii_il)i first group con.rains the light ele-

ments. Lingenfelter et al.'s (lqb5a,b; 10

1907} neutron yield calculations refer

to this group. The second group contains I_

_ _ heavy elements. A comprehensive calcula-

tion involving these nuclides is yet to

- be made, although some of the nuclides N_OI_N INIL_{_)

t a more recent Figure 5
have been included ill cal-

:I culation of Ramaty ,,t al (1975_. We also wish to make the following comments.
J

(i} The "kinkiness" in tile second group of cross-section.,_ arises from

tile existence of narrou resonances. So relatively minor constituents ill tile

_' solar atmospllere such as 571:e ix 1%) and 25Hg ('_.20°,,_ should produce a

,21

I)
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_ significant number of daul_htor neutrons through (l+,n_ react ions t't+r
Ll

I Tp <. 10 bier. Also relatively more abun&mt species like 5%0 (_,9{i*,'! and

14N (_1005) should contribute a significant proportion of neutrons for

;) tp< l0
_+ tit) It should be borne in mind that the solar pr_,ton sp_t trum is known

o_,+_ to be very steep (Ahluwalia, 1969). It has the form of a power-law,
%

with exponent _ -S. This indicates that for each proton with T = 100 blot,
'l P

4_ there are l0 S protons with Tp = 10 blot. This large flux of lower energy°/
_ protons can turn even a minor solar constituent into a prolific contributor

of neutrons involving (p,n) reactions.
.,!. (lit) Elsewhere (Ahluwalia, 1969, 1971) we have argued that on some

_li" occasions protons with Tp <_ I0 Met continue to be produced on the sun
for several tens of hours after the visible traces of the optical solar flare

i

.l_i have vanished. Such protons may even be stored at suitable locations in
(

j( the solar atmosphere. It is clear therefore that during the periodbetween the acceleration and the escape of solar protons into the inter-

it;
.}. planetary medium neutrons must be produced through (p,n) reactions, among .

• jl other things. One might then expect to see the 2.224 HeY )-ray line for an

! appropriate period of time. Clearly the intensity of the line at a given

t" time would depend upon tile reaction rate available in the region wherL, thet
-_ protons are accelerated and/or are stored.

(._?1

i+ 4. Conclusion. From the above discussion it is clear that the solar

!/ probe mission discussed at this workshop fo+ the last two days is just the

_]i,- right thing to do in order to discover the low energy neutrons of solar

_ii_ origin. If they are detected, a faster than r2-rise in the counting rate
I,

'_' of the detector towards the sun would of course confirm the discovery.

t;

-,I,, ,068
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t
., _! Tho._o neutrons are likely to carry very u,_eful information about the nature,

k
I" tile locale, the lifetime and tile mode of operation of tile accoloratio_l

"f!£

!, processes in tile solar atmosphere. Hy modest hope ts that tile infor_ltion

' _." that we gather on this mission will lead to a rapid development of the science

t

_i of solar meteorology which in turn might one day make it imssible to fore-

L cast solar activity more reliably, on a long-term basis.

!_ This afternoon I have avoided talking about the desirable detector

,I characteristics that might be used on the exploratory mission. Wc proposei'

to do this at a later date. My aim was more limited, in that I wanted to

convince this audience that if and when solar probe mission is undertaken,

search for low energy solar neutrons must be one of its prime objectives.
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SOLARWIND SCIENCE FOR A SOLARPROBE MISSION

_Tilliam C. Feldman

University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Almuos, New Mexico 87545

Nd,&._

ABSTI_CT

_'" Scientific objectives for solar-wind investisacions relevant to a Solar
/

Probe mission are outlined and put in perspective. Information gained from

the various possible measurements are also listed.

it
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:,"_. Over the past 20 years, research workers in the field of inCerplanetary

f physics have made substantial pro_rsss toward understandtn$ the solar wind' phenomenon. Many experiments conducted in space since and including the

°"i Ner_,er-II mission Co Venus have provided a fairly complete observacional

r description of solar wind characCeriaCics in the ecliptic plane between

.,_-_ ._ about 0.3 and 10 AU (see, fox" example, reviews by Neusebauer, 1975; Montgomery,
,_ _ 1976; Faldman eC al., 1977; Behannon, 1978), Plans are presently being made

i!i !:

.. _, i.; Co extend ch£s description to high heltographic laCiCudes.
!,

o , il Concurrently, theoretical tools were developed to understand the physics

i of the coronal expansion and Co organise Cha mass of observations into a fw

°l -_ simple models (see, for example, Parker, 1963; Hundhausen, 1972; Holser, 1976,

o 1978). For example, given the fact chat a hoC corona surrounds the Sun, the

necessiCy for a supersonic expansion is presently understood from both fluid

_ dynamic and exospheric points of view. Additionally, simple fluid models have

_!i_ _ been developed which are capable of describing Che evolution of large scale

plasma structures injected into the aubiant solar wind flow by v£t_ue of

temporal or spatial variations in coronal conditions.

_ Despite all of this effort, several basic aspects of the solar wind

_ flow remain unresolved. Foremost is that neither the scare of the coronal

i plasma nor the mtcrophystcal processes which affect Cha flow in interplanetary

space are known well enough Co define a unique model for the acceleration

_:i_!i, of the solar wind.

The pr_nary sap in our understanding of this acceleration is knowled8_ !

"_i_ of the evoluCton of the various forms of solar energy flux leadin 8 Co a

/ supersonic expansion. Several such forms have been suggested previously and
_ are schematically illustrated in Figure 1. Distance and vector length smale_

are not indicated because details of the coronal expansion have not yet been

Ii experimentally verified. ZC ia thought, but noc yeC directly obe_rved,
that

waves from the Sun penetrate the chromosphere-corona transition re$icn to heat
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i Fig, 1. A schematic illustration of the various forms of solar energy i
oi, _lux leading to e supersonic expansion

_! !
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!

,, the solar corona. Energy carried by the waves into the low corona flows

"_!. out'aard in the form of other waves, electron heat flux, convected enthalpy

flux, couvected kinetic and gravitational potential energy fluxes, and

,_ perhaps ion Jets. This situation 18 indicated in the left hand portion of
%

I' the f J4ure. The narrow white ring between the Sun and the solar corona is

:_.4_ meant to represent the chromosphere-corona transition region. The decreasing

'_ amplitude of the wavy vectors elmnating from the Sun represents wave damping

I;" and a consequent heating of the coronal gas Part of this wave energy
_: may escape into interplanetary space as indicated by extensions of the wavy

= 5i: vectors beyond the coronal base (the stipled ring Just outside the disc i

_! of the Sun) (see, for example, Barnes, 1974; Hollweg, 1975)The waves may

_i_ then either damp and thereby heat an extended volume of the inner solar

wind (Barnes. 1974) or directly accelerate the flow through their pressure

gradient (Hollweg, 1978). The hot coronal gas drives an outward heat flux

(arrow labeled Q), a bulk convection (represented by the arrow labeled V) which

is slow at first but increases with increasing distance from the Sun, and

_! perhaps transient Jets of ions (Bruecknet et al, 1977)(represented by the

_::ii'_ expand/nsarr°"labeled J) flowing faster than, end through, th. relativelyslo.lY.bientplasma.The internal state o£ the ambient plasma cb_ansee slowly with distance

li from the Sun. At some distance (indicated by the outer sttpled ring) this state

°/ii may have evolved to the point where waves are driven unstable by the electron5

:o_..:. heat fluz and relative ion streaming motion (see, for example, Dobrowolny
and

_ Moreno, 1977; Feldman, 1978). The resulting enhancement o£ oscillating wave

l fields should add to the turbulence already present /n the form of waves

1 propasattn$ outward from the Sun scattering rates
thereby increasing particle

_ and enhancing the conversion of electron heat conduction and relative ion

streaming energy fluxes to random internal energy and ultimately to convection

_ energy flux. This poesib//£ty is indicated schenatically by the increased number

_i:" of wave symbols superimposed on the outer st_tpled ring beyond which the ion Jet

o!_ =76
!',

_"i'.'_ .............. "; ' ......"''"'" i._.:'/-"'_."...." :'"" '
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ill! and heat flux vectors decrease and the velocity vector increases in breadth
t

_ and length. In actual fact, this ring may overlap the region where waves

/*, of solar or/_in are still significant and damping.

Theories of the steady state, structure-free solar wind start above

:_i the coronal te_rature aaxhnua and explore the consequences of: 1) a thermal
_*_ _"'_ pressure grad ._.._.,2) electron heat flux under the assumption of various

,_: conductivity laws, 3) a wave pressure gradient leading to direct acceleration,

4) wave damping contributing to a thermal pressure gradient and acceleration,

and $) various degrees of magnetic field line spreading (see, for example,

reviews by Holzer, 1978, and Hollweg, 1978). Despite much effort, no

,_: unified and unique _.heory of the outer solar atmosphere is generally accepted.

The primary lesson here is that sufficiently many steady-state components may

possibly cooperate to accelerate coronal plasma that obs_.rvatiou of the flow

=o state at 1 AU is not sufficient to define the precise mix of mechanisms

operating at any one time.

._ _ Causes for observed variations in this flow state are consequently not

o_ known. The problem is compounded by the fact that although high speed flows

are known to evolve from coronal holes, the ozlgin of low speed flows is

uncertain. Suggested coronal footpoints of low-speed solar wind include.

_' _ _:_ 1) the edges of coronal holes, 2) quiet coronal regions, 3) active regions,

and 4) streamers. An additional complication concerns the role of transient

fl phenomena in determining the structure of the oolar atmosphere through their
,_! contribution of coronal heating and solar wind acceleration.

!_'i_ Most of the present ambtguitins can only be resolved by complete measu_e-

iif_ mentc of the plasma flow and wave field characteristics for heliocentric
i,i " distances inside about 20 solar radii. For example, radial profiles of the..

._ ! following parameters should be measured: 1) the solar wind density and bulk

° speed to determine the radial extent of the region of bulk acceleratio,_, 2) the

o electron velocity distribution to determine a conductivity law including the

o ,,
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role of supra-thermal electrons in carrying energy flux, the gradient of the

interplanetary electrostatic potential and the electron thermal pressure

_ gradient, 3) the proton velocity distribution to determine the proton

contribution to the thermal pressure gradient as yell as to provide a

signature of wave damping and ion Jets, 4) the alpha-particle velocity

_-._._ distribution to provide some information concernin 8 the nature and damping

!_ rate of the high frequency wave field as well as the degree to which alpha

_':" particles load the bulk expansion, 5) the hydl .magnetic wave field to determine

Lhe extent and magnitude of direct wave acceleration and wave dampin 8 leading

_'_" to acceleration through the intermediary of a thermal pressure gradient,

i=_ 6) the D.C. :agnetic field to allow estt:atesof the Alfven speed and the

i: position of the critical point as well as to facilitate an identification

_ of the coronal footpoints of the glow s and 7) the heavy ion ionization statedensities to provide an estimate of the electron temperature and temperature

_: gradient inside of 4 solar radii.

\_ All these measurements can and should be made aboard one and preferably

"_i two solar probe spacecraft with perihelion as close to the Sun as possible. "

Two spacecraft will be very important for separating spatial and time

_. variations for defining the wave field close to the Sun.

_i Although the problem of the acceleration of the solar wind is fundamental

_-!i,iI to progress in the field of coronal and interplanetary physics, several other

:,._ problems are also important and can be resolved with Solar-Probe instrumantation.

__ These include a determination of: 1) the solar wind angular momentum flux and

_. consequant solar spin down rate, 2) the character of the expansion within

.t. streawers and above active regions, 3) the sharpness of boundaries between

g flows close to the Sun which evolve from different coronal regions, 4) the

_ orJ_in of various slow speed flows including those density enhanced glove '

_,, observed at 1 AU which do not appear to result from a com_ression in

_,_. interplanetary space, $) the extent of heavy element fractionatton as well as

_.i the mix of physical processes causing spatial and/or temporal abundance varta-

=_,,: 278
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mechanisms of hydromagnetic wave damping when wave amplitudes are large.

In summary, many of the fundamental questions concerning solar wind

= , _., acceleratiov have not been answered to date but can be successfully resolved

_:" with state of the art plasma and field measurements made from one, and

__,_ preferably two, Solar-Probe spacecraft. Consequently this mission should
7

J. receive the highest priority in current NASA planning.
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• ABSTRACT
¢

A review is presented of current experimental and theoretical

knowledge of plasma waves in the solar wind, with comments on the

scientific importance of obtaining plasma wave measurements in the

region near the sun with the solar probe. The waves discussed include

the acoustic waves and shocks which are thought to be the primary

source for heating the solar corona, Alfv_n waves, ion-cyclotron

waves, whistler-mode turbulence, ion-acoustlc waves, and electron

plasma oscillations associated with solar radio emissions. A dis-

cussion is presented of the types of measurements which would be

needed to study these waves on the solar probe_ the constraints imposed

on the spacecraft and the research and development which would be

needed to provide the necessary instrumentation.
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• I. INTRODUCTION

i
/ :

s For many years it has been wldely accepted that wavea play a

.!_ fundamental role In the energy transport and mlcroscoplc sgructure of
_f"
;, the solar corona and the solar wind. To explain the very high temp-

_'r

:: eratures of the solar corona, Biermann [1948] and Schwarzchild [19k8]

proposed that waves propagating outward from the photosphere provide
i

_' _he pr:'_narymechanism for heating the solar corona. Later Parker [1958]

in hitj model of the solar wind assumed the presence of waves to provide

a thermalizing process which would maintain the fluid-like properties

/

of the collisionless solar wind plasma. Early radio observations by

'_'- Wild [1950] and others also provided direct evidence of various complex

plasma wave and radio emission processes occurring at high frequencies

?, following solar flares and other transient events a_ the sun. With the
_.

advent of direct in situ spacecraft measurements, our knowledge of
.? •

waves in the solar wind has increased rapidly. It is now known that

:_ an _xtraordinarily wide variety of plasma waves occur in the solar wind

near the orbit of the earth, extend_n6 from very lon_ wavelength

-?

Alfv_n waves, with periods of minutes to hours_ to short wave length

_' electroa_tie waves with frequencies near the local electron plasma

_'" frequency. These waves have marly important effects on the physics of flt !

.;_ the interplanetary medium, i

, /
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I
i_' Although much i_ known eoncernlng the waves whleh exist in the

_olar wind near the orbit of the earth, many questions remain concerning
t

'{ the wave_ which occur much closer t_ t_ _un. At the pre_ent time the t

1
] closest mea_urement_ to the _un have been obtained from the Helios 1

::._._ and 2 _pacecraft at approximately 0.3 AU. As will be discussed in the 1

z_' next section most of the wave_ detected by Helios show a strong radial ';

_! dependence, increasing rapidly in intensity with decreasing radial

!!., distance from the sun. Presumably these waves have increasingly

_:. important effects on the solar wind plasma in the unexplored region

i Inside of 0.3 AU. Furthermore_ some of the most important waves,

-),• which play an important role in heating the solar wlnd can only be
!.
l_ observable well inside of 0.3 AU. The solar probe mission which will

._ provide measurements in to 4 solar radii (0.019 AU) represents an

_. ideal opportunity to invest,igate the role of waves in the solar wind

Ill and solar corona_ particularly in the very important region near abo_t

! 7 solar radii where the solar wind becomes supersonic. In this paper
--"I
_ we _i!! briefly review the types of waves whicL are expected in the

I solar wind on the basis of present theoretical and experimental ideas,

:._ and comment on the scientific relevance of providing measurements of
v

_ these waves on the solar probe. In addition, we will comment on the

_ type of measurements which need to be made, the constraints inposed on

_ the spacecraft and the research and development which needs to be done

!i,
_,- to provide the necessary instrumentation.

I ,
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''I__ II. A SURVEY OF SOLAR WIND PLASMA NAVES AND THE

I.'_ CONTRIBUTION A SOLAR PROBE MISSION COULD
_ M_KE TO THE INVESTIGATION OF THESE WAVES

_' In Figure 1 we attempt to sun_arize the various types of plasma

_:_ waves which are either known to occur or are theoretically predicted

°i!I,_ to occur in the solar corona and solar wind. The frequency range of
._._ interest extends over a very large ran_e_ from well below ion CyClotron

I! _ frequenc_ to above the electron plasma frequency.. The approximate

_----_!! radial variation of the various characteristic frequencies of the plasma
o° i, are indicated in Figure 1. The wave phenomena associated with each

_i_I': frequency range will be discussed in order of increasing frequency s
t

iil starting with the lowest frequencies closest to the sun.
A. Acoustic and Shock Wave Heatin_ of the Solar Corona

The basic energy source for heating the solar corona is believed

to be acoustic waves which are. propagating upward into the chromosphere

and corofla from the photosphere. (For a review of this process see i

Brandt_ l_O, and Bray and Loughhead_ 197_. ) The existenc_ of these

i_l" waves was first proposed by Biermann [19_8] and Scbwarzschlld [1_]

to explain the rapid rise in the temperature from the photosphere to

i_ol the solar corona (see Figure 2). Since the temperature in this transi-

tion region increases w_th increasing radial distance thermal conduction

°i_ and radiation transfer cannot explain the observed temperature rise.

ot _
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! ' Some other energy transport mechanism, such as wavea_ is therefore

iii'1! needed to account for the high temperature of the corona. The waves

responsible for the coronal heating are thou_t to be long wavelength

_ acoustic waves generated by turbulence convection ce_.la below the photo-

:: I.-' sphere (see Figure 3). The periods of these waves are greater than
about 100 sac. As currently understood, the acoustic waves generated

by this turbulence propagate upward into the chormosphere and are ab-

e. !,, sorbed_ thereby heating the plasma. Details of the absorption process

:I are uncertain. In one model, the waves grow in amplitude as they

oo ! propagate upward into regions of decreasing density and are eventually

iIi converted to shocks which dissipate their energy in the lower regions

of the corona. Just how far these waves propagate into the solar corona

i is unknown. According to the classical hydrodynamic picture the waves

are strongly damped in the lower corona and would not be observed by

the solar probe at 4.O solar radii. However_ when maEnetohydrodynamic

effects are considered it is possible that the acoustic waves couple

i to a relatively undamped mode, such as the transverse Alfv_n wave which

could propagate over long distances. Confirmation of the basic wave

heating mechanism £or the solar corona is extremely important, since

i at the present time no evidence exists which directly demonst_.ates
J

the presence of large amplitude acoustic waves at the baoo of the solar

corona. Althou_h the solar probe does not pass close enough to the

sun to obtain direct in sit..__uumeasurements Jn the region where the maximum

"_} heating takes plaee_ the possibilities for detecting some associated

• wave activity propagating out to ~ 4 solar radii are probably very high.

° ;"_'( i
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_ Fi&_tre 3 A photograph of the turbulent convection cells which are
I. #

_; believefi to produce the waves which heat the solar corona.

:_ The waves produced by this turbulence are believed to be

i','.- acoustic waves with periods of about 100 sec. Photograph
:2:
.:, from Brandt [1970].
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B. Alfv_n Waves

It has been known for many years that large amplitude Alfv_n

waves are commonly observed in the solar wind near 1 AU [Coleman I 1966].

i. A typical example of these waves_ showing the close correlation of the

magnetic field _ and plasma flow velocity _ is shown in Figure _, from

Belcher and Davis [1971]. For a review of these and other waves in the

solar wind_ see Hollweg [1975]. As can be seen the waves often have

very large amplitudes at 1 AU_ with magnetic field amplitudes in some

cases comparable to the ambient solar wind magnetic field strength. Com-

parisons of the phase of the magnetic field and plasma flow velocity

_ perturbations show that the waves are always propagating outward fr_n

' the sun_ with no component propagatxng back toward the sun. This ob-

servation is used by Belcher and Davis to argue that the waves must be

generated inside of the Alfv_n critical point at _ 7 solar radii. If

the source of the waves is located beyond the Alfv_n critical point_

then the sunward propagating components should be observed at 1 AUs since

all waves generated beyond the critical point are transported outward from

the sun by the solar wind flow. However, if the source is located inside

of the critical point_ the sunward propagating waves would propagate in

i: to the photosphere and be lost by collisional damping_ thereby explaining

their absence at 1 AU. Since the A/-eV_n waves are weakly damped and are

apparently generated very close to the sun it seems quite like_v that

they may be a by-product of the intense acoustic wave heating which

occurs at" the base of the solar corona.

v

. :_
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_I Because of the large amplltude of theA]£v_n waves observed at
1 AUp several authors have suggested that ghe damping o£ these waves_

by various mode conversion processes_ may contribute signtficantl_ to

t_e heating of the solar corona out to large distances from the sun_

~ 10 to 20 solar radii [gartle and Barnes I 1970]. This possibility is

:_-_ important for understanding the overall structure of' the solar wind

_" since various models of' the solar wind flow show disagreements with

observations which could be reconciled by a relatively small 10_ heat

input into the solar wind at radial distances out to about 20 solar

_: _ radii [see the discussion by Hundhausen_ 1972]. At the present time

:. very little is known about the radial dependence of the Aflv_n wave

rI" i amplitudes inside of 1 AU. Appropriate wave measurements on the solar't

_I • probe mission would provide a very important contribution to our under-

"I; standing of the solar wind by determining the relative contribution of

i_ magnetohydrodynemic waves to the solar wind heating in the region close
.., to the sun.

c.  on- clotronWaves

I Extending upward in frequency from the Alfv_n wave portion of
the spectrum the first plasma resonance effect to be encountered is

iI.' at the proton cyclotron frequenc¥_ f;. As discussed by Stix [1962]_ the
• slow. (shear) Alfv_n mode has a resonance at f;_ and does not propagate

+ Near the proton cyclotron frequency_. at frequencies grea_er than £g.

III this mode is called the ion cyclotron mode. Considerable theoretical

t interest has been placed on the ion cyclotron mode because of possible_':' resonant wave-particle interactions with ions in the solar wind.

_'_' 291
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Observattonally, it is difficult to establish the presence of ion-

cyclotron waves in the solar wind because the large Doppler shifts tend

to spread out the resonance effects at fg. However, solar wind magnetic

field spectrums_ such as in Figure 5 from Behannon [1976]_ consistently

show a break in the slope of the spectrum near f_ which strongly

:- suggests a propagation cutoff at the proton cyclotron frequency.

Behannon [1976] also presents arguments for the occurrence of ion

cyclotron waves in the solar wins on the basis of polarization measure-

ments.

Because of the decreasing proton 6_rofrequency with increasing

radial distance from the sun ion cyclotron waves are generated as a

natural consequence of the outward propagation of Alfv_n waves

from the sun_ similar to the "magnetic beach" discussed by Stix [1962].

Ion cyclotron waves can also be produced by ion cyclotron mode insta-

bility when TII< TA [Gary e__tal., 1976]. Since ion cyclotron waves can

interact resonantly with alpha particles and other heavy ions as well

as with protons_ it is thought that these waves may play an imlmrtant

role in the acceleration of alpha partlcles and other heavy ions

[Hollweg and Turner_ 1978]_ which are observed to have anomalously high

_ flow speeds at 1 AU. To fully evaluate these ion-cyclotron wave inter-

°I action effects magnetic field spectrums similar to those in Figure 5• need to be obtained at radial distances much closer to the sun.

D. Whistler-Mode Turbulence

At frequencies above the proton gyrofrequency_ the next higher

i_; resonance frequency to be encountere_ is the electron gyrofrequency_ f_.

• i

, i
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:2" Figure 5 V_netie field spectrums in the solar rind given by

:_ Behannon [1_6] from the lV_riner lO spacecraft. The

:" break in the slope of the spectrum near ~ 1.O Hz is

-.: believed to be due to the ion cyclotron resonance at f+
8

(see Ftsure 1)_ vhtch represents the upper limit of the

ion cyclotron mode. Because of Doppler shifts the cyclo-

: I
_ tron resonance is not sharply defined.
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°I!
_ Re:"frequeneie_ between f+gand f; th_ only electromagnetic mode which

i) can propagate is the rlght-hand polarized whistler mode. Thi_ mode ,_ represents the upward extension of the fast (compressional) A_fv_n mode. i

] Rect:ntmeasurements from the Helios spacecraft have shown that a weak
!: i

_._, nearly steady level of magnetic field turbulence is present In the solar I

wind at frequencies up to near the electron gyrofrequency [Neubauer et al. s
1977]. Considerations of the probable Doppler shift and frequency _

ti
°_. range, between the electron and ion gyrofrequencies, strongly suggest i

• !

that this turbulence is caused by whistler-mode waves. A typical ;

example of the magnetic field intensities associated with this whi_tler-

'.I mode turbulence is shown in Figure 6_ from Neubauer et al. [1977]. As

" callbe seen, the intensity of this turbulence increases rapld_y with

decreasing frequency and with decreasing radial distance from the sun.

_.! Several possible mechanisms for generating unstable whistler-

mode waves in the solar wind have been proposed_ including thermal

anisotropies in the ion distribution function [Scarf e__tal._ 1967] and

I_ instabilities driven by the electron heat flux [Gary e._t____t'_1976].

i_!_ At the present time it seems most likely that the whistler-mode tur-

bulence detected in the solar wind by Helios is produced by an electron

ioI: heat flux instability, although other possibilities such as the non-

linear cascading of long wavelength high amplitude Alfv_n waves

cannot be entirely ruled out. Since whistler-mode waves can interact

resonantly with electrons it is possible that this turbulence could

_t play an important role in the pitch angle scattering of solar wind

electrons or in controlling the thermal conductivity of the solar
_L
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i. wind [Gary and F_ldman, 1977]. For a review of thene and other kinetic I

•: proeennen in the uolar wind nee Feldman [1978]. Since the intensity of i

! the whistler-mode turbulence detected by Helios iS fou_Idto increase
V

)' rapidly with decreasing radial distance from the sun, _t is Important

to determine the illt_nsityof tl_ese waves findtheir effect on the solar

_ wlnd electron dlstrlbutlor,inside of 0.3 AU. These quostlons can only

_t.- be answered by obtaining whistler-mode measurements closer to the sun.

t
E. Ion-Acoustic W_vc_

.' In laboratory plasmas one of the most commonly observed in-

-_&" stabilities is the electrostatic ion-acoustic mode, which is "driven

-_ unstable by relatively weak currents when Te >> Ti. Since Te is

/, usually only slightly larger than Ti in the solar _ind, it was initially

_i_ somewhat uncertain whether ion-acoustic waves would be generated in the

solar wind. Fredrieks [1969] predicted that ion-acoustic waves should

be observed in association with shocks and other discontinuities where

., large currents exist I and Forslund [1970] proposed that ion-acoustic

' waves should be generated by an electron heat flux instability whenever

TJT i is sufficiently large. Early investigations of plasma wave

_ electric fields by Scarf [1970] and Siscoe et al. [1971] suggested the

occasional occurrence of ion-acoustic waves in association with inter-

planetary shocks and other discontinuities. The interpretation of the_e

%
+_ electric fields was, however, complicated by Doppler shifts and poor

frequency resolution which made a precise identification of the plasma
--i

wave mode impossible. Later, more sensitive electric field measure-

_. meats with the Helios and Voyager spacecraft revealed the occurrence of
"u
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.i relatively w_ak electrostatic waves in the solar wind at frequencies

'/_ between the electron and ion pls_ma frequencies, f anO fp_ which were

Interpreted as being ion-acou_tle (or ion-acousgie-like) waves by

Gurnett and Anderson [1977]. Also, _ce the dlacusslon_ by Qurnett and

I

; Frank [19781 and Kurth et al. [1978]. Typical electrlc field spectrums

;i_ of these waves at various radial distances from the sun are shown in
,._.°,

_. Figure 7 and a high resolution frequency-time spectrogram obtained from

the Voyager-i spacecraft is shown in Figure 8. Although the ion-acoustic

_ mode only propagates at frequencies below the ion plasma frequencies the

• Z'_ wavelengths are so short that the wave frequency is mainly determined

_' by the Doppler shift which is much larger than the ion plasma frequency.

.,L i"

,' The systematic increase in the upper cutoff frequency with decreasing

_! radial distance from the sun, evident in Figure 8, is caused by the i

,_ radial variation in the Debye length, which controls the maxilm_mpossi- :

_.. ble Doppler sh_t for these waves.
l,

_', At the present time the exact'mechanism by which these ion-

!, acoustic waves are generated has not been definitely established. The

} most likely possibility is that these waves are produce_ by double-ion

_I streams in the solar wind [Gary, 1978] or by the electron heat flux

{] instability proposed by Forslund [1970]. Since the exact mechanism byt
li which these waves are produced is not known, it is difficul '_ to determine

): what effect these waves may have on the macroscopic structure of the
\.

_, : solar wind. If the waves are produced by double-ion streanm one
i
_ interesting, possibility is that they may play an _nportant role in

, coupling or thermalizing the double ion streams. Beyond 0.3 AU the

v'"
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!i_ _tsure 7 lbapresentattve spectrums of to.-acousttc waves observed fro= the Helios-1 and
; Voyaser-I spacecraft. The short wavelensth Ion-acoustlc waves are stron81y

Ii! Dopplez sh_.fted, so that tJe peak in the spectrum occurs well above the ion_
_ acoustic wave cutoff at _p (see Fisure 1).
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l_ energy density of these waves, E2/8_ nkT __ lO "5, is sufficientl_ snell

i!' that it seems unlikely that they play a major role in processes of this
type. However, as shown in Figure 7p the electric field strer_th

_ increases rapidly with decreasing radial distance from the sun, so that

:i_. closer to the sun the intensity of these waves may be large enough to

:. play a significant role in controlling the macroscopic properties of
0 _:.

i l:i the solar wind.

-i
F. Electron Plasma Oscillations and Solar Radio Bursts

_ The currently accepted model for the generation of several types

of solar radio bursts is that the radio emissions are produced by non-

, linear processes involving electron plasma oscillations excited by

!_ solar flare electrons and other transient effects in the solar corona.

_!i" The electron plasma oscillation mechanism, first proposed by Oinzburg andZheleznyakov [1958J I has become the basic element of essentially all

I theories of solar radio bursts, with.suitable refinements to account for

various types of non-linear interactions. Although the plasma oscilla_

tion mechanism has been accepted for many years only in the last two

:°!i years have measurements been obtained from the Helios spacecraft which

:_. definitely established the existence of these electron plasma oscilla-

_I tions [Gurnett and Anderson, 1976]. A typical example of the electron

°_. plasma oscillations detected by Helios, and the resulting type III

_._. radio burst are shown in Figure 9. As indicated in Figure 11 current

! !! theories of the non-linear interactions predict radio emission at both

--:!.::_ the electron plasma frequency, f;i and the second harmonic, 2f_. At

, 300
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_ low frequenctes_ < 100 kHz, it is generally believed that the second
P

_ harmonic emission dominates_ whereas at high frequencies a ) 1 MHzs both

l i', the fundamental and the second harmonic are generated. This transition

t in the emission characteristics apparently takes place in the radial
g
_ distance range from about 5 to 20 solar radii because of changes in the

characteristics of the plasma oscillations° Measurements of the plasma

oscillation tntensitie_ associated with type III bursts obtained from

the Helios and Voyager spacecraft show a very pronounced variation

_:_, with radial distance from the sun_ increasing very rapidly in intensity

_" with decreasing radial distance from the sun. This radial dependence

is illustrated in Figure i0_ from Gurnett e_tal._I. [1978]. Based on

these results it appears quite likely that the plasma oscillation in-

iiii _ensi%tes continue to increase inside of 0.3 AU_ possibly reaching• amplitudes which are a substantial fraction_ iO"2 to i0"3_ of the

Ii beam energy density in the .region close to the sun. The expected

lil increase in the plasma oscillation intensities near the sun is also con-sistent with the general trend for the radio emission intensities to

_I!!' increase at higher frequencies_ corresponding to source positions closer

_"I_ to the sun. At these high intensities_ if they occur_ wave-particle

i! interactions are expected to play a significant role in the evolution
i'.

and dynamics of the electron beam responsible for the plasma oscilla-

_ tions. See for example the discussions by Papadopoulos e._t al___.[197k]

t and Magelssen and Smith [1977]. To completely understand the generation

i of solar radio bursts and the role electron plasma oscillatiom play in

!; controlling the evolution of energetic electron streams emitted from
L
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solar flares it is essential that direct in situ measurements be obtained

- closer to the sun_ well inside 0.3 AU. The solar probe mission provides

_ an ideal opportunity to extend our knowledge of these emission processes.

_" Since the investigation of these waves requires the occurrence of a

• _ suitable transient event near the sun (solar electron event or inter-

planetary shock) the likelihood of obtaining a suitable event during

" the few hours when the spacecraft is in the close vicinity of the sun,

_:: _ i0 solar radii_ is not very high. However, during 1 89 the sun will

=_ be approaching solar maximum and one would expect to observe several

type IIl"radio bursts on the solar disk every day. Thus, over a period

i'i of several days there is a good chance of obtaining observations of the

_• plasma oscillations associated with a type III radio burst at radial ,I

:_ distances inside of ~ 30 to 50 solar radii. These investigations are !

1

_ clearly enhanced by observations for more than one perihelion pass. i

-:o
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_, III. WHAT TYPES OF WAVE MFASURE_NTS SHOULD BE

:. INCLUDED ON THE SOLAR PRO.BE

_._ A brief look at Figure 1 shows that the most demanding feature

of a solar probe plasma wave investigation is the extremely large fre-

_'_ quency range which must be covered_ from less than 10 -2 Hz up to severalt

J@lz. It is also important that both electric and magnetic fields be

_ measured over this entire frequency range. Since both electrostatic

F and electromagnetic modes of propagation exist in the solar wind_ simul-

il taneous electric and magnetic field measurements are needed to distinguish it

these two fundamentally different modes of propagation. Electric field

measurements can also be used to distinguish convective magnetic field

'_ structures from electromagnetic waves on the basis of the observed

i!_ . electric to magnetic field ratios_ a.ndcomparisons of the phase of the ii

iii electric and magnetic fields can answer the important question of :tii/-

_,-fll whether the waves are propagating away from or toward the sun. !I

Because of the extremely large frequency range which must be !
_ !i

covered it is extremely unlikely that all of the wave measurements can i!

:t! be provided by a single instrument. Practically_ a natural break in !!L
the techniques for making magnetic field measurements occurs at about

o_ 5 Hz, with search coil magnetometers providing better sensitivity

. Ii above about 5 Hz_ and other types of DC magnetometers providing better

i sensitivity below 5 Hz. A similar break also occurs for the electric
_

field measurements_ with frequencies above ,,- 5 Hz favoring on-board

I:!
t,
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Ii spectrum analyois and frequencies below ~ 5 Hz favoring A-D conversion

_'_
and direct transmission of the waveforms to the ground. Over the

11.' frequency range from about 5 Hz to a few _tz both the electric and

magnetic field measurements can, and probably should, be performed in

, the same instrument.

_" _' The electric field measurements pose a difficult problem in the

antenna design. For high sensitivity and protection from spacecraft

generated interference a relatively long dipole antenna is needed, with

' a tip-to-tip length of about 30 meters, comparable to the electric

antennas used on Helios and Voyager. However, close to _h_ s u_ elec-

trostatic waves with wavelengths less than 30 meters may be present.

The shortest wavelength which can occur in a plasma is approximately

_i 2W _D' where AD is the Debye shielding length. A plot of the minimum

wavelength; -_WkD1 is shown in Figure ii. As can be seen electrostatic

waves with wavelengths as short as 1 meter could be encountered near

perihelion at 4 solar radii. This minimum wavelength implies an antenna

with a tip-to-tip length of less than 1 meter. Although the minimum ,

wavelength condition provides a strong ease for a relatively short

antenna_ expe rience with the sensitivity of such short antennas and !

)" the typical electric field intensities observed by Helios at 0.3 AU

indicate that &t would be very unwise to rely solel_ on such a short

: antenna for all the electric field measurements. Maw of the most

_111 important electric fields occurring in the solar wind_ such as the

whistler-mode noise and ion-acoustic waves_ probably could not be

,_, detected with an antenna length of 1 meter s given the interference

I

i.,I
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levels expected on a spacecraft such as the _olar probe. O,_ _he basis

i/i of these consi_eratlonsl two different electric antennasI one with a

tlp-to-tlp length of about 30 meters and the other with a tlp-to-tlp

I) length somewhat less than 1 meter (0.5 meters nominal) are recommended

for the baseline design considerations. Two antennas of different

!:._ lengths have the additional advantage that the occurrence of short

J wavelength (_ _ 30 meters) could be detected by comparing the field
il i

l:, _ strengths observed by two antennas. For this purpose the axes of the

;_! Io_ and short antennas should be parallel.

To provide wavemagnetic field measurements over the extremely

large frequency range from 5 Hz to a few MHz, it is virtually certain

that at least two different types of antennas must be used, probably a

search coil with a ,-metal core for frequencies less than 10 kHz, and

either a search coil with a ferrite core or a loop antenna above i0 kHz.

To reduce the magnetic field interference from the spacecraft to an

acceptable level the magnetic antennas must be mounted on a boom at

least 2 and preferably_ meters from the main spacecraft body. Because

of the limited temperature range of the preamplifiers for the magnetic

field sensors and the short electric antenna these elements must be

mounted in the shade behind the heat shield. A possible mounting con-

i f_uration is shown in Figure 12.
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IV. WHAT CONSTRAINTS kIOULDA PLASMA WAVE
I EXFERI_E_{TPLACE ON THE SPACECRAFT

F,

__,%_:, A. Electrom_gnetic Interference

_!I Because of the susceptibility of the plasma wave experiment to

l electromagnetic interference special attention must be given to elec-

__,_, tromagnetic interference control from both the spacecraft and the

Y experiments. These controls need not be exceptionally stringent,

_" since very low interference levels were achieved on the Voyager space-

_ craft with only minimal constraints. The primary objective should be

(. to shield the time varying electric fields generated by the spacecraft

( electronics. At low frequencies there is no way to effectively shield

the magnetic field, so the only possibility for the magnetic field

1 measurements is to mount the magnetic field sensors on a boom as far as

i possible from the spacecraft and to reduce the area of current loops in

the spacecraft by using twisted leads for power lines and other similar

_ techniques. For the electric field excellent shielding can be obtained

1 by enclosing all electronics inside of a grounded "watertight" elec-

=-_, trostatic shield, with special attention given to any cables which

, extend outside of this shield. A grounded electrostatic shield will

i probably be needed in a_ case to protect the spacecraft from differ-

i
{ eutlal charging effects at Jupiter.

}': no
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B. High Telemetry Rates and Data Storage

_i_ The obtain very high resolution freque, : r-time spectrograms_

"/_ such ac in Figure 8_ it i_ desirable to have the eapabillty of

/- obtaining very hieh data rate_ lO0 to _O0 kb/_ I snap_hot_ of electric

i_-_, and magnetic field waveform_ for short period_ of time. Thi_ waveform

_ data could be obtained either by real time telemetry or by use of an

_ on-board memory. If the spacecraft bubble memory is used for this

purpose the scientific return from the waveform measurements could be

'_._.-:.. increased substantially if the memory is organized so that it can be

used to find the best event (largest field strength) over the interval

_1,_ since the previous readout. This could be accomplished for example byH

,it! using one of the bubble memories to store the previous best (largest)\

waveform while the other memory searches for the next larger event.

i!i S_nce the primary purpose of the spacecraft bubble memory is to store

" ciI;
' data during gaps between groinedstation coverage_ it is anticipated

_:iI! that high-rate waveform readins of this t_pe would only be performed

on a n_n-interference basis during periods when real time telemetry is

_! mmi;l_ble.

'_1 C. WeightI Power and Te,lemetr_

: ! i. Weight

_ a. Main Instrument Package 3 kg

_. b. Boom Mounted 3ensors 1 k_ !

e. Extendible Electric Antenna _.(?)

6kg

_, 2. Power _ watts

:_:'_'i' 311
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3. Telemetry

a. Low Rate Telemetry

(continuous for the _ntire mission) 120 b/s.

b. High Rate Telemetry
(in short bursts_ for approximately
lO0 sec. ) _ lO0 kb/so

The primary developmental problem is the extendible 30-meter

electric antenna, which would be required to survive at re, eraSures

much higher than on any previous mission.
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_.. Abstract

The discovery of coronal holes led to basic changes in our ideas about

the structure of the low corona and its expansion into the solar wind. The

nature of the energy flux which provides the _Sxl@ergs/cm2sec required to

drive the wind from coronal holes is not understood. Current ideas include

enhanced thermal conductivities, extended _ID wave heating, and wave

momentum transfer, all in rapidly diverging geometries. There is little '_

feel for the relative importance of these processes. The Solar Probe, with

l! its penetration deep into the solar corona, could lead to observational• constraints on their relative importance, and thus to an understanding of

[ the origin of the solar wind. Observations from the Solar Probe will also

bear on such questions as to whether s_all scale ttintrastream" structure is

common close to the Sun in open field-ltne regions, whether the properties

t of the wind are pronouncedly different over closed and open field-line regions

I at five solar radii, and many others.

I:• Experimentally, the resolution of these questions requires measurements

.+ of the magnetic field and of the proton and electron distribution functions.

_::, Obvious difficulties in these measurements includet for example: 1) limited

;_tli_ coverage of phase space due to thermal constraints; 2) the transonic nature 'I

" 00000004-:FgD07



._,! .' of the proton flow close to the Sun; 3) the hish velocity of the spacecraft;

4) the short measurement time near the Sunp especially when compared to the

_,' periods of low frequency I4HDwaves; and 5) possible htsh "turbulent" fluid

_ velocities near the Sun, which may approach hundreds of kilometers per second.

Observations from the Solar Prove will have a major impact on our

_: understand£ns of the dynamics of coronal expansion. The recent discovery

,/_1r of coronal holes has led to a re-examination of our ideas about the basicstructure of the lower corona and its expansion into the solar wind. Coronal

.i hole observations have underscored our lack of understandins of the thermal

_!i and mechanical (wave) energy transport mechanisms in the corona, and how they

lead to the solar wind velocities observed near Earth. The only way we can

hope to understand the balance between various acceleration mechanisms is

....._-i io._ throuKh _n 8iCUaddressinsObservattOnSpotentialnearthe Sun, i.e. from themission,SOlarProbe._" Before the of the Solar Probe it is useful

!'{:i to review the enersies involved. The enersy sources and sinks which determ_e
the structure of the corona are usually taken to be: (1) the mechanical (wave)

eners_, (_$xl05erKs/cmZsec)-- which is the basic enersy source; (2) radiation;

_o (3) thermal conduction; and (4) convection of enersy by mass motion. In the

=-o classical picture_ the majority of the mechanical enersy that manase8 to make

it throush the transition resion into the corona was conducted back down into

• the chromosphere and only a small amount was thousht to be radiated by the
• 4 2

corona (_Sx10 ers8/cm sec) or conducted outward beyond the temperature

maxi to ultately becomethe solar wind(o.SxlO%rss/csec). Thus,in
t

'il classical solar wind models, the whereby required to drive the, solar wind was

_ only _10_ of the enersy dissipated in the corona and the solar wind had

__ little influence on the structure of the transition resion and lover corona.

°_tIti: The lower re Sions c ould be wodeled by assmnins hydrostatic equilibrttm, with

the solar wind tacked on beyond temperature maximum, with only modest enersy

requirements. Noreoverp reasonable estimates of the conductive flux plus

_ some extended heatins beyond the temperature maxiJmn save approximately whet
,.'
.... was needed to explain the solar wind.

_ The discovery that the most enersetic solar wind appears to come from

_,
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t
_ coronal holes has led to a critical re-examination of this model. In

._ coronal holes, the maximum coronal temperature is lower by _6 x 105K,

'i the temperature gradient iu the transition region is less steep by a
factor of _4, and, therefore, the conductive flux downward is less. Most

2 crucially, the rapid divergence of flow from the holes, a factor of _7
faster than r2, requires that the energy flux which ultimately drives the

solar wind be on the order of 5 x 105 ergs/cm 2 8ec at the Sun in order to

-_._ explain what we see at 1 AU. Thus, in coronal holes, the solar wind is

:_-. no longer a small perturbation to a static lower corona and the expansion

,_ may have a non-negligible effect on the structure below the temperature
_ maximum. The need for a self-consistent treatment seems inescapable.

i Furthermore, nature the energy flux which provides thls 5 x
105 ergs/cm2-the of

I_ sec to the expansion is obscure. Can thermal conductivity in rapidly diverging
_._.

_: geometries still provide the majority of that flux? If not, can extended wave

"!_ heating and momeL_cumtransfer make up the difference, or perhaps even be

dominant? _f so, what are the wave modes and their dissipation lengths? How

does the process of extended wave heating and subsequent thermal acceleration

compare to direct momentum transfer from the waves to the wind? These are
I'_ the central questions to our understendlu8 of wlnd acceleration from coronal

-_ holes. There appears to be little hope of answering them exclusive of the

:-_,. Solar Probe.

The Potential of the Solar Probe

y

As far as the solar wind is concerned, the energy balance appears to be

L_ of prime interest for the Solar Probe. The Solar Probe will, of course, also

_. bear on questions concerning spatial structure near the Sun. For example,

t small scale "intra-etream" structures may be common close to the Sun, and

it may be possible to relate observations at 4 _. to features lower in the
corona. Also, the flows from the edses of coronal holes and over active)

regions are of 8rest interest. However, even for these spatial structures,
!0

the energettcs of the flow is still of central interest.

_ The Solar Probe will certainly measure the proton bulk velocity to 4 .

That measurement alone provides significant information about the accelera-

tion mechanisms (e.g., the scale length over which they operate). In addition,

,, electron measurements will determine the thermal conduction energy flux, Just

_ as proton and magnetic field measurements combined will determine _ wave
•
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_I modes and fluxes in to4R. Overall, measurements in to4R_ will help to

el define the complex interplay between acceleration, thermal conduction, wave

_ii dissipation, and wave "pressures" described above. Of course, by 4 R® the

+ solar wind is already movin$ at respectable speeds, and the inir_+al accelera-

tion region inside 4 RQ is inaccessible. Even so, observations ac 4 RQ may
still be sufficient to understand in large measure what is happening within

4 %. This point is most easily illustrated in the context of MHDwaves,

_ as we discuss below.

Lower Limitp on the Solar Alfven Wave Flux

MHDwave fluxes of solar origin are commonly observed at 1 AU. These

observations can be combined with the theory of propasation and convection

of undamped waves to estimate the MHDwave fluxes near the Sun and thus the

percentage of the solar wind anersy flux which derives from momentum transfer

from a particular wave made, in this case Alfven waves. These estimates

•rlll be lower limits because they do not include the effects of wave damping.

The procedure described below is based on 1 AU data, but it could be carried

out at any point along the Solar Probe trajectory. The estimates improve

with decreasing radial distance, because damping effects become less important.

A lower limit to the ratio, R, of the Alfven wave flux near the Sun

(not at 1 AU) to the total energy flux needed to drive the coronal expansion

(including the energy needed to lift the plasma out of the solar gravitational

field) is

aV2 + aE21t.r.o (I + VAIV) 2
R - ..... (1)

+ V VA X + Ve2/V 2

where 6.V is the wave strength, V is the wind speed, VE is the solar escape

velicity, and VA is the radial Alfven Spewed. This ratio is clearly the

dynamically important one. It is valid for arbitrary wave ampli+tudea and

for non-spherical expansion. All quantities in this expression, with the

exception of the escape velocity from the solar surface, are to be evaluated

_ at I AU, or any other point of observation.

Table 1 gives averase values of some relevant quantities for five high-

! velocity stresmes in 1974, with the averases taken only in the interior of
(i'"

_ the stream well away from the compression restons at the leadins edses.
p
4_

_
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• _ Table l

• °I_ IMP-8 Plasma and Field Data for Flve Hlgh Veloclty Streams
IT

Wind Speed 622 km/sec

),, . Alfven Speed 65 km/scc

:"' ' ( 6V 2 + 8E2/4=p )_ 57 kin/set

'_t Wave Energy Density 82g
Magnetlc energy density

Wave Flux at Sun 7g
:_. Wind energy flux

(The nmgn_.Lic field data were provided by R. Lepping of Goddard Space Flip, he

'_ _. . Center.) Wave amplitudes are determined using sfx-hour intervals, with

-°_': only the Alfvenic (correlated) f]uctuation level shown. From Equation (1),

we find that on the average direct acceleration by Alfven waves contributes

t at least 7_ of the total energy flux needed to drive the coronal expansionin these streams. This is not a large fraction, but *.t is not negligible,

......ii _' especially since our estimate may be nonlinearly saturated. That is, Table I°i shows that the average energy density of Alfven waves at 1 AU is 82% of

_t" the background field energy density. This may be more than a coincidence,

_. since it can be plaus£biy argued that the wave energy density cannot exceed

the background field energy density due to the onset of nonlinear damping

. F. effects. If the waves are saturated, the Alfven wave flux at the Sun

!1'! could be nmch larger than the 77. shown in Table 1. On the other hand, it

_!,. could be that the Alfven waves have Just reached nonlinearity at I AU

I!° with little damping beforehand, in which case our 7_ estimate is realistic.

!=-.:1" From observations at or near 1 AU, we cannot diffe_entiate between these

i. ",? '._ two posslbilltles.
! In contrast, the Solar Probe can easily provide a definitive measurement.

: _. If Alfven wave energy densities remain comparable to background field enezgy
! _ densities (i.e., the saturation case), the lower limit given in Table 1 for

'lli- 1 AU will ri_e as 1/r (got r >%30 R6.). In the non-saturated, undamped case,

'_ the ratio will stay constant at 77.. Either of these alternatives is of

"l: considerable interest, in that it settles a question of basic energetics

_ which is answerable in no other way. Early reports from Helios and Nartner 10

"::, seem to favor the "saturation*' alternative, although no systematic study is

i f:i' yet available. If this is the case, the *'saturated" 77_ at 1 AU would rise

i _
_L _22

.:t !_
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! to 2_/_ at 0.3 AU. The Solar Probe, with perihelion at 0.02 AU, could settle

_ the Alfven wave pressure question once and for all.

'_ This example is presented as only one of many. The moral is that the
4"

_ closer one gets to the Sunt the easier it is to dtscove_ the important
_. dynamical processes, both by direct _bservattons and by theoretical

_ extrapolations thereof.

_' Measurement Difficulties

_ There are, of course, difficulties in m_ktng complete electron and
i' proton measurements on the Solar Probe, especially in the regions of greatest

f dynamical interest. Obvious difficulties in, _: (1) the limited coverage
_ of phase space due to thermal constraints; (2) the transonic nature o£ the

-I" proCon flow close to the Sun; (3) the short time spent near the Sun,

especially compared to the periods of low frequency lqHD waves; (4) the highvelocity of the spacecraft; (5) possible high turbulent fluid velocities

'_" near the Sun.

I_ Let us consider points (4) and (5) in some detail. One way to
t_ determine the *'turbulent" velocities is to calculate Alfven wave amplitudes

inside 1AU using the parameters given in Table 1 as a boundary condition

l at 1AU and assuming no dampin 8. This will again be a lower limit, becausedamping and other wave modes are neglected. However, the calculation is

1_ illustrative and gives an idea of what to expect.

I To obtain wave amplitudes close to the Sun_ we assume that the Alfven

l velocity and the solar wind velocity vary with radial distance as shown in
/ Figure 1. This is the spherical model o_ Stttler (1978), with the velocity

J_ profiles determined from an empirical density profile and mass conservation.

The velocity is 530 km/sec at the Alfven point (20 _ and 700 km/se¢ at

t 1AU. The Alfven velocity is about 1500k m/see near 4 which is somewhat
_ high, but not inappropriate for conditions above coronal holes.

I Figure 2 gives the amplitudes of transverse waves in the solar wind

_ for wave periods from zero to 1.9 days, assuming a 40 km/se_ amplitude at

1AU. The curves are not limited to short wavelengths, but are solutions
to the full _D" equations for small amplitude toroidal waves of finite

i,_ wavelength (Hetnemann and Olbert, 1978). The zero period curve is, of course,
_ the _B limit. Points of interest are that: (1) inside 1 &Up the WKBlimit

_ yields the largest amplitudes; (2) 6V rises as r decreases until the Alfven

'_ 3P3
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+_'_' point Is reached, after which 8V decreases as we move closer to the Sun; i

(3) these curves are predictions of root mean square velocities--peak to i
t+

_i_ peak values are larser.
_+ Again, Figure 2 Is only a lower limit for Algven waves; other wave i

° _,i!i modes may totally alter this picture. If we consider only Alfven waves, :an absolute uooer lI_t on velocity _litudes would be • factor of +-3 higher _'i

'! than the curves shown; at higher velocities, Alfven wave fluxes at the Sun .1
))" +. would exceed the total flux necessary to drive the expansion, which Is an '

!_. _ :Lmposstble situation. '!

_...+_ It is also Instructive to add the spacecraft velocity along the Solar

":++ Probe trajectory to the velocity profile shown iT+ Figure 2 and consider

++"_+' the resulting aberration of the plasma flow. In Figure 3, we show various

°+!i curves in velocity space. The vertical axis is the radial velocity (positive

'+ _+ away from the Sun) and the horizontal axis Is veloc£t7 transverse to the

with ti:m In days and radial distance in solar radii, as Indicated by tick

, marks. The curve labeled "700 kin/set stream*' Is the locus In velocity

I_ ',+ space of the radial velocity profile In Figure 1, _ i__twoul._._davnear in the

res.__t fr_ of th_! spacecraft. That is, the purely radial velocity profile

+°++ _ In Figure 1 will appear to have a large transverse velocity in the spacecraft
i

: frame, as well as a varying radial velocity. The curve labeled **350 lan/sec
I

stream'* is the velocity profile In Figure 1 divided by two and treated in

the same manner. Note that after perihelion the probe overtakes the

"350 lan/sec" wind as it moves away from the Sun. The aberration of the

"700 kin/set strean_* Is shown In Figure 4, where we plot the deviation of

the apparent solar wind flow from radial. Clearly, large aberrations of the

bulk flow will be the rule close to the Sun. Although this will present a

challenging opportunity for exper_nentaltsts_ especially on a non-spinning

spacecraft, the large aberration means the tnstrtunent does not have to look

_'i directly at the Sun and can near course,
thus remain shaded perihelion. of

Ii there are also obvious problems in sampling the thermal spread of the flow,which for the transonic protons will resemble the traditional problems of

-++_+_.; electron measure:mnts.
i _:++++i+'i In Figures 3 and 4 we indicate the probable spread due to the "turbulent"

_ velocities of Fisure 1 (horizontal bars in Fisure 3 and vertical bars in

C. Figure _). The aberration problems increase in direct proportion to the

_ turbulent velocities.
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-_ Ktnetic _g_ects of Alfven Wave pressures

To end on a physically interesting note, we consider again the concept

of Alfven wave pressure. It is well known that such pressure can accelerate

;_,, , the solar wind. With the exception of Hollweg (1978), however, all treatments

_, i of this effect have been fluid treatments, primarily because a proper kinetic

(i. e. Vlasov) treatment is very complex. Itecentlyp Goodrich (1978) has

formulated a general quasllinear theory for an inhon_eneous plasma and

_-_ obtained nmnerical solutions for the case of Alfven waves in the solar wind.

_: Goodrich's numerical results for a radial magnetic field are shown in

- Figures 5a through 5c. The upper panel shows velocity space contours of

the proton distribution function in the case of no Alfven waves. The

vertical axis is velocity perpendicular to the radial (field) direction and

_, the horizontal axis is velocity parallel to the radial direction. The
lower panel shows contours of the proton distribution function if Algven

waves are present and accelerating the flow. The distribution function

i without is assumed 40 and the evolution is shownwaves isotropic at at

60, 80, and 100 P(_ in Figures 5a, b, and c, respectively.

In the progresfion from 60 to 100 P(_, one can easily see the wave

acceleration of the bulk of the distribution to higher velocities as

compared to the no-wave case. The details of how that acceleration is

actually accomplished are quite interesting. Those thermal particles on

axis (v£ = 0) moving at a speed equal to the wind speed plus the Alfven

_ speed feel no wave pressure. Particles on axis moving at less than this

If! speed feel an effect which increases as their velocity separation increases.• Thus the distributions in Figure 5 look as if they have been pushed along

i the axis from behind. The details of the effects for offexact particles

_ axis (v l _ O) are complicated, but the general tendency is clear. It is
not clear whether such distributions will actually be observed in the solar

!_• wind. Most obviously_ they may be unstable to the generation of other wave
modes. However. the neighborhood of the Alfven point, where the wave

1 pressure gradient is strongest, could be a good region to observe such kinetic

l_. effects.

i This is only one of many physical processes which may bev.t be studied
1_ at and inside of the Alfven critical point. Solar angular momentum loss is
i _:, another. Our final point is that the Solar Probe offers an opportunity to

I_i study l..nnsit__uuthe evolution of an astrophysical plasma flow from highly

I!.
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?Igure 5b: Velocity space contours of the proton distribution function

_. in the absence of Alfven wave acceleration (upper panel) and in the

_ presence of Alfven wave acceleration (lower panel). The proton distrt-

-_"'t !I" bution is shown at 80 R(_, assumin8 isotropy in the no-wave case at 40 R®.
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i__!_ sub-Alfvenic to hishly super-Alfvenic velocities. This opportunity is
I_ unique, and should provide a wealth of astrophysically interesting

• ti_ observations which can be obtained in no other way.
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11 ACCELERATION AND HEATING OF THE SOLAR WIND

_ Aaron Barnes

_i Theoretical and Planetary Studies Branchi NASA-Ames Research Center

Noffett Field, CA 94035

j Abstract
The study of the solar wind bears an importance beyond being an

_ interesting topic of space science. The solar wind is the prototype of

the escape of matter from a large class of stars, and perhaps from star

clusters and galaxies. Moreover, an impressive array of evidence indicates

that large variations in the solar wind-solar activity complex can lead to

appreciable changes in the Earth*s climate. In this light it is especially

frustrating that we still do not understand which processes drive the solar

wind, i.e., how it is accelerated and heated. This state of affairs arises

prlmarily because we have observations of only two relevant regions: the

inner corona and the asymptotic coasting region of the wind (mostly

observed at 1 AU, never nearer the Sun than 0.3 AU). Hence theoretical

models are constrained by data at essentially only two points; it is not

surprising that models with quite different assumptions about the accel-

eratlon and heating mechanisms are equally consistent with observation.

We review brlefly some of the competing theories of solar wind

acceleration and heating, and discuss what observations are required to

dlstlnsuish among thrum. In most cases what is required is measurement

of plasma velocity and temperature and magnetic field, as neat the Sun

_ as possible and certainly inside 20 RG; another critical aspect of

this question is determining whether a turbulent "envelope" exists in

°i[ this inner re8ion_ and if so, defining its properties. Plasma and= :_ magnetic observations from the proposed Solar Probe mission would thus

I yield a quantum Jump in our understanding of the dynamics of the solarwind.

°I
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...._ I am very pleased Chat there is a consensus at this meeting on the

importance of the problem of solar wind acceleration and healing, and

.... :': that there seems to be a widespread feeling that the solar probe has the

£_ potential of bringing about major progress in our understanding of this

-_1. question,

"_ Since a numberof other speakers are addressing similar issues, I

will not attempt a thorough review covering every facet of this problem,

but will limit my torments to a few Copies chat I regard as e_pecially

interesting and important. An appropriate beginning Is to ask ourselves
° u_

::_o why so many scientists attach major _portance to the problem of solar

!_" wind acceleration and heating. It is of obvious interest to people who,

like some of you in the audience and like me, have spent much of their

_ scientific careers studying the solar wind. But this question is of

greater scientific significance than Just that. The solar wind is the
i

ot' paradigm for the escape of matter from a large class of stars, and

_/i _ probably other objects as well. I think that we have little hope of

• underscandlng the general problem of astrophysical mass loss If we don_t

_ know vhat causes the expansion of the solar wind. It now seems quite

i_/[ likely that the complex of the solaz wind and solar activity is somehow I

i related to variations in Earth's weather and climate. We think that

_ solar activity was depzessed during the Haunder minlmum. What was the

], solar wind doing at that time? I have no idea, and a fair part of the

reason why I have no idea is that we do not yet understand very well

:_i' how the solar wind is accelerated.

_._. The dominant mechanism of acceleration and heating has remained elusive

Ii" because we have observations of only two relevant regions: the inner corona,

i'!
tl

,- o o _ .... ' :' ,o
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i, and the asymptotic coasting region Of the wind (not nearer the Sun than 6C R_).

--ifh

_ Theoretical model_ are therefore constrained by data at essentially only two

! points_ it is _t _urpri_ing that models with quite different aBsumption_ about
;I
!/
_ the acceic,ration meehanl_n are equally consl_tont with observation. Thl_ prob-
L

I!" le_ i_ lilu_trated In Fig,.i, which Elves profiles of flow v,_.ioeityvs. hello-

/ centric distance as predicted by a few sample models. I have used the_e parti-

._.," cular model_ because I happen to have worked with them, and they are therefore
. o

.'i_ .

_t convenient, but the same point could be m_de with any set of models. All models

i_ • give velocity profiles that are rather flat between about 20 P_' and 1 AU, and in
h

::,, fact the typical day-to-day va_'iations in speed observed at 1 AU are larger than

_ the predicted variation over the range 0.1-1 AU in any given model. Hence it is
I:

clear that velocity measurements taken outside of 15-20 Re are of little value

it, in trying to distinguish _unon_ the theoretical alternatives.
&
if' In contrast, the solar probe near perihelion (presumably _ RQ) could yield

ti_ velocity data of great consequence. Clearly a single pass will not give us

I:: _imple radial profiles like those shown in Fig. I; instead it will give a pro-

_ti_il_ file along which distance, latitude, longitude and time are convolved. We may

-_:' anticipate large variations with latitude and longitude, possibly including

Ii regions of static corona. Velocity information by itself is therefore not

I' likely to yield a definitive picture of solar wind acceleration. It ms,v,how-

°._. ever, restrict the alternatives in an important w_v. Radial-flow models of

the solar wind (e.g., Fig. i) normally predict feArly low velocities at 4 Re,

_ of order _0-1_0 kin/see. On the other hand, Kopp and Holzer (1976) have raised

/: the possibility that, if the means:tic field in solar-wind source regions diverges

_' rapidly enough, the sonic point ma_ lie ver_ near the coronal base. In this3 i

case the flow speed at _ R_ would be rapid (_ 300 kin/see). We should be able

_ to get a feeling for which of these two extremes is more typical of the Sun at

_, the time of probe perihelion.

_. _3G
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Figure i: Sample velocity profiles illustrating the slow variation of v with

_I r beyond 20 Re. Solid curves are magnetoacoustic-wave driven models

I, calculated by Hartle, Barfiesand Bredekamp (unpublished), and a

;_ dashed curve correspcnding to an A!fven-wave driven model of Hollweg12

l (1973) is shown for comparison. All other published models show

1 similarly flat velocity profiles.
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I
'_'[I"°_ There are a nl_nber of reasons to expect that the region inside 20 R® may

III! be turbulent. This turbulence is an important topic by itself, which I shall

:!.• discuss shortly, but for the present I wish to consider it merely as a potential

_i_ problem for measuring the velocity profile. Fig. 2 showL1 the calculated profiles

of velocity amplitude according to several different theories. In addition, the

I" _ measure of randomness in velocity (conceivably due to turbulence) inferred by

_:. Ekers and Little (1971) from radio scintillation data has been indicated. Alto-N

j gerber, it would not be surprising to find a fluctuating component of the flow

velocity of order 100-200 km/sec near probe perihelion. It would obviously be

I!_' difficult to determine from a single spacecraft whether observed velocity varia-

tions represent true wave motions or were due to the sampling of a number of

, stead_ streams of different velocity. A second spacecraft close b_ would

i resolve much of this ambiAmity.

The parameter whose spatial profile is most sensitively dependent on the

mechanism of solar wind heating is the proton temperature. Fig. 3 shows the

proton temperature profil_s for three sample models that give about the same

asymptotic flow speed for the wind. Two of the temperature profiles are rather

alike, but a third, based on nonlinear dissipation of Alfven waves, is quite

different because the dissipation occurs further from the Sun than in the other

cases. The most striking differences in the profiles occur at intermediate

" diste_ices, of order 20 RQ. Unfortunately, there are great difficulties in

determining temperature profiles from spacecraft observations because of the

large day-to-de_7 variations in the flow. The typical 1 AU temperature varia-

tion is comparable to the maximum difference of the models at any distance.

Just as in the case of velocity measurements, temperature measurements

from a single solar probe pass wt.A no_ yield a definitive picture of how the

"" solar wind is heated. Once again, however, the alternatives can be restricted.

The extreme cases that can be imagined are: (a) extended heating out to 10 Re

._8
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' or beyond_ and (b) essentially adiabatic ex_anslon beyond a coronal base near
J.

I:" the Sun. If one of' these extremes obtains, it should be apparent in solar probe

temperature data. As in the case of velocity measurements, a second spacecraft

it would be of enormous value in reducing ambiguities in the profiles due to turbu-
," lent fluctuations.

:_-_ ably has its largest effect in the inner core of the wind. Therefore, measure-

_.o ments of electron temperature and heat flux are of key importance in the stud_

i of solar wind heating. Since this topic has already been discussed in detailby Feldman and Belcher (see papers, this volume), I will not con_ent boyond

stressing their importance.
i:

Plasma and magnetic measurements, and their correlation with solar observa-

tions, will e_tend our understanding of acceleration and heating of the solar

• wind. In particular, they will provide au opportunity to confirm or deny some

//i of our ideas about extended heating and acceleration by hydromagnetic turbulence.

.'_'" Fig. _ gives _alc_ated profiles o_ '_ the _etic _litude o_ turb_ent envelopes

. based on varying assumptions. Two extreme models are that the turbulence is

o:/__t entirely Alf_enic or entirely magnetoacoustic. Alfven waves of the intensity

observed near 1 AU are of low intensity when extrapolated inward by the simple

W_ theory. In contrast, if the observed AlfVen waves at 1 AU are the residuum

_,_'_. of a turbulence field that has been strongly damped on passage from the Sun, ;
I

i1_ Alfvenic turbulence could be quite strong in the inner core of the wind and

could account for a major part of its acceleration. Magnetoacoustic turbulence,

_'i_I on the other hand, is strongly dissipative and could exist at significant levels

only inside about 20 P_. The_e waves would heat the wind strongly in this

region, thereby indirectly accelerating the wind.

_" It should be fairly easy to distinguish between the extremes in the solar

:tli probe mission. The spatial variation of the two kinds of turbulence is

;o{"
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qualititativel¥ different, as is clear from Fig. _. The local properties of

the two kinds of turbulence are also different. AlfVen waves appear as fluc-

li_ _ tuations in the magnetic field direction, with little or no compression in

t: _ the field strength or plasma density On the other hand, magnetoacoustic waves

) are linearly polarized and compressive in both ms4_etic field strength and den-

sity. Plasma and magnetic data from the probe should tell us whether there is

! i_:. a turbulent envelope, and whether it consists mainly of Alfven or magnetoacoustic

_ waves, a mixture of both, or something else entirely. These observations coulddefinitively establish whether turbulent heating and acceleration are an impor-

These comments on the ways in which the solar probe could contribute to

i_li our understanding of heating and acceleration are far from exhaustive. A number
of other processes have been discussed in the literature, but the pressure of

_1_ time has forced me to focus on a few of my favorites. In any case, perhaps

the most exciting thing about the proposed mission is that it will put us in

a position to look back at all the theorizing that has been done. At that

point, all that we have done will seem "to have been either wrong, or irrelevant

or obvious", as Herbig (1977) said of another field. While we m_7 still not

understand all the details of solar wind acceleration after the first probe,

i_!i we will know an order of magnitude more than we do now.

° Note on bibliography: In such a brief paper it is not possible to acknow-

ledge the contributions of many scientists to the development of the field.

_' Extensive references may be found in the review articles of Feldman (1978),

Hollweg (1975, 1978), Holzer (1978) and Barnes (1975, 1978), including refer-

ences to previous reviews.

J;' i
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! A SOLAR WIND EX_ERL_ENT FOR THE SOLAR PROBE MISSION

K. W. Ogilvle

, '_- NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

i! Greenbelt, Maryland, 20771

ABSTRACT

Electron and ion plasma measurements on Solar Probe are important, espe-

_. clally to elucidate the role of coronal holes as sources of the solar wind

and to resolve the long debated question of the importance of wave heatlng

within 20 _to the acceleratlon of the solar wind. Adaptable instruments

are required to cover the large dynamic range of parameters between 1 AU and

4 _. The baseline mission would be improved, in some respects, by the addi-

tion of a second spacecraft, following the first by a distance of several

solar radii. A splnnlng spacecraft would be satisfactory, but not essential,

for the present objectives. Attention should be paid to having the heat

shleld electrlcally conductin 8. An instrument for ion and electron (but no

composition) measurements wouldhave amass of blOkE, require 8 w of power_

and generate data at a maximum rate of _2 kblts/sec.
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_I: A SOLARWIND EXPERIMEHTFOR THE SOLAR PROBEMISSION

Scientific Aims
k

_. The discovery of coronal holes has focussed attention on the fact that

, very little is known about the source and acceleration of the solar wind.

This will naturally form one of the principal subjects of research with

_ Solar Probe. An important question which can be solved in principle is the

_,._ importance of waves and the presence of the extended heating region modeled

_ by Hartle and Barnes (1970), thought to exist at 12 _. These effects will
+_'+_ make themselves felt principally in the radial variation of bulk speed and

t__ ion temperatures, but the hydromagnetic waves have a large velocity ampli-

_ rude (dVV. d_BB), and may be detectable directly ass local increase in veloc-
V

_-_ ity fluctuation. There may also be an effect upon the electron temperature

=_'_ and temperature anisotropy, although this is not certain at present. It has

- also bee,_ suggested that heating in an extended region might be caused by

_ the transfer of energy from electrons to ions at _ 12 _. The
relative im-

p"', portance of these mechanism could be evaluated if it is found that such heat-

_'_ ing plays a part in the acceleration of the solar wind to high speeds. The

_6 relationship of the solar wind to the underlying solar surface structure can

+_ also be studied. For example, how much of the solar wind comes from coronal
_ holes, and what is the nature of the source regions of streams? Flow may be

il far from radial close to the sun, this direction being presumably along
the

_/!_ local nmgnetic field. The co-rotation of the plasma is also interesting,

I+.Y since measurements at 1 AU of the angular momentum loss of the sun are not

+_ in a satisfactory state. All these measurements require observations made
.o

1_" inside both the critical radius ( _ 10 _) and the Alfven radius (20 _), and
_. the Solar Probe is ideal for these studies.

l TraJectory Considerations

+i_. The suggested choice (closest approach 4 %; inclination 90°, nodal an-
% gle 45°) seems satisfactory for the plasma measurements, since it is likely

i to pass across at least extensions of the polar coronal holes.

i In 1989 the solar activity will be rising, so that there may be some

', coronal hole structures near the equator but the dominant holes will prob-
{_,

!+" ably be the polar holes. Thus a high inclination will almost certainly pass

across parts of the surface occupied by holes, and parts not occupied by

', holes.

i. 3h6
_:,

..... _'_+--:+"- + + : .... --- ..... _ ............... + • ----++ +¢-:--'s -_----,++,._+ • " +9+--_ _ _ ,+
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_" to theTheresunmaY(Tobe=TidifficultieSlOb K, U >inlOomakingkmse¢"ls°lar wind measurements this close- , n _ 5 x 104 cm'3); see Fig. 1.

For example, _D = 30 cm, is smaller than the spacecraft, which, means that
there will be wake effects downstream of the craft. The Alfven speed (Fig. 2)

/;' is high enough there that shocks are unlikely to form about the spacecraft.

....1 The plasma parameters obtained directly will thus be characteristic of themedium, but the spacecraft wlll be surrounded by an asy_etrlc sheath even if

___, it is an equipotentlal. This is likely to trouble the plasma wave experiments.

!_ It would be advantageous to have t_o spacecraft either separated by a

_. small distance along the orbit, or at different inclinations. In the for-
mer case time dependent effects can be studied, while in the latter case there

is a greater chance of overflying an equatorial coranal hole. Perhaps one craft

could act as a telemetry relay for the other.

A spinning spacecraft has some advantages in terms of solid angle cover-

age but these in general do not, in the present author's opinion, outweigh the

weight penalty.

Ion Measurements

If the aims of the mission are to be met, there are two classes of ion

measurement s:

i' 1) Accurate proton distribution function measurements.

2) Composition measurements.

1. The distribution function needs to be measured so that heating and accel-

eration models can be checked. Since the aberration angle is large, it is

possible to observe the ions by looking past the heat shield with a

wide angle detector (Faraday Cup). It seems unlikely chat a detector which

looked over the edge of the spacecraft could survive 2500 times the sun's

i radiation at I AU, and the corresponding photo-electrons would cause problems.

., An external deflection electrode system would probably impact the design of

the spacecraft and also perturb the ambient plasma and make it difficult to

_I make measurements of low energy electz_ns and plasma waves.f

"/ 2. The p_incipal advantage of this mission for composition studies is thateven the rare tqns are present in large numbers. The disadvantage is that the

thermal and bulk velocities are comparable, so that a high velocity resolu-

tion is required over a large range in velocity. _ss and charge states must
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be determined separately, since the most interesting region is highly tur-

bulent..

_ Apart from direct Ion temperature and composition measurc_n_nte,
the

?

;. _cientific alma outlined above can be carried out if we _havoreliable mea-

l eurementa of

Den_lty

_'_ Electron temperature and Cemp_rature anieotropy

i_. Bulk velocity

-'I Electron heat flux along the trajectory

"l There are no substitutes for ion composition and ion temperature measure-

ments, but there are many advantages in obtaining the other plasma parameters
• by measurements on electrons. The thermal speeds of the electrons are always

large compared to the solar wind speed and the vehicle speed, so that elec-

trons can be measured by an instrument which is always behind the heat shield.

.!. Thus there will be little trouble in ensurin K that the detector survives. The

_i •" design suggested in Fig. 3 is a six-axis narrow angle spectrometer. This is
,_ particularly well suited to measuring drift velocities in any direction since

Ii a detector looks up and down each of three mutually perpendicular directions.Each of the six cylindrical electrostatic analyzers has two detectors, so by

_,_ providing two high voltage supplies and using different apertures and accumula-

o tion times, the above quantities may bc measured all the wey from 5 AU to 4 R_.
An additional advantage is that even though aberration is large and changes,

and the flow may be in any direction when close to the sun, it can be mea-

sured by this instrument without any mechanical motion. A similar instrument

has been operating on the ISEE-A spacecraft (a spinner) for the last six

_=°__ months, and has proven to be able to measure the solar wind speed to an accu-
I

I racy of a few percent and its direction to an accuracy of one or two degrees.Figure 4 shows data obtained during a pass through the magnetosheath of the
!

•,_ earth. Since the tr_aJectory parameters must be known to high accuracy for
_-_& the relativity experiment, the bulk speed can be determined to a similar de-

i! gree of accuracy on this mission. If the spacecraft were spinning, the higher
moments of the electron distribution function could be determined more fre-

t quently, but the experiment is compatible with a non-spinning spacecraft pro-

vided that the magnetic field direction is available. Data can be taken in ii
t

il
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• a "snapshot" mode and read out comparatively slowly to prevent allaslng; data

I storage is required to achieve full effectiveness. In this way we arrive at

,_: the following requirements:
Mass 4 ks

I_' Electrons only.Power 3 w

• Telemetry 100-200 bps

The instrument should be mounted on the anti-sunward end of the spacecraft

_--_ looking out at various angles to the axis. These angles will be decided

_ after an extensive s/mul.ation program designed to ensure that the parameterscan be measured with the required accuracy when close to the sun. In view of

_ _'" the small Debye length compared to the typical spacecraft dimensions, special

i_i_: care should be taken to make the spacecraft conducting.

!.

g
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; SPECTROSCOPIC HAPPING OF SOLAR WIND VELOCITIES

_. John L. Kohl

_"_ Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

ABSTRACT

_ During the total solar eclipse of 1970, measurements of

resonantly scattered Lyman-alpha radiation from the solar corona

revealed a means to determine temperatures and densities in the

solar corona beyond 1.5 RQ. A natural extension of this work

_., is to use the Solar Probe to measure the spectral llne profile

_. of Lyman-alpha radiation backscattered toward the Sun from

!' coronal regions getween 4 R® and i0 R®. The backscattered

profile would provide unique and quantitative determinations of

the outflow velocities of coronal material into the solar wind.

Such information is of critical importance for understandin8

t solar-wind formation and solar-terrestrial effects on the Earth's

climate. There is no known way to obtain this information without

a Solar Probe-type mission, i_

;-i
:_._
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iI• I. INTRODUCTION

Neasurements of spectral llne profiles of coronal hydrogen Lyman-alpha

radiation can provide a means for determining the solar wind velocities and

temperatures of coronal regions within about lO solar radii from sun center

i,
(Re). Outflowvelocittes of coronal material into the solar wind are needed

to understand the supersonic coronal expansion. The kinetic temperature

of coronal protons is a key parameter for determining the amount and mechan-

_ isms of heating in the various structures of the solar wind acceleration

region (presently believed to be between 2 Re and 10 Ro). Theories of solar-

wind acceleration are closely related to a collage of natural phenomena which

include solar-terrestrial effects on the Earth's climate, accretion, the

escape of matter from stellar atmospheres, and stellar formation.

The present state of knowledge of solar-wind dynamics is severely

limited by a complete lack of experimentally determined velocities and tem-

peratures in the acceleration region. Solar-wind velocities have been ob-

t- served at 1 AU, with some measurements as close as 0.3 AU, and Doppler shifts

of coronal lines have provided some evidence of outflow velocities in coronal

holes at about 1.1 R . Coronal temperature measurements have been limited to
@

regions within 1.5 Re .

The Solar Probe provides a unique opportunity to determine solar-wind

velocities in the acceleration region from direct measurements of backscattered

Lyman-alpha radiation. Only outwardly directed observations of Lyman-alpha

radiation from within the corona are sufficiently sensitive to deter_ne

solar-wind velocities. The Rarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics has

built rocket instrtunentat_on to observe the Lyman-alpha corona in the absence

of a natural solar eclipse (Kohl, Reeves, Kirkham, 1978). The first measure-

ments are planned for the fall of 1978. Measurements from near the Earth of

coronal Lyman-alpha line profiles are expected to provide coronal hydrogen

temperatures but provide very little information about velocities. Observa-

tions with a visible light coronagraph are useful for determining electron

densities. The combination of outwardly directed observations of Lyman-alpha

line profiles from Solar Probe and Earth-based synoptic observations near the

time of solar encounter with a Lylnan-alpha coronagraph and a visible-light

coronagraph would provide velocity, temperature, and density maps for a large

segment of the solar corona. Such information can be conveniently displayed

as artificial solar eclipse pictures in false color.
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II. TI_LYMAN-ALPHACORON&

!_ The Lyman-alpha corona beyond 1.2 Re (see Fig. 1) was observed for the

l first and only timeby an international 8roup of experimenters from Imperial

College, London; York University, Canada; Culhem Laboratory, U.K.; and the

Harvard College Observatotywho used rocket borne instrumentation during the

total solar eclipse of 1970 (Gabriel e_tal., 1971). The relatively large in-

'_/ tensity and slow decrease in intensity with radial distance compared to other

_.._ spectral lines was explained by Gabriel (1971) as resonant scattering ofr-

__ chromospheric Lyman-alpha radiation by a proportionately small amount of neu-

L_: tral hydrogen in the high temperature coronal plasma.

-.°_ _ Rough estimates of the expected intensity of coronal Lyman-alpha radia-

tion as a function of radial distance from sun center are giver in the lower

part of Figure 2. The curves between 5 Re end 10 Re are only constrained by

_' the end potnts and the values at 10 R_ may very well be too large. At any

point in the corona, the intensity _s ,xpected to scale directly with electronq

" density and as the minus 3/2 power of the electron temperature and also to depend on

o i_, the seometryof the scattering process. The intensities of Figure 2 are based on

"°' the 1970 eclipse observations out to 1._ Re with extrapolations to 10 Re using

_ observations of the K corona (el. Allen,1973) which also scale directly with

electron density. For _tmplicity, a constant coronal temperature was assumed.

The usual (r/Re) "2/7 temperature dependence would result in about a 45_
in-

i _:ii crease in intensity between 4 Re and 10 Re. A more rapid fall off in intensity

can result from solar-wind velocities in excess of 100-150 km s "1.

Resonant scattering of Lyman-alpha radiation has been described by Beckers

and Chipman (1974). The geometry of the scattering process can be described in

. terms of the angle 8 between the radiQ1 direction through the coronal point of
interest and the direction of observation (see Fig. 2). Relevant spectral line

profiles are shown in Figure 3. Considering resonant scattering as an absorp-

tion and reemiesion process, the chromospheric profile can be thought of as

the incident radiation and the 1.5 x 106 K 8aussian profi!e as the absorption

profile due to the velocity distribution of ground state hydrogen in the direc-

tion of the incident radiation. Coronal hydrogen atoms only can absorb

photons with wavelengths within their natural line width (_3 x 10-6nm). The

result of the absorption of the chromospheric radiation is a distinctly non-

i _ gaussien velocity distributl,n of excited atoms in the direction of the inci-

_i li dentradtation. In perpendicular directtons, the velocity distrtbotion of° excited atoms would be the same as for ground state atoms.

i I- ;
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_)_ Typical Chromospheric Ly- a --Coronal Thermal Profile ---

I °

i7,,_ii! _ .
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FIg. 3 L!ne profiles associated wlth resonal.t scattering of Lyman-alpha

radiation. The upper part of the flguL'e shows a typlcal emergent Lyman-

I alpha profile from the disk (solid line) and a 1.5 x 10 6 K thermal
__ gausslan profzle (dashed llne). The lower part of the figure shows the

expected coronal profiles for resonant backscatterlng toward Sun-center

_ for several different solar-wind velocities.
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I Because the observed llne profile is determlned by the veloclty distrl-

'_'_ bution of excited atoms in the llne-of-slght direction, the profile of

_ scattered radiation at 0 = 90 ° would be similar to t_ gausslan curve of
_" Figure 3. However, for backscattered radiation (0 = 0°), the velocity dis-

/._ trlbutlon of excited atoms and hence the reemisslon profile is proportional
to the product at each wavelength of the Incident chromospheric profile and

the veloclty profile of ground state coronal hydrogen. A net outflow velocity

has the effect of shifting the absorption profile toward longer wavelengths

with respect to the chromospheric profile. This dramatlcdlly affects the

_. velocity dlstrlbuclon of excited atoms but only in the direction of the In-

_, cldent radiation. The resultlns Lyman-alpha profiles for backscattered

radiation are quite sensitive to the 25-100 km s velocities that are ex-

pected over much of the acceleration region. A set of such profiles is shown

_I_' in the lower part of Figure 3. The solar-wlnd velocities can be derived from

the shapes of the profiles. Neither absolute wavelength positions nor absolute

intensities are needed although they both contain useful information.
#

o i, The backscattered profiles depend on the veloclty profile of the absorbers

_{: which should be determined independently. A major advantage of hydrogen as

l: opposed to heavier elements is that the thermal velocities are relatively

large compared to expected turbulent velocities. Hence, it is probably not

necessary to measure the velocity distribution in precisely the direction of

the incident radiation.

The overlap of the chromospheric profile and Doppler-shifted coronal pro-

file decreases with increasing outflow velocity. Tlleresulting change in inte-

grated Intensity of the scattered radiation affects all 0 angles equally. This has

been termed "Doppler dimming" and has bee_ described byHyder and Lites (1970).

In principle, velocities can be determined by looking for differences in the

iI intensity gradient between resonantly scattered Lyman-alpha radiation and
Thomson scattered visibIe radiation. However, Doppler dimming of Lyman-alpha

is only a 27% effect for outflow velocities of i00 km s -I (cf. Fig. 3). Be-

cause of uncertainties in the predicted intensity due to the hydrogen ioniza-

tion balance, differences in electron temperature versus proton temperature,

and llne-of-sight uncertainties, Doppler dimming is not expected to be useful

for determining velocities less than ab,,,t 200 km s-1. Even in this case,

large uncertainties would be present.
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• The proflles given in the lower part of Figure 3 represent the contrlbu-

,. ties from a region of constant temperature and outflow veloelty. Actual pro-

i files at 6 = 0° would contain contributions from along the llne-of-elght.
_ Since the intensity decreases with radial distance, the contribution functions

} | tend to be peaked toward the s_ller radlal distances.
The decrease in in-

_. tensity with the expected lucreaue in outflow velocity provides an additional

1-' decrease in the contribution from larger radial distances beyond that shown
4

It
o_, in Figure 2. We have initiated a program to evaluate the expected contribution
/_ functions with computer generated observations.

- III. LYMAN-ALPHA MFASURNNTS FROM SOLARPROBE

._ The principal objective of a measurement of coronal Lyman-alpha radiation
_ from Solar Probe would be to determine the net outflow velocities of coronal

_)i" hydrogen into the solar wind for a variety of coronal features between 6 Re
_'_ and 10 R . There is no known method to obtain this information without a

_, Solar Probe-type mission. Lyman-alpha observations could also be used to

itl determine thermal and turbulent velocity distributions of coronal hydrogen.
' As discussed in Section II, the expected outflow velocities can be

determined from measurements of the spectral line profiles of b_ckscattered

l Lyman alpha radiation (0 = 0°). The required instrument is a simple telescope-

t spectrometer system placed in the shadow of the he_t shield and directed out-°i' ward from the Sun along the Sun-probe line. A suitable angular resolution of

_I the telescope-spectrometer system would be about i° which corresponds to

0.017 RQ at a d_stance of i RO from the probe. Such an instrument could be

_/ used to obtain the required Lyman-alpha profiles for the O = 0e direction.

Additional observations from Sol_r Probe at O - 45" and 70" would be useful

for determining the velocity distribution of coronal hydrogen which is

required for a full analysis of the profiles observed at O = 0 °. Observations

!_ of the Lyman-alpha corona from near the Earth could be used to help establish
)" contribution functions from along each line-of-slght (see Sec. II).

There are several positive technical aspects associated with velocity

determinations from measurements of backscattercd Lyman-a!pha radiation. Recall

.... _ that the expected solar-wind velocities and the thermal velocities of hydrogen

_. in the acceleration region are of similar magnitudes, and the planned speed of

t:,, the spacecraft through the coronal plasma is also in this general range. This

I situation would not be troublesome for the Lyman-alpha observations. Because
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"1. the region_ observod tn Lyman-alph_ radiation would be well away from Solar
N

"[_..,: Probe, they would not b_ affected at all. by any local disturbance of the

,, il onvtronment near the probe. Spacecraft ,notion would not _affot'.t tho voloctty
., ..1 d_torml|,.,.Llon Hlllt'o it w,_uld b_' ba_ed on tlat, _hap,,t_ of tht: proftlo_ other

l"

,,_. thlo tcav_'lt:tw, th nhfft_, blt,anurom_nt_ of bacl,caLtorod radiation _ampl,_ tho
/

,,t) w_l_ci.t It,._ moving away ;l_ welt a_ toward the probo. Tho Lvm.an-,llpha ol_e.rw_-

L_on_ art, avn_tttvt, to tho t:Xl+O,:tod i_tttfluw vvlot:ttte_, tlnltko olt:ctron

:Jr velocities, the oXpL, ctt;d ilot oul:flow velocity of hydrog,:n In _n approetabte

' ':'"[_"_' fraction of the hydrogen thermal, voloci_y.

,_ IV. INSTRUb_-NTATION
_ We plan to conduct a scientific and engineering study to establish the

conceptual design of an instrument for Solar Probe to measure coronal Lyman-

alpha radiation. The design will draw on our experiences with a Lyman-alpha

,!"- o" coronagraph instrument° Meanwhile, the Instrument can be considered to be
. a short focal length telescope with a baffle system along the telescope axis

t and a 0.25 meter spectrometer. The instrument would have no moving parte. _'" Q"¢' i

i' A multiple anode array detector with out 60 elements would be used. The _

t primary telescope would be directed along the Sun-probe line away from Sun
' r center. Additional telescope mirrors could be directed at 0 = 45 ° and/oz" 7C°.

I Multiple spectrometer entrance slits would be used for the various
telescope

images. The instrument would be placed In the shadow of the heat shield.

':"_1 The required spectral resolution is about 0.01 nm avd the angular resolution

would be about 1°. As a design goal_ the weight would be 4 to 6 kg. The power

i/', i_ requirements for the high voltage power supply and data system would be about._ 10 wetr.s. The data rate would be about 48 bps. The expected temperature

_'o _ excursions will require a careful design in order to maintain spectral focus.

_ _) The electronics would have the usual sensitivity to radiation damage. The _

- " I. acceptable detector background count rate would put constraints on the radia--

_° i'°!_ tio_ environment.

V. NEASUI_dENTS FROMNEAR THE EARTH

Several types of solar observations from near the Earth would be use-

ful at the time of the solar encounter to support Lyman-alpha observationsI,
from Solar Probe. Synoptic observations with a visible light coronagraph

-._ during the several days preceding and following the solar encounter could be

-6.:
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used to determine three dimensional electron density maps. Measurements of the

1!': emergent chromospheric Lyman-alpha profile would be useful for the analysls of

_. the Lyman-alpha profiles obtained with the Solar Probe instrument, Synoptic

obaervatlons of the coronal Lyman-alpha profile and Intenaltv could be used

• .

to dmtermin_ thermal and turbulent velocity distributions and help

evaluate th_ llne-of-sight contzlbutlona of the Solar-Prob_ observations.

Rocket Instrum_ntatlon has be_n d_valop_d at thJ.a laboratory for meanuring

the intensity and spectral line profile of coronal Lyman-alpha radiatto. In the

_, absence of a natural solar eclipse. A scanning spectrometer with photoclectrlc

_._ detection is combined with a linear occulting .ystem which reduces stray light

,-'' levels near 121.6 nm by about _cven ordvr_ of magnitude wl_h respec_ to solar
- tl_

disk radiation. This provides adequate stray light suppression for observe-

" tions out to 4.0 _ from sun center. Straightforward modifications of the

_ occulting system would be required for measurements beyond 4 _ and spectra]

l resolution of about 0,003 nm would be required to isolate cleanly the narrow

geocoronal Lyman-alpha line within the solar coronal line profile:

-_ Because of the rapid decrease in Lyman-alpha intensity with radial '

t distance, coronagraph and eclipse measurements of the Lyman-alpha corona tend"" to sample coronal regions with scattering angles O near 90°. The contrJbutions

._ to the observed profiles would be small for points along the lines-of-sight

{ corresponding to 8 angles significantly larger ghan 135 ° (see Fig. 2). Hence

the resulting profiles are insensitive to outflow velocities.

The rocket version of the new Lyman-alpha coro_agraph will be used for

the first time in the fall of 1978. Coordinated observations of the visible-

light corona will be carried out by the High Altitude Observatory. Figure 4

illustrates a typical observing program of the Lyman-alpha coronagraph fo_ _he

early rocket flights. The Lyman-alpha profile and intensity would be measured

for several 4? by 0.6_ regions of a coronal streamer between 1.5 R O and 4.0 R O

and for a coronal hole out to 2.0 RO. Coronal temperatures will be determined

: from the line shape and neutral hydrogen densities will be estimated from the i

visible light observations. The data from the two instrmr.ents will be combined ii

._ to investigate the ionization equilibrium of hydrogen, the amounts of mechanical 1!

heating in the corona and the location where this heat is deposited. Some I

I
I' indication of outflow velocities might be contained in the relative intensities
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;-:_ WHITE LIGHT CORONA NOV 12,1966 ECLIPSE
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Fig. 4. Typical coronal regions to be observed with a new rocket borne r

;_- Lyman-alpha coronagraph. The white light corona is from the 1966 solar 1
eclipse (Newkirket al., 1970).
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of the Lymn-slphs radiation and the visible light. ]

To obtain extensive observations of the Lyasn-alpha corona which include

'"}, synoptlCforSpecelab.°bservatl°ns' an upsraded Lyman-alphe eoronaaraph is belns planned il
1
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A New ,_lethodof Modelling Coronal Magnetic Fields

M. Scholz, E. N. Fraziar, and D. J. Boucher

The Aerospace Corporation
: gl Sesundo, CA 902/,5

• (Abstract)

_. _e discuss a new method (Schulz et al., 1978) of modelllng the coronal

i_-_ aagnetlc field which uses a non-spherical source surface. This surface is

_i taken to be an isogauss of the underlyin$ potential field generated by

. those currents which flow below the solar surface. With the Solar Probe,

_ it will be possible to check how good thls model is for extrapolation of

fields between the photosphere and 1 AU. Of speclal interest will be the

'_• observation of non-radial fields between 4 and I0 R_, the fields over
:;,_" active regions (where the source surface exhibits dimples), and across

\ current sheets.

Reference

: Schuls, M., Prazler, E. N., and Boucher, D. J., Jr., "Coronal }kgnetic-

: Field Modal wlth Non-Spherlcal Source Surface," accepted for publication

_. in Solar Physics, 1978.
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MAGI_TCHYDRODYNAMIC SI_JLATIOH OF CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS

INTO THE SOLAR WIND

-_:. M. Dryer
Space Environment Laboratory

_OAA/ERL
Boulder, Colorado 80302

__. S.T. Wu and R. S. Steinolfson
School of Science and Engineering

University of Alabama in Huntsville
•_. Huntsville, Alabama 35807

and

E. Tandberg-Hanssen and R. M. Wilson
Space Sciences Laborator_

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812

ABSTRACT

It has long been recognized that the boundary conditions at and close

to the Sun must be known for all physical models which purport to describe

i the flow of both quiescent and transient plasmas into the interplanetary

medium. Determination by an in situ probe of the background or transient

i plasma and field characteristics would greatly aid our understanding.

, For example, assumptions for the background, equilibrium atmosphere fur

_D computer simulations must now be considered as ad hoc. As a case in

point, we note that magnetic field magnitudes and topologies in the low

cozens cannot be measured directly, i

t
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:_ In order to obtoin an assessment of the validity of such assumptions,

we will review a state-of-art fluid continuum technique to describe the

:_ _4D transient response of the corona below lO solar radii during a well-
observed event during the Skylsb mission.

I" Mo_ _xplicitl_, a two-dimensional, planer _4D model of solar
._ atmosphe, transient events is used to simulate the response of the corona

_'i;_ to a flare on 1973 August 21. This event, observed in Ha, He II 30_ A,
._ soft X-ray and coronal white light, provided sufficient information to

?ji:" assess the model's ability to simulate major features of an actual solar
_ event. It was found that a thermodynamic input pulse based on data pro-

i vided by the NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center-A,rospace Corporation

_: X-ray telescope (8-056) on 8k_lab was sufficient to produce the global

l geometry, shock and contact surface velocities, excess mass contours and

i energy budget which were, for the most part, observed by the High Altitude• Observatory white-light coronagraph (S-052) on Skylab in the form of a
b

! forerunner and coronal transient. Another event, that of 5 September 1973,
L

--/" is also briefly examined.

'.-- We conclude that the computer simulation technique, as demonstrated i!

" by the encouraging results in the present case, should be subjected to !!
:_'_ in _ verification of as many of its initial assumptions as possible.

I: Its ability to provide a rational basis for physical understanding of mass

) ejections suggests its use as one of the tools used in the planning and

,_:' analysis of such close encounter missions, ii

._.
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'_ _ A number of non-linear, magnetohydrodynemie_HD), numerical models

I_ ' are presently under develol_.nt for the computer simulation of transient

:_ ! events in the solar atmosphere. It is the objective of these simulations
J:

to provide insight to the dominant physical processes within such events

: and, further, to predict their consequences in the interplanetary medium.
!4 A continuing ccnfrontation between experiment and theory is necessary,

_ paraphrasing the 1978 Report (Volume 1) of the NAS' Space Science Board,

_,-,-_-. for the health of both as well as to achieve a real understanding of

,_" nature.

:' It is important, then, to review several basic facts concerning

i'_" numerical sinu_lations so that further confrontations can be assessed in

°_.>_ an organized way. First, the output of such simulations is dependent

t! i upon a number of parameters. That is, numerical solutions of MHDmodels

_!i _ are functions of the following: (i) the initially-assumed equilibrium
° atmosphere; (il) magnetic topology which is in equilibrium with this

,\i_ i_ atmosphere; and (iii) magnitude and duration of the pulse (i.e., "flare",
: etc. ) which drives the transient. Secondly, the output of such simula-

"'lJ !

')_ tions depends upon assumptions involving the presence, magnitude, and

!.'_ type of dissipative processes. However, the solutions are unique for a

..ill _lven set of assumptions and parameters.
_i We adopt the view that coronal mass e_ections into the solar wind

may best be described via the fluid continuum assumption wherein the plasma
"/i

and ma6netic field are mutually interactive. Thus, we set aside the stud_7

i of very low plasma beta examples (B = 16_nkT/B_ <I.0) wherein plasma is

I: constrained to act within initiall_-pres_ibed magnetic topologies. The
i; panoply of MHDwaves must, therefore, be co_,sidered, including their

• _! i formation and propagation as shock waves. The work described here is a

_, !, sunn_ary and slight extension of recent studies by Stetnolfeon et al. (1978),

.'_ i_ Dryer etal. (1978), and Dryer and Maxwell (1978).
_ i: The next section describes an MHDsimulation of the coronal response

:.'_ ! to flares on 21 August 1973 and 5 September 1973. These events were well-
I

i'_' _ observed by ground-based observatories and by the Skylab ATM instruments.
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TWO SIRUIATIO_

The Events of 21 Au_us_ lg7R. Spatial and temporal soft X-ray

observations of this east limb event were used to model the flare's

pulse (Dryer et el., 1978). The initial, one-fluid, atmosphere, in force-

fl-ee equilibrium with a magnetically, topologically-open portion of s

six-lobed hexapole, was in polytropic equilibrium. The polytropic

__ index was taken as 1.08, and the number density and temperature at the

base (taken as i R. from the sun's center) were taken, baaed on observa-

tions, as n = 5xlO"_ cm"3 and T = 2xlO6 OK, respectively. _to values

(for separate computations) of the nmgnetlc field at the coronal base

and on the axis-of-symmetry were taken as B = 0.834 G and 2.64 @. The

first case will be referred to as the 8 = I.O case; th_ second, a_ the

B = 0.i case.

'l, The soft X-ray observations were used, via the technique of flux
F:_ V •

' ratios (c.f., Svestka, 1976, or Wilson, 1977), to provide a pressure

;2 pulse as a representation of the flare's transfer of energy and momentum

to the corona and, ultimately, to the solar wind. Figure 1 shows the

observationally-inferred density and temperature. It is seen that the

rapid rise was followed by an elevated level of sustained output of

thermal energy and momentum transfer. The full set of equations, de-

scribed in detail by Steinolfson et el. (1978), was solved self-consist-

:" ently and uniquely for the coronal spatial and temporal response in twu

dimensions. The asymmetrical shape of the fast, forward MHD shock wave is

shown in Figure 2 one hour after the sta:.tof the flare (at 13_0 UT on

_i. 21 August 1973). The larger Lorentz forces bom_what constrain the plasma

flow behind the shock for the B - O.i case in comparison with the B = i.O

case. The position c_" the maximum density increase is also shown for each

case. General/.7,' the latter is seen to simulate rather closely the

coronal transient observed for this event by Poland and Munro (1976).

The _D simulation not onl_ provides detailed information which can

, be compared to quantitative observations, but it also provides informa-

tion where observations are unavailable. Figures 3 and 4, for example,

show the density ratio, plasma velocity vectors, temperature ratio and

•- 370
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l

i!_
\ excess density contours for the 8 _ 1.O and O.1 cases, respectively.

Note that only half of the computational field-of-view needs to be shown

_; _ in view of sy_etry about the solar equator at 0 _ O°. The contactI.
._ surface (denoted by CS) mark_ the position along the axi_-of-_y_metw of

....ii a plautusp_rcel whlc'hleft the coronal base st 1340 UT, the instant of....: flare initiation.

!_.._ Parenth_.tieally,we remark that no attempt was made to simulate the

iI_ "forerunner" _s described for this and other events by ,Jacksonand

:ii_ Hildner (197_). We bel_eve that the pre-flare observations of coronal
:i,." forerunners may be _,ssociated(via fast MHD wave density enhancements)

t' with the pre-flare Ha and Fe XIV 5303A observations reported by Martin
_. _Audl_as_sey(1972) _nd Bruzek and Demastus (1970). During the post-flare

_:_" observations in white-light, the forerunners precede the denser coronal

transients as discussed by Jackson and Hildner (1978). We further remark

that the excess density contours of n-n° (where the subscript refers to

the original, undisturbed value of density, etc., at each spatial position)

may be directly compared with coronal transient observatio,As. For example,

Dulk et el. (1970) show such contours, including both compressions and

rarefactions (viz., Figs. 3d and 4d of this paper) for the event of 14-15

September 1973.

=i The d._greeof maGnqeticcontrol of coronal transients has been the

topic of considerable discussion (c.f., Dulk et el., 1976; Dulk and

McLean, 1978; Dryer et al., 1978). Values of magnetic field magnitude

(or, more generally, the plasma 8 ) must either be assumed or they must be

inferred on the basis of fragmentary and usually indirect observational

data coupled to ad ho__9.ctheoretical considerations (c.f., Dulk et al.,

1976 ; Kuijpers, 1975).

I this in we .show, in Figure 5, both the initial
With uncertainty mind,

} 8 distribution along the equatorial plane, O = O°, and the disturbed 8 at

]_ t = 75 _In. It is clear that our initial, undisturbed 8 is tulrealistic-

I ally large at R _ 2 R for both cases. This fact, which sternafrom theO

_([ original magnetic topology assumed for our model, is not serious because

i_ the non-linear coupled plasma/field interactions differ (for 8's larger
:; than one) by essentially only the characteristic speeds. Significant
I'

' ?'(5
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,:h_,nges,of course, occur for B _- ! O. Figure 5 also shows that the

temporal behnvior of _ within the coronal transient is about the same
L 1

i_ for both the _ = 1.0 and O.i cns_s. It is interesting to note that the

, region of unrealistically-high values of _ is now removed beyond

R > 4 R . A discussion of the deformed magnetic topology is deferred to
O

the summary below of the _D simulation of the 5 September 1973 event.

!_,_, It is also instructive to show the thermodynamic variables and

II_T_. plasm_ velocity in an al_ernative presentation. Figure 6a shows the

_ _ therm_l pressure ratio in the half-tone format used previously in
Figm-es 3a and 3c, for B = i.O, for the density and temperature ratios

:_ at 144OUT. Note that the pressure is continuous across the contact

surface (ca), whereas the density and temperature are anti-correlated

*_ " as a result of the heated, rarefied plasma evaporated from the flare site

(-5° < @ < +5°) which is preceded by the shocked, compressed (albeit low

temperature) plasma ahead of the contact surface. The absolute values

_" of the density, temperature and velocity (again, corresponding to Fig. 3)

are shown in Figures 6b, e and d. It is particularly interesting to

note that a fast, reverse MHD shock wave begins to form behind the con-

tact surface along the equator but rapidly weakens in the latitudinal

direction. The saw-toothed shape of the velocity profile at e = 0° is

reminiscent of forward reverse shock ensembles obse_ed i_ the solar

_; wind in corotating interaction regions. Whether the double-shock

ensemble is produced by a lord-lasting flare (as in the present case) or

by a eorotating coronal hole is immaterial with respect to the physics

of the structure itself.

i_• We conclude the discussion of the simulation of the 21 August 1973

,C event with an estimate of the mass and energy ejected. Since mass (and

magnetic) flux is aL_.owedto cross the coronal base in order to satisfy

_, flux conservation, the excess mass within the computational field-of-

view may be computed as a function of time. This mass build-up is

shown in Figure 7 for the B = i.O case. The cut-off time is taken as

1510 UT when the shock passes the 6 R@position. At approximately this

time, the shock moves beyondthe latitudinal boundaries (see Fig. 2) as

? some _xcess mass is, accordingly, not included in the computation. As
c
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shown in Figure 7, the two-d_nensional simulation provides an est_nate
_ of 8._xlO 10 g _n "l. By invoking symnetry and sn assumed depth of+._.

0.2 R_ (140,000 tQn), as suggested by Poland and Munro (1976), Dryer

et el. _1978) estimated the mass ejected to the solar wind to be
°t_ 2.3xlO 1_ g. The observati_nal estimate, based on the white-light

_ coronal transient, is fra_ o 8xlO 15 g (Poland and Nunro, 1976;
l+

Hildner, 1977; and Jackson ..d Hildner, 1978) for the radial _uterval!i
I_ from 2 to 6 R • The fact that _he s_ated estimate exceeds the

i_. observed one,Othen, by less than an order of magnitude does notde_ract from what is considered good agreement because substantial

!_ + ejected mass was undoubtedly present below the observational occu%t-_i_ 0
_t

_ _ug disc (at 2 R0) in the coronasraph•

+._._,+,. The excess energy can s_larly be computed. Figure 8 shows the

I bu_d-up of therm_, kinetic, gravitational, and magnetic energies. +"

We should point out that the fact that thermal energy dominates (with

>" the kinetie energy rapidly overtaking the thermal portion) should not

' be construed as necessarilF a general result. For example, as noted

_} above, the ro_e of the magnetic fie_d Is stil_ not clear and requires,

+'li hopefulS, _n _ plasma and magnetic measurements• In the presentcase, then, the net energy addition by 1_10 _T is l•_xlO27er_ _n "1, or

!_ill 3.9x_ 2 erg after n_tltipLtcat_on by an assumed l_O,O00 k_ thickness i
and a factor of 2 to accoun_ for symmetry about the equator. The

: portion of this total estimate for the kinetic and potential forms only, 1
_t i Nay be compared with the observed estimate (Ktldner, l_), again with" i

I:i! in the radial ranges noted above These values are 1•6x1_ 2 era i i

i:. (s_ated) as compared with 1._ 1 erg (observed). This order of I'

) Nagnitude difference mast be decreased substantisllF because of the :

+i! unobserved energy excess below the occultin_ disc•
¢_ The Eventp ,of 5 SePtember ).9'7_. An analogous NHD simalatton has I

been performed for the flare of .5 September ).973 which began at 1826 UT

-_ (Dryer and Nax_e11, 1978), Tb_ observations are described in a series
!,

_. of papers prepared under the aegis of the NASA Sk_lab Solar Flare
!.
_: Workshop. The simulation uti]Azes the model described above, but

? several parameters _ere chansed. For example, the coronal base density

;.,; 380
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-_ was increased to n = 3x10 6 em"3, and the field magnitude was changed

-_ accordingly to B = 2.02 O in order to maintain B = 1.0 st the axis-

1_ of-symmetry and coronal base for the initial equilibrium atmosphere.

Since soft X-ray observations of density and temperature were not

_" available, Dryer and Maxwell (1978) utilized the short, impulsive

) radio burst as a suggestion that a 10 rain the.._al pulse (in a square
wave fashion) would be appropriate. The temperature was increased by

-_ factors of lO, 20 and _O in three separate calculations. The dis °

._,:. cussion here is limited to the case 6 T = _0, which produced a shock

wave velocity ( > 1000 km s "l) which tom'pared more closely with that

__ computed from the _ype II radio burst and a "10 x Saito" coronal

density model. The temporal development of the loop structure, as

_. indicated by the density ratio, is shown in Figure 9 (upper row); the

_: temperature ratio, with anomalously-high local maxima neem the contact

_ surface, is shown in the lower row. Note that the radial and latitudi-
_ nal scales are changed at t : 15 rain.

;!i Figure 10 shows the thermal pressure develolment for the same
times as those shown (t = 2, _, 6,15 rain) in Fl@are 9. The maximum

7} pressure is located at the flare site during the pulse and changes to

• the vicinity of the contact surface after cthe flare ends. It is of

particular interest to direct attention to the secondary pressure

at t - 2 is (p/po) 13at <l.13 '
_: The pressure increase which corresponds to this ratio is_ 2.4 dy cm"2.
f,

* This simulated result compares favorably with an observed pressure

=_ increase of _ 5.5 dy cm-2 inferred by Webb (1977) from intensity

_ measurements of an X-ray filament above the flare site at _ 18_7 UT.

) The temporal development of the deformed magnetic field is shown

_ in Figure 11. Conservation of magnetic flux requires that new, emarg-

;1 in_ flux move upward fr_n below the coronal base as indicated by the

-_ dashed lines. Lines of constant vector potential are indicated by

the computer-assigned constants which appear in the figure but which

"" have no other physical significance. It is of interest to note :

(i) a n_l is formed at the _is-of-syl_etry and moves upward with

i

; !
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Fig. I0 Temporal development of the pressure ratio for the_HD simulation

of the 5 September 1973 event. I:_G__ (_ ' i
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I time; (il) a region of strong magnetic field gradient is temporarily

_" formed at t _ 6m in, indicating strong current formation; and (iii)

! the fast, forward MHD shock is properly formed as indicated by the

'_ appropriate increase of the transverse component across the quasi-

!,, parallel shock. At t = 15 man, the shock iS observed to be moving

laterally toward adjacent poles of the 61obal hexspole.

Finally, Dryer and Maxwell obtained estimQtes for ejected mass

and energy of 6._xlO16 g and 2xlO32 erg, respectively.

c0 cL DING t
I In order to establish a rational framework against which theory

and experiment may confront each other, a planar, two-dimensional,

time-dependent MHDmodel has been sunmarized within the context of

two flare events. Although some limited comparisons are encouraging,

much remains to be done for future studies of this kind. We have

indicated the importance of the assumed, yet flexible, initial con-

_/_ ditions and the type of pulse assumed to simulate actual physical

I _ events such as flares. It is impossible to overstate the necessity

_(; that computer simulation techniques be subjected to in situ verifica-
"I tion of as many of the initial assumptions as possible. However,

the MHD model's ability to provide a rational basis for improved

physical understanding of mass ejections suggests its use as a plann-

ing and analysis tool for close encounter missions.
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SCINTILLATION OBSERVATIONS NEAR THE SON

_i_ W.A. Coles +, B. J. Rickett +, S. L. Scott*

+Applied Physics and Informstion Science Department,

t University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California

,, *Owens Valley Radio Observatory,

I" Big Pine, California 93513

'_, Interplanetary scintillations have been used _u probe regions of

i the interplanetary medium that have not been dire:tly accessible to

spacecraft. We present results on the electron density spectrum, the

random velocity and the mean velocity of the solar wind in the region

from 5 to 100 R O. Our results are based on intensity scintillations

::i__ of Incoherent radio source_ at dlffelent locations and different radio

I_. frequencies. The shape of the electron density irregularity spectrum

• / is shown to be well modeled by a power law in wavenumber with a slope

i_:i' .that abruptly steepens at higher wavenumbers. This two slope power
i } law model is shown to have a "break" (defined as the wavenumber of the

i I change of slope) that increases with decreasing distance from the Sun. .. The fractional random velocity, Ov/_ , is shown to be insignificant at

decreasing solar distance inside of 40 R®.

The well-defined break in the spectrum of electron density

i°I fluctuations indicates plasma processes in the wavenumber range 0.01

to 0.4 km-I. Plasma detectors on a space probe's close encounter with

•._ the Sun should be capable of spectral measurements to frequencies of at

least 15 Hz to detect these phenomena.

iJ
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_! Interplanetary scintillations have been used to probe regions of

tlle interplanetary medium that have previously been inaccessible to

spacecraft. We present results on the electron density fluctuation

spectrum, tile random velocity, and the mean velocity of the solar

wind in the region from 5 to 100 solar radii. Our results are based

on intensity scintillations of incoherent radio sources at different

• locati_ns and different radio frequencies.

,_;,_ Our first result is the variation of the shape of the electron

_T, dersity fluctuation spectrum with heliographic distance and is shown

_i in Figure I. The different curves are the estimates of the 3-dlmensional

° _ spatial spectrum of electron density fluctuations parameterized by

0_ distance from the Sun. From the shape of these spectra, it is clear

_" . that a power law of the form K-a or a power law with two dlstlnc't

spectral indices is the inferred model for the spectrum. The double

lines delineate the range of measured power law slopes while a dotted

line indicates an upper or lower limit. Details of data analysis and

__ model fitting for curves a-d may be found in Scott (1978). Curve e istaken from earlier work by Coles and Harmon (1978). The solar distances,

spectral slopes, and the wave numbers of the breakpoints in the spectra

are given in Table 1.

TABLE i. SUMMARY OF DATA IN FIGURE 1

Radial distance a Breakpoint
Curve solar radii Low wave number High wave number km-I

a 5 - 15 2.8 _ 0.2

. b 15 - 40 3.0 _ 0.4 >--5.0 0.I :

c 40 - 70 5.0 ± 0.5

d 60 - 100 <_2.5 3.7 _ 0.2 0.016

e 130 - 220 2.8 3.2

Although a break is not observed in curve a or c, the two slopes are very

different from each other, but are similar to the two slopes of curve b.

It seems likely that we have not observed a break in the a and c curves

0
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Flgure 1. The shape"O_.the denstty spectrumat different
elongations (arbitrary vertlcal normalization).

"" a) 5-15 solar radtt; b) 15-40 solar radtt; c) 40-70
solar radtt; d) 60-100 solar radtt; e) 130-220 solar

.: radtt.
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t
_ because the break exists outside of the observed waveuumber range. Table I

indicates that there may be an increase in the h!gh-wavenumber _ as the
U

_i_ Sun is approached, but from our limited data this is not clearly proven.|
Figure 2 shows the radial dependence of the wavenumber of the break

_' in the spectral index. The arrows indicate upper or lower limits on
the wavenumber of the break. If the wavenumber of the break is assumed

I_ to a simple power dependence on distance, to
have law radial the fit the

_ data gives a break wavenumber proportional to r -1"2.

Estimates of the structure function at different solar distances

i_'" made by Coles (1978) are shown in Figure 3. The apparent transverse

structure function is related to the three dimensional density spectrum,

_ M3ne, by

V(_) =f(1 - cos (_._)) H3n e (K x, gy, _z O)dg x dKy, m

Comparison of our spectral estimate at 30 solar radii with the structure

function estimate in Figure 3 are in excellent agreement. The radial

dependence of the break inferred from the structure function ylelds a

spectral b_eak with a zadlal dependence of approximately r-0"5. Although

there is some difference between this value and the radial dependence of
-1.2

r inferred from Figure 2, the general concept of a break in the

irregularity spectrum that moves to lower wavenumber with increasing ,.

hellographic distance is now well established. This well defined break

indicates plasma processes in the wavenumber range 0.01 to 0._' _-I. _

Our second result concerns the radial dependence of the fractional

random velocity component. The diffraction pattern observed by inter-

planetary scintillations not only drifts across the Earth, but rearranges

itself over time. This temporal evolution of the pattern manifests itself

in a skewness of the observed temporal cross correlation of intensity at

i two receivers. We have this observed skewness

spaced interpreted as

.li _ being the result of the pattern being convected with a probability
distribution of velocities. This distribution is represented by an rms

_ or "random" velocity, and a mean or drift velocity. Figure 4 shows the

_. radial dependence of the fractional random velocity (Ov/_) obtained from

weak scattering observations. The data have been limited to weak!:
t
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! Ftgure 4. Radtal dependenceof fractional randomvelocity.
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. _ scattering because of the difficulty of relatIn8 the random velocity of

_* _ the pattern to the random velocity of the medlom £n strong scattering.

_- In this figure our observations have bean combined with those of _ker8

and Little (1971). The data polnt vlth the arrow represents an oheer-

I: vation when no random velocity was observed. The best fit to the data
_: ;: neglecting this point elves a radial dependence of the fractional random

I,i velocity proportional to r"1"4.

Measurements of the mean velocity _J.th elongation ere presented in

++' +. Figure 5, The data poLnt _rLth the box Indicate8 a measurement at high

i _ _ heltographtc latitude (_57 ° N). Its high velocity may be the result of

' _" i! increasing velocity at high latitudes as previously reported (Coles and

• _ il Rlckett, 1976). The trend toward lower velocity closer to the Sun is
: !ii!" evident. These data are in general agreement with ocher workers (Woo,

;_ii;:3___I 1978; Ekers and Little, 1971) and can be used as additional points in"+;L :i obtaining the acceleration curve of the solar wind.

+ i A space probe mission en route to a close encounter _rlth the Sun

=! can potentially obtain further Information on both the evolution of the

_ density fluctuation spectrum with heltographtc distance and the nature
and causes of the large apparent random velocity Inside 40 solar radii.

Detection of the break In the spectrum chat we have described here

._ requires plasma detectors capable of spectral measurements to frequencies

* _ of at least 15 Hz.
-.;!

"5g
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_" USE OF VHF RADIO TO MEASURE ELECTPDN CONTENT

Thomas A. Croft

_ SRI International

/_:_ Menlo _ark, CA 94025

l ABSTRACT

_'_ We describe how the electron content between the Solar Probe and j

_- the Earth can be observed with a minimum of equipment and give a quanti-
:7-

tative rationale for the use of a signal near 400 NHz to supplement the

._" telecommunications signal. The emphasis is on the method of _king

' content observations and on their value. Other investigators are expected

i to place instruments on the probe for in-situ plasma and magnetic field

measurements.

k_ile far from the Sun, during the cruise phase which forms the

-_!i bulk of the mission duration, the electron content is so low that theS-X dual-frequency system is insufficiently sensitive end a UHF system

I':_ is optimum. As the probe approaches the Sun, the _ may be disrupted

I by scintillation and the variations of the telecoonunlcations signal must

be used for the content measurement. By operating the suggested system

in different modes as the solar distance changes, we will L-, able to

- _ operate during the entire mission.

7
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_, INTRODUCTION
t

!
"i', The plasma densities of the eo£ar wind and corona have been measured

'_" : near the Sun by coronasraphs and far from the Sun by in-sltu spacecraft,

_t, but the intermediate distances (which will be traversed by the Solar

Probe) ere comparatively sparsely measured. Yet these intermediate
,I '\
? distances are a transition resion in the macroscopic flow where control

l by the masnetic field sives way to control by dynamic forces. It will
,_i_._ be productive to observe the flow patterns through on-board measurement

/_ _ of plasma density and velocity (as a minimum) coupled with measurement of

t probe-to-Earth electron content by ra6io methods. The correlative analysis
: of such a body of data will reveal the flow parameters both at the space-

_: craft and in the vicinity where the radio path is nearest the Sun.

When a radio eisnal travels through a plasma, its speed is reduced

_ by a small amount that is proportional to the number density of the free i

electrons. It is feasible to measure the total added time required for i

a sisnal to transit from a spacecraft to Earth and thus to determine the

total number of electrons alone the path. This is often visualized as

the total electron content (TEC) of a unit area cylinder extendins from

the transmitter to the receiver.

During the Solar Probe mission there are numerous opportunities to

use TEC measurements to determine the density distribution of the solar

,+ wind and corona. From experience with other spacecraft under similar

circumstances, it is clear that TEC measurements are useful primarily as

one element in a correlative data set that includes the on-board measure-

ment of local plasma density and velocity at the probe.

We therefore sussest that the Solar Probe should carry both instru- i

+. meats for aeasurinS the plasma density and its velocity and the radio

equipment necessary for deteraininS electron content. Since the tentative i

plans for this probe already include an S-X system, it misht seem that the
I

eussasted TEC instrumentation is included. However, a much lo_,_r frequency

is needed for the Solar Probe mission because an S-X system is relatively

I_ insensitive to plasma.

f
,t
E
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THEORYOF ELECTRONCONTENTMEASUREMENT

The equations that relate radio delay to electron content along

a radio path are very simple because we may neglect magnetic and

collision terms in the Appleton-Hartree formula. The symbols used In

the equations are as follow_'

T " time

S - distance

s = distance increment

_" V - velocity

_' _ = refractive index

C = speed of light

N = electron concentration

I = electron content = fNds

F = radio frequency

-I Subscripts are as follows:

G = group

p - phase

H - the higher of two frequencies

L = the lower of two frequencies

In a plasma, the refractive index is _, where

'° 2 80.6N

p - 1 F2 (SI units),

but at 50 MHz and higher in the magnetosphere or the solar wind,

i) P _ 1 40.3N 1F2 _ 40.3NI+--
F2

The group and phase delays are given by

TG = d/_ . __l___s S 40.31cj_ " _+- CF2

Tp " ds =
-" p CF2

"' o
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i)
The difference in time delay for two frequenci_.s FL and FH is

-i_ 40.31(I 1 )
,! ATG " TCL - TGH " C 2 2 " -TpL + TPH " -ATp
i:, FL FH
I/:

'b

_ Me may multiply by C to get meters; or we may multlply by F co get

_ wavelengths. For FL - 400 MHz, FH - 2300 MHz, and an electron content
of 1016/m2, these parameters are 8.15 ns, 2.44 m, and 3.26 wavelengths

:ii
_ at FL. For the S-X system these numbers are much smaller: 0.23 ns, 0.07 m,
?" and 0.54 wavelengths.

i_._ BRIEF BACKGROUND

}'- Past Dual-Frequently Experi.me.nt,s ._P_oneers 6-9 and Mariner 5)
't

_' Beginning with the launch of Pioneer 6 in December, 1965, a fairly

_ continuous program of electron content measurement was undertaken using

:,. 50- and 423-MHz signals sent uplink to a series of five spacecraft.

Pioneers 6, S and 9 still work well, but the ground transmitter is

!:i silenced. On all these spacecraft, the hardware, software, data processing,and analysis were in the hands of Stanford University and the Stanford

_ Research Institute (now SRI International) forming a cooperative "Center

" for Radar Astronomy" (Eshleman et al., 1966). The receiver system placed

_ aboard the and built the Stanford Research
spacecraft was designed by

Institute. The receiving and the on-board data processing systems survived

:If well beyond the design lifetime. The flight hardware that might be used on
the Solar Probe could be a direct outgrowth of chat dual-frequency receiver

_i_ system. The major change would be the elimination of one of the two

i receivers and an increase in the modulation frequency. The timing functioni performed by the higher of the two frequencies can instead be provided by

I_ precision oscillators maintained in a known time reference relative to

t. DSN masers. In this manner, the uplink command signal could replace the

f: reference signal that SRI used to send to the Pioneer spacecraft.
o_ Present Dual-Frequency Experiment (S-X)

i:
.. When the Deep Space Net (DSN) increased its radio frequency for• cracking and telemetry functions, the higher frequency was introduced

i interval when both the old and the
during an new frequencies operated on

_, same spacecraft. During this transition period, it seemed logical to

t. booI,

i _ ,

"_, _ -..''.".. " ""=_'"._L.- "....... "')'" • ................... -' 2' ± '" ".C :._._:._._ " ' .'_)_---:=_=_:_" 2="2
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l

1 capital_ze on the availability of the DSN dual-frequency capability to

If" perform the scientific measurements, without any need for the scientists

_' to supply a signal. In this manner, the prer, _t S-X dual-frequency
!

experiment has come into being. During the 1970s, radio-science measure-

=._o_ ments aboard spacecraft have ceased to be treated as "experiments" in

!! the usual sense because no hardware has been supplied by the scientist

/._ for installation on the spacecraft.

I_._ Strengths and Weaknesses of the Past and Present Systems

"__ The older system was very sensitive to plasma oo that small percentage

! variations could be measured in the soiar wind. In fact the main lim$:.tionon the accuracy of derived results was the imperfection of our knowledg

1 of the electron content of the Earth's ionosphere, a quantity that must be

=ubtracted from the TEC before the i_terplanetary content can be derived.

i: The greatest weakness in the system, however, was the existence of only a

single ground transmitter, resulting in intermittent data during each day.

_his weakness will probably not be overcome so long as it is necessary for

one transmitter, supplied by the scientific team, to send two signals

i/i simultaneously. We have therefore devised a method which uses a precision

oscillator instead of a second signal, so that a slngle-frequency _rans-

mltter could serve the spacecraft. In this m_nner, the intermittent

character of the data can be avolded because it is feasible to use other

existing transmitters at other longitudes.

1 1

_"'_ii The present system suffers mainly from the fact that there is so little i

time delay difference due to the plasma along the path--only 0.23 ns for

.. a TEC of 1ol6/m 2. The experience with operation of this system on Viking

I and Voyager indicates that system uncertainties in determining the group

I/ delay difference between the S- and the X-band frequencies are not likely
[ to be much less than i0 ns, from which we obtain a TEC error of some

d._ 40 x lO16/m2- . For the Viking solar corona experiment, the standard error
%

_i in the measurements was found to be about 70 x 1016/m 2 (Tyler et al., 1977).

To demonstrate why this is a serious problem for the Solar Probe, we

. examine the magnitude of the electron content that will be encounteredduring the misuion.

!
L

" !_0].

i _ .k,
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TYPICAL VALUES OF TEC (AVERAGE SOLAR WIND DENSITY)

We assume that electron density varies with the inverse square of

heliocentric distance and that it has a value of 7.6 electrons/cm 3 at

the orbit of Earth. These two assumptions establish the density of

the solar wind everywhere near the ecliptic plane. Using this model

' of the solar wind, we have determined the contours of constant TEC.

i: The result is plotted in Figure 1, on which we overlaid the orbits of
r

_,_, Jupiter and the inner planets. In this drawing, the Sun and Earth are

stationary and the other planets move in their orbits. The electroncontent between any point and Earth is the value indicated by the contour

i: intervals. For example, the content between Earth and the location where

-_L• the Mars symbol is drawn would be about 300 x 1016/m2 .

i _f' !
_, We have translated the proposed trajectory of the Solar Probe into ,

the coordinates of Figure I. The probe first moves along large expanding

splrals to the right, reaching Jupiter at about the point where the

Jupiter symbol is drawn on this figure. After that, the spirals continue

• clockwise, but they become smaller until at last the probe dives toward

the Sun. There are a total of three turns along the splr_l and, as a I

r result, there are three passages through superior conjunction, The first 'I
i
1

of these occurs on (approximately) day 300 when the spacecraft is close i

to the ecliptic plane. The second occurs on'day 590 when the spacecraft i

is somewhat to the north, having recently passed by Jupiter. The third

conjunction occurs on day i060 when the spacecraft will be well to the

north of the Sun as seen from Earth.

From this exercise we find that the TEC throughout the 3 years

prior to passage by the Sun will be less than 200 x 1016/m 2 more than a

half of the time and less than 500 x 1016/m 2 about 90 percent of the

time. It is only during the first superior conjunction that the electron

content is expected to rise to much more than 1000 x 1016/m2.

With an error of 40 (and perhaps 70) x 1016/m 2, the measurement of

electron content history with the S-X dual-frequency system would do

little more than verify that the solar wind exists; it would not be

sufficiently accurate to detect the small variations that provide the

.°_. scientifically significant data.

P
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:- FIGURE 1 CHART OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM SHOWING THE AVERAGE ELECTRON
CONTENT OF THE SOLAR WIND BEllNEEN EARTH AND ANY POINT
NEAR THE ECLIPTIC. For example, if content is measuredfrom earth to
I spacecraftlocated alon,j the line labeled "200°°' that content would fluctuate
about an iverage value of approximately 200 x 1016 el/m2.
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I TL _ USE OF t_F OR VHF
i: The obvious way to improve sensitivity is to reduce the frequency,

1 FL. sensitivity curves shown in Figure 2.

as indicated by the

l' The extreme sensitivity of the older duat-frequency experiments

_ was due to the fact that FL was only 50MHz and the system was readily
capable of measuring an electron content 1 x 1016/m 2. For the Solar

_ low frequencies would be disrupted while the probe is in
Probe these

• _:. the vicinity of the Sun during the prime portion of the zLtssion. The

optimum frequency for a Solar Probe would be near 400MHz, with the exact

i, frequency to be determined from a careful optimization study.

Ir IMPACT ON SPACECRAFT DESIGN

4!_ are ways in which a VHF or _ llnk could be implemented
There several

• on a Solar Probe. We have performed a preliminary design study of the

appraoch previously mentioned wherein a precision oscillator serves in
' place of the second signal. In this mode of operation, the radio science I!

measurement aboard a spacecraft resumes its role as a typical "experiment" ti

in the sense that the scientists supply a module for installation aboard

[_ the spacecraft. The main parameters of one module design are summarized I!

i

• f:

in Table 1 for a fairly typical instrument consisting of a receiver and

Its associated data processing system withmodest telemetry requirements. :_

These weight, volume, power, and telemetry estimates are likely to be

valid for any similar instrument which operates in an upllng mode.

i_ THE ION DRIVE OPTION
I,

,1' The implementation of ion drive might change the picture considerably.

During a preceding study, we evaluated the potential for a downlink UHFsignal from the spacecraft which uses the large power-generation capability

needed for ion drive. During those times when the ion drive is not on, a

i powerful downllnk signal might be generated with a reasonable amount of
:I

hardware, because the power could be used more wastefully than is typically i

the case. Although I do not wish to pursue this subject further here, I

I only state ion drive does become a serious contender for this
that if

1:. mission, a downlink UHF signal should be considered because it offers a

-_,_ number of somewhat unexpected and valuable benefits.

!.;" ho_
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Table l

ONE REPRESENTATIVE DESIGN OF A RECEIVER SYSTEH

,_ CAPABLE OF MEASURING TEC

Pa Parameter Value

_J_h_'j_" -_..,. Weight <4 lb (1.8 kg)

. Volume _216 inch 3

i_. Dimensions _6 by 6 by 6 inches

Power required <I. 5 watts continuous, when on

• Data rate Four 8-bit data words each minute

_I Three 8-bit housekeeping words each

minute

, Input signals UHF radio signal; VCO voltage and modu-

" lation signal from S-band receiver; digi-
tal data control pulses; calibration
signals

Output signals Differential Doppler; modulation phase,
UHF signal strength; S-band signal
strength, three housekeeping signals

Command On-off

ENI Constraints UHF interference <<-145 dBm

I" SCIENTIFIC VALUE OF THE TEC MEASUREMENT

The value of total electron content measurements arises in several

' 'different regimes:
I_ (I) During passage through the magnetosphere of Jupiter, TEC measurements

'_ offer an avenue for studying the plasma distribution, not Just the

Iii density at the spacecraft.

:--(,

•_ i _o6
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°t!
• i (2) Durins the passage by the Sun, the electron content can be derived

ii i! from the Doppler variations of the telecommunication signal inter-

°- _ _i, polaCed between the content as measured before and after this event

"[ using the dual-frequency system. It is possible that the UHF uplink

1 system would continue to work during the solar passase because of

l the fortunate choice of a trajectory that is on the near side of the
I' Sun.

? o '_. t (3) During the bulk of the cruise of the Solar Probe, this instrument

i_ _ i. (coupled with plasma density and velocity measurements made on-board)

i-°i_'i ii will provide excellent diagnostic information concerning the solar

_o°_i : _: wind flow resimes.

: "_li_' i (4) During the solar conjunctions, and particularly during the second andthird conjunction when the spacecraft is at northerly latitudes, the

electron content can be intez?reted to infer the plasma density

profiles over the north pole of the Sun. Each new measurement of

continuously from day to day and through the solar cycle.

li 1
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!l!i ' N78"32997
• Martha S. Hasher

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

iitl!., The Solar Probe will provide a unique opportunity to observe

i,_ L the evolution of dust particles near the sun.Space investigations in recent years have led to the followir_

_ general picture of the interplanetary dust!.. Size distribution. The size distribution near 1 AU has been derived

!/ from mlcrocraters on lunar rock samples between 10-3 and 10"16 _n_I,2,3]_ A bimodal distribution is evident, suggesting that the particles smaller

_ than 10 "12 _n represent a separate component. The mas..__sconcentration has

a maximum near 10 -5 _n [_]. Based on this size distribution, the scattered

sunlight observed as zodiacal light originates mainly from particles in

the range 10 -5 to 10- 7 _n [5,6] •

Spatial distribution: The zodiacal light photometers on Helios 1 and

_ i 2 recorded a brightness gradient corresponding to a radial distribution of

I the dust, n(r) _ r , _; = 1.3_O.I, valid from 0°I to ._..1 AU [7,_ •

No evidence for a dust-free zone was found, to a limiting solar distance

of 19 solar radii [8]. The direct dust detector carried on Helios generally

confirms this radial gradient [9] • The zodiacal light experiment on

Pioneers 10 and 11 derived a radial gradient _ = 1.5 • 0.5 from 1 to 3 AU

[10] . On the other hand, a radial distribution increasi_ outward from

0.7 to 2.5 AU was derived for radio meteors, mass 10-3 to i0"4 _n [ii] .

The half-width of the dust _loud perpendicular to the ecliptic is a few J

tenths AU. The ofT-ecliptic dust distribution will be mapped from the

I• 8olaf Polar mission [12] .

Com_osltion: Interplanetary dust samples have been collected in the

earth's stratosphere and analyzed rIS]. Their composition indicates

'. primitive solar system material, generally similar in elemental abundances

to carbonaceous ._hondrites,although more porous, fine-grained, and complex

in structure than the meteorites. Basic grain size within the particles i

!!! is 0.1/_m or smaller. The polarization of the zodiacal light can be approx-

.., imated by fluffy, absorbing particles [i_] consistent with the appearance

of the collected samples.

1" ._(__ _;I! . _ . _!',!"', ,i:
- /
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:? Dynamics: Impact detectors on Pioneers 8 and 9, in solar orbit

between _.75 and 1.O9 AU, detected two dust populaticns [15] . Particlesw -12
with mass _ i_ gm were generally in direct Keplerian orbit, with low

_ velocities _i_ km/sec relative to the detectors. Small particles, called

I' _ meteoroids, with m < gm, were observed moving outward from the10-12

i'_ solar direction with velocities 50 - iO0 km/sec. These two components

J have been confirmed by the Helios dust detectors [9] and support the

_._ bimodal flux curve derived from the lunar microcraters, i

Origin. Whipple [16] has estimated that an average production rate

on the order of 10 tons/sec is needed in order to maintain the interplan-

etary dust cloud. Dohna_i [17] has concluded that asteroidal debris is _:

i" not a major source. Comets represent the most probable origin of the dust [16,

'_-_ 18, 19]. A few orbits of impacting dust particles have been directly
associated with comets [20] . One particle detected by Pioneer 9 was

identified as interstellar [21] . However, present-day comets are not an

adequate source; much of the dust released by comets does not remain

_' gravitationallF bound to the solar system [22,23,24]. It seems that i

either an unusually large, bright comet is captured every-10 4 years i

/_ (perhaps Encke?) or more dust is emitted from long-period comets in the
I form of large particles in bound orbits than now estimated [16,18,2_.

_i The interplanetary dust cloud may indeed be variable, with the present

_ epoch representing a high density.

The Solar Probe mission provides a unique opportunity to study the

tii evolution of the interplanetary dust and its eventual destruction near' the sun• Understanding the solar interaction with the dust has impli-

I'" cations the solar in the evolutio_ of circum-
beyond system understanding

I stellar dust•

Dust particles in the inner solar system have short lifetimes in

i cosmic terms. A dust grain of a few microns radius will spiral inward., from 1 AU to the sun under the influence of Poynting-Robertson drag in

! about 104 years [25,16] Near the sun, two destructive processes become

i important. Collisions fragment the grains into submicron
may components

,,, 4Lo
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"i _ which can be blown out of the sole_ _J'St_. ThQ grains which survive
i_ collisions will vaporize near the sun. The relative importanQe ofthese two processes is not yet clearly established, nor is the role

of electr_nagnetic forces well understood.

Zook and Berg have computed the rate of collisional breakup of

'_ micrometeoroids [27] • The collisional rate will be proportional to

_ the square of the number density and the average impacting velocity,
1_. C t = _2 V

_f_ If n(r) = r "1"3, as observed from Heliosp and v = r'O'Sp then
_'_'_ C' = r"3.I

_. The number of collisions in a spherical shell of radius r, thickness

_, dr, will be C' _ drr-l.1

" There is evidence that n(r) = r"1"3 extends well within 0.I AU [8 3-

[" Thus, most collisions will take place at small solar distances, inside

0.3 AU, the limit directly observable by the dust detector on Helios.

_ One must then ask whether the collisions will result in particle _,!

breakup. Zook and Berg conclude that if log (M#_in)-_3 , where Z_In is

the minimum mass of a colliding particle which can fragment a particle

of mass M, most particles of mass _ 10-5 _n will be fra_nented between

i AU and 0.i AU. Even if log(M/Minin) is _2, the probability of frag-

mentation is _ 0.5 for these larger particles. The submicron particle

i fragments will be rapidly blown outward by radiation pressure. Zook
and Berg concludc that collisional fra_nentation is sufficient to

._ account for the flux of beta meteoroids observed by Pioneers 8 and 9. :_ :

i__ Their conclusion is independently supported by Dohnaz_i [28].
!

_ Evidence that dust grains are being vaporized close to the sun

l comes from infrared observations of the corona. Eclipse observations

in November 1966 by Ma_ueen [29 ] at 2.2/A end Peterson [ 30] at

t.,. 2.2/ d 3.5 showapromi ntemissioleaknear4R, a',.:

°_ shallower one at 3.3 - 3.5 R_ superimposed on a smooth brightness

I_ variation with solar distance. The 4 Re peak at 2.E/u was subsequently

" 00000005-TSD10
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II confirmed from balloon observations and new peaks detected at 8.7
i,

_ and 9.2 Re [291 • Lena et al [32] identified peaks at _ Re andI

\ 6.4 Re in the 10/_ band during the _u_e 1973 eclipse. Peterson [311
f
f derived a grain temperature of 2160 _ 200 K for the peak at _ Re

from observations at 0.8_/_, 1.57/_, and 2.23/_ during the March

.. ":I_I: 1970 eclipse. This high temperature would indicate a refractory

!_ material such as graphite, rather than a silicate material. How-
_ ever, spectral scans by Lena et al. [32] across the lO/_ ban_

_ gave a peak at 9.5_, corresponding to silicate, and a minim_a

I n°a °oaooo o
;° Ii To interpret these observations, one must consider not only

the grain temperature and sublimation rate as a function of solar

ii_ distance and grain composition, but also the forces affecting the

particle motion, which are a function of particle size and com-

position [33-381. It is convenient to define B, the ratio o_'

the radiation pressure force to the gravitational force, since

both vary inversely with the square of solar distance

Frad 3_ 1 _®
F" av = G " (m'a'>')Fo( )

where R° = i AU, %r is the efficiency factor for radiation pressure
computed by Mie theory as a function of refractive index m, particle

radius a, and wavelength k, and F®(k) is the monochromatic solar

1 flux. Thus, B varies inversely with particle radius and density

L_oo_'_ p, modified by the variation in _r with particle size. For

°I particles of micron size and larger, B is negligible. It reaches

!_ a maximum near a = O.2/_m, for both absorbing and dielectric

' _i materials [3_,381; _ax > i for iron and magnetite (i.e. for ab-

_ sorbing materials) and O.4 < 8msx < i for silicates (olivine,

l obsidian, andesite). For silicate grains, a < 0.1/_, _ decreasesrapidly; however for small magnetite grains, _ remains larger than

il 0,5 [38_. In principle, it is not necessary to have _ > i for a

i!, particle to leave the solar system, but only necessary that the

[i_ total energy of the particle be positive, or 8 > 0.5 [27].
!
q
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_ The fate of a grain (expulsion versu_ complet_ vaporization)

will depend on its rate of sv?olimation compared to the rate of

-_/ change of orbital parameters. For example, Lamy predicts that iron

particles would only reach 24 _, then would spiral rapidly outward
!

:: whereas obsidinn grains would penetrat_ to 2-3 _ and vaporize eon-
_. pletel_ [34]. The relative dwell time of the grains at different

i_i_ _ solar distances will be reflected in the relative concentration,/_: which can be measured from the solar probe. Lamy predicts _het

grains with a < 0.2_A m do not have s significant concentration in the'/

I_ inner corona, a prediction which can be verified from the solar pr'_be._,_

;_g Nhen one considers that actual grains have a complex mineralogy, ccm-

'_t.i_ pared to the simple homogeneous spheres treated theoretically, it is

I clear that their evolution near the sun is not simple t_ predict.

For example, the addition of a few per cent free carbon to silicate

material (similar to collected dust samples) drastically lowers the

!\ visible albedo, increasing the absorption of solar radiation _39].
i/

i!'* The fundamental measurements necessary to characterize the frag-

.i mentation and vaporization processes are the mass and velocity dis-

_i!i ! tributions of the particles as a function of heliocentric distance.The type of impact ionization detectors already flown on HEOS and

/ Helios and planned for the Galileo and Solar Polar missions can be
I!
,; adapted for the solar probe [40]. The instrument measures the plaama

:! generated by an impacting dust particle. From the pulse height and

ii rise time of the signal, particle mass and velocity can be determined.

Sensitivity is sufficient to detect sub-micron particles. In the

Helios instrument, time-of-flight spectrum of the positive ions wasf

_ also measured, to determine co_position. For adaptation to the solar

.i. probe, calibration at higher velocities is required. Improvement in

I! the accuracy of mass and velocity determination would also be de-

_ sirable. In order to observe the angular distribution of particle

_ velocities, several sensors, mounted at different orientations, are

_I!, required.

The impact detector will provide statistics on the velocity

!i

.+ . ".... " "-- ...... _-" %"-....... ;----.__t,:__ ._,_,_........ + " _"" "11
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i_:! distribution primarily for sub-micron and micron-sized particles.

! The velocity distribution of the larger particles (_ I0_ - i00_

1 range) can be mapped by measuring the Doppler _hift of the Fraunhofer

_ lines in the zodiacal light. Such an experiment has not yet been

_ flown ,n a space probe. A suitable instrument for this purpose has

'I now been developed [41]; similar instruments, with sufficient sen-

sitivity an_ resolutionp are being used in the Atmospheric Explorer

!'_' series. This experiment would provide new information on the average

°_1- velocity d_stribution as a function of heliocentric distance through-

i_' out the inner solar system.

°_" More comprehensive infrared observations of the solar corona

_ are also needed; however these can best be carried out from earth

orbit. Improved spectral coverage, to derive the temperature of

_ the emitting grains as a function of solar distance and to map the

detailed structure across the silicate bands are particularly impor-

!if rant. The spatial structure and temporal constancy of the emission
peaks also need study. Such observations should be considered as

-I important support for the solar probe mission.

J
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_: ZODIACALLIGHT DYNAMICSEXPERIMENT

'i!! (A W£deband Imaging Yabry-Perot Interferometer)

if; D.G. Torr, E. Young, N. R. Tort, k. F. Nasy

Space Physics Research Laboratory
University of Michlsan
Ann Arbor, Micl,isan 48109

if ABSTRACT

The Solar Probe will provide an ideal platfom from which to study

, dynamics of dust particles near the Sun by measuring the detailed character

k. of the Fraunhofer structure of the zodiacal light. The suggested instrument

is a wldeband imaslng Fabry-Perot interferometer with state-of-the-art

technolosy in both the optics and the deteQtor.

The instrument would function as a hish-resolutlon £maging device

providing wavelensth resolution of 0.03 _ over about a 20 _ range. It

would have sensitivity comparable with conventional photometers. The

wideband imagine capability would provide sky maps of the zodiacal liEht

on a despun spacecraft without mechanical scanning. The total mass of

this instrument is about 4 ks; power comsuaption is approximately 4 watts.

The sensitivity is 10-2 SI0 units.

The Solar Probe mission would allow the velocity distribution of the

{} dust to be mapped along most of the trajectory of the spacecraft.

/
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: INTRODUCTION

_rI In the previous paper, H. llanner presentd the 8clenti_Lc ratloualefor the measurement of the velocity distribution of interplanetary dust.

_i' It is our belief that such a measurement would make a valuable contribution

_, to knowledge of the physics of the solar system by providims direct

ii experimental evidence of the forces actinS on the dust particles. Detailed• information on the velocity distribution.of dust particles as a function

_1_• of position with respect to the Sun is contained in the Doppler signature

°i _,_ of the Fraunhofer profiles of sunlisht scattered from the dust particles.

The development of an instrument capable of measuring the detailed character

of the Fraunhofer structure lies well within the reach of modern optical

and detector technology. We discuss below the requirements that should

be met in the design 0£ instrumentation to achieve this end.

MEASUREMENTS

The measurement of the detailed spectral signature of the zodiacal

light, which varies from 10-2 to S x 103 SIO units over the mission,

requires significantly greater sensitivity, dynamic range and spectral

resolution than has been achieved with instrumentation flown previously.

In the next section we discuss techniques by which this can be achieved

on the Solar Probe. The resultant spectra must have low noise, i.e.,

less than O.1Z of the continuum values. These requirements demand an

_' instrument of high resolution and throughput.

I. Figure 1 shows a typical example of Fraunhofer absorption lines
@

in the wavelength interval 5000-5020 A, (Beckers, Bridses and Gilliam,

.! 1976). This spectrum illustrate8 that the amplitudes of the deepest

absorption feature are about 80Z of the average continuum value

-2 -1
(900 W m p ) and that the line widths range typically frca 0.1 to a

_!i* few angstroms. Deep lines which might be selected for observation are

0.2 A broad. We expect Doppler shifts in the order of +_ 0.3 _ as

°tig _

u i. j
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! well as considerable llne breaden£n8 due to variations tn veloaity aloha
!_ the Sine of s/4ht. We therefore select a reaoXution of _ 0.03 - 0,05

which _r£11 facilitate deconvolution of the instrumental and DopplerI

" _2
_ broaden_ effects.

_ ZNSTRUMlmT

_ A.Wideband Iuaaina ¥a.br_-Petot I.ntetferoaeter

:_, i_ & Fabty-Perot interferometer _rLll provide adequate resolution and
:_" _ *

•_ throushput to meet the objectives discussed above. An instrument of

i_;i,,_ _,_ thls type Is currently beins built at the University of Michisan by

°_i _ P.B. Hays for flisht on the Dynamics Explorer eatelZ£tes. This instru-

t__'_ _ merit was des£sned pr/msrily to measure the Doppler shift and broadentn.q
i_ of air_lov emissions eriSinatinS in the Rarth'8 daytona atmosphere.

, (_!_: The deeJ4_n therefore incorporates a _arse baffle s_stem for protection

il aKa£nst scattered sunlight° In the case of the Solar Probe the main

,;. measurements of the mission _uld be made _ith the heat shield actin8

_° a8 a sunshade. Therefore, provided the instrument is 8uitably located _0

):i !*
_ m£nhu£ze stray l/she scatCuced off the spacecraft and associated

!_! instrumenta_ion, the baffle system could be larsely dispensed with, and

o *

iii _he field of vie_ of the instrument increased correspondinsly. The
advantases of enlarsin8 the field of viav of the Fab_-Perot are not

!i/ obvious and require some explanation. The main advantqes of a larse

_(_ field of vie_ _ould be the elflninacion or reduction of mechanical scanning

_ to acquire spatial coverase and a Sreat enhancement of the data

]i acquisition rate. The sky could be hRsed on an area array detector.

_ In the conventional Febz_v-Perot node of oneration, a mall field of

view is used and _he spactn8 of the a_alon p_atas is adjusted to scan

_,,,_ throuBh the daslred spectral feature, In an /aasinS mode of operation

I_"

! _ _he variation in Shale of incidence across the field of view provides

If "

.;,
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the wavelength scan. The technique requires the isolation of a single

/l order of the etalon. Therefore the passband of the filter must be

I matched to that of the etalon at all angles as Illustrated in Figure 2.
L An interferometer with these characteristics has been built and

, successfully operated by one of us (Eugene Young) at the University of
i_ Washington in Seattle. In this mode of operation the Fabry-Perot

/ ,provides a wavelength scan In the radial direction across the detector

_,_ and a spatial scan in azimuth. This means that different spectral !

_ _, features are imaged from different parts of the sky. However, since _i

a Doppler measurement can be carried out on any suitable spectral i

_i absorption feature, the convolution of spatial and spectral information ]

_,_ does not matter. The soIar Fraunhofer absorption spectrum is rich

l • i

with features in the vicinity of 5000 A so that at least one line per 't
0 _

i_ A may be expected, thus providing about 20 or more spatial segments
for a field of view of about l0 ° . The spectrographic and spatial :!

_ [i imaging capability would also mean that aII data would be acquired " i
"_4_: simultaneously with significant entrancement of the data acquisition

rate or effective throughput of the instrument compared to a mechanical

scanning device.

i_ Figure 3 depicts a three dimensional viawlng mode to illustrate
the imaging concept. In this mode, the conical mirror gives a meridional

. scan while the central-axis hole provides a view perpendicular to the

meridian. The instrument could be oriented and baffled so that neither
_:__ of the two fields of view shown come within 50° of the Sun. Thus i

operation could be maintained even when the heat shield t8 oriented t

away from the Sun. I

Figure 4 schematically illustrates the pattern projected on the i

: detector. A suitable multiplier would be an ITT proximity focussed

Ill image intensifier ftberopttcally coupled to several CCD area array detectors.
I'

1
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l A resolutlon of 0.05 A, for example, would be obtained using two

_i solld etalons in tandem. The use of soild etalons permits a large
k

finesse per etalon (30 to 40), while a finesse of only 26 per simple

...._ etalon would yield a spectral range of 20 A at 0.03 A resolution.

A 4-cm diameter ITT tube coupled to a grid comprising Berets1Falrchild

211 CCD's gives more than 800 de_ector resolution elementA acro_ the 20 A.

_=,_, Sensitivity

_:. A field of view of 10 ° translates into a throughput of about 1 cm

ster which, for typical efficiency of the front-end optics amounts toO

-_ _ 30 photoelectron events s"1 $10 "1 . For a bandwidth of 0.03 A, the

_ _ensitivlty, ¢, is 1 s -1 Sl0 "1 at the photocathode. These sensitivities

are for the total field of view. If the field of view is divided into

30 spatial sectors, for example, c is reduced to 0.03 photoelectron

_, events s SlO -I sector -I.
I'

i Photocathode darkcount is not a llmitln8 factor when area array
• detection is used for signals with spectral characteristics. CCD

darkcount can also be effectively eliminated by radiative cooling.

Dimensions and Power

The shape of the instrument is depicted in Figure 3. The instrument

is cylindrical with baffles protruding at the mirror locations. Precise

dimensions will depend on the baffling required around the conical mirror.

The maximum length will be 45 cm. Optical elements will be about 4 cm

I. in diameter. The volume of the optical housing should not exceed 7000 cm3
3

and the electronics housing 2000 cm .

Power consumption using 1978 components would be 6 w. Projection

to 1983 using nmnufacturer-supplied trend curves is 3 w.

-_ Other instrument requirements are a temperature range for normal

_ operation of -30 to +60°C, a telemetry rate of 50 bits/s, and 60,000

_ords of memory storage. _23
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GaaVZATZO'.WAVEDnCrZON SOLARFOn, Z. InVArLON -,,,.-

" California Institute of Technologyt Pasadena

What, is a gravitational wave? ,Just as electric and magnetic fields have +_

! their wave aspect (electromagnetic waves), so according to general relativit_

gravitational fields should have a wave aspect (gravitational wave_. Cravita-

tional waves, like electromagnetic, should propasatewith the speed of light

and should exert forces on matter in a direction transverse to their propasa-

_ rich. Electromagnetic waves push charged particles back and forth transversely

_-" relative to uncharged particles. Since gravity couples equally strongly to

_'+ all objects, gravitationalwaves should push all forms of matter back and

forth transversely with the same acceleration---_n other words, they should

l inertial back and forth. If the of the
push frames amount pushing were same

_i,__.._ everywhere in space, gravltational waves would be undetectable figments of

+_ our mathematics. But the amount of pushing is predicted to differ from one i

region of space to another --a prediction which means that (1) objects and

.. inertial frames in neighboring regions of space should be pushed back and ,,

_i+; forth transversely relative to each other, and (2) neighboring inertial frames

++i" cannot mesh to form a single global inertial frame. In other words, spacetime

_ is curved. In this sense one can say that "gravitational waves are a curvature

of spacetime which propagates with the speed of llght". 1

Why is it important to detect gravitational waves? Obviously, the detec-

tion of gravitational waves would be a great verification of the predictions

of relatlvlstic theories of gravity. Moreover, once waves have been detected,

one can test theories of gravity by measuring the propagation speed and polari-

zation properties of the waves. 2 Such tests cut through "the space of all

theories" in a direction roughly orthogonal to other experiments: theories

that predict identical Shapiro time delay and perihelion shift have very

different types of gravitational waves.

Testing theories of gravity is not the most important payoff of gravita-

tional-wave detection. More important is the possible role of gravitational

f waves as a new window o.to the imiverse --a tool for studying astrophysical

+} phenomena that can be studied poorly or not at all with electromagnetic waves.

l What astrophysical information might one learn from iravitational waves?
_,, Because matter is electrically neutral on macroscopic scales, cosmic electro- ,

fi magnetic waves are typically an incoherent superposition of emission from ,0

i! huge numbers of individual electrons. By contrast, the fact that all objects
have positive mess prevents macroscopic gravitational shielding, and causes

}_ the strongest predicted gravitational waves to come from coherent, bulk motions

O0000005-TSF03



of huge conglomerates of matter. The waves are especially strong when the

velocities of the emitting matter are near the speed of light, _nd when the

density is so high that internal gravity is relativistic. Moreover relativis-

tic gravity alone, in the form of bulk dynamical motions of curved empty space,

shoald generate strong waves. The prime example is a collision between two

black holes.

Bulk, hlgh-speed motions and relatlvlstic gravity are central to current

speculations about the energy sources of supernovae and about violent activity

_' in galactic nuclel and quasars. 3 The gravltatlonal waves from such phenomena

• should carry detailed information about the bulk motions and sravity that

generated them. Moreover, although the sources of the gravitational waves

will typleally be buried beneath vast layers of obscuring matter, the _aves

I; should emerge through that matter with impunlty--no absorption; no scattering;

_ no distortion. This contrasts with electromagnetic waves, which must diffuse

out through thick layers of matter, and will lose most of their information as

. they go. Thus, gravitational waves are a promising probe of violent strong-

- _" $_avity phenomena in the centers of collapsing stars, in quasars, and in galactic

, nuclei --phe_vmena which can be studied only poorly, and perhaps not at all, by

_'!_" electromagnetic waves.

Figure 1 shows an example of the information that gravitational waves

"i tmight carry. These are the waves predicted to come from a colIision between itwo black holes. Plotted vertically is the dime_nsionless amplitude of the wave

t --which is equal t'. tn_ relative velocity, and hence the relative Doppler shift,

-_I t_t the waves would produce between Earth and a very distant spacecraft. See

•o| Estabrook's lecture, below. The amplitude _, shown as a function of time, is

° t" called the waveformof the gravitational waves. This waveform contains thefollowing information: (1) The fact that the final value of $ differs from

= _i_"_ the initial vatue tells us definitively that the source, initially or finally

l° or both, consisted of two or more bodies moving at high speed relative to each

.._ other _ in this case two black holes in the initial state. (2) The details

of the initial rise and peak, and the difference _'finaJ -_initlal carry informa-

" °J,' tton about the impact parameter and relative velocity of the collision, and

=. !"_!I about the orielitation of the observer relative to the collision. (3) The dampedoscillations, _ = e-t/lsin_t, are produced by pul_ations of the final coalesced

Ii: black hole which results from the collision. Th,_ two parameters T (damping time)

l!, and _ (frequency) are determined by the mass M and angular tllomontum J of the

{i
t'
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I Figure i. The predicted gravitational waveform from
a collision between two black holes _ qualitative;

_ cf. refs 4,5.
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final hole. From measured values of T and _ one can hope to deduce M and J

; --which Is valuable information since all properties of the final hole are

determined entirely by its mass and angular momentum.

What is the status of attempts to detect 6ravltatlonal waves? The

search for gravitational waves was 91oneered by Joseph Weber at the University

of Maryland. 6 Weber, and others after hlm, used one-ton aluminum bars as

antennas for kilohertz gravitational waves. Despite early hints of success,

it now appears that such waves have not been detected. 7 Nevertheless, pros-

._, pects for success within the next decade are fairly good. Spurred on by the

lure of hlgh payoff, eight different research groups in the US, Canada, Italy,

Russia, Japan, and Australia are now buildlng second-generatlon bar antennas
8

and are designing the third generation.

I Most prospective sources should produce waves at frequencies below one
!' kilohertz, where bar antennas are less promising than other detection techniques.

For frequencies between one kilohertz and one hertz, ground-based laser-lnter-

ferometer detectors look best. They are being developed by Weiss at HIT, Vrever

_.i!: in GlasgOW,andand Billing in Munlch. 8 Below one hertz., where the waves from

_, __ quasars active salactlc nuclel should lle, Doppler trackln 8 of spacecraft
• is the only promising technique in the next decade. 8 Ground-based detectors

cannot operate below one hertz because of seismic noise.

Why Is the Solar Probe a special mission for gravltatlonal-wave detection?

Spacecraft tracking for gravltatlonal-wave detection is in its extreme infancy.

No serious efforts have been made on past missions. The Galileo and Solar Polar

Missions will be a modest and reasonable beginning-- if they have X-band track-

ing on the upllnk as well as down. However, their lack of dual frequency on

both llnks will substantially impede the removal of plasma dispersion noise.

The Solar Probe is the only mission now planned or contemplated which Is

likely to have most of the features required for an optimal effort at gravlta-

tional-wave detection. These features are: (I) dual frequency tracking on all

links, (11) a hlgh-stabillty onboard clock, whlchmakes posslble four Doppler

tracking links (one-way up; one-way down; round-trip up-down; and round-trlp

down-up.), (ill) a drag-free capabillty, and (iv) two spacecraft, permitting

coincidence experiments. Of these requirements, the first three will likely

be met; the fourth is less likely but highly desirable. The need for these

features will be documented in the lectures that follow.

I" h3b
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The advantage of the Solar Probe is that other, non-sravitational-wave

experiments will likely require the above features. Without these features,

_, attempts to determine the solar quadrupole moment and various tests of general

I relaclvity will llkely be debilitated. Horeover, there Is no evident conflict
between gravitatIonal-wave detection and other experiments. Gravitational-wave

.. _. detection mus____tbedone during the cruise phaSesun.OftheThemlSstOn,otherexperimentsWhenthe space-willi craft is far from the Earth and far from the
, be active near Solar encounter.

_'_ _, If an optimal effort at gravitational-wave detection is not made on the _-

_._:. Solar Probe, it is hard to Imagine when another equally good opportunity will

:i_... come along.

!_I _,_ How does the Solar Probe's expected sensitivity compare with the strensths
• of predicted gravitational waves? A reliable estimate of the Solar-Probe

sensitivity has not yet been made. Detailed studies of various noise sources

are much needed; see the lectures that follow. Rough estimates by Estabrook

(below) suggest that gravitational-wave bursts with frequencies .01 _ _ _ .0001

:, and amplitudes _m_ 10-16 might be detectable. Integration into the noise might

Improve this to _ _ 3 x 10-18 for continuous-wave sources.

These very rough estimates are compared, In Figure 2, with even cruder

estimates of the waves one might hope for from collisions of black holes and

black-hole births in quasars and active galactic nuclei at the Hubble distance.4'9

In the .001 - .0001Hz band, where the Solar Probe might be sensitive enough i

for detection, the black-hole sources would have masses _ l. - 108 MO. This is !
not unreasonably large in view of current speculations about quasars and galactic

nuclei, 3 and in view of the recent identification 10 of a possible 5 x 109 NO black i

hole in the nucleus of the giant elliptical galaxy M 87. Estimate_ of the mean 1

time between gravitational wave bursts nt Earth due to such sources range from

one week to 300 years or more. 9 Thus, the search for such waves Is a high-risk,

high-potential-poyoff enterprise.

Figure 2 also shows, dotted, the strengths of the continuous waves to be

expected from binary stars (_ _ 10-20 at the strongest; far too weak for detection

by Solar Probe) and also an upper limit on the strength of any continuous-wave

background from the big-bang or from discrete sources. This upper limit is the

strength of waves whose energy density would close the Universe and would btgin

!!. to conflict with measurements of the Universal deceleration parameter. Although

_:,._ the Solar-Probe sensitivity, is much better tlmn this upper limit, and although

i
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it is not inconceivable that waves near this upper limit were produced in the

big bang, most astrophysicists would regard as unllkely any continuous-wave

I_i background strong enough for the Solar Probe to detect. 11 Again the search

_ is a hlgh-rlsk but high-posslble-payoff enterprise.

_ Hy own guess is that, if the Solar Probe is optimally configured for

gravltatlonal-wave detection, the probability of successful detection is

perhaps 20 per cent.

What will gravlty-wave searchers do after the Solar Probe? Whether the i

Solar Probe succeeds or fails, the effort to use space technology for detecting

waves with v < I Hz will continue. Because the risk of failure is so high at
!

the sensitivities _ _ 10 "17 reasonable for Doppler tracking, only if the Solar

Probe succeeds will there be a big push for a mission dedicated solely to i 1

gravlty-wave detection. If the Solar Probe fails to detect any waves, the

push initially will be for further detection efforts that 8o "plggy-back" on

other missions; and such missions with reasonable configurations for gravlta-

tional-wave detection may be few and far between.

On the other hand, in the more distant future--perhaps in the 1990's

it is likely that laser-lnterferometer detectors will be flown in space,

and will achieve sensitivities _ ~ 10-21 at u < 1 Hz. Such sensitivities

would likely be good enough to reveal waves from a variety of different sources.

In the meantime, I think we would be foolish to not make optimal use of

an opportunity like the Solar Probe to search for the strongest gravitational

waves that might be bathing the Earth.

This research was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

[NGR 05-002-256 and a grant from PACE]; and by the Caltech/JPL President's Fund.
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4
- !_ CPAVITATIOKaJ_ WAVE DETECTION WITH THE SOLAR PROBE. II. Tim DOPPLER TRACRIN@ 14FJmOD

Frank B. gstabrook

_.t We briefly describe how gravitational radiation affects Doppler

++++I' tracking, and give the status of our analyses of the sensitivities achiev-

able with the NASA-JPL Deep Space Net (DSN),

Using precision timekeepinK, a Doppler observation can be thcrJght of

as a series o_ measurements, either of the phase cp(t) of an electromagnetic
!!_+,,.+,_I..,

1,

_+_ wave train being received from a spacecraft, or of the "instantaneous" ire-
....__+._ quency v = _/2_ (determined in practice by counting phase over an integration

ilI time _), or of the fractional frequency shift y = (_-Vo)/_ O. For a round-trip
_ observation, in which the uplink signal is coherently transponded and returned

_. via a downlink to the same ground station, the phase of the received downlink

_: signal at any instant t is measured with respect to that of the uplink signs. 1.L_+°

I + then being transmitted, y(t) contains information about the clocks, the motions

+ of the earth and transponder, the propagation medium, and passing gravitational ii
/_. wave s.

If the ground timing speeds up momentarily, y will at that instant be i

observed to dip, while at a late-+' time 2£/c (the round-trip-light-time or i
t' ' i

_'_+_ RTLT, to the spacecraft and back) y will be observed to increase momentarily, i

•+ Thus for timekeeping frequency noise, a round-trip Doppler measurement system _

+,i_°'+l is characterized by a 2-pulse response function or, to be precise, an anticor-
relation at the RTLT. Tropospheric fluctuations, or motion of the earth antenna,

+°_+Iii are also characterized by a 2-pulse response, but for these it is a correlation

at the RTLT. Solar wind fluctuations give correlations at intermediate periods.

Quite different from all of these is the response function to a passing pulse i

of gravitational radiation. It is a three-pulse response, with both the spacings

1 of the pulses and their relative heights depending on a single parameter B. All

_t these response functions are shown in Figul+e 1., Gravitational radiation from distant sources has plane wave fronts and

+_t two possible polarizations, and travels at the speed of light. In Figure 2 a i

+ I pulse is shown passing by the earth, at to, and past the spacecraft at t o +
_/c coBS. The first event is echoed back at the earth at t o + 2 _/c, the second

/ at t o + (1 + cosg) _/c. The spacing of the three pulses thus depends on the

I. geometry. The relative sizes of the three pulses can be regarded as due to a

i" superpos it ion of buffeting and clock-slowing effects; in general relativity,

44L
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i _"

" of dimensionless gravitational potential, _/c 2 and differences of the latter
affect the relative rates of separated clocks. The resulting Doppler shifts

il can be rigorously calculated, and are directly given by the dimensionless

t amplitude h (or _/c 2) of the passing wave, multiplied by the three pulse

-, t response function of Figure 1

The three-pulse response demonstrates nicely both the transverse nature

of gravitational radiation and the equivalence principle. As 8 - 0° the first

_-, pulse vanishes and the second two pulses merge and cancel. There is no longi-

tudinal effect; Also, for any e, the sum of the pulses is zero--If the pulse

duration approaches the RTLT, they blend and cancel. This imposes a Ions period

(I_ frequency) limit to the gravltatlonal radiation detectable with Doppler

tracking. For pulse durations • • 2 _/c, the tracking llnk rides up and down

on the wave of propagating gravitational potential and the measurement becomes

"local" and thus unobservable according to the principle of equivalence. Since

a large RTLT is necessary for Doppler gravitational wave searches, the appro-

prlate missions in the _oreseeable future are _alileo, Solar Polar and Solar

Probe.

_ We are looking into data reduction methods which take full advantage of

_I + these very characteristic and unique response functions to search for sravlta- "

tlonal waves. In a subsequent paper, Robert Vessot sho_s how Doppler signals

can be separated from other e££ects in real timewith an on-board H-mser fre-

quency standard and multiple link tracking, one-way, two-way and four-way. These
• developments must bc actlvely supported and carefully studied in the neTt few

years, and also closely coordinated with the advanced planning of the 1980-90

era Deep Space Net. A dramatic increase in the sensitivity achievable for our

_"_ expe-lment is possible by the time of the Solar Probe mission.

:_ Nevertheless, for this planning meeting _e will be conservative and report

l achievable system sensitivities simply by cons fdering Allan variances, _y(T),
iI_ for various system and propagation sources of phase fluctuation. Allan variance

is addition_lly conservative for consideration of detection sensitivities for

radiation with spectral content very dif£erent from that of the phase noise.

In his paper, David Douglass discusses the much higher sensitivities posslble

I for cw source_, which are better understood by using spectral plots of frequency
noise Sy(f). Plasma physicists are more used to the concept of phase noise
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- ., (f) because it is directly related to columnar electron
y

content. ICe have adopted the Allan variance a in order to communicate

1, effectively with the clock anti timekeeplng community: ay is the ms value

of of two immediately successive measurements of y, each for integration time T.

• I_ It can be obtained by integrating the spectral descriptions W_ or Sy with

' J. a filter which cuts out high and low frequency diverl_ences--and indeed for

° '_.' our purposes may not filter the lows enough, and so be too conservative.

i Plasn_a, troposphere and tl-maser phase fluctuations, however, do all tend to

_i! have the same h_ frequency spectral characteristics, and can at least, be
intercompared with this measure.

• A precision tracking experiment is being performed this year with the

' Viking spacecraft at Mars, at the request of J. D. Anderson, J. N. Armstrong,

_:_ F.B. F+stabtook _tnd R. Woo. Viking went through solar opposition on January 18,

}'_ Iq78, and dat_ taken and analyzed by Armstrong and Nee have beautifully verified

="_ a model bv A1"msttog,.:which predicts a dran_ttic lowering of the solar wind plasma

fluctuation level ne_lr 180 ° elongation, when plnsnUl inhomogeneities are con-

"_, vetted nea1"ly paral|el to the radio link. From this and previous data, one

_' finds a Koimogoroff ptvder spet'trum. So, let W_ = A (103 × f)-2.t, Then( •1 ,

;U:o. Figtlrt, _ (from Nee, Armstron_l, _lllt|Estabrook, I078_ sh_s A, the spectral

:i!_}i amplitude at IJ°] II.;,plotted agaitt:xtelotxgation or sun-earth-space_raft angle,2: The p,,tu[ s for t, longat tOIlS greater than qO° ore from prc ltlr" ,rv reductions

'_/* el" the 111_ ' Vtkin_; data _ltlt| corrohorate the Arlllstrong model, indtcatt,d by tht,

(i litt¢, il_ Fir, ure _. On the Allan wtriance Doppler sensitivity plot, Figure 4,

/i we can thus slltw the fluctuation levels due to the interplanetary plasma to

be _lllorder of Ill_lgllittltlelower than in our previous plots of this sort

(Nahlquist et al., 1977). It appears that for ttravitational wave ,_bservattons

.,_i[.i) conducted at X-band accept',ble levels of plasnut phase fluctuation prevail forabout (I mouth ceutert.,d ou each solar opposition during the cruise phase of

+ I_ future misstons to the outer plallets.

- _ _/t, h_lvt, Colnmt,tttt, d that the lt_ freqtlt, llcy lhntt of the Doppler gr,lvitational
o

wart, dete.,,tion scheme is set by the RTLT. From Figure 4 it Is clear that the

++0 high frequenCYusefullimit iSbnndSet hy the :tvatlable ttmckeeping stamhlrds aud system,
" noise. The VLF is .0"! llz - .000_ Ilz, which lies in the VIA: gr_tvt-

ii_ rational wave band deftut, d by Press and Tborne to he .l Hz - .O00l I1_.

+'i, }I_I11
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. In Figure 4 we have not shown Doppler fluctuation levels caused by

<_" tropospheric or spacecraft buffeting. These are non-dlsperslve. The Viking

° i data were obtained at opposition in both S-band and X-band, and are still
! _ disperslve--hence plasma related--at the level shown, Af/f = 3 X I0 "14 (set

_I by the Viking S-band upllnk). We have estimated spacecraft buffeting accel-
eratlons in this VLF frequency band as .- 3 X 10"15. Available tropospheric

)>,: data are discussed in the paper by Phll Callahan; it Is clear that more study

_'_i_"_' and experiments are needed, especialiy under nighttime desert conditions. We

z _'-i believe the ultimate solution to such propagation problem lles in on-board

:ii ! tlmekeeplng and multilink tracking, solutlons posslble with the Solar Probe.
Returning again to Figure 4, we call attention to the plots of phase

_ill fluctuation associated with the dovnlink signal-to-nolse ratio (SHR). The

downlink is always the weak link in spacecraft connunications, because of the

low power available on board and despite the low noise temperature of ground

maser receivers. For S-band dovnllnk, antenna gains and the frequency depend-

ence of Sy (-- v'2(Slqt) "I) conspire, and dovnllnk phase fluctuations can be
seriously large at the levels with which we are concerned. Although there

will be a 20 watt downlink X-band, the minimal 1-watt S-band '_oeacons"
presently

as auxiliary multilinks. Those missions will probably be able to conduct

gravitational radiation demonstration experiments only at an Allan-varlance-

10-14level of 3 x set by the S-band uplink plasma fluctuation, unless X-band

_i converter stages are added to alloy round-trlp X-band observations. In that
case, these large RTL? missions can achieve a Doppler accuracy of 3 X 10"15

i:ii near solar opposition, with only an X-band system.
Pending more careful study of the use of nnJlttlink tracking to take

; |_ advantage of the distinctive correlation signature of gravitational red_atlon,

f_:_ we estimate the achievable gravitational radiation strain sensitivity of the
_ Solar Probe mission at ,: I0 "16. This great advance could be made possible by

_i!_ _ the incorporation of on-board H-maser timekeeplng. We urge that the needed

advanced planning of ,._Itilink Doppler for the mission be coordinated with

the developmnt plans of the DSN.

41_8
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TransaissionMedia Effects on Precise Doppler TrackJn$

Philip S. Callahan

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CaliforzLia 91103

Abstract

The effects of the transmission media - the earth's troposphere and

ionosphere, and the solar wind - on precise Doppler tracking are discussed.

The charged particle effects can be largely removed by dual frequency

observations. However, there are lJ_ttations to these corrections (besides

system noise and/or finite integration tines) including the effects of

magnetic fields, diffraction, and differential refraction, all of which

must be carefully evaluated. The Earth*s troposphere can contribute an

error of _f/f_lO "16.

,
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Introduction
/

1_ Investisations involving hish accuracy Doppler tracking are likely to

, ._"_ be an important part of Solar Probe science. In the past, it has been

'_,_" found thac the media through which the radio slSnal passes can have
/,. important effects on the signal. I would like to reconsider these

_ /_ transmission media effects relative to the hisher trackin8 accuracies

*..._, discussed for relativity, quadrupole, and 8ravitational wave experi-
/

ments. Doppler accuracies of 0.1 ram/set (_v/c = 3 x 10"13) have

8enerally been assumed for the first two experiments, while sravitattonal

wave detection requires accuracies of Af/f--v/c better than _I0 -15.

-'_ I co_sider a round trip S-X band system for correction of the effect

(_" of charsed particles. The results show that the gravitational wave

_ experiment is likely to be limited by the Earth's troposphere. The
other experiments will require careful calibration, perhaps that pro-

_'| vided by an accurate onboard clock which allows both one and two way

__ Doppler measurements. Further studies of the effects discussed here

-_ are needed to determine optimal calibration stratesies.

II. Solar Wind Plasma Effects

This paper deals with only the solar wind and the Earth*s troposphere.

Even though some of the plasma effects evaluated here occur in the

• ionosphere, it is usually of less importance because of the short path

through it. In the absence of magnetic fields, a plasma is a dispersive

mediumwith an index of refraction 8ivan by

n _ = 1 - f 2/f2

"I fp2 Pi where the plasma frequency = or fp - 8.98 x I03N_, N belns
2Ne2/m

_. the number density of electrons. The sroup delay or phase advance
, caused by a plasma can be completely removed by observin8 at two fre-

quencies. At present_ spacecraft communications are carried out with

an S band (2.1CHz) uplink, while the spacecraft cohezently retransmits

S and X band (8.4 CHz) providins a one way measurement o_ the intesrated

_; electron content.

451
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t _ Since real plasus ere not static, and one is interested in knowing
the round trip effect, one needs either two way dual frequency measure-

_ ments or a clever way to obtain the round trip effect from the down-

_ink observations. Simulations by S. C. Wu and F. B. Winn (Ref. l)

showed that errors of several meters could be made from approxtmstin$

the round trip effect by doubling the downlink. They developed a

technique tnwhich two way data were used to estiu_te the plasma

_ distributionD and hence the approximate timing of changes. This re-

duced errors by about a factor of 10, to 10 to 30 cm. Thus, 10-30 cm

is the limiting error for one way dual frequency measurements of a

changingplasma.

One might suppose that a round trip dual frequency system would eliminate

all charged particle errors. While it does reduce them to a very low

level, a number of effects remain. Among the effects in need of con-

sideration are the 8yrofrequency in the plasma, different paths through

the plasma, and diffraction effects. All of these effects are mall

(10 "4) factors times the basic plasma effect which is fp2/f2.
The

values of some plasma parameters are given in Table 1.

The effects of spacecraft and solar wind velocities on charged particle

corrections were investigated some time ago by Ms (Ref. 2). He noted

the well-known result that a medium whose index of refraction is like

that of a simple plasma does not "drag" its refractive index with it.

Thus, there is noCa correction term of order (Vsola r wind/C). Further-

more, with a round trip dual frequency system, there i8 no direct con-

tribution from the spacecraft velocity. (Table 2 shown as a viewsraphat the Workshop was incorrect in showing such a contribution). The

effects which will remain after calibration are of order (fp/f)2
and

(v _/c)(f /f )D where v 18 the _pacecraft velocity (---300 km sec -I,
sc P 3 sc

Vac/C = lO- , near the sun).

The solar wind has a magnetic field imbedded in it. The refractive index

is then not the simple relation 8iven above but

1 + fg/f - fp2/f22 -
n m .........

t ± fs/f
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for propagation along the magnetic field, where the gyrofrequency

:,*i_ _ - ca/me, or f - 2,80 x 106 a Ha. The gyrofrequdncy gives rise, g g
_ co Faraday rotation of linearly polarized waves. Spacecraft communi.-

cation8 are usually carried out with circular polarization. Since the

t_" solar wind's magnetic field fluctuates, there will be some RMS phase

_)" noise from integrating the 8yro-effect along the signal path. A

further consequence the gyrofrequency term in the phase velocity
of

__ is that the solar wind will tend to drag the wave with it. This

! introduces a term of order (Vsw/C)(fg/f) integrated along the line
of sight.

Very close to the sun, the large value of the radial derivative of the

_. refractive index causes the S and X band ray paths to separate and the
U

i I different ray paths will sample different plasm. Work is in progress\ to evaluate the magnitude of this effect for the Solar Probe and other

,1 missions. If it is significant, it may be necessary to use higher
!

_ it communications frequencies.

i'! The final plasma effect to be considered is diffraction. So far the

" discussion has been in terms of geometrical optics. However, radio

" scintillation work has shown that diffraction effects can be impoztant

in investigating the solar wind (see, for example. Ref. 3). The Rytov

l,, approximation can be use.4 to find the RNS phase difference between

• '!" S and X band waves propagating in the solar wind.

_ Although all of these higher order processes also affect range data,

__ :,_. they are generally not important. There is an additional factor which
"1 is unique to ranging because it requires a finite bandwidth, of the

[ form .If/f. For present ranging systems at S band _f/f --I0 "3.

_,7 Ordinarily, the overall effect f 2Af/f 3 is not important, but near theP I
t sun we have--2 x 1O"10 (5 R) to 4 x 1O-1 (10 R) giving .IR--30 m

v

to 6 m. Since the effect is integrated along the line of sight and the

range measurement is made by hardware, only statistical correction is

possible.

ki -
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I The effects ar I AU are all small. This bodes well for the attempts
_. to detect gravitational radiation on long ray paths in the Anti-

"o_ solar direction. Diffraction needs to be evah,ated carefully for longer

'_ paths where larger scal_ sizes (with much larger spectral amplitudes)

,,_ become important. On the o_her hand, in the antlsolar (radial) direction

an additional helpful feat.r, emerges. Slnco one Is then lookln8 along

_ the solar wind velocity vector, the rate at which structures are con-

V_' vetted across the line of sight decreases and the noise spectrum appears

: _ to be shifted to lower frequencie;t. This effect has recently been

_i _! observed by Woo and Armstrong (Ref. 4; see also F tper by Estabrook this

_: Ili. Tropospheric Errors

i Besides being affected by charged particles, the radio signal is slowed

by the Earth's neutral atmosphere. The tropospheric effect is usually

" separated into dry and v ,. parts. The dry part is rather stable and is

'%°,!i___ easily remowd by measuring the barometric pressure at the tracking
station. The delay caused by water vapor is small (_-10 cm at zenith)

, but neither steady nor easily modelled. Water vapor radlome_ers,i

i11 which will be :(nstalledat the Deep Space Stations in about 1980-81,_ will measure the line of sight delay to an accuracy of 2 cm. However,

= path length fluctuations of

L _ .13 (tl/400 see) 0.75 cm, 10 _ t I _104 see

=_ where t I is the time scale of the variations, can be expected. Such
_ fluctuations give, in the terms usually used in gravitational wave

'I detection studies

,; _v/c_f/f_ 1.1 x 10 -14 400 see .25

° _I. where tl should be associated with the _ampling interval (--10 2 -

_"t, 103 set). At 1AU, the troposphere produces the dominant effect.

I The fluctuations are likely to be least at night and in the winter,
t'

but no data are available to evaluate the magnitude of the reduction,

Q ':
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_ A TIME-(X)RRELATED FOUR-LINK DOPPLER TBACIQNG 61MTEM

R. F. ¢. Ve_amlM° W. _

o, ¢olJqeObsc and Aslaa   l Observatory
_.,,, .;, Canlbridlle, M_llmo_ 02IN

o_,'.,:. INTRODUCTION

_°//- The chief obJcetive of a Doppler tnokl_ system is to retrieve rang_mte _o_ma-
ot::: tionfromtheDopplershiftofsignalsexehensedbetweenthe andthesrom

=_ stat/on. Many pe_cns ooctw in the phase of the traokt_ signal as it progresscs

.)._. from the maser _r to the transm/tter and then radiates into space end is h_r
ii_:_._' received and compared to an oscillator. In the two-way tracking mode the s/gnal is

' returned from the tracked object by a pbase-ooherent transponder and is received end
oompared to the same oscillator that generated the transmitted l_nal. In the one-way
mode the spaceoraft and ground station each have an oscillator s_d one station traus-

, mits signals to the other to make frequeney comparisoM and tim I obtain the Doppler
!/_!' 'i_ silp_al. Each of these modes of operation requires a specific type of electronics sys-

_. tern and will be affected by its own set of perturbations.

• !

'-'_i _ Specifically, we will consider phase perturbations that occur in the followin__gcom-ponents of the one and two-way syatemsz

Ii _ 1) One-way System (Signal from A to B): Station A Oscillator -- transmitter A --
" _ antenna A -- signal path -- antenna B -- receiver B -- station B oscillator -- recording 'system B.

i!/ 2) Two-way System (Signal from A to B back to A): Station A oscillator -- trans-

mitter A -- antenna A -- signal path up -- antenna B -- transponder B - antenna B --

signal path down -- receiver A -- Station A oscillator -- recording system A. I
There is also a three-way mode of operation where the signal path down, receiver,

ii_) oscillator, and recording system of the two-way system are at a different location
than A and B. We will not consider this situation in this paper.

_ Here describe a symmetrical one- and system in which we can identify
we two-way

the place of origin of the fluctuation and quantify it so as to recover the unperharbed
° _ phase at a given moment of ttme by time-correlating the phase fluohmtions obtained in

the one- and two-way data taken at both stations.¢

_,i: In describing the projected performance of such a system we look at the results
o _ of a system that was flown in the gravitational rod-shlft rocket probe experiment (I),

_ which involved the tracklng of a vehicle that included an S-band transponder and a
_ ,_i_ hydrogen maser-controlled S-band transmitter. In this experiment both one-way

_ and two-way data were simultaneously obtained at the ground station.

• I!'

Ii °' '
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. ]" OSCILLATOR AND CI_.)CK PERFORMANCE

,_ Wt,begin by considering the behavior of clocks suitable for Doppler tnok_. The
clock or oscillator serves the following functions in Doppler tracking systemsz (a)

I. Transmitter_ master oscillator p (b) Receiver local oscillstorp (o) Clock to keep t/me (or
epoch) to relate data to a oolesUal coordinate frame, (d) Clock to maintain synohron/za-

: _' t/on (in the sense of coordinate UNC), and (e) (in the case of the red-sh/_ experiment) i:
' The spacecraft clock _s the probing instrument.
)
/ In the Doppler system both range-rate mzd range data are available. The range i_
, rate is obtained by using the oscillator to measure the Doppler frequency and range i
_T _'' differences can be inferred by counting Doppler cycles, i !

I AlternaUvely, the signals can be modulated or coded so that the light thne of the
,, signals can be obtained from the Ume interval measured between transmitted and
v received signals.

,l The measurement accuracy of range rate depends on Imowh_ the frequency of the
,,,_ _gnal and the drift of the oscillator between the transn_asion and reception times. The

i range accuracy in the modulation mode depends on the accuracy of timing the interval
between the transmitted and received signals. In these oases, the roles of oscillator i

: \ and clock are qu/te obvious. However, there is also a requirement f¢," maintain/ng i
epoch time accurately so as to relate these measurements to celestial phenomena and

_, obta/n the trajectory or ephemeris of the vehicles in a known coordinate frame. ,

iI, i i
Oscillator synchronization and stability for the performance of time correlation

__/" of the data are also important if it is necessary to obtain angular information from _

* t'. widely separated stations in the oonvent/onal VLBI (very long basel/he interferometry)

° I, mode of operation. As will be seen later, there are other ways in whloh correlation I
_. techniques can be used in tracking appl/oat/ons, i

Clock performance is described In terms of the two-sample variance, or Allen

* Ii: variance (2, 3), which is essentially a means of predicting the lev probability of thedLfferenco between a frequency measurement averaged over the T seconds in the !

l immediate future and measurements made in the past (also averaged over '1"seconds). ,
i-{:* It can be shown that the functional behavior of_ (7) depends on the type of random I

process perturbing the oscillntor (4) and that cenclusions from such data are only valid

ti" if random processes are at work. Systematic frequency effects can lead to interesth_
data but these data must be used very cautiously.

Allan variance data for hydrogen masers recent_ delivered by SAC to the U. S.i Naval R.e.seareh Laboratory (5) are shown in Figure 1. Their stability lies well below
:-" the 10" A_ level and follows the limits imposed by thermal noise for "r-- 0.8 see to

_, 7=, 3000 see reaching 6 XI0-16 at ave_ intervals of I hr. In this data setp taken

l, over 3 weeks, slow linear drifts were observed that became significant for averagh-q_times _'eater than I hr. These were or,used by a laboratory air conditioner malftmc-

il Uon during the run. Such slow linear drifts, when represented by the algorithm used
', to calculate variances, give the data points to the right of the dotted line.

_: To the best of our knowledge, these data represent results from maser oscillators
_ that are close to the state of the &_t at the time of writing this paper. The Doppler

I'

_'

l:i:
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_ i error Af/c can be related to the value of o_T) when it is associated with the light time

t_, of a two-wsy system. Osoillator or olonk performance is a fundamental limit to all• range and rsngo-ra._ Doppler systems and we see from the data that this limit lies
__ well below 1 X 10-i_for time intervals, _-, ranging from 60 seo on to well beyond

lday.

ELECTRONICS AND ANTENNA SYSTEM HARDWARE

An estimate of the stability that _'m be obtained from the eleotronlos and antenna

i_. systems of a tim_ekingstation can be illustrated by the performance of the modified

U.S.B. system used in the June 1976 redshift rocket probe experiment. The
schematio concept(Figure 2) shows the Doppler eanoelling system developed for the
experiment. This system was integrated into the existing U. S.B. Station at Merrit

_"_ Islan_ Floridap and incorporated many modiflontimm. Probably the most significant
ocntribution to maintaining the phase stability of the transmitted signal was the use of

" ,, a l_ydrogon maser to control the phase of the transmitter power amplifier. This was

i done by comparing the phase of the signal sampled at the transmitting antenna with the
_ i phase of a signal derived from the hydrogen maser and controlling the transmitter to

maintain a oonstant phase relationship between the two signals. With this method of
_ °_ control the phase stability of the output power at the antenna was comparable to that

/_ l!._. of the H maser.

I In all the following discussions we will consider that the transmitters are locked
in this way to the maser oscillator and that the transmitter phase instability oontributes

,)_ no significant degradation to the signal delivered to the antenna.
!

_o .!; The function of the redshift experiment Doppler cancelling system was to meas-
_ /" ure the Doppler frequency of the spacecraft using a transponder in a two-wz_y (go-

frequency of the maser-oontrolled spaceoraft transmitter. The system then sub-
tracted one-half the two-w_ Doppler oyoles from the one-wsy Doppler, which also
contained the redshif_ and second-ordex Doppler frequency shifts, to reveal these
data directly.

Clearly Figure 2 is an oversimplification and Figure 3 is offered to describe the
frequency offsets required to operate such a otmtinuous wave system.

I_ :_e assume that the r_y paths in all three links are essentially identical and that
the lig_-time delay is small oompared to the time averaging interval used to recover
the data, we oan oancel the domtnsnt 1/f component of the ionospheric refractive

..... index by choosing the frequency ratios shown in Figure 3 to satisfy the following equa-
tion (6):

9. 11/

:.,_ In our onse the transponder ratio was M/N - 1240/2211 and we ohose R_S = 82/66
_ _i[ and P/Q = 76/49, whioh fit the equation with a disorepanoy of about 2 X I0" . The

resulting possible residual effeot_ assuming a normal day-time ionosphere and a near-
'_ verUcal trajectory going to 10_000-kin altitude, is on the order of a few parts in 1015

of the carrier frequency at 9. OHz.
°°!i,

_,,,,
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ix _ The system in Figure 3 is a phase-coherent device that, in real time, measured
the Doppler cycles of the downlink signal controlled by the probe maser by a separate

ii two-way microwave link and electronically subtracted these cycles in real time from
the one-way link to reveal the Doppler cycles due to the relativistic frequency shifts

i_ k of gravity and relative motion.!i/
' The short-term performance of this system during the mission has been meas-

ix ; ured by taldng the Allan varlauce of the 0.84-Hz redehift beats for a 6-rain sample_ :_ of data centered at apogee where the redshLet frequency variation was very slow.
_i These data are shown in Figure 4.

_ For the time intervale observed, the stability data for the masers are essentially
!_:_ the same as in the laboratory. It is important to note that this comparison in space
_ included 30.000 km of transmission path and three passes through the troposphere

'/ and ionosphere. It is clear that whatever tropospheric and ionospheric propagation
_ anomalies may have occurred were very highly correlated.

_: It is also evident that the electronic hardware at the ground station and probe
_._ introduced no significant uncorrelated noise during the mission, which was confirmed
_ before the experhnent was launched by several months of end-to-end gTound-based .
_° simulation tests of the system.

_ ' In addition to the above data from the analog cancellation system, the one-way and

_', ',, two-way Doppler data were separately recorded d_ring the flight using the U. S. B.
systemts tracldng data processor (TDP). The data were recorded in terms of Doppler

i_ _; . cycle counts every O.I sec, alternating the one-way data with the two-way data. Later
_ processing of these data gave the same results as were obtained from the analog system. _

_i__'_ _,_ The real time analog data and k vosterlorl computed data are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
_, These data represent the residual phase still to be accounted for in the 9..6 x 103
;" i!_ radians of redshifl data. (At the time of writing, work continues on the analysis of

-:::; ! these data. )

I!) _:'
:_ The analog data were taken using a 20-Hz filter. The digital uplink and downllnk
_ data from the TDP were taken using the standard system. Both data sets are computed

_: i: and plotted at 1-see intervals. The undulations in the data are pr/marlly due to an
_ allased representation of phase fluctuations from the rotating payload. The fluctuations
'_ result from the slight misalignment of the dipole antenna located on the payload ads.

;'i Figure 7 shows data plotted every 0.01 see from the analog system; hare we clearlysee the rotatton and nutaflon of the payload 30 min after separation from the fourth-
l _ stage rocket motor.

_ i From these da_tqwe o_n conclude that tracking system hardware can p_--vide
stability at the 10"ta level or better for time avera_s on the order of 100 see and
l_r.

_': '_ EFFECTS OF SIGNAL PROPAGATION THROUGItOUT THE SYSTEM

To characterize the stability of the complete Doppler system including the antennas
and ray paths, we must look at all the contributions to phase instability in detail.

_ Figure 8 shows the light time diagram for one-way and two-way ray paths cennectins
an Earth station and a space probe going near the Sun. Here, because of the lon_

%
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(T _"15 mln) two-way light time for a signal transponded near the Sun, we assume that
,+, the Earth's tropospheric and ionospheric effects occur at the same Ume as the signals

at the Earth antenna. The phase observed in a one-way Doppler system has the follow-

y ing contributions:

,,_ _+,.,°,,o(,-_)+._oC_-_)..,_C,-_)+.o.,+_.,..:+ o:,
•+ +%.)+,_.)+,_.)-%.)-,_.)+,_ (,)

Here,

_! _..(t)and �¸�¸�(t)-- randomphueheineo_theprobe_d tCound,,locks,
f vo % respectively.

:,_ It) and It) = systematic phase variations of the probe and ground clocks,
:_ respectively.
;" @,, (t) and _, (t) = systematic phase contribution of the probe and ground
_;:,, t_a 6a antennas.

i_+ _p = 2_ff ds = the systematic phase change resulting from the ray
p_"Pdistanco, { represents Earthward propagation.

:!?'_I ionosphere, respectively.
-'_. _T(t) and Oi(t ) = systematic phase variation of the troposphere and the

:-_ '_C = the systematic phase variation of the solar corona, _ repre-0 ,. sents Earthward propagation direction.

I_Y Og_, (t) = the systematic phase variation in the ground receiver system.

i! _gT) (t) = the random phase variation in the ground receiver system.

s_"r(t) = the random phase contributed to the data by the ground stationrecording system.

For a two-way system, it is more complicated and we have the following:

_ A%tt)= - + - Rt +®It - e

+ + +.,(,"'+"')+.:,+v,,++_(,+)+._(,-))
+5:.+ ', + t--_. ++ t- +4p(l)++dl)+41(t)+OT(t)

+, ++cAm+®_ + À�(t>-%+it>-+%it>++.it> t+>
_ Her% in addition to'the phase perturbation terms identified earlier, two terms relate

:.+_ to the transponder, namely, Op,l It), which is the systematic variation of the signal";I'L

;._: phase through the transponder, and +PTRx(t), which is the random component
"%

"+'+_+%, , * • + k.,+ +_" ++'+• .

• : " ...... : -' ........" - " '+":' " :"'+: ++' O0000006-TSB01--++



_ ,_ associated with the noise comprising the thermal and excess thermal noise of the
_ transponder receiver. Note that this receiver is also the one-way clock link receiver

/ _!, described in the following system.

_ THE CORRELATED FOUR-LINK SYSTEM

li_ From this list of one-way and two-way pha_e noises and the thnes at which these_ are reported at the various station recorders, we can identify common sources of
systematic behavior described earlier for the redshift probe experiment. We now

t!" propose to go one step further and describe a system that is completely symmetrical

. i_/ in that we have one- and two-wsy data obtained both at the probe and at the Earth
_ station. This is done by trausponding the proheo_k down-I/nk signal bank to the
_. probe as shown in Figure 9.

"_ One-way and two-way Doppler cycle data are recorded with respect to a proper
ii! time scale defined by the probe and ground clocks and later are appropriately corrected
_i for relativistic effects of their relative time scale. These data are to be time cor-

relatoc_ and, as will be seen, the correlation process will permit the identification of

_i_ systematic processes that occur either at the probe or at the Earth station. In addition "_.-. to these, it is possible to identify fluctuations In propa_ttion effects that occur between

li the stations. All the fluctuations discussed here occur on a time scale commensurate
i with or shorter than the light time, R/c.

: We designate the four signal links as followss

Earthclock uplink
• _ Earth transponder uplink

y Probe clock downltuk
_" 5 Probe transponder dowalink.

_i _ 9 can be _ as shown in Ft_Lre 10 to localize the origin of random
and systematic phase vezlations. We can identify some time-related properties of this
system and in the follow/ng discussions we will assume the following.

'_i_ 1. The clock controls the transmitter and also serves as receiver local oso/l/ator.

_f! 2. The antenna serves all four links.

Ii 3. The receiver R.F. system serves both input links and the systematic R. F.phase variations are commonto bothsignals.

• ._. 4. TIw *o' 4_x' _tx' _' _ are random and uncorrelated.
that the clock one-way receiver and the transponder receiver are the

• same device in this representation of the system.

_,. 5. The transmitter is phase looked to the clock. The microwave signal is sampled

,._.: at the antenna feed so that the phase look loop spans the complete microwave system. ,
_ 6. Earth/onospherio and tropospheric _:tse variations are assumed to be equi-
'_ va._ent to antenna motion since the variations occur with about O.03 see of the light time !

t, s,.hanten, i
]

_. Now if we _nsider that the one-way Doppler phase accumulation desilpmted by

_ £@Ol(t) and the two-way phase designated by A@o2(t ) are simultaneously received, we

_;,

I': hTO
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_m peze.orma res1-time suttnotlon and obtain the one-wky l)oRder plume anoumulsted
at the probe terrains1 del_ed in its time representstim by 'r= lVo.

The observed plmse atlr s._ is I_van by

(4)

We see that the onl,y aystornatic term th_ exists in this ro_ ofthe one-

w_,dstaatthewobeisthemmspondersystemattoplume__ _'R" The

iii," Is shownwith negativesignto oanoelthe same torm thatbelongsin A4_p(t-l_o); this-_'Rx

reoordlng noise contribution is replaced by the two % terms, whioh oomhtne as

which also oombine as random variables.

probe
, and these contain uncorrolatecl receiver and recorcUng noise. Exoept for the tzlum-

i_!_-i' sentatio_P°ndersystematiCofthe one-wayphaseterra,data,all _tomatio effeots are identical in the two repro-

In our test of the reclshitt, the phase stabllit7 of the tramqxmder was of oonoern
• and cormtderable effort was devoted to keeping the temperature of the U. S.B. trmm-

ponder as oonstant as possible by use of a newly invented ammonia boiler that aoted

as a heat. _ .for the transponder and clock transmitter box. In addition, preoise
prmse oanorauons were made of the transponder and olook transmitter as a funoflon

, of temperature, and temperature data were telemetered to the Earth station for later
use in making small a posterlorl oo_Teotion to the data.

With the exoeption of the transponder systematic term, it is possible to recluse

:) the phase noise tn the one-way data to the probe by oombJnJngthe two data sets. From_q

_iiII Obtained_ the Earth station__TiMECORRELATIONS IN THE DATA

i

From inspectionof the oneway and twoway phase variatlmm, we are led to some
interesting oorrolations that will identify the origin of several types of phase varta-

_ tions occurring in times commensurate with '1""R/O.

-i_ In the following representation of phase variations we assume that the systemaUo i
_!._ 0. ffi2M f ds have been fitted and removed
_. oyele counts given by the my path integral p e jp

)/ k73
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" from the _ andtl_ we m looktnllat the rutdual phasevarln_oU. The processot
::_ tdontll_lql and quastl_flvely romoving in & symm_l_ manner u _ syM_maUo

vRrt_ou as possiblewill eltowus to iterate the prooeasand_ an Improved
'_ repreeentsddon of the ray path knd_llral_which is the lnlormsdd_ we seek lnDoppler/m,

UddmSappUo. .
• )"

: _. The tdenl_to_ion of the origin of phase_o_/8 very lmporUmtin the search
i_.' for gravl_ waves, _ as wlll be seen later, the ihur-link system provides a uniquel_
.-,,_ determinedset of 10 pulses IS a Srav/ty wave with a period less than v ~R/o traverses

_. Osefllator shifts have two ell_-ts. (I) they creme a spuriousphase_ in theobserved data, emd(2) they oemomuma t/mJng error in the oorrelatlon process. We
_ presume that the Earth etaldon has m_y clocks so that the sy_-,_do behavior of the

• 4 _', station os_r is well understood from m_menta with m ensemble of oselUa-

, this is not possible for the spaseomft; other mesns of comparison are available, _'

:._ however.

•__' Short-term, v ~It/o, varlattm_ in the beba_or of the oaolllator"ca be observed

I bydmLattimeierv with in thev ons nks.
" Fo_ example, if the Earth station osefllator were to suffer a momentary shis_ upward

in phase art= to, we see from _ II that the phases of the _-way lind two-way
'" Doppler sJgnale are decreased at the same time andby the same amcam_ At time

,_ t = tO+ R/o the probe receives the n/ilna/and sees a momentary increase tn the
!! Doppler phase. LId_r at time t = tO+ 2 P,_othe pre_ous_y_ momente_
_"! increase in t_aum/t_d phase is ob_rved by the now restabllised local oscillator.

_;i, The clock perturbS/on co.me 8s a well deOned set of Phasevarla_ou s_
;-_'! in time by the ol_e-w_" Light time It_o lind the two-way light time (]Stl+Rg,)/o. Note
: i:_ that ther_ is no slSnature in the two-way probe Doppler data and that the sign of the

i e_eet depends on whether the perturbed osefllator serves as transmitter or u local_' oe_llator. In this and all other examples we emsume that in the heterodyne reoetver
_1_ the local oseillator frequency lies below th_ of the oarr/er.

_'_

;_' Spseeom_ sntenna motion or buffeting of the whole spacecraft produses a set of
oon'elatedeventsin the f_r-link dataset as shownin Figure 12. Pete we assume

l that the spaoeoraft'emtonna sudden_ moved away from the Earth at coordinate time '
. to, so as to osuse,a momentary decrease in the observed Doppler frequemy in the one
. emdt_m-w_yeJ4p_ reseivedby the probe. The one-wayded_received at the Earth

_T station at time to + RO/Cshow the same momentary decrease In fre_!uel_-yand the
_" Earth station two-way data will show twice this shift also at to + R0/c. t

The mltennamotion effeois show us a different set of phase yartsfloM from those

:,,i Earth data show double the amplitude of the one-way dataand }_e p-baseof the signature l
_,: is preserved in all linim. We note that ISa dra_-free system is on board and operating,

we can _h spacecraft motion of gravitational origtu from perh_bations from
some other force. This is because the proof mass of the drag compensation system
raspmuis to iprav/ty in the same way as the payload. This al/ows us to identisy whether
the _oe is of _ravitational otis;In or is due to external factors such as fluotuat-
_,_ solar windor UI;ht tnten_tty.

¢
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SOLAR CORONA EFFECTS ON BI(_NALPROPAGATION

: il
!i, ;, _he most serious problem for Doppler traeking ot the probe at h/gh accuracy and
_" _ for thrdetection of 8Tavtty waves results from the ionization in the solar corona.
.._ i Several speakers at this conferenge have deacrihed various versions of this effect,

t which can cause large, unpredictable, and rapid variations in the Doppler signal as
"._, t: the ray passes through regions of space where its columnar eleotron density varies
,.. f!,: mp/dlywithtime.

:-"_ i_I In our approach to this problem we avoid to the greatest possible extent any
_!_" i statigtioal representation of the solar coronal behavior. This is not to deny the useful-

i_. !. hess of such representations made from sets of long-term data. However, for the19 hours or so that the probe ts within the latus reotum of its traJeotory, we beileve
_i that a statistical representation of fluotuat/ons that can ooour in time intervals on the

: i' order of 16 sin is very risky.

il If we had properly well-behaved noise processes, then the redundant data ndeht
,_ : only provide an improvement by _ For the solar mission, the noise on.the signal is

i not well behaved, and the extra data links can give us information relating to the origin
_ of the uotse bursts and assist us in establishing the cause of the phase irregularities
' seen in the data. The value of this information is particularly high when we search
, for gravity waves or small soale irregularities in the solar _'avitaflonal potential and
_: goes far beyond the _'factor assigned to a purely etatisflcml interpretation of the data.

_} We believe that it may be possible by time-correlation methods to remove a stgui-
,_" '_ flcant part of the coronal phase fluctuations occurring in time intervals "r"R0/c, and,

_i _il for the purpose of gravity wave detection, to identify and follow in space-time the_ behavior of blobs of ton/zation that cross the ray paths between the probe and Earth
.... station.

Ii'_ The effects of electrons and the magnetic fields in which they are situated are

li-!! described by the Appleton-Hartree equation, which, when developed in a power series_, expansion in terms of frequency, gives us considerable insight into .vhat the problems
-.: are. Using the expansion method given by Tucker and Faunin (7), we have the follow-

tug expression for the phase of the stlPUd

+ + - Q
g

:!
L P •

_:: Here, _ is the "position vector, and _(t) is the nondispersed line-of-sight, or g._met_e,
_ ray path. M is the nondispersive reh_active index given in term L of position, |-_ and

.!' time, t. N is the electron density _t _- and t. O is a function of|, t, mqneflc field H,
i; and N. _ is a function of _, H', N_, and N; n is the refractive index of the electron
_ cloud at | and t; and P is the actual, refracted ray path.
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From this approach we learn that the chief effect in the pha#e delay varies as
f-I × (columnar electr_ density). The term that depends on foz involves the magnetic i
field and describes the rotation of the plane of polarization. This is a nonreciprocal

effect in that the rotation depends on the re lae.fl_edirection of the wave propagationvector and the magnetic field. The term in f" is complicated because it applies to i
higher order delay terms involving beth the electron density and the square of the '_
magnetic field in addition to the path length differential from ray bending.

J_

This last effect can be serious at the very high electron density encountered for
ray paths gning near the Sun. At thJs ttme it may be prudent to keep in mind the
possibility that the r_ paths going past the Sun or originating near the Sun can be

!_._ deflected substantially and that the deflection will depend on the signal frequency.

: The columnar electron density Is measured by dual frequency techniques. In ,,
Figure 9 we show an S-band signal that Is phase coherent with the X-bend probe clock
down-link signal. The output of this signal labeled XSI gives the one-way S-band
Doppler information_ which, when compared to the X-band output, El, will provide the
phase difference

P

and a measure of /ds N(_,q, providedthatP is the same for the S- and X-band rays.

We expect that dense, rapidly time-varying electron clouds in the my path will
deflect the rays at the two widely separate frequencies sufficiently to prevent an accu-
rate short-term measurement of the electron density in the actual ray path whose
Doppler frequency is to be corrected. However, for large scale, relatively uniform
electron clouds, two-frequency data are essential for establishing the average level
or bias tn the phase data.

The effects of the Earth's ionospheric and tropospheric fluctuations, as mentioned
earlierp are included in the fluctuations attributed to the Earth antenna. The tono-
spheric phase bias is included in the columnar electron density measurement made by

use of the two-frequency method, i

The tropospheric bias is not so easily accounted for and must he included in the
interpretation of the Doppler data to obtain accurate range information. Several models
(8) are available that include the effect Ofbarometric pressure and humidity. It may
even be necessary to make measurements of the tropospheric delay during the tracldng i
Of the Solar Probe by obeerving signals from Earth satellites that provide ray paths
that are nearly collinear to those from the probe. The global positioning system now
under deployment (ultimately involving 24 Earth satellites each inoludinK atomic clocks
that transmit ttme edgnals) may be very useful for this purpose.

Correlation and pattern reooszdUon can he used to cope with the short-term ray
path variations. However the problem is not so simple as in the oases previously
described where the diemtrbanoes are located at one end or the other of the transmission
path. Figure 13 attempts to deacribe the effect of time-varying blobs of ionization
crossing the ray path. As plohu_ in the figure, the scale Of these disturbances is
small comppz-ed to the light time, yet large enough to corrupt the accuracy of the data. i

t
: k78 1
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_ The time of closest approach of the _ay to the Sun is RO/O, where the blobs are assumed
) to be the most densely Iocallzed, Here t owing to the rapid motion of the probe, spatial '
i variations in the electron density will be relatively rapid, _mdthe discrepancy of multi-
'1 frequency columnar density measurements over short intervals (say 10 mir) can be
_" expected to be significant as will also be the changes in the rotation of the plane of
_! polarization of the signals. Since iu the projected Solar Probe Mission the spacecraft
it antenna is not spinning, we can obtain, at least at the ground station, some measure

/: of the rotation of the linearly pola_'Ized signals from the probe and thus obtain a moss-
, ure of the magnetic field in the d_turbance. This information would be used to correct
_: , the phase of the Doppler signals |or Faraday rotation effects included in the I/f term
_ ! of Equation 6.

_ Figure 13 describes the correlation of phase fluctuaUon in rays that cross a region
,/ of space time where there is a time-varying electron density. It is clear that ff the

cloud has a very asymmetrical shapet the phase delay in the up and down directions
may not be similar and the phase si_ature represented in the uplink and dbwnlink data

differ.

This illustration also shows the way in which redundant one-way data can be
obtained so that the random-level uncorrelated fluctuations can be reduced. By cross-
correlation techniques, using the probe and Earth one-way data. we can estimate the
delay (R0-Ra)/c associated with the position of the most prominent blobs in the ray
path and make an estimate of the maM_itude of the contribution to the phase delay.

The information on maip_itude and position of the origin of the phase fluctuations
can be very helpful in allowing us to differentiate propagation fluctuations from
fluctuations that result from the gravitational behavior of the probe. It is also very
likely that the behavior of the short-term variations in the highly ionized regions of
the ray path willbe of interest to those who study the solar corona.

The system in Figure 9 includes a real-time Doppler cancellation system, which
subtracts one-half the two-way Doppler signal from the one-way Doppler signal. In
the short-range rocket experiment, this system effectively cancelted the gross propa-
gut/on effects and revealed the relativistic terms including the effect of acceleration
of the ground station owing to the Ear, his rotation. For the solar probe scheme, the
system will serve to cancel the gross Doppler frequency at about 10 MHz and provide

ii a means for monitorh)g in real time both the one-way and two-way signal links, It is•- , of interest to note that M gravitational effect of the Sun, besides causing a shifttoward lower frequencies as the clock falls toward the Sun, will cause an additional shift

iI" of comparable magnitude to lower frequencies resulting from the second-order Dopplereffect of the relative motion of the Earth and probe clocks. At the 8-GHz carrier fre-

t quenoy, this amounts to about 8.6 K_ as the probe reaches perihelion.
While the system described above is meant to obtain as much information as

_ possible using the Doppler technique, one must remember that there is also informs-
• tion available in making range measurements by modulation of the carrier signals and

time correlation of the transmitted and received signsls. RanKs data so obtained can
;_ be used to obtain the relatively slowly varying effects due_ for instance_ to the solar

.! quadrupole moment_ J2" The operation of the four-link system described in no way
•._ preclv_es the use of such modulation and the gathering of additional information in
._{_i therange mode.

t
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![ ' The goal of this system Is to provide a means of otOJning _ and _-n_
i meuurements that do not depend on long-term avem4l_ of fluotuatioml and the @on-

,/ ! Nquont limitation in the number of unoorrelsted data pointa. This is particularly
',i ' Important for a short-term mission going very olose to the Bun.

GRAVITY WAVES AND 8OLAR OgBCILLATIOI_

r _: The structure of the Sun can provide a number of zravita_onal signatures. The
obvious ob|eotlve is the measurement of J2, In add/t/on there is the pesslbfl/_ of

/ : obaervins the srav/tat/onal effect of 2- to 6-kr, oso/llatlmm of the Sun that have been

"_i I,, reported h'om opUoal memmrem (9). Furthermor_ as K. Nordtvedt has observed
i_,_ (10), .liven tmeldng data at the 10 A_ level and very aocurate drag oompensation_ we
,:.. oan ooserve the e_ect of frame _g owins to the Sun's angular momentum. If we

,ii,, am sut[lolemtly confident in the theory that describes this effect we can use it to mess-
, ure the solar angular momentum. This_ in ecuJmmtton with the shape of the 8un*s

_... _/ 8un'smU°bstezdor.gravltati°nalpetonUal will go a lens way toward unraveling the mysteries of the

"f *- Finally we look at the quest for gravt_ waves and the poesihtlity of detecting the_ ',

I Doppler shifts of signals between spacecraft as described by Thoree, Wahlquist,

'_ Estabrook s Davies_ and Braginsl_ using a transponded miorowave tracking signal (11_
• : 12, 13). FIJure 14 shows the behavior of the four-link system for a gravity wave

.. propagating at a 60" angle to the Earth-probe vector. In it we see the usual Earth

= _, two-way signature given in earlier references. In addtflmb we have other manifeata-

i flons of the gravity wave showing as two pulses in the one-way systems and a•: ._ reciprocal set of data taken aboard the probe that have a unique time relation wlth the

Ii Earth data. Figures 15 and 16 show the results of gr.avity waves crossing the Earth_ ' probe vector at 90" and at 30" and illustrate the ampUtude Ume relationship of signals

I:i in the four Doppler links.

If. _:! THE APPLICATION OF THE TECHNIQUE TO THE SOLAR PROBE MISSION

o1:: ' There are obviously a large number of objectives for a mission that would go near
,:_i _ the Sun and It is Likely that these objectives will not all be compatible in a single space-

ii! craft. It seems clear to us that the measurement of J2 of the Sun will necessitate adrag compensation system and that the measurement will require accounting for the
relativistic parameters _ and y. At present, there does not appear to exist a clear
consensus as to the relation between tracking accuracy (either in position or velocity),

_ _o the level of drag compensation, and the statistical methods used to evaluate the results
of such a mission. We expect that a elarLfleatton of this problem will soon result from

° further study.

,,k: HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

Summar_ of Teleoommunieaflcrm Requdrements

The Solar Probe requires telecemmunlcations support for the following:

i' (a) Routine spaeeoraft tracking and navigation, 'A

': (b) Command funotions,
!': (o) Telemetry.

o , _,81 i
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,_ In add/t/on, the t/me-correlated tracldng experiment requ/res:

i (d) Precision X-band two-way trao_i_
* _ (e) Measurement of columnar electron density.

_, For the sake of clarity, and because the spacecraft systems have not yet been defined,
" _I_ _ we will consider that functions a, b, and • are performed by 8- and X-band dual

{i!_ wavelength commun/catiens systems similar to that used on the Viking missions.
This

type of system as shown in a simplified block diagram in Figure 17 is not considered

iI to be a part of the present experimental payload.

Function d, together with the on board maser clock, is the heart of the gravity
_o _ experiment. The two-way tracldng concept shown in simplified form in Figure 18 cen-

_ ciSte of two two-wcy Doppler tracking loopsp one ori_z_t/ng and terminating at the
.ii _:" ground station and the second originating and termhmUng at the spacecraft. Inherent

/ in this confl&_t,-'at/onis the ability to make comparisons between the spacecraft maser

f, i_,!i clock and the ground masers. In one case the maser frequency is transmitted from

the ground to the spacecraft, end in the other case from the spacecraft to the
terminal

__l _ It should be noted that it is possible to merge the spacecraft and the experiment

_: tracking systems to provide substantial weiw_t and power savinp. The cmtflguraUon

_ii described here is a worst-cese situation employing separate and distinct hardware toperform each task.

_._' _rall System De si_

From Figure 18 it can be seen that the Doppler tracking system is

four-lL_
'" i_ implemented by two Doppler tracking loops, the uploop and the downloop. Each loop

can be considered a convent/onal, two-way Doppler tracldng system in which the
apparent range rate of the spacecraft is determined by comparing the transmitted
frequency with the transponded received frequency returned to the same terminal. The
Doppler extractor performs the range-rate computation, correoUng for the frequency
offset of the repeater.

Each of the tracking loops serves a second purpose in addition to providing ra_e-
rate information. One leg of each loop is a clock _ providing phase comparison
bet_en the spacecraft maser and the ground maser. The comparisons are made
directly to provide fl: one-way Doppler data and as well as in a Doppler-cancelled
manner to permit phase monitoring at the much lower Doppler rate associated with the
redshift and secend-order Doppler.

!:
The uploop originates at the ground station clock uplink transm/tter, the output _

_" frequency of which is centa'olled by the ground maser, and oonthmes to the receiverof the spacecraft repeater. The local oscillator of this receiver is phase-looked to
the received carrier frequency. The local oscillator signal, in turn, is used for a
clock comparison and also controls the output frequency of the spacecm/_ repeater

-- e .7 --

_ ! transmitter. The repeater transmitter stgnal l,s received by the ground station uploop

- _!i" receiver and the local oscillator of this receiver is phase-looked to its received carrier
frequency. The local oscillator frequency is compared with the output hwquency of

., . clock upll;-& transmitter to determine the apparent range rate of the spacecraft with
_,, respect to the ground station.
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JL,. :• The downlcop orl_natos at the maser-controlled clock downlink transmitter in the
,_ i spacecraft and continues to the ground station repeater receiver in the ground station.
;_: 1 The local oscillator of the repeater receiver phase-locks to the reesived frequoncy and
!i i this frequency is compared with the ground station maser frequency to make a second

!_ I clock comparison. The repeater receiver local oscillator also controls the output. frequency of the ground station repeater transmitter. The output of the repeater trans-
_i mitter is received back on the spacecraft and the local osolUator of the downlcop

receiver locks to the received carrier frequency. A second range-rate measurement• is made by oomparinjf the frequency with the spacecraft clock downl/nk frequency.

!_ _ For short-range applicaflmm the two olock comparisons and the two range-rate

:!_ i measurements shown in F/sure 18 are clearly redundant. However, as shown earl/?/
_" i for deep-space probosp the two set of measurements provide data that are not reden

i_! _ dent and that oontsiu information about the clocks, the electronics, and the transmission!: mediun_ which cannot be extracted in any other way.

_t.. The transmitter-receiver pairs in the spacecra_ and the ground stations have
,_'_ deliberately not been labeled as "transponders." As will be shown in the next seotion,

the proposed devices are much simpler, and inherently more phase stable, than the
conventional multiple-use transponder used in the U. S.B. system.

SpaoeeraftStsm

t Figure 19 is a block diagram of the spaoecraft terminal for the proposed gravity
experiment. The maser oscillator generates a low-level (-100 dBm) signal at
1420.405 MHz; the maser receiver provides standard signals at usable levels by phase°
looldng a 100-MHz crystal oscillator to the maser output. The first local oscillator
frequency in the maser reoeiver is 1400 MHz. And mulflpl_ring this frequency by 6 in
the frequency multiplier provides an extremely stable driving signal for the clock
downlink transmitter. The output of the trensmttter, 2 W at 8400 MHz, is coupled to
the spaeeoraft antemm through the multiplexer.

The 8400-MHz signal from the maser receiver is also fed to the spaceorsft clock
comparator. A sample of the 8§00-MHz local oscillator from the clock uplink receiver
is the other in_t to the oomparator. The output of the clock oomparator is a measure
of the apparent c_e-:w_y range rate, including first- and second-order relativistic
effects. These data are digitised and transferred to the spacecraft telemetry system.

The downloop repeater receiver completes the downleop; Figure 20 is a simplified

! block diagram of this receiver. The nominal 100-MHz VC_0 is multiplied by 89 to
8900 MHz in the frequency multiplier chain and then mixed with the incoming 8880-MHz

, signal to generate a 60 MHz IF. The VCXO frequency ie divided by 2 to produce a
_ §0-MHz phase detector reference; the output of the phase detector, in turn, looks the
_. VCXD to the incoming carrier.

{i" A sample of the 8900-MHz first IX) frequency from the downlcop rece/ver is fed
ii/ to the Doppler extractor to be compared with the clock downlink frequency. The
_ Doppler extractor computes the apparent range rate of the vehiole from the two-way
L Doppler shift of the received carrier, di_tt/zos the data, and trensfere the data to the

spaceorsfl telemetrysystem.

_88
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The repeater receiver, shown in block diagram form in Figure 21, is also ooupled
to the antenna through the multiplexer. The receiver local oscillator is phase-looked
w the incoming uplink carrier, which, in turn, is referenced to the ground maser.
The first local oscillator h_quency is 8500 Mi_ for a nominal uplink frequency of
8950 MHz. The 8500-Mltz signal is generated by multiplying the 100-Mltz output of

_ the voltage-eentrolled crystal osciUator (VC_0) by 85 in the frequency multiplier chain.

!_ The 8500-MHz output of the frequency multiplier chain is spl/t, isolated, and amplifiedto feed beth the receiver first mixer and the input to the repeater transmitter.

The first IF frequency is 450 MHz and mixing with the seoend LO frequency of
f 500 MHz (also generated by the multiplier ohain) produces a 50 Mltz seoond IF. The

_ 50-MHz phase reference for the phase detector is generated by dividing the VCXOfrequency by 2 in the frequency divider. The DC output of the phase detector is fed
"_-_- back to the electronic tuning pert of the VCXO to steer the oscillator into phase

_!! ooherence with the received signal.
The repeater transmitter amplifies the 8500-M1_ signal from the clock uplhtk

receiver to a 2-W level; this signal is then cottpled to the common antenna through the
spacecraft multiplexer.

: Note that this proposed design for the uploop repeater minimizes the phase noise
and phase dr_ contributions from the clock uplink receiver and the repeater downlink
transmitter. Virtually all components of the loop are within t._w__..2_ase-lockloop;

_"_ phase errors in the IF amplifiers, frequency multipliers, and phase detectors are
_ corrected by the gain of the loop. No special envirmmlental conditioning for the

repeater loop components should be necessary in order to satisfy the phase stability
• requirements of the experiment.

Ground System

Figure 22 is a block diagrsm of the ground term/nal for the proposed relativity
experiment. The ground station is functionally identical to the spacecraft terminal
described in the previous sect/on, except for the transmitter and receiver frequencies.
Note that the clock uplink transmitter output frequency is determined by a programmable

_li digital synthesizer, referenced to the maser_ to permit frequency sweeping of

the transmitter during the acquisition _md

From all appearances the combination of probe dynamics and possible solar t
erupflonA oan bring about very high rates of change of Doppler frequency. Therefore

_. the phase-look loop bandwidths in the spacecraft and ground station terminals must be
I" made wlde enough to permit accurate traoklng and avoid loss of look. Wideband loops

f are incompatible with high signal-to-noise ratios in the loop bandwidth. One aE_roaoh
to resolving the two mutually contradiotory req_1_-ements of wide bandwidth for accu-
rate traoking of rapidly acee|eratlng spaceoraft and narrow bandwidth for high signal-
to-noise in the loop is illustrated in Figure 9.9.. The olock uplink transmitter frequency i

fi and the repeater receiver frequency are determined by frequency synthesizers, which' in turn are oomputer-oontrolied. The station computer is programmed with the predicted
=_l,i_ vehicle trajectory as a function of real time (epoch) so that the transmitter and receiver _,

!. frequencies are stepped to minimize the loop stress in the spacecraft repeater and the _ i• ground station repeater receivers. The ooncopt can easily be extended to reduce the
I,, loop stress in all f_r system receivers.
i_ !

I!! ii
'i!I' kgl :! I
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, This combination of open-loop and closed-loop phase traekhtg can yield almost
:_ optimum performance, but the synthesizers must Ix designed to maintain phase i
_. coherence and phase eonUnutty throughout the frequency switching cycle, hJ addition, !

:_ the computer must keep track of each cycle of phase throughout the critical phemes
': of the mission, factoring in the variations in the rate-of-chenge of phase caused by the *
:I. open-loop tracking system. I

'_ Sl_al Margins i+

:_ It Is possible at thls time for us to prey/de only crude estimates of signal-to-noise
_ ratios, and therefore of received carrier fractional frequency stability. In the foUow-
•/,_;_ h_ tables we have assumed the use of the 26-m DSN antennas with very-low-noise(25 It) receivers at X-band (8800 MHz). We have further assumed that relatively
_'_;:: narrow loop band widths are adequate, either because of the geometry of the trajectory

:_._,/ at solar encounter, or because open-loop traok/ng has reduced the loop stress. To
,j estimate the contribution of solar noise at encounter, we have assumed a geometry
.'/ that places the spacecraft at an apparent angular separation of 4 solar radii from the
_ center of the solax disk (2.0"). A solar noise model that _ssumes a noise temperature
,.:_" of 104 K within the solar disk, which drops abruptly to cosmic background levels at the
': llmb, has been used to estimate the e_eoUve noise temperature of the 26-m antennas
/_ at solar encounter. The computed va_je is shown in Table 1, which lists the components
t! of the signal margin estimate at a range of 1 AU for the clock downlink. No allowance
\ has been made for solar atmosphere scattering and polarization losses.

,_: Table 1 also shows a §lmllar calculation for the range at the superior conjunction of
Jupiter (range is 9.3 X 10° km). The system parameters are similar to the first ease,

o_! except for a lower effective receiver temperature and a narrower loop bandwidth.

' Traold_ Operations

i! Traeldng operations for the solar probe con utfl/ze e_tsting DSlq practice and
.... teclmique. Since the critical phase of the solar encounter is approx/mately 19 hours

• tn duraflon_ it will be necessary to hand off control between DSN traoldng stat/ons. In
_o_i order to accomplish the transit/on without loss of phase information, it is necessary

: to provide shnultaneous traeldng of the spacecraft by both ground stations before hand
_. I_. off. One stadon will be tl,a.okt_ in a two-way mode, the second station in the receive-

/!i only..t_h e-way mode. At this point, the situation _ very similar to a VLBI experi-ment, the frequency (phase) of the onboard maser compared to each of the ground

._ masers and the two ground masers are lntercompared through the clock links to the
spacecraft. At the appropriate time, the second station will assume uplink control,

°_ with phase continuity in the transxtton ensured by the continuous, unbroken, phase

_! comparisons of the three masers.

_: CONCLUSIONS

-'i_ The concept of simultaneous one-way and two-way tracking by using similar tez-
_; ntiuals at beth ands of the interval of space time lying between a pair of spacecraft or
_ between Earth and a spacecraft provides a method to extract a very large amount of

information about the structure of space time and the propagation medium. Such
}_: information, when obtained from a deep-space mission such as a Solar Probe, will bei

•ii i

.' l _ k 9 k
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of great interest in the search for gravity waves, particularly during the very long
drift phase before solar encounter. During the solar encounter and while the drag-free

= _ystem is operating, we would use the _y_tem to "sleuth" out and determine tile orig_u
of the many _ystemat/c varlation_ expected in the Doppler phase and reduce substantially

_, our dependence on _. priori models and data averaging and filtering prgeess,m. This
' will permit us to measure Doppler shift_ that are of gravitational origin, _ _h as the
_ solar quadrupolc moment, solar oscillations and relativistic gravitational effects,

j We believe that the system we have described is completely feasible and doe_ not
significantly stretch the state of the art of clocks and microwave techni,ues.
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_,, DETECTIONOF GRAVITATIONALRADIATIONAND OSCILLATIONS

OF THE SUN VIA DOPPLER TRACKING OF SPACECRAFT

N T8 "3 $ 0 03..
;_ Department of Physics and Astronomy .
_ University of Rochester

Rochester, New York 14627

1

,a ABSTRACT _

The magnitude of Doppler signals produced by gravitational wave

l_ bursts, continuous gravitational waves, and oscillations of the Sun
J

.... interacting with a spacecraft are considered. Expressiogs are worked

!_ out for the appropriate noise entering each measurement. The noise

_ sources considered are the Doppler extractor, fluctuations in the

_ solar wind and the troposphere, and fluctuations In the reference

oscillator. Wlth a single (X-band) frequency tracking syst_n it is

:_ suggested that: gravitational bursts with h _ 10-15 and duration
_ t _ 102set can be detected; continuous gravitational waves with
:_I

:_ h _ 10-17 can also be measured; and the oscillatlng _olar quadrupole

i moment (dimensionless) can be determined if its value Is of the order

_:: of 10-7. It is also suggested that the tropospheric fluctuations can

be measured in an auxiliary experiment and subtracted from the Doppler

i!{ signal.

:'_
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-I IntroductionMy original purpose in presenting this paper at thc Solar Probe

Workshop was to call attention to the possibility of detecting continuous

: gravitational radiation by Doppler tracking of spacecraft. The possibility
! J

of detecting gravitational radiation by Doppler tracking has, of course,

been considered previously in a number of papers (Estabrook and Wahlquist,

1975; J. D. Anderson, 1974; Wahlquist et al., 1976; A. J. Anderson, 1971

-_:_ _ and 1977; Thorne and Braginsky, 1976) and by Thorne and Estabrook at this

_;. meeting. With the of A. J. Anderson (1977), the thrustexception general

of these studies was directed toward the possibility of detecting bursts

or isotropic incoherent waves. Thus my remarks are intended to complement

those of Thorne and Estabrook. The apparent lack of enthusiasm for

continuous waves is probably based on the fact that the sensitivity level

that can be easily achieved is not good enough to detect any presently

known source. However, the candidate pool for potential sources (binary,

rotating, and vibrating stars) is very large. This sensitivity, which

is "not good enough" can, in fact, be at the 10 -17 level of dimensionless

amplitude h. To my knowledge, there has never been a systematic search

for continuous gravitational radiation in the frequency band available Co

the Doppler tracking system (10-4 to I0-I Hz). I would guess, though,

that if the amplltude were as large as 10-8, that it could not have

escaped detection by influencing some other experiment. (Again, I exclude

A. 3. Anderson these last remarks. I shall discuss his work later in the

paper.) Astronomy and astrophysics are constantly full of surprises -

estimates of the magnltudes of quantities are very often in error by many

orders of magnitude. Whenever a new apparatus is developed which is many

orders of magnitude better than its predecessor, one should turn it on

and find ovC what signals it sees. The Doppler tracking systems proposed

for future space flights could be such instruments.

In the processes of calculatin S the magnitude of the Doppler signal

produced by continuous gravitational waves and estimating the assuciated

noise, I was also forced Co consider the problem of the detection of

gravitational burst signals. I show below that she "Allan variance",

which is commonly used to estimate the noise amplitude that competes

h99
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ii I!iiI with the gravitational burst amplitude, overestimates the noise amplitude
_ _ by a factor which can be as large as 7.5. This, I believe, Is good news

, since the estimates of the strength of the burst sources are only about

_l_i an order of magnitude below what was thought to be the noise in theDoppler tracking system.

_.. I make the pedagogical point in this paper that since the Doppler t
::_ tracking system measures phase, all measurable quantities should also

be expressed in terms of the phase, and I have done so. It follows
_

_i_ that all sources of noise should also be described in terms of phase;
this Includes the reference oscillator. This means that the (now

discredited) "Allan variance*' definition of burst noise is not needed.

?! In this paper, I explicitly define the phase noise associated with

, the detection of burst and continuous wave signals. Quantitative

o )- expressions for these definitions are worked out for the noise from the

:_:_ Doppler extractor, the solar wind, the troposphere, and the reference

!i oscillator. At this Workshop and elsewhere, Veseot has suggested that
the fluctuations in the solar wind can be measured and subtracted from

£o_/' the Doppler signal. In a similar way, I suggest that the tropospheric

!:{i!.. fluctuations can be meuured in an auxiliary experiment and also
• subtracted away. This is discussed below.

. _}, Lastly, after my talk at this Workshop, fan Roxburgh, Kenneth
'_: Nordtvedt and I discussed the possibility of detecting the gravitational

if: radiation from the Sun if it is vibrating with an amplitude as large as

is implied by the measuremeLts of Hill and others. We decided that this

o would not be feasible because the spacecraft would not be in the wave

i zone of the radiation. At this point in the conversation, it became

.... _!i_ obvious to us that a vibrating Sun would produce "ordinary" time varying

-"1 Newtontan fields which would produce forces on the spacecraft which mightbe large enough to be detected. A colleague of mine, Warren Johnson, and

1}_ I proceeded to work out the order of magnitude of the effect. Our rough

"_ calculations indicate that if the dimensionless oscillating quadrupole

].....°'_'l: moment J2 of the Sun _s as large as lO"7 that it can be detected. This

---__!i very exciting prospect Is discussed below.

,!;

I': 5oo
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I. Signals from the Dopple r Tracking System

i A. The Doppler Tracking System

In the simplest form of a Doppler tracking system, an electromagnetic

signal of frequency v is transmitted from the Earth to a spacecraft whicho

transponds it back to Earth. The received signal v(t) will differ from

v due to the motion of the spacecraft and will consequently vary with
0

time. The difference frequency f(t) is defined as

f(t) - v(t)- v (I.I)
0

The signal v(t) is usually detected in a circuit whose output yields

, the phase _(t)

_(t) - 2.j'f(t)dt (1.2)

The relative velocity v(t) of the spacecraft is related to f(t) via

the Doppler effect

v_LO.. _ (1.3)
C V

;_ 0

Thus the phase can be expressed as

( 2_v

'li ,(t) - -E_j'v(t)dt (1.4)
Also, the range r(t) is given to within an additive constant (which

can be known) by

-I I r(t) = fv(t)dt (1..5)Thus one can express the phase directly in terms of the range

i 2_v@(t) - _ r(t) (1.6)

I' CB. Gravitational Nave $igna!s

_(' Estabrook and Wahlqutst (1975), among others, have calculated the

influence of a gravitational wave of dimensionless amplitude h(t) on the

Doppler tracking signal. They find that, _or optimum polarization and

"i °rlentati°nt

....I; _ _ h(t) (1.7)
0

!! _oJ
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[There is a factor sln(_s) multiplying the right hand side of (1.7)
which I have set equal to 1; r is distance to the spacecraft and _$

is the wavelength of the gravitational wave.] Thus the influence of

the gravitational wave on the phase is given by

_(t) - 2_Vo[h(t)dt (1.8)

There are two kinds of gravitational waves - bursts end continuous

waves.

1. Gravitational Wave Burst8

These are the signals from gravitationally collapsing objects that

Theme and Estabrook discussed at chts workshop (see Thorne and Bragtnsky,

1976). These signals are characterized by a change in amplitude _ _htch

occurs dur_g a characteristic t_ue _b" Douglass and Brastnsky (1978)

give expressions which yield the order of magnitude of _b in terms of
the mass M

Tb _ -_ - (2 x 10 -5 sec)(-_- O) (1.9)C

and the amplitude in terms of _b

T .
where R is the distance to the object and E is the efficiency for converting

mass into gravitational radiation. These s_ple expressions yield estimates
!

that are comparable to those of Theme. (For example, if H _ l07 NG, then
Tb _ 2 x 102 sec. This object, placed at R _ 3 x 109 pc, produces an

_ 7 x 10-17 for an efficiency factor E - 0.01.) The relation between i

the burst amplitude _ and the resulting change in phase _b is obtained i

from (1.8) !

% i
% _ 2_%% (1.11) I

i
The smallest _ that can be measured is determined by the phase noise

entering into the measurement of _b" This will be considered below.

! i

!, 5o2
i
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2. Continuous Gravitational Waves
io

i Continuous gravltatio,al radiation can be produced by vlbratin8
_ and rotating stars and by binary stars. Since 50% of the stars in our

_ galaxy are thought to be binary, there is potentially a very large

number of sources. Approximately 3000 eclipsing binaries are known,

'% several hundred of which are known well enough to have had their

orbital elements determined. Both neutron stars and white dwarf stare

can be excited into modes of oscillation which would be expected to

relax by emitting gravitational radiation. A continuous wave source

and a frequency fwould be characterized by an amplitude h c c

h(t) " h ei2_fct (1.12)
c

where f is expected to be in the very low frequency band (10-4 to 10-1 Hz),c

; which is the band in which the Doppler tracking system is most sensitive.

The largest h among known sources is _10 -20. (See Douglass and Braglnsky
C

(1978) for a comprehensive review.) One can only speculate about unknown
s

sources. However, as mentioned above, 50% of the stars in our galaxy are

binary, but only _3000 have been well studied; and, of course, these were

' not selected on the basis of their gravitational properties. The continu-

ous waves will produce a phase signal

12_fct (1.13), _(t) - % e

The relation between _c and hc is obtained from (1.08)
f

= __c% (1.14)hc
O

The smallest h that one can detect is again determined by the phase noise
C

entering the measurement of %c" This will obvlously be different from the

estimate of phase noise for bursts. This calculatlon will be done below.

_o=I C. Signals Induced by
Oscillatlons of the Sun

o_ One of the important topics of this Workshop is the possibility of

° measuring the static quadrupole moment of the Sun. The discussions

suggest that, with a probe that passes within 4 Roof the Sun, values of

the dimensionless quadrupole parameter J2 of the order of I0 -7 could beo_'

00000006-TSD07
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., '_ For a probe that comes this close to the Sun, one _Lght expect that

," if the Sun is vibrating in modes with fractional amplitudes of 10 -5 as

_ the work of Hill et al. (1976) and Severny et al. (1976) sussests, then

,,, an oscillation in the position of the spacecraft at the vibrational

';'_ frequency of the Sun might be detected. The .lowest modes which would

,i_ couple to a spacecraft are the quadrupole modes. Following a calculation of
Johnson and Douglass (1978), the potential for the Sun for this case can be

i: expressed as

_ v(rse,,,t_e --%II+J'ei_'tl_Oc°'-2e-6] (i.15_: ' rs 2 _r/_, a /1
::: where r is the distance from the Sun to the spacecraft, NGis the mass of

:_, the Sun, RoiS the radius of the Sun, _2 is the vibrational frequency of

_, the Sun, and 32' is the dimensionless amplitude of the oscillatin S quadru-

:: pole moment. The oscillating potential will modulate the position of the
s-acec'aC_w--- as

.), r(t) - r 2 e_2t (1.16)

i which in turn produces an oscillation in the Doppler signal of

!:i _(t) " _2 ei_2t (1.17)

_I'} The amplitude of oscillation at the distance r s is easily related
to J2*

{: where 0 = 0 has been chosen as a reference direction. The order of maKni-
,i.

").. rude of some of the reported vibrational periods that have been reported

i'!. (Severny et al., 1976) are _2 hrs. So for r s - 4 %

-_ r2 -. (40c,,) _:-_:IW,,I (1.19).1!

)i" i where '_2= (2_r)I_2"

_{:!' _ Johnson and Douslass (1978) have estimated the order of magnitude

I J2

"_ of '

,',t

I_ :_ Pok
"_' f

_S i
I!

.,- . . .. + . .
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' il

_: J21 _ lO"2

,_, where 6ROIs the magnicude of the displacement of che vlbratlns Sun at 1¢s
surface. Thls calculation was for 8 polyCrope (n = 3) model of the Sun

k
: _._ and follows the method of CowlinS (1941). If the observaclons of Hill et al.

(1976), Severny et al. (1976), and others are interpreted as implying

i_ RQ/R G _ 10"5, then J2' _ 10-7' which is comparable in magnitude to values

! expected for the static Sun. The phase amplitude 12 and displacement

i: amplitude r 2 are related according to Equation (1.6)

! r 2 " _ 12 (1.21)

i. The phase nc_.se associated with the measurement 12 9tll be eat/laCed
i
1-

:_ _ below.

/ II. Noise in the Doppler Track:L_ System

i_ In order to determine the detectability of the signals discussed

*, I"!,_ above, one must est_Jnate the phase noise associated wlth that measurement.

1 One of the objectives of this paper t8 to show thai: the phase noise depends

on what measurement 18 being made. The various sources of phase noise

include" the Doppler extractor, fluctuations of the solar wlnd, fluctua-

tions In the troposphere, noise in the transponder and receiver, and noise

in the reference oscillator which i8 used in the comparison measurement of

the Doppler stsnal. There are perhaps other sources that I have forsotten.

I vii1 not discuss all of the sources of noise. Instead T Will work with

those most commonly discussed so as to illustrate the orders of masnttude

of the effects and to show the differences amon8 the various types of

measurements.

A. The Doppler Extractor

The phase noise due to the Doppler extractor In d is frequently
expressed in terms of a fraction of a cycle of phase

%d = _2w (2.1) ;

505
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I The fraction n for present Doppler systems is _10 -2. There exists a

system called Occultation Data Assembly (ODA) which should have n _ I0 "4.

There is no reason why values of n _ 10-6 could not be achieved if that

is deemed necessary.

B. Phase Noise which is Characterized by a Spectral Density

i_ 1. The Spectral Density

With the exception of the Doppler extractor, almost all the rest

of the phase noise can be characterized by a spectral density of phase

fluctuations S_(f). (The Doppler extractor can be described by a spectral
density if necessary. This is discussed below.) Furthermore, the spectral

density frequently follows a power law in f.

S+(f) - a_.. (2.2),, f_

The index _ is characteristic of the particular noise process. For

example, both the solar-wind and tropospheric fluctuations are described

quite well by an index close to _ = 2.6.

2. Definition of Phase Noise

As mentioned above, the amount of phase noise depends on the measure-

ment. I will now proceed to define and evaluate the phase noise associated

with different measurements assuming the spectral density given by (2.2).

a. Bursts. If one is detecting a burst signal characterized

li by a change in phase which occurs over a thne interval Tb (for example, the

• _ gravitational wave burst signal given by (1.11)), then the appropriate

:_ phase noise _nb against which to compare the signal is given byfu

_b " / S_(f)df (2.3)

The lower frequency limit is given by

i
Zb-1

t and the upper frequency limit should be at least 10 times the lower frequency inorder to resolve the burst. For the power law expression, Equation (2.3)

becomes

I"
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:!_,:_. For g > 1, the upper frequency can be chosen to be infinite. Doing this

,)i: and us:InK £JL = Tb"ID one obtains

b = B-1 ' B • I (2.5)

_i _ b. Continuous Waves. For a continuous wave signal at thefrequency fc' the appropriate phase noise _nc is siren by

t, _2c = / S_(f)df (2.6)Af
}_ fc - Y"

!: !i" where &f is the bandwidth of Che measurement. AssumIn8 Af < fc

'I! : _2 _ S_(fc)._f (2.7)

_,I.i If one intestates for a time _, then

2-_ (2.8)

'l .rid

_,

For the spectral density siren by (2.2), _hls becomes

,-= i. c 2_f I_ (2.10)/
: C
V,

!: c. The Allan Variance. The Allan variance o 2(T) is an

, expression used by the frequency and thne co,unity to compare clocks and
I•!;

__ _07

O_j



_l oscillators. Since Estabrook and others have used this expression to i

" _ estimate the noise that competes with a gravitational burst signal, I am 1
'_'i_ compelled to discuss it, I shall show below that this expression o_er- !

'I estiumtes the amplitude of the noise for thls measurement by a factor 1

'_ between 4 and 8. The exact factor depends on the source of the noise, I

!_ The Allan variance Is the variance of a set of successive fractional

.... '. frequency differences spaced in time by the interval _ made on an oscillator
"o of frequency v, It can be shown tbat in ter_s of S_(f) thls measurement is

:. _ o2(0 %2a (2.ll)
a (2,reel) 2

"_,"° . where
4 _

[. ]sin 2 (2_£t)i> 2 8_na 4- S_(f) tn2(_fz) - (2.12)

Using (2.2) one obtains for _ > 1

'i 41r2 a g13_', _n2a - .tl_ s (2.13)[ " '°

: ,_' and

= 23-i3 (2.14)°a _o

The constant g_ is tabulated in Table 1 for integer values of _.

ii_.ii Table i. 8_ as a £unction of B.

7 s .......... s_
- _ 3[2 + £n(2_rfu_)],--_n2

1 i
41T2

"_. 2 1/2
/

l 4 (4_2)/6

_,. Values of g6 for noninteger fJcan be Intecpolated from the table.

L,

!,
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"_ C. Phase Noise Due to Solar Wind Fluctuations

Fluctuations in the solar wind produce fluctuations in the phase

of electromagnetic slgnala which propagate through It. Woo et al. (1976)

_" have reported measurc_eeats of the fluctuation spectrum at S-band

m
r (v ° 2.4 x 109 Hz) from the _t_r£ner 10 spacecraft. These measurements

were m_de at a tango of 1.6 AU when the closest approach distance R of
C

i.._ the line-of-sight to the Sun was 43 RO(-0.23 AU) and the solar elongation

_r_, angle a (the Sun-Earth-spacecraft angle) was about 12". They found

..'_ f2 .'--"6 (2.15)
t'

- where

a ,_ 1.0 x 10 3

Woo (1975) has considered the general problem of phase fluctuations as a

, function of v ° and Re, and he indicates that

_; asw - Re-3" 2 vo-9- (2.16)

,; Assuming these dependences and normalizing to X-band (9 x 109 Hz) one

_ obtains

.-_i,?: asw - 4.2 x 10-7 9 x 109 Hz

=. where I have added a f_._ction w(r_) to allow for varte.¢ton with elongation

./._ angle a. In his talk_ Ft_.nk l_stabrook gave the h_ppy news that Woo and

Armstrong's (1978) Viking observations shoved a dramatic decrease in

spectral density at large angles. From the graph shown by Estabrook, I

estimate w(a)/w(12") to be about 10- 3 for a _ 180 °. The various phase

:_ noises are easily worked out for this case:

_' bursts _nb 0.78 a ;t :0.8" sw b (2.18)

continuous waves,' _nc " 0.5 a _sw_-_fc'l'_ (2 191

Allan variance _na 6.0 a _ O. 8:, " sw (2.20)
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" It should be noted that the Allan variance phase noise (2.20) is a factori
) of 7.5 largor than that for the bursts (2.18). This result is independent

Yr" Of asw.
+' It should be noted that thls is the noise for a one-way Doppler

if" ranglng system, Vessot has reported at thls Workshop and elsewhere on: a scheme involving a clock on a spacecraft with two-way Doppler ranging

_ and with multiple frequency capability. He makes the case that with this

: scheme much of the phase noise due to the solar wind can be removed.

i_'_, D. Phase Noise Due to Fluctuations in t_heTroposphere

i_. Phase fluctuations in the troposphere have been observed by

}_ Thompson et al. (1975) and others. They report measurements at 9.5 x 109 Hz
"_ and 22.2 x 109 Hz and show that the spectrum is the same at both frequencies.

I" Averaging over the nine samples in their Table IV, I find
i

_ atr

I+ S+- f2.-"-"6 (2.21)

! ' .^-6/ £o \2

v_' These measurements were made c'_er a distance of 65 kin, so I used a scaling
) factor to estimate the coefficient for a different path length £o. The

•J first point to note is that the exponent of f is the same as for the solar

1 wind. This Is probably no accident since in both cases the fluctuations

:_' are caused by turbulence in a fluid medium. (Kolmogorov theory predicts

!; an exponent of 8/3.) The second point is that the relations for the

i_ phace noise in Section C above can be used for this case simply by substi-
5

tuting the value of a for the troposphere.

The observed phase fluctuations seem to be correlated with the

presence of water vapor. Also the coefficient a was found to be highly

,, variable from sample to sample. Of the nine values reported by Thompson

=-_ et al. (1975), the smallest value of a was 7.3,x 10-8 and the largest was
8.0 x 10 -6. This suggests that the receiver should be placed in a dry

location and experiments should be p_rformed during seasons of low water

! vapor. A most important observation by this group was that the fluctuation-

+ spectra at 9.5 x 109 Hz and 22.2 x 109 Hz showed nearly lO01 coherence upt

_t _ tO fluctuation frequencies of 10-1 Hs. Since the frequencies of interest

/
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°" i for the signals discussed in this paper are considerably below this value,

l _ then tropospheric fluctuations can in principle be measured with an

i+_i_) auxiliary experiment and subtracted away. One possible scheme would beto measure the tropospheric fluctuations by means of a signal from anY_ . overhead satellite with an antenna located next to the Doppler tracking

I! +: antenna.

E. Phase Noise Due to the Reference Oscillator

I_ The reference oscillator (local oscillator) will contribute phase

i noise which is indis*ingutshable from that from other sources, so this

I noise must be considered along with all the rest. One fundamental source

i of noise is the kT "noise energy" associated with every (classical)

i_ oscillator. This noise leads to a spectral density of phase fluctuations

ti of

il, S_ - a£--_° (2.23)i f2
: 2kTii v
_ . o (2.24)

! " a_o 2Q2p

where T is temperature, Q is the quality factor of the oscillator, P is

the power dissipated, and v° is the frequency at which the oscillator is
used. To estimate the magnitude of '-_o^, we assume an oscillator with

9 . 12 +'" . . --28 2T = 300K- O = 2 x i0 , and P i0- watts, then a. 5 x I0 v_ .
• • 9X,O o

If thls oscillator is used at X-band (vo - 9 x I0 Hz) (one Nay have to_Y

'_/ multiply or divide the basic oscillator frequency to achieve this), then

li" a_o _ 4.3 x These values are to
10-8" close that of the hydrogen maser

= '_. (see Vessot, these proceedtnss). To improve the performance ._f the

hydrogen maser, one could cool it. Another possibility is the super-

conducting cavity stabilized oscillator, which may have higher Q and P

and (certainly) lower T.

The various phase noises defined above can be worked out as

follows:

i_+

+ l,:_

,I, +

++l_+
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J

bursts %b = (2.25)
=!

_'_

i)" Allan variance Ona " V_ (a&o_)_ (2.27)

=_,_ Note that the Allan variance phase noise is a factorV_ _ (-4.4) larger

_,_: than that for the burst definition. Again, this factor is independent of

the value of a.

Oscillators can be no better _n their noise performance than that

_ given by (2.23) and (2.24). They are almost always worse because of

noisy electronics, amplifiers, vibration, aging effects, etc. (These
_,_.,

effects can sometimes be characterized by power law spectral densities.)

To my knowledge, only Vessot has reached the thermal limit of an
oscillator (the hydrogen maser) and in this case only over a restricted

! range of frequency. Clearly there are many practical difficult problems
-),
_' in building a stable oscillator. These problems, however, are not

considered fundamental, so I have ignored them in this paper.

III. Detection of Signals in the Presence of Phase Noise

Having estimated the magnitude of the signals due to gravitational

_ radiation and due to vibrations of the Sun and also having defined the
noise associated with the measurement of those signals, we are now in a

position to comment on the signal detectability.

A. Burst Signals

)_ The burst gravitational wave signals of magnitude _were related

to the phase by Equation (1.11). The condition for detectability is

-1. then

_ Onb

_ hb > 21Vo_b (3.1)
?

where _nb is the phase noise for this measurement. For the various sources
enumerated above this is
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r_

!,

+_b > 4w2n2 + a£oTb + 0.78 (Saw + atr)_b 1"6 (3.2)

where the first term is from the Doppler extractor, the second from the
7

reference oscillator, and the third from the solar rind and troposphere

:' combined. It is explicitly noted that the burst definition of phase

_ noise has been used in the second and third terms and not the Allan

_ variance. (The differences are factors of 20 and 56, respectively.)

i_ Putting (3.2) into (3.1) one finds i

s

___ or, taking each terN separately,

t:

':_: '1.0 X [O-151 il_l101-_Ollo-3l[VO XZ'_IIO_[['bsec) (3.4a)

> _10-6/ _ Vo _b (3.4b)

0.2 1

l0-8 "o "b /
where it has been assumed that a Doppler extractor with n _ lO -3 is

feasible, that an X-band, thermally-limited oscillator is possible, and

that the solar wind and tropospheric constants are of the of the order of

l0 -8 or below (this can be achieved for elongation angles of 180 ° and

under favorable tropospheric conditions). These estimates are more

optimistic by nearly a factor of l0 than those of Estabrook, primarily

because of the use of the burst definition of noise. Also it should be

pointed out again that these calculations are for a single frequency

tracking system. Vessot's scheme with onboard clocks and multiple

frequencies promises to take out much of the solar wind noise and I

believe that the tropospheric noise can be handled in a similar way by

measuring this noise with an auxiliary experiment. Thus gravitational

wave burst amplitudes much smaller than those implied by (3.4) may be

detectable.

'_13
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.o_ Another point I wish to make is that it is incomplete to try to

_'_ specify the hb sensitivity without also specifying the associated _b"

noise is S@ = f-3, so that @nb/_b is independent of _b" Some sources

_!_i! appeartohaveaportlonofthelrspectrumdescribedbysucha,unctlou.)B.Continuous Nave Sl.nals
!: 1. Gravitational Naves

The continuous wave signal hc is related to the phase via Equation (I.14).
The condition for detectability is that

fc
hc > _-¢nc (3.5)

0

where Cnc is the phase noise associated with this measurement. Collection
_ of results from the various sources enumerated above yields

1 + a£o 1 (asw �atr)(___._1 (3.6)• 2 + 2_
¢_c > 4_2q2 2zfsa m 2z fc

where the factor [ i _ in the Doppler extractor term comes from
2_z I

assuming that the noi_mis spread equally over the frequency band from

0 to the sampling frequency fsam" Here z is the integration time, Comparing
h to the phase noise term by term we find

C -°



where an integration time of 2 x lO 7 eec and a gravitational wave frequency

i of 10"3 Hs were used as reference values. Continuous gravitation radiation
L:. is thus detectable at the 10"17 level wlth a single frequency Doppler

_ tracking system. Although this amplitude 18 several orders of magnitude

!_ larger than any known sources, one should look anyway because, as was
_ mentioned above, there are so many potential sources. Also, it seems

plausible to me that if one can reduce the phase noise from solar wind

_ and the troposphere by special techniques for the gravitational wave burst

:_ case, then one should also be able to do It in thls case. Thls possibility

should be studied.

I_ l will finish this discussion on continuous waves by recalling a

;_!ii calculation of A. J. Anderson (1977). He analyzed Doppler residuals

i_ from the Pioneer-) 8pacecraft for any continuous signals. This was a

single frequency S-band (v ° - 2.3 x 10 9 He) tracking system. Ii18 analysis

of the phase noise showed a flat spectrum with a value S_ _ 4.0 x 10-3
-- rad2Hz "I. Thls means that he could have detected gravitational radiation

i' was (using Equations (1.14) and (2.8))

• of frequency fc whose amplitude hc

_ h > ._c (3.8)
2't /t! c _o

i11 He found a signal at = 7.75 x 10- 3 Hz and he probably used T _ 2000 sec;
fc

80,

_ Ii h > 3.3 x 10-15 (3.9)

l_I c
He interpreted his signal as being due to the rotation of the spacecraft ,

°/! with an amplitude of 0.24 cm. If interpreted as a continuous gravitational
wave signal, the amplitude would be 2.5 x 10 -14. Looking at the data, the

ii signal appears to be about 10 times the noise.
) 2. Oscillations of the Sun

il The amplitude of vibration r 2 of a spacecraft caused by quadrupole

!'," oscillations of the Sun was estimated above for a distance of 4 RO. Thef

_'_; relationship between r 2 and the induced oscillating phase signal Is given

_Ii by (1.20). The detectability condition 18

!'_, __c %c (3.10) !(, r2 • 2ev
X'_ O

!,
'_. 5i5
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I

_nc is the narrow-band phase noise from the various sources which have
already been collected in (3.6) above. However, close to the Sun the

solar wind dominates so we have

r_ > 2_Vo 2_f22.6] (3.11) i
:i

At the distance of 4 RO, asw is estimated from (2.16) to be _0.09. Thus i_

_._!_ (3.11) becomes

_ .,lolOHz,,asw ,_t, 1:2 .3( )_t

where _2 _ 2 hrs has been assumed for the oscillation period of the Sun. i

Hill and Candell (1978) have suggested that the Sun's oscillations are

coherent for several days, so I have chosen an integration time of

2 x 10 § eec (_2 days), which is the maximmn time that the spacecraft

would be expected to be in the vicinity of 4 RO • The signal predicted

: by (1.19), assumins J2' _ 10-7' is seen to be comparable to noise estimated
by (3.9). Clearly it is an exciting prospect to contemplate measuring

J2' directly with a spacecraft. The closeness of the estimated signal to
the estimated noise means that more accurate estimates of both are needed.

We are working on this.

I wish to acknowledge helpful discussions with Warren Johnson,

Kenneth Nordtvedt and Ian Roxburgh. This research was supported in part

by the National Science Foundation, USA.
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N78"33004• i SOLARPROBE STUDY i

_' James E. Randolph

_ i! Jet Propulsion Laboratory i

,+

:_++ : Introduction and Background
L

: ) ' Past studies of the Solar Probe identified both low-thrust (Ref. I)

+ and ballistlc (Refs. 2 and 3) modes of dellvery of a spacecraft to the Sun.

_+'_" The concept discussed here was first suggested by Colombo et al. (Ref. 2)

%:+ in early 1976. This was followed by a feaslblllty study at JPL (see

;+ Anderson et al., Ref. 3) _+hlch WlS focussed on • spln-seabillsed spacecraft

on a rectilinear trajectory as a minimum, first _Isslon. As the Solar

Probe technology has evolved, new mission modes have been introduced. New

i, trajectory options are und.-r consideration (see Bender, Yen, this volume)

and new spacecraft deslsns have been developed (see Bender et el., Ref. 4).

The major objective of t, . present study at JPL is to identify realis-

tic options for a Solar Probe Mission consistent with known technical,

fiscal, and progrannnatlc constraints. A second objective is to develop a

I program plan for NASA which includes identification of necessary research

, and development activities. A baseline mission and a "stra_nnan" space-craft design have been selected and used to determine the feaslblllty of
!

meeting the mission requirements and the sensitivity to variations in those

requirements.

_ssion Options

Table 1 su_nartzes some of the Solar Probe mission options in four

major cat_,_Jrtes: delivery mode, period of the final orbit, spacecraft

stabilization, and auxtlary propulsion. The attributes of each option are

I qualitatively summarized by three measures of mission performance: scten-

+l tiftc return, cost and risk. The lowest cost, baseline mission is a ballis-

tic Jupiter gravity assist (JGA) which places a 3-axis stabilized spacecraft
l: in a four-year heliocentric orbit. However, the scientific return is con-
_: stdered to be greatest for a spinning probe in a final orbit with a one year
}+

_ period, which would allow a second pass close to the Sun within the probablc
_' life of the spacecraft. The scientific return from a multiple-spacecraft

_ mission would be very great.

+ 521 .+
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I Delivery Mode

'_ With present launch vehicle (Shuttle/IUS) capability, a significant

, velocity change (AV) is required fol,owing launch from Earth to deliver a spece-
craft close to the Sun. A sufficiently large velocity increment can be

_: attained using a gravity assist from Jupiter and/or ion drive propulsion.

_' Table 2 summarizes the d_livery modes in terms of launched mass, delivered

'_ i mass, etc. The AV-Earth Gravity Assist (AV-EGA) ballistlc option (tow 2)
can significantly increase the mass delivered on a JGA trajectory. Ion drive

l_i _ trajectories are characterized by the number of "loops" around the Sun before

:_. reaching the final orbit. Type A or single-loop trajectories requlre a

o _ large ion propulsion system and have a low delivered mass, but a short

_ flight tlmc. Type B or dual-loop trajectories can deliver more mass with

_ _t a smaller propulsion system, but at the cost of a longer flight time and

i_ thermal problems during the perihelion pass between loops. The ballistic

D. F. Bender and C. N. Yen, respectively.
• The footnote in Table 2 refers to a dragchute (a concept due to G.

Colombo) which, if deployed after the Jupiter swingby, could use solar

_:i' radiation pressure over a long period of time to reduce the spacecraft vel-ocity and aphelion distance. The estimated mass of such a parachute is

i! 200 kg.

In addition to the orbital period, other "open" parameters at this

time are the perihelion distance, the inclination, and the nodal angle between

t! the line of apstdes and the Sun-Earth line. These parameters can be chosen

!i to optimize the scientific return from the mission. As part of the

"strawman" design, we have assumed perihelion at 4 Rs, an inclination of

°t 90 ° , and a nodal angle of 45 ° .

_, Spacecraft Design and Thermal Control

_I' Early in the study, it was recognizeu that the method of stabilizing
the attitude of the spacecraft has a major impact on the confi_uration and
mass of the spacecraft. It is estimated that a spln-stablllzed spacecraft

: would be about 200 kg heavier _han a 3-axis stabilized spacecraft. The current
_. estimate of the Shuttle/IUS performance precludes the use of a spin-stabilized

or dual-upin spacecraft on a simple JGA trajectory Thus, our strawman

, ._1 spacecraft is 3-axis stabilized. Since other delivery modes would allow

this greater mass and since the fields and particles experiments would

O0000006-TSE12
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I.. benefit if the spacecraft were spinning, the design of a dual-spln space-
craft is also underway and will be completed within the next few_onths.

Zf an Ion-drlve option were selected, the spacecraft desisnwould have to

i: be integrated with the ion propulsion system consisting of thrusters, large

i solar etc.
arrays,

, A spacecraft configuration has been conceived which is consistent with

the baseline mission (i.e., a JGA ballistic trajectory resulting in a 4 Rs
_ perihelion and a 4.2-year final period). Figure 1 illustrates some of the

1;:_ characteristics of this design. The structure is dominated by the "roof"

._ . thermal shield and the secondary shields which cast a shadow over the rest

. of the spacecraft. During perihelion passage, the spacecraft must rotate

through 180 ° in about 14 hours to keep the shield pointed at the Sun.
Estimates of the temperature profile expected in the main part of the space-

craft behind the thermal shield are given in Figure 2. The baseline pe_ihel-

ion distance of 4 solar radii was chosen on the basis of this figure. Just

below the heat shields are two large radiators for the Selenide Isotope Gen-

_ erators (SIC's) which supply power (450 w) to the spacecraft.

i" Some of the scientific objectives of the Solar Probe Mission can best

be met if the spacecraft follows a purely ballistic or drag-free trajectory.
_._ In the stra_nnan payload, the drag-compensation sensor is sandwiched between

i the SIG radiators. This sensor must be isolated from the remainder of thespacecraft to minimize biases from asymmetries and changes in the self-

_I_ gravity configuration.
of the

.i-iI A large-dlameter, hlgh-galn antenna is suspended from the rear of the
, spacecraft by multi-degree-of-freedom linkage which allows the complex

deployment and articulation needed to point at the Earth through the peri-

_i helton passage.
°11 Figure 3 is a schematic drawing of a possible set of scientific instru-

_ ments mounted on the electronics compartment.

/

Telecommunication and Data Handling

The strawman telecommunication system consists of two 20 watt trans-

ponders which allo¢ two-way coherent S-. and X-band data. The S-band link

is for carrier (Doppler) tracking and ranging only. The X-band link also i

carries about 1000 bits per second of telemetry " ta at perihelion. About

I: 10 7 bits of data can be stored to buffer hlgh-r-te data or to provide some

_,.,. backup in case of loss of real-time data. With this dual-frequency system,

t
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o-'i_I_ the Doppler tracking error is estimated to be in the range 0.I to 1.0 mm/

sec near perihelion; see Table 3. The significance of this error estimate_::, is discussed In later papers.

__;i; ill. Attitude Control
The strain attitude control system is consistent with the require-

_, ments for drag compensation, attitude stabilization, and midcoursemaneuvers.-if!o_ When the spacecraft is outside the Earth's orbit, the high-galn antenna
cannot view the Earth unless the heat shield is on the side of the space-

-o_ craft away from the Sun. Thus the spacecraft attitude is bistable, with
:_ o_: the _eat shield pointed either at the Sun or 180 ° away.

i_ A cartoon illustrating the drag-compensatlon system Is shown In Figure
4. The fundamental concept Is to keep a proof mass centered in a cavity.t_/" The Isolation of the sensor, discussed earlier, is expected to yield drag• !

compensation to an accuracy of 10 -10 g; the significance of this accuracy

is also discussed in later papers.

Mass and Power Summaries

Tables4 and 5 llst the mass and power by subsystem for the strawman

!" design. From Table 4, it is apparent that the thermal control system accounts i
for about one quarter of the entire spacecraft mass. The dominant power

consumer is the telecommunications subsystem; Table 5 shows that nearly one

-. i Research Requlr_¢
I

!ili_ The thermaR shield design is only in the conceptual stage at this time.

A significant amount of research in materials and manufacturing processes

is needed before a final design is possible. An understanding of the extent

of "thermal" radiation beyond the visible solar disk is also crucial to the

final design of the heat shield.

If the required tracking accuracy is about 0.I m_/sec, development of

i two-way system is clearly essential.

a dual-frequency, telecommunication

The effect of the solar corona on the telecommunications link must be modeled

to provide confidence in the design.

Support has also been requested for research into the theory and design

i__ of a drag-compensation system for a complex spacecraft with articulating

_ _ parts. The dynamic range of the drag-compensation system can be reduced ifo,

__I, . a reasonably accurate model of the expected drag can be developed.
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The question has alao arlsenwhether or not the perihelion distance

mlsht be limited by radlation damage by energetic particles. This question

was addressed by a Solar Probe Environmental Workshop held ac JPL on.January

19 and 20, 1978. The concensus was that, for perihelion at 4 Rs, the flux

and fluence of energetic particles would probably be less than that encoun-
tered during the Jupiter flyby. However, the Report of the Environmental

Workshop (available from 5PL) indlcaCes that there are many unknown factors

which remain to be determined.
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_i ' 1  LISTIC   JECToRI S

D. kdo, N78" 3 3005
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

1
,_, The only ballistic trajectory mode feasible for a close solar probe

or for an orbit Inclined approximately 90" to the ecliptic Is the
o_

_i:_ Jupiter gravity assist mode. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the traJec-
J_
,_!. tories of the Solar Polar and the Solar Probe Missions for 1983 launches.

• For any other launch year, the figure would be almost Identical if the

Jupiter encounter is placed at the edge of the figure as shown. The

-i ticks are at 100 day intervals.

The inner part of the Solar Probe trajectory is plotted in Figure 2.To the accuracy required for preliminary oiscussions, the geometry of the

solar encounter phase is practically the same for the 4.3 year orbit

achieved by a Jupiter gravity assist and for a one year orbit (which might

be attained with either a drag chute or a retro-rocket maneuver following

a Jupiter gravity assist).

Tables 1 and 2 list data describing the geometry of an orbit with

perihelion at 4 solar radii and aphelion at Jupiter.

Figure 3 shows the range of apparent directions of the solar wind

If it is flowing radially outward from the S_n with a speed of either

150 or 300 km/sec.
0

t The earth-node angle n is defined as the solar longitude of the

I Earth at the time of the solar encounter minus the longitude of the node

_!_ of the trajectory (assumed to be in the ecliptic). Figure 4 shows the

_ minimum Sun-Earth-probe angle during the solar encounter as a function of

: the Earth-node angle and the orbital inclination. If the inclination Is

i_ 60* or more, the minimum SEP angle Is not greatly different from the 90 °

value.
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,_ Table 2. Nominal Solar Probe Trajectory Orbttal [leeuents

Earth to duplter

_i Launch: Aprtl 1S, 198S, C;3" 11S.7 km2/s2, OLA- -27.1"Ttm of F11ght: 462 days to duly 21, 1986

=%_, Elemnts:* a - 6.4323 AU - 962.2645 6m
_ • - .844024 _ - 179.8126

!_ I - 1.7328° I1_ -.0023 ° (e_ launch)

_' _ • 24.5646° Vhp-13.8 km/s

_ Ouptter Centered Elemnts* July 21. 198G

_! North South Gotng

Going
B.T - -875600 km 6.T - -666700 km

8._ * 87000 kin B-R - -64S80 kin

a - -662098 kin a • -662098 km

• - 1.66342 e • 1.66246

,. t - 174.3198 t - 175.7388

, n. -37.8486 n - 135.4436
w . -SO.1Sq8 _ - 123.3914

q- 6.15 Rj q - 6.05 Rj

Juptter to Sun Elements* July 21, 198Gto A_rt1 1988 .

North (Des Nodeat Sun) South (Asc Nodeat S_n)

a - 2.52729 AU a - 2.52927 AU

• 378.0772 Gm - 378.3734 Gm
• - .99261 • - .99263

t - 89.661 t - 90.282
- -17.389 _ • 162.610

u - 178.117 _,:• .414

fl " -IS6.73S (at Juptter) fl - -1S8.7838
n:46 n - 43

TF - 638.6 days TF - 635.8 days

= * A11 angles In degrees, reference systemEarth E_,llpttc (1950)
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°I The fact that any value of Earth-node angle and any incllnation can

I be attained by means of a Jupiter gravity assist is illustrated in

Figure 5, which is a plot of launch C3 versus arrival time for a launch

on April 15, 1985. The present estimate is that 830 kg can be It nched

on this trajectory for C3 = 115 _n2/s 2. Unfortunately, the C3 require-

•_,._ ments increase for several years after 1985 and will not be _ower again

" _,.." until 1992 for these trajectories.
A

More mass can be delivered ballistically if the direct launch from

Earth is replaced by a AV-EGA trajectory. Such a trajectory is shown

in Figure 6. The spacecraft is launched Into a loop to about 2.5 AU,

- _ where a propulsion maneuver gives a large velocity change, _V. The

spacecraft then performs an Earth gravity assist and flies on to Jupiter.

-_,°_ The Earth flyby couId be performed either a few months before or a few

months after two or three years after launch (these are called 2-, 2+,

3-, and 3+ trajectories). For the 2+ trajectory, shown in Figure 6, the

C3 is 32 km2/s 2 and the velocity increment required is 2.62 km/s; with

such a trajectory, the final spacecraft mass would be about 1500 kg and

solar encounter wouid occur about 5 years after launch. A still greater

3+
payload is possible using a trajectory w,tch has a launch C3 of

52 km2/s 2 and a _V of 0.68 km/s; this system could deliver over 1900 kg

to 4 solar radii seven years after launch.
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ION DRIVE PERFORMANCEAND TRAJECTORIES

C. L. Yen

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

This paper is concerned with the use of Solar Electric Propulslon

(SEP) for the Solar Probe Mission. The dependence of the payload mass

on the size of the SEP and the flight time is described on the basis

of preliminary data.

_ First, for those with little familiarity with SEP, we summarize

the range of hardware performance expected to be available in the 1980's.

The power source is a solar array with concentrators for extra sunlight

_ _ collection. The concentration factor is expected to be in the range of

.... 2 to 4 and the total power between 20 and 60 kw. This power is used to
accelerate mercury ions to 30-45 km/sec, which corresponds to a specific

i

, impulse Isp 3000 - 4500 sec, or perhaps even higher.

The final orbit is assumed to be in the ecliptic with a perlhelion

distance of 0.02 AU and a period of 1 year. Less ambitious, longer
/

period orbits were not considered to be worth the advanced _atur9 and

greater cost of SEP compared to conventlonal chemical prop_sfgn_systems.

High inclination orbits are also feasible, but have not.been_hudled yet.

The velocity increment, AV, needed to achieve the assumed final orbit is

20-25 km/sec. If the shuttle is used to escape from the Earth with

C3 i O and SEP is used to supply all the required AV, then a crude upper

limit to the SEP performance can be obtained from the simple rocket

equation

_AV/Ispg

[ - M° e -%mk4

° _ where _ is the payload mass, M is the mass delivered to Earth escape
_ O

-1 by the shuttle, and Mip m is the dry mass of the ion propulsion module.

t For M = 6200 kg, and Isp - 4300 sec, _ (3400-3800) kg The

o _ - Mipm"

magnitude of Mip m depends on the SEP size which, in turn, depends on the
±_i: flight time of the mission.

'il° ' 54h
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I There are several classes of optimal low-thrust trajectories for

thq Solar Probe Misslon. This classification is based on the number of

il orbital rew_lutlons (NREV) the SEP spacecraft makes before it completes

• the transfer to the final orbit. Trajectory types A, B, C correspond

• to one, two. and three orbital revolutions, respectively.

I!. The _ypical flight time, SEP size, and otl_er performance
factors

associated with each trajectory type are summarized in Table l. Perfor-

mance is expec_.ed to improve as NREV is increased. Nonetheless, theN,

duration of the mission and the anticipated thermal problems make it

\_. tmpraetlcal to consider trajectory types with NREV greater than 2. A

type C trajectory (NREV ffi3) is feasible only if the thermal problems

shield. With a period of about I year and a perihelion distance of

0.18 AU, Icarus appears to be a suitable object for this purpose.

Another method of enhancing performance Is to incorporate a Venus

° I swlngby in the SEP flight. Since the analysis for this hybrid mission

_:':,i':_' mode is more difficult, little data have been generated, but the trend

i_i improved performance can be clearly shown.

Figures i through 4 show plots of transfer trajectories corresponding

-_ to type-A, type-A with a Venus Swingby, type B, and type-C with an

Icarus Rendezvous. In each of these examples, the flight time and the

SEP size were selected to give a delivered mass ranging f:- I 700 to

1000 kg, the range of payload deemed reasonable by the study team. These

examples do not represent upper limits of SEP perform_nce nor the only

available geometry and one should not Infer the SEP capability from these

few data points. The results of a preliminary par_metric investigation

of the performance as a function of SEP size and flight time are shown

l in Figures 5 through 7. These data are too crude to form the basis for
v drawing final conclusions, but a clear indication of the SEP performance

""'_ trend has emerged.

: A summary of the SEP performance is given in Table 2. The following

concluding remarks can be made:

(1) To do the mission in a two year flight time, one must fly a

I type-A trajectory. The required SEP size is very large; a

o ':1,5

]
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Ftsure 6. Per£ormsnce sum_ry of an ion drive Solar Prohe l"yne A trajectory
!'" vtth Venus swingby.
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f Fisure 7. Performance summery of sn ion d_ive Solar Probe Type D
o_, trajectory.
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50 to 60 kw, 4-fold concentrator array and IO to 12 thrusters

must be used. The extrapolated maximum payload is about

700 kg, but an improvement can be made with a Venus swlngby.

Even then, a paytodd of not more than I000 kg is predicted.

The type-A option appears unattractive in view of the expensive

propulsion system associated with it.

(2) For a 3,5 to 4 year mission, the type-B trajectory is the mode

,_, to fly. The required SEP is moderate in size; a 30 to 50 kw,
S

,__ 2-fold concentrator Array and an 8-thruster system is adequate.

'5 (A 2-fold concentrator array is a much more state-of-art array

than a 4-fold concentrator array.) A payload delivery of up

to 1200 kg is feasible and as much as 1400 kg may be possible.

The thermal protection of the SEP is a requirement inherent in

:= this type of trajectory and awaits solution.

(3) If one were willing to add an additional year and consider a

! 4.5 to 5 year mission, a type-C trajectory with an Icarus

rendezvous is an attractive option. It requires a moderate

'_ sized SEP, presents little SEP thermal-protectlon problem,

. and offers an opportunity to have a rendezvous with an Apollo

asteroid.

555
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,_ EURCPFAN SPACE AGENCY STUDIES OF THE SOLAR PROBE

i' Ian W. Roxburgh

_! Queen Mary College

_ University of London

t_ _ Mile End Road t_, ' London E1 _I_ England

_! _e Iessibility and scientific objectives of a solar

_. probe were studied by a Mission Definition Group in 1975 and

I 1976. The group consisted ofA. Balogh, B. Bertotti, G. Columbo_

_ G. Duchossois, G. Haskell, H. Rosenbauer, E. Roth, I. Roxburgh,

:i,L.(ii:_ Te Sanderson and De Yours. The orbit 8n_ysla programme was

4eveloped by M. Hechler and an extended study of the orbit

ill analysis was done in 1977 by _ertotti, Hechler and Roxburgh.

The results of these studies are in the Report of the Mission

Definition Study (1976)and an E.S.O.C. report (1978),and the

reader is referred to these sources for greater details.

,I;" _ssion Concert and Ob.lectives The Solar Probe Mission would

; "_I'. send s satellite close to the Sun to make in situ measurements

_-::I of the solar wind plasma, to look at the Sun, to determine the

solar quadropole and to test theories of gravity. In the

E.S.A. study, no solar surface experiments were considered.

_i _atelllte Desiem Figure 1 gives a sketch of the E.S.A. con- j
.,_ figuration. It has two heat shields, the front one of ,__

/i diameter 3 m, the secondary of diameter 2.5 m, located 0.5 m

! behind the first. The probe end external equipment lies in

_! the shadow cone of the shield. The front shield gets ver_ hot

QI,
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Figure 1. The E.S.A. solar probe ¢on©ept.
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I"

f Ii
_'_ (3000K) and pyrol:tie6raphltewas considereda aultable
i

_" material, for the shield. Figure 2 givec the stea_y-s_ate

[ temperature of different parts of the satellite as a flmctton!." of heliocentric distance.

F Both spin ._tabillsedand 3 axis stabilised space-

,_=_ craft were considered and no preference emerged from the

i_. • technical viewpoint However, the in situ experiments,._ ° •

'i"_i'" preferred spin-stabilised and the orbit experiments preferred

, 3-axis stabili_ed for the inclusion of e _rag free system,

i_ although the possibility of using a CAC_IS type microacceler-

,, ometer on a slowly spinnlng craft was considered viable.

•..iI
l!_:_,'., A variety of possible orbits were considered with
.!-, C3 energy parameters ranglng from 98 km2/sec2 for in ecliptic

:_.!, oribi,s to 125 _n2/sec 2 for 90° out of ecliptic orbits. For

: J.' the T.,_urposes of the ESA study, a launch date of 1st January

',!i_ 198_'was used• In the orbit analj'als,a wide variety of orbits:.. was studied with perihelion distances of O, k, and i0 solar

{_ radii and inclinations of O, 450 and 90°. A typical orbit is

',:I) given in Figure 3.
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. lfllure 3, A treJe©tocy for the oolaz' probe.
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!

_ l:_o,delvoy_oad for In Situ Experi.menta The following experiments were
i" considered for a normal payload
¢

, a) _las_a _artielea: Proton and electron velocity distributions

[ Protons: 20 eV to 20 keV

Electrons: I ev to 2 keV

_ Electrostatic analysers with open secondary

_ electron multipliers or electrometers.

_ b) D.C. M_netic Field: Magnetic fields i0"_ to 1 Gauss

_; . 10. 2 ,i,'- 2 instruments iO"° to 10-2 to 1 Gauss

_! Triaxial flux gate magnetometers._ii e) Plasma Waves: Frequency range iO to 107 Hz

_ Electric 2 axis dipole

Magnetic 3 axis search colt.

d) _on Comvosition: Mass Spectrometers

Mass per charge range 1.5 to b AMU

Mass per charge resolution 15

)i Ener_ per charge range 0.3 to iO keyEnergy per charge resolution O.1

t.
I" e) Energetic char_ed Proton range 3 MeV to 30 MeV

.] Dartic_@_: Electron range 50 keV to 3 MeV

t Nucleon range 300 keV/N %0 30 MeV/N
Gaiter M_ller Tubes

>' Solid state detectors or photo-multiplier tubesL
!,:
!,

_ii f) Coronal light detector: Photomultipliez, channel multiplier or silicon

!_ I, photo diode
,'_ Visible light

00000007-TSA] 2



_, O_'_'bit analysis The aim of the orbit analysis experiments is to deter.:tne
l
i_- the solar quachropole moment J_, and the post-Newtonian relativistic

.,:_" parametern 8 and T , and higher order if the accuracy cun be obtains ,.

i For these experiments it was a_sumed that the probe wlll contain eithe_
I
. a drag free device to compensate for nongravitational forces, or an on-

!'_,-- board accelerometer to measure them. For an orbit going down to a

_:., few solar radii perihelion, it was found necessary to develop a third

i'/ order (v/c)_ (_ror analysis code and t_is was done by _4.Hechler at
_" E.S.O.C. A large number of runs have been performed for _everal orbits,

_,:_ measurement parameters and system noise. A determination of range and

"!.i_., range rate proportional to r"2 (to take account of coronal effects) was

_I: included and the system noise was taken to be isotropic and equal to

, 4< ( 6 a) 2> - 10"8 cm eec -2,

Range and range rate errors were assessed for a system using an S band

_i uplink and an S and X band downlink giving accuracies of 21- and

: 3 cm/sec for a distance to the Sun of 4 solar radii Some results of

_I;I the orbit analysis are given in Table I.

_iI:: Mass _d power A preliminary mass budget gave a total mass of _25 }_
l

:-::_ and a power requirement for the experiments of 40 to 50 w.

_ Conclusions

°_ The E.S.A. study showed that the solar probe is an exciting mission which

_'I would make a significant contribution to several branches of science.

'_ Further studies are needed on thermal control, drag free/accelerometers,

? "and telecommunications, but this should be one of the most exciting

,,. missions to be flown.

-If
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